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   Introduction   

 Mythology, myth studies and comparative mythology, like religious stud-
ies or comparative religion, are part of a specifi c area of study, consist of 
specialized research, emerged relatively recently, and correspond with the 
contemporary history of scholarship on Plato’s myths. Scholars theoriz-
ing and analyzing myth have been operating in certain traditions and 
imported and acknowledged views and methods from philosophy, theol-
ogy, classics, and the social sciences. 1  And scholars working on ancient 
philosophy develop their own analytic methods and philosophical per-
spectives which they implement and express in studies of Plato. However, 
when addressing the topic of Plato’s myths, one notices how in most 
cases the analyst has visited an ‘intellectual storehouse’ to assist his or her 
critical evaluation and description of myth—an understudied issue in 
contemporary philosophy. After over a century of specialized work on the 
mythical aspects of Plato’s dialogues, it is critical that research continue 
identifying and defi ning this ambiguous intellectual storehouse drawn 
upon by Plato scholars. 

1   For general schools of thought and originators/leading practitioners, themes, movements, devel-
opments, and infl uential fi gures in myth studies, see Doty ( 1986 ); Feldman and Richardson 
( 1972 ); Lincoln ( 1999 ); Segal ( 1999 ,  2004 ); Csapo ( 2005 ); and Dundes ( 1984 ) and, in relation to 
the study of Greek mythology, see Bremmer ( 2011 ). An important study addressing research and 
perspectives from diff erent disciplines and examining non-European cultures is Kirk ( 1970 ). And 
for Eastern infl uences on Greek myth and culture, see Burkert ( 2007 ). 



xii Introduction

 I investigate diff erent connections between Plato studies and myth 
studies, taking into account certain intellectual developments that have 
been marginalized or ignored. I also suggest possible multidisciplinary 
approaches for understanding Plato’s myths; I introduce methods that 
engage with particular features of the dialogues largely neglected or taken 
as peripheral. Chapter   2     outlines a technique I term ‘mutual scaff olding’ 
used to examine Plato’s philosophical project in a way that resists restrict-
ing the role of myth to a single defi nition or explanation and categorizing 
it in contradistinction to argument. I also avoid reducing myth to one or 
a limited number of functions and interpret selected myths in their own 
philosophical, literary, and thematic contexts. My methodology is based 
on the notion that in specifi c cases myth cooperates with philosophy 
within an interdependent unity rather than as two separate genres with 
their own meanings, aims, and agendas. 

 Myth studies, also referred to as mythography, is an interdisciplinary 
subject that has advanced and diversifi ed over the past half century. I con-
sider some of the most progressive and sophisticated ideas and theories 
introduced and applied by myth scholars, including philosophical studies 
of myth, and incorporate them into my approach to test the extent to 
which they advance Plato scholarship. My study of Plato’s myths involves 
an analysis of six dialogues and rests heavily on the identifi cation and rec-
ognition of the integral and complex role of narrative plot. I analyze plot 
structure and how it accommodates the dynamic links between the liter-
ary and philosophical features represented in key sections. I also give spe-
cial consideration to seemingly minor symbolic and thematic elements 
and examine how they inform the authority of the plot. Each dialogue 
presents myth and philosophy as interdependent parts of an orchestrated 
totality;  mythos  and  logos  interact diff erently depending on the topic and 
goal of the text but are put on stage in Plato to work in unison. My choice 
of dialogues is infl uenced by topic, aim, and style. My selections stand 
as strong illustrations of powerful mythic themes, ideas, and correspond-
ing arguments; they contain vivid, elaborate, and infl uential myths and 
provide accessible examples for the application of my mutual scaff olding 
technique. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-58044-3_2
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 My case studies include the following:

    1.     Meno  (Chapter   3    ): I examine how references to myth function to 
characterize the text as an instruction manual that guides readers in 
how to do one form of philosophy correctly. I integrate research of the 
mythical trickster character to reveal plot structure and related themes 
pertaining to liminality, transformation, and renewal.   

   2.     Protagoras  (Chapter   4    ): Plato provides an advanced dual between a 
sophist who presents a myth and alternative lines of argument submit-
ted by Socrates. A philosophical exploration of partnership in intel-
lectual inquiry is central. I consider Laurence Coupe’s radical typology 
approach and explore appropriations of myth for creating conditions 
that illuminate philosophical debate.   

   3.     Phaedo  (Chapter   5    ): Myth acts as a regulating code that maps argu-
ments, opposing arguments, and connections between arguments in 
the text. Drawing on Lévi-Strauss’s theory of binary systems in myth, 
I examine the tale of the soul’s journey in the  Phaedo  and decipher 
how binary oppositions are imposed on various dramatic sequences 
and the levels of philosophical discussion, producing literary rhythm 
and theoretical cohesion.   

   4.     Phaedrus  (Chapter   6    ): Plato introduces myth as a device facilitating 
transition between phases of philosophical theory and vision. With 
reference to William Doty’s advanced reading of myth in  Mythography  
(1986), I employ an expanded and inclusive working defi nition of 
myth. My analysis elucidates a number of key epistemological and 
metaphysical shifts and developments pertaining to Plato’s view of 
love and the body.   

   5.    Th e Atlantis myth in both the  Timaeus  and  Critias  (Chapter   7    ): Th e 
myth described in the two texts operates as a tool for Plato’s self- 
refl ection and criticism. I develop Bruce Lincoln’s critique of the 
 relationship between myth studies and nationalism from  Th eorizing 
Myth  (1999) to disclose the Atlantis myth’s strong themes of patrio-
tism, Athenian pride, and exaggerated promotion of an exclusive form 
of cultural identity.    

http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-58044-3_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-58044-3_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-58044-3_5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-58044-3_6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-58044-3_7
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I structure the interpretation of each case study consistently and order 
my analysis by focusing on a series of features sensitive to literary, philo-
sophical, and culture elements. I pay special attention to particular details 
constituting the opening scenes of the dialogues and the status of nar-
rators (theme introduction, setting, and narrative mode). I conduct a 
theme-based analysis of the myth itself (myth analysis) and the argu-
ments (the philosophical arguments). Next, I apply mutual scaff olding 
in order to illustrate the interdependent relationship between both dis-
courses and the harmony between this unity and other aspects of the 
dialogue (mutual scaff olding). And I disclose the complexities of the plot 
(plot structure) and Plato’s strategic choice of personalities (character 
selection). 2  As both myth-maker and philosopher, Plato includes selected 
mythic elements and ideas and chooses to exclude others. My study of 
diff erent dialogues elucidates how selection is determined in each case by 
an intention to construct nuanced narrative situations that inform and 
communicate complex philosophical paradigms and messages. Myth is 
strongly associated with Plato’s philosophical thinking and can be ana-
lyzed as being interdependent with it. 3  

2   Th e nature of this study resembles a number of signifi cant structural features found in  Funf pla-
tonische Mythen im Verhaltnis zu ihrem Textumfeldern  by Colloud-Streit ( 2005 ). Also, consider 
Blondell ( 2002 ) for insights into the dramatic elements of the dialogues with a focus on Plato’s 
characters. 
3   My methodology is applicable to other important myths from Plato’s corpus; the interdependence 
between myth and argument refl ects Plato’s overall philosophical vision and approach, and many 
modern theories of myth are suited to illuminating the unity. However, I decided against address-
ing the myth of Er or the allegory of the cave because of the scale of such an analysis. Applying my 
method to the  Republic  and interpreting the myth/philosophy relationship with the rigor it deserves 
would require much more than one chapter in this book. Also, the myths, literary themes, and 
philosophical issues from dialogues such as the  Gorgias ,  Symposium ,  Statesman , and  Laws  could 
have presented compelling and revealing case studies; the dialogues are also important examples 
that invite numerous theories of myth. However, I have selected dialogues for the present study on 
the basis of the clarity with which they demonstrate the relevance and importance of my approach 
and the lucidity characterising their match with particular theories. Th e fi ve chapters examined 
here are exemplary in that they introduce the broad range of ways that Plato orchestrates the myth/
philosophy interrelation in order to stimulate interest in a topic, achieve his aim, and represent 
intellectual style. 
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    1   
 Myth and Philosophy on Stage: 

Connections, Divisions, 
and Interdependence                     

 An earlier and shorter version of this chapter is published in Tofi ghian ( 2010 ). 

1.1               What Do We Mean by Myth? The Study 
of Myth in General 

 Contemporary scholarly approaches to myth must critically engage 
some of the most salient twists, turns, developments, and obstacles fac-
ing myth studies since becoming a recognized academic area of study. 
Th is section identifi es a tradition in order to systematically connect 
debates, ideas, methods, movements, and positions. To assess the his-
toricity of certain approaches and claims regarding Plato’s myths, one 
must associate them with a modern history of knowledge production 
related to mythology. Th ese connections help clarify the status of partic-
ular perspectives and aid in critically evaluating interpretations of myth 
in Plato scholarship. Contextualizing approaches to myth in social, cul-
tural, and intellectual history enables one to draw distinctions between 
methods, concepts, and techniques from various disciplines, identify 



lineage, recognize far- reaching historical impact, and identify contem-
porary scholarly infl uence. 

 In the modern era, the word ‘myth’ has become a general term refer-
ring to revelation, folktales, sacred scripture, fairy tales, legend, epic, and 
even community hearsay. 1  Myth is understood to narrate the exploits 
of humans (from ancestors until the present) and gods and a host of 
other supernatural beings. 2  Some myths depict the history of a family or 
dynasty; the glory or demise of a city or civilization; the adventures or 
fate of diff erent kinds of souls; the origins of the universe, the structure 
of the universe and the coming end of the universe. Th ese plots, themes 
or motifs (the tropes diff er in their roles based on their incorporation 
and application), in addition to a vast range of other recurring topics, 
often feature with story lines familiar to us such as ‘the death and resur-
rection of a god or hero’, 3  ‘deliverance’, 4  ‘recurrence’, 5  ‘cyclical time’, ‘lin-
ear time’, ‘progress’, 6  ‘regress’, reciprocity’, ‘alchemical transformation’, 
‘salvation’, ‘damnation’ and, more generally, tragedy, comedy, romance, 

1   In the introduction to the second edition of Vladimir Propp’s  Morphology of the Folktale , Alan 
Dundes explains that the affi  nities between these diff erent forms of narrative have been based pri-
marily on content rather than structure. He indicates that one of the virtues of Propp’s study is that 
it illustrates how important cultural patterns are manifested in cultural production, including nov-
els, plays, comic strips, and motion picture and television plots (Propp [ 1968 ] pp. xiv–xv). 
Appreciation of similar factors can be traced back to Fontenelle’s ground-breaking essay ‘On the 
Origin of Fables’ (1724); see Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 7–18. For an explanation of 
Heyne’s (1729–1812) contribution to the emergence of modern myth studies and the modern use 
of the term myth, see Bremmer ( 2011 ) pp. 532–533; Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 215–223. 
2   Doty collected fi fty individual defi nitions of myth. He groups them into eight types: myth as 
aesthetic device, narrative, or literary form; subject matter pertaining to gods or a realm beyond 
ours; etiology; early, weak, or inaccurate science; myth as the literal or verbal concomitant to ritual; 
an accessible account of universals; explicating beliefs, collective experiences, or values; and the 
expression of ‘spiritual’ or ‘psychic’ states (Doty [ 1986 ] p. 9). 
3   For examples of themes, motifs, and plots of this nature, see Compton ( 2006 ); Campbell ( 1949 ); 
Coupe ( 2006 ) pp. 63–65; and Segal ( 1990 ). 
4   Consider Coupe’s various references to the theme of deliverance in his book  Myth  ( 2006 ). 
5   For an example of the signifi cance of recurrence in myth, see Hatab ( 2005 ). 
6   For a study of the notion of progress, see Mehta ( 1985 ) pp. 69–82. 
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and satire. 7  In some myths, these topics are exclusive, and in others they 
are combined. 8  

 In his monumental study of myths and rituals,  Mythography  (1986), 
Doty lists the various conventional defi nitions of myth that have been 
constructed by diff erent fi elds of study.

    1.    In comparative religious studies, myth is often understood in contrast 
to theology: the former is associated with Indigenous cultures or 
‘primitive’ peoples, and the latter with monotheistic systems of belief 
or philosophically inclined cultures.   

   2.    In the study of poetry, drama, and fi ction, myth is interpreted in rela-
tion to ‘mythic elements’ or ‘legendary plots’.   

   3.    In anthropology or ethnology, the phrase ‘mythic period’ is generally 
used to label, often negatively, periods in the history of a culture that 
resemble pre-modern ways of thinking and acting.   

   4.    In political science, the appellation ‘myth’ is used to criticize ideolo-
gies such as democracy or socialism.   

   5.    In sociology, the term is used vaguely for systems of beliefs and ritual-
ized forms of behavior. 9     

7   See Frye ( 1957 ). Of course, Frye’s classifi cation is not the only series of plot structures off ering 
general categories for genres, but it is a helpful tool to begin analysis. To identify the kinds of plot 
structures manifest in Plato’s dialogues, I fuse Frye’s four ‘master types’ with more specifi c types of 
mythic plots. For an example of the infl uence of Frye’s theory, see White ( 1973 ). In his introduc-
tion, White explains briefl y the features of each mode and gives some examples of their application 
(pp. 8–11). For philosophical critique and development of Frye’s mythographic work, see 
Lentricchia ( 1980 ). 
8   Propp draws attention to the problems associated with classifying and defi ning ‘themes’ or ‘motifs’. 
He is correct in highlighting problems with dividing selected sections, ideas, or events from a nar-
rative into strict classes. Th is approach, he argues, neglects inherent idiosyncratic qualities within 
those units and ignores the overlapping nature of diff erent themes (Propp [ 1968 ] pp. 7–12). See 
Gerhart and Russell ( 2002 ) pp. 194–196, for examples of how themes infl uence political and sci-
entifi c allegiances and how these allegiances characterize the way observation and research are nar-
rated. Th e authors also explain how Gerald Holton incorporates methodological techniques from 
anthropology, art criticism and similar fi elds, and methods associated with thematic analysis and 
applies them to scientifi c writing with great success. 
9   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 6. 
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Th e way each discipline understands and uses the word ‘myth’ is contin-
gent on a range of social, historical and political factors, and awareness 
of the disciplinary infl uences on mythography and its development is 
indispensable for multi-faceted interpretations of the term. Diff erent cul-
tures, eras, and systems of thought build up their own categories for situ-
ating mythic phenomena and including or excluding diff erent elements 
according to basic and static defi nitions (monomythic defi nitions). 10  
Knowing how to unite diff erent perspectives involves deep consideration 
of evaluations produced by those perspectives. However, respecting each 
individual socially and culturally conditioned myth is a far more diffi  -
cult task and a more vital and urgent interpretative matter (a polymythic 
hermeneutics). 11  I argue that the fi rst step must be to move away from 
reductive approaches to myth and appreciate them in their diff erent vari-
eties and contexts. 

 Disciplinary nuances and developments particular to European and 
Anglo-American contexts have characterized readings of myth since the 
early phases of myth studies in the late seventeenth century. And social 
and political factors foregrounded a number of signifi cant issues: the 
nature of religious truth; knowledge and interpretation of prehistory; 
the thoughts, ideas, and practices of Indigenous communities; the rela-
tionship between philosophy and myth framed within a debate about 
the relationship between science and religion; and the reinterpretation 
of imagination and artistic expression. Th ese concerns and driving fac-
tors created the setting for movements in the middle of the eighteenth 
century; eventually myth became increasingly pivotal to intellectual and 
social life, ultimately infl uencing the Romantic Movement. 12  

 Prior to the late seventeenth century, myth was generally equated with 
ancient Greek and Roman mythology. 13  It was rarely studied for itself 
and was considered unimportant. Particularly in the eighteenth century, 
scholarly studies of myth were fundamental to the formation of modern 
fi elds of study: anthropology, literary criticism, folkloristics, psychology, 

10   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 13 and pp. 174–182. Also, see Segal ( 2004 ) pp.4–6. 
11   Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 56–60. 
12   Eliade’s forward to Feldman and Richardson (1972) pp. xx–xxi. 
13   One example of scholarship that indicates this partiality is Chance ( 1994 ). 
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and the history of religion. By the middle of the nineteenth century, 
mythography had confi rmed its place as a serious and respected area of 
research. 14  After the mid-twentieth century, interest in myth declined 
and it was no longer recognized and appreciated in the same way.

  ... from the Enlightenment down through the fi rst half of the nineteenth 
century, myth was widely and increasingly thought of as a primary subject, 
even a synoptic one, a master fi eld of the fi rst importance. Myth was taken 
up because it was thought of as a key, variously, to history, to linguistics and 
philology, to religion, to art, to the primitive mind, and to the creative 
imagination. 15  

 Examples of reductionism pervade the short academic history of myth 
studies. Some forms of reduction attempt to transcend the multifarious 
features of myth and determine its meaning and signifi cance according 
to a dominant theoretical paradigm. Well-known examples include dif-
ferent forms of Christian theism, positivism, Romanticism, Euhemerism, 
psychoanalysis, structuralism, functionalism, and allegorical and histori-
cal determinist interpretations. 16  Reductive approaches attempt to fi nd 
a certain factor—literary, historical, linguistic, cultural, and so on—and 
project it as the key to discovering the meaning of the story or the single 
most essential aspect of myth. According to these approaches, one  element 
must be isolated for special consideration in order to understand the nar-
rative; that is, one factor decodes the other major and minor features. 
Consideration of archetypes in relation to myth, for instance, is insight-
ful and fascinating but does not address cross-cultural diff erences and the 
intricate narrative details of mythology; one approach is never suffi  cient 
for analyzing the many networks of meanings and signifi cance. 17  

14   Louis ( 2005 ). 
15   Eliade’s forward to Feldman and Richardson (1972) p. xxi. 
16   Eliade’s forward to Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) p. xix. Reduction should not always be 
interpreted as negative. Th eories are reductive in that they discover similarities in a wide range of 
myths and present generalizations for analytic purposes. Th e type of reduction I criticize is one that 
enforces and perpetuates a simple dichotomy and limits or eliminates interpretative possibilities. 
17   For an application and criticism of Jung’s views concerning archetypes in the study of myth, see 
Coupe ( 2006 ) pp. 139–146 and Gould ( 1981 ). 
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 Similarly, reducing myth to certain structural features is limiting. 
Myth-creators summarize a range of events over a long period into a 
story, emplotting details to achieve logical coherence, and neglect tem-
poral serialization. 18  Th e study of a myth’s plot structure is necessary, 
but reducing the diff erent meanings of a literary text to the plot leaves 
unaddressed many questions regarding the internal dynamics of a story. 19  
Exclusive structuralist approaches often privilege the plot at the expense 
of content and tend to modify, adjust, ignore, attenuate, or amplify other 
parts of the text in order to preserve the imagined authority of the plot. 
Understanding a text according to structure—or more accurately, one 
perspective of structure—is equivalent to a ‘theory of everything’ which 
implies that the multifarious range of narratives can be interpreted by 
using one criterion. 20  One must also account for the interaction between 
the elements constituting the plot, such as characters (what they repre-
sent, how they represent, and who they address), dramatic setting, imag-
inary details evoked by the author/presenter, motifs or icons, and the 
interplay and transformation of these features throughout the course of 
the tale. 21  

 Drawing boundaries between diff erent discourses and deliberating 
principles essential for defi ning myth require interdisciplinary work; col-
laboration is necessary to disclose the most relevant elements in diff er-
ent cases. Narratives use particular plots to determine the selection and 
exclusion of available data, arrangement of information and the limits 
of interpretation. 22  Th e details used to construct, for instance, a histori-
cal narrative relate to reality through particular tropes and combine to 

18   For studies pertaining to myth, structure, and plot, see Frye ( 1957 ) and Cassirer ( 1946 ). Also, see 
Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 179–80. 
19   Segal ( 2004 ) p. 120. 
20   Schmitz ( 2007 ) p. 50. 
21   I interpret the place and signifi cance of literary plot structures in diff erent Platonic dialogues and 
explain how they integrate other important literary and philosophical components. 
22   White ( 1973 ) pp. 5–7. Also, Holton points out that in scientifi c writing, what he terms public 
science, the writer applies a similar kind of selectivity. He or she reports methods, data, and conclu-
sions only after specifi c laboratory notes are taken and ‘disembodied’ from the historical context in 
which they are compiled. Public science supports a particular position or theory and guarantees 
further publication and reference (Gerhart and Russell [ 2002 ] pp. 194 and 204). 
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correspond with the imposed plot structure. 23  A certain amount of ‘fi ll-
ing in’ occurs when the selected data—at the expense of the excluded 
data—are arranged and matched with each other in order to satisfy the 
order and rhythm prescribed by the chosen story line. Labelling history 
as fi ction is unfair and overexaggerated; however, historical accounts are 
not representations of events exactly as they occurred; they do not repre-
sent the only set of facts or the one correct story. 24  Consider depictions of 
recent historical events that refl ect the creativity of the historian, novelist, 
fi lmmaker, or other kinds of artists. History and realist literature incor-
porate features and signifi cant examples that are diffi  cult to verify—but 
would never be considered myths. 25  

 Criticizing the scholarly projects of prominent nineteenth-century 
myth scholars as forms of pseudoscience, Lincoln sheds light on the 
choices and modifi cation made by theorists. 26  Dubious systems of knowl-
edge production obsessed with pure origins—racial, linguistic, cultural, 
and geographic—plagued the systematic study of myth and religion dur-
ing its most rigorous period:

  Within the anniversary discourses, Jones narrated his own quest for the 
origin of languages and the ancient center from which peoples dispersed. 
Still, as objects of experience and of ‘scientifi c’ knowledge, primordial ori-
gins and perfect centers remain notoriously elusive. Th ey are constituted as 
objects of discourse, not knowledge, by bricoleurs who collect shards of 
information and prior narratives, from which they confect the fi ctions that 
satisfy their otherwise unattainable desires while doing their ideological 
work. When students of myth—even eminent ones, like Sir William Jones, 
Snori Sturluson, or Friedrich Max Müller—succumb to this temptation 
and engage in a discourse of origins and centers, the results are particularly 
ironic. In eff ect, they enter a recursive spiral, spinning their own myths 
while they sincerely believe themselves to be interpreting myths of others, 
others who may even be the product of their imagination and discourse. 27  

23   White ( 1973 ) pp. 31–38. 
24   Carroll ( 2001 ). 
25   Consider White’s interpretation of the way characters and events are represented in fi lm and lit-
erature in White ( 2000 ) pp. 66–86. 
26   Lincoln ( 1999 ) Chap. 4. 
27   Lincoln ( 1999 ) p. 95. 
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 Traditional standards for classifying myth are problematic; criteria are 
fl uid and defi nitions of myth potentially divert to become myths them-
selves. 28  Myth studies and religious studies have advanced greatly since 
their inception less than two centuries ago, and today it would be naïve 
to assume, for instance, that the Indigenous Australian stories about the 
Dreaming and ancient Greek myths belong to one genre. 29  Kirk’s analy-
sis of the problems associated with choosing from available theories is 
enlightening: ‘Each of these universal theories (and none of them is pre-
sented as stipulative, or as valid for only one particular kind of myth) can 
be negated by citing many obvious instances of myth that do not accord 
with the assigned origin or function. Indeed the looseness of the term 
“myth” itself, and its wide range of applications in common usage (even 
apart from vulgar meanings such as “fabrications”), together with the fail-
ure of specialists to off er acceptable defi nitions, suggest that it is a diverse 
phenomenon that is likely to have diff erent motives and applications even 
within a single society—let alone in diff erent cultures and at diff erent 
periods’. 30  Fluidity and diversity characterize approaches to myth, and 
envisioning a pluralistic methodological strategy for  selecting and using 
theories is necessary. 31  A more progressive method must involve sensitiv-
ity to historical developments, language, cultural factors and disciplinary 

28   Doty ( 2003 ). 
29   Infl uenced by Croce, Anglo-American New Criticism and Russian Formalism hold that artistic 
expressions are unique and incommensurable constructions and cannot be translated or explained 
according to another discourse without losing their original character. Th ey do not deny the pos-
sibility of good translations or interpretations, only that they must insist on the value of the origi-
nal. Th eorists argue that generic theories destroy the idiosyncratic nature and quality of each text; 
the idea of genre must be replaced by close readings. Literary texts must be appreciated and under-
stood according to their internal structure and the dynamic interrelation between their constituent 
units, not limited by overarching defi nitions reducing texts to vague categories or misrepresenta-
tions (Zima [ 1999 ] pp. 18–19). 
30   Kirk ( 1984 ) pp. 54–55. Th e notion of a universal theory that proposes a social or psychological 
origin and a basic function for myth is the product of the early period in the tradition of modern 
mythography. Th ese earlier theories have continued to characterize theorizing and, indeed, Kirk 
was infl uenced by the prevailing structuralism of his time. Some of the most infl uential and promi-
nent pioneers, particularly with respect to their impact on later philosophical perspectives, include 
Fontenelle, Bayle, and Vico. See Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) Part One. 
31   Th e views of eighteenth-century myth scholar Nicolas Fréret deserve particular mention in this 
regard. His complex and contextual approach to mythology opposes the common reductionist 
tendency of the time (Feldman and Richardson [ 1972 ] pp. 93–98). 
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features in order to help decipher appropriate descriptions and functions 
of myth and introduce richer interpretations and analyses. 32  

 When myth penetrates or infl uences our cultural and social fabric, 
it allows the existence of particular kinds of objects. Objects, whether 
they are physically possible, logically possible or actual, take a particular 
form and ascribe a certain meaning when incorporated into a world-
view characterized by and aligned with the narrative framework of myth. 
Lévi-Strauss, in  Totemism  (1973), suggests that breaking the authority 
of myth to classify objects and experiences results in their vanishing or 
undergoing a transformation of meaning. 33  In this case, the oral stories 
and texts bundled together under the name myth disperse in search of 
new sets of categories. Th e very notion of myth must be scrutinized and 
deconstructed in order to move toward more refi ned readings of sacred 
narrative: Could many modern theories and ideologies be considered 
myths if we reconstruct the defi nition of myth in agreement with Lévi- 
Strauss’s analysis? 34  A well-known quote by Lévi-Strauss gives reason to 
pause before agreeing to universal defi nitions or functions of myth:

  Of all the chapters of religious anthropology none has tarried to the same 
extent as studies in the fi eld of mythology. From a theoretical point of view 
the situation remains very much the same as it was fi fty years ago, namely, 
a picture of chaos. Myths are still widely interpreted in confl icting ways: 
collective dreams, the outcome of a kind of esthetic play, the foundation of 
ritual.... Mythological fi gures are considered as personifi ed abstractions, 
divinized heroes or decayed gods. Whatever the hypothesis, the choice 
amounts to reducing mythology either to an idle play or to a coarse kind of 
speculation. 35  

32   For a historical approach sensitive to the layers of infl uence in the construction of a myth, see 
Witzel ( 2012 ). 
33   Lévi-Strauss ( 1973 ) pp. 1–3. Lévi-Strauss’s structuralist approach to the study of myth is signifi -
cant for the way it infl uenced ‘second-generation structuralists’ (Doty [1986]) such as Detienne, 
Vernant, and Vidal-Naquet, who are critical of Lévi-Strauss and represent a poststructuralist and 
post-Freudian trajectory. For analysis of Vernant’s contribution to structuralism and examples of his 
approach, see Csapo ( 2005 ) pp. 247–261. 
34   Cassirer ( 1961 ); Bottici ( 2007 ); Bottici and Challand ( 2010 ). 
35   Lévi-Strauss ( 1955 ) pp. 428–444, p. 428. 
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 Lévi-Strauss’s observation regarding the lack of consensus within myth 
studies, the diffi  culties faced by diff erent positions, and the limits impact-
ing resolution of those diffi  culties draws attention to the pitfalls asso-
ciated with attempts to fi nd an all-encompassing defi nition for myth. 
Many contemporary methodologies still

    1.    generally categorize myths as one genre   
   2.    delineate common characteristics for all myths   
   3.    determine the basic function of myths   
   4.    and determine the epistemic status of myths.    

I am critical of this framework for analyzing myth, and my approach 
addresses individual myths without assuming a general genre—a genre 
consisting of a set of predictable characteristics, a common function, and a 
standard epistemic role. Instead of enforcing the ‘simple and easily memo-
rized statements that suggest that myth does this… or that’, 36  a less prob-
lematic and more constructive approach resists defi ning myth as a general 
category in opposition to other forms of explanation. I envision a horizon 
within which the context of diff erent myths and their content determine 
interpretation—a horizon that allows previous defi nitions to exchange 
prominence and transform accordingly. 37  Myth is not a single story or a 
set of images originally intended for one purpose. Th e theoretical com-
plexities and hermeneutical limits constraining approaches to mythology 
can be addressed constructively once one identifi es and explores the most 
dominant reductive explanations of myth: a  preliminary stage of scien-
tifi c thought; an idealized representation of reality or a re-enactment of it 
(through ritual); an expression of a psychological state; a communication 
of yesterday’s values; or one of the many diff erent varieties of these grand 
mythographic explanations. 38  One of my aims is to search for an inclusive 
horizon that enables many kinds of myths to function according to their 
social, cultural, political, ideological, or literary settings. 39  

36   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 10. 
37   See Colloud-Streit ( 2005 ) p. 15 regarding the problems associated with defi nitions of myth. 
38   Doty ( 1986 ) p. xiii. 
39   Consider Detienne’s  L ’ Invention de la mythologie  ( 1981 ). 
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 Th e inextricable connections between the creation and rise of modern 
mythography, European colonial expansion and the history of racism 40  
require more critical analysis and belong at the center of contemporary 
myth studies debates. 41  During the period when Western colonial pow-
ers were competing for geographic, political, and economic control of 
countries referred to as the Global South, particular schools of thought, 
concepts, categories, methods, and hierarchies were developed for 
interpreting the narratives that form the foundations for religious and 
sociocultural life of colonized peoples. 42  Th e intellectual and scholarly 
tools produced by Western scholars for interpreting mythology during 
this time, and the cultural and political trends determining their use, 
fashioned the short history of mythography and related fi elds. Scholarly 
projects developed out of a matrix constituted by invasion, domination, 
the popularity of deism and natural religion, pseudoscientifi c move-
ments and the rise of a particularly aggressive form of rational inquiry; a 
 peculiar logic connecting the desire to study, universalize, dominate and 
control. 43  Fundamental concerns, attitudes and approaches driving stud-
ies of non-European narratives and civilizations moved to the forefront of 
myth studies and contributed to characterizing and directing analysis of 
Greek and Roman mythology by positioning the religions and myths of 
colonized peoples in contrast to Western religious and cultural narratives. 

 Kirk identifi es the lack of awareness regarding modern mythography 
among classicists and acknowledges the infl uential work in anthropology, 

40   Araújo and Maeso ( 2015 ); Maaka and Andersen ( 2006 ); Smith ( 1999 ); Weinbaum ( 2004 ); 
Buck-Morrs (Summer  2000 ); Jean-Marie ( 2013 ). See Bernal ( 1987 ,  2006 ,  2001 ) for analysis of 
these issues in the context of classical scholarship. For criticism of Bernal’s work, see Lefkowitz and 
Rogers ( 1996 ); Marchand and Grafton ( 1997 ). 
41   For an example of scholarship that begins to address the extent to which colonialism and the poli-
tics of race characterize myth studies, see Csapo ( 2005 ) pp. 10–14, 19–22 and 45. 
42   Many of the authors who thrived during the Max Müller-inspired era of myth studies (nineteenth 
and early twentieth century) were prominent benefi ciaries of the colonial period and driven by 
Müller’s ‘scientifi c’ approach to the study of mythology (Eliade’s introduction to Feldman and 
Richardson [ 1972 ] p. xiii; also, see Blok ( 1994 ) for analysis of Creuzer and K.O. Müller and scien-
tifi c approach to mythology). One example of the pseudoscientifi c scholarship committed to stud-
ies of myth and advanced during this period is Müller’s promotion and elaboration of the Turanism 
movement; see Lincoln ( 1999 ) p. 68. For the dynamic interrelation between colonialism, racism, 
and modernity, see Gilroy ( 1993 ); Wynter ( 2003 ); Weinbaum ( 2004 ); Mills ( 1997 ); Alcoff  and 
Caputo ( 2011 ). 
43   Grosfoguel ( 2013 ); Quijano ( 2007 ); Saal ( 2013 ). 
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religious studies, and psychology. Although his critique also neglects the 
signifi cance of colonialism and the history of racism, Kirk problematizes 
the privileging of Greek and Roman mythology in the context of classics, 
ancient history, and ancient philosophy: ‘Moreover their views are often 
aff ected by the false assumption that Greek mythology aff ords a pattern 
for all other myths. Classicists have been able to contribute little in the 
way of control or caution, and indeed have remained largely unaware of 
work on myth in other fi elds’. 44  

 Coloniality and racism receive little attention and remain on the 
periphery of modern myth scholarship. 45  A great deal of important 
research has been produced by academics on knowledge production in 
the context of colonialism, and a decolonial approach to myth studies 
deserves a prominent role in research. 46  Although the topic of colonialism 
has not been completely neglected in research on mythology and myth 
theory, more specialized work is necessary in order to draw clearer con-
nections between the history of myth scholarship and European imperi-
alist projects. Encouraging cross-disciplinary scholarly collaboration can 
contribute to reforming an area of study that once helped to support 
Western colonial expansion. New epistemologies reclaiming the prob-
lematic methods and concepts ingrained in myth studies are possible if 
decolonial forms of discourse are given prominence. 47  Decentering and 
dismantling dominant Enlightenment and Romantic perspectives are 
achievable only if institutional changes are implemented to foster genuine 
exchange between researchers working on myth and researchers from 
various schools of thought that critique the impact of colonialism and 
its afterlife. 48  Incorporation of non-Western epistemologies, particularly 

44   Kirk ( 1984 ) p. 54. 
45   Park ( 2013 ) indicates that critical awareness of coloniality and racism is also lacking in research 
into the history of philosophy and investigates the exclusion of non-European philosophy since the 
eighteenth century. He draws attention to important work in this area by Moellendorf (Summer 
 1992 ); Halbfass ( 1998 ); King ( 1999 ); Bernasconi ( 1997 , Spring  1995 , October  1995 ,  2000 ,  2002 , 
 2003 ). Also, see Brennan ( 2014 ); Alcoff  and Mendieta ( 2000 ). 
46   For examples of the decolonial approach in the humanities, see Mignolo ( 2011 ); Coleman et al. 
(March  2012 ); Nakata et al. ( 2012 ). And in social science, see Sillitoe ( 2005 ). 
47   Sillitoe (2005); Connell ( 2007 ); Arashiro and Barahona ( 2015 ); Bernal ( 1987 ,  1991 ,  2001 ); 
Cruikshank ( 1998 ); Anderson ( 2014 ). 
48   Coleman et al. ( 2012 ); Smith and Wobst ( 2005 ); Simmons ( 2013 ); Smith ( 1999 ). 
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Indigenous forms of knowledge and practice, is urgent and vital for future 
theories of myth. 49  Th eories need to appreciate and interpret the com-
plex role of myth in diverse histories and societies and the connections 
between mythology and diff erent ways of being, knowing, and doing. 50   

1.2     The Study of Myth in Philosophy 

 Since the pre-Socratics, most philosophers have distanced themselves from 
myth as a valid form for representing reality. Much of the contemporary 
debate over the relationship between myth and philosophy puts the onus 
of proof on myth and veers toward the general  mythos / logos  dichotomy. Th e 
philosopher who wishes to prosecute myth and demands justifi cation for its 
loitering among domains of rationality does so with legitimacy. But when 
some reduce the issue to a simple dichotomy, the analysis becomes superfi -
cial and has little import; the subsequent debate becomes almost inconse-
quential. One needs to consider deeper levels of communication between 
myth and philosophy even if one begins by simply comparing and contrast-
ing styles of explanation and mapping shifts and developments in mythog-
raphy. Th e crucial fi rst step must be to critically analyze generally accepted 
defi nitions of myth, and this necessarily involves considering the history of 
the term and what it meant to diff erent philosophers at diff erent times. 51  

49   Smith (1999); Nakata ( 1998 ,  2004 ,  2007 ); Denzin et al. ( 2008 ); Martin ( 2003 ,  2008 ); Rigney 
( 2006 ); Sillitoe (2005); Hendry and Fitznor ( 2012 ); Grounds et al. ( 2003 ); Emeagwali and Sefa 
Dei ( 2014 ); Semali and Kincheloe ( 1999 ) p. 15; Jackson ( 2012 ); Kovach ( 2009 ). 
50   See Martin ( 2003 ); Buck-Morrs (Summer  2000 ) fn. 38; Jean-Marie ( 2013 ) pp. 249–255. Also, 
see de Sousa Santos ( 2014 ); Goody ( 2007 ) pp. 24, 46, 71, and 138. 
51   Hayden White’s criticism of historicism is relevant in terms of illuminating the limits of evalua-
tions of myth on the basis of particular views of history (such as positivist or Romantic). White 
contributes to the philosophy of history by blurring the boundaries between historiography and 
literary criticism highlighting the relevance and implications of the narrative structure in historical 
accounts and introducing the use of tropes. For White, historical writing and studies of history are 
subject to linguistic and cultural constraints. In addition, the moral and aesthetic preferences asso-
ciated with historians’ accounts infl uence the form of narrative selected to represent a series of 
events (Paul [ 2009 ] p. 56). Th ese preferences determine particular forms of historical representa-
tion and infl uence content. Th e status and function of myth also need to be understood in terms 
of the interpreter’s historical presuppositions and conditions. For a historical approach to modern 
theories of religion criticizing the diff erent forms of historicism involved in understanding religion, 
see Capps ( 1995 ) Chap. 2. 
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 Myth is usually a mix of diff erent stories, carefully selected and modi-
fi ed, which in turn provide material for further appropriation. Th e hetero-
geneous basis of most myths—consisting of units infl uenced by diff erent 
moments of history, diff erent religions, cultures, and political ideas—
refl ects the multiple functions, possible interpretations, and uses of those 
myths. 52  Th e multifarious and competing interpretations of myth are the 
obvious outcome of networks of meaning and multiple messages consti-
tuting the nature of myths. Th e plot line, characters, themes, and motifs 
used to amalgamate the pieces of diff erent stories constituting myths are 
closely associated with the identity of the writer and the philosophical 
milieu he or she operates in. 53  Th e most prominent meaning or meanings 
of myths must be deciphered without downplaying, ignoring, ridicul-
ing, or attacking minor ideas and messages. Myth-makers include some 
material and exclude others under the infl uence of cultural and ideologi-
cal paradigms. Th e exclusive social position or elitism pertaining to the 
one privileged with making and propagating myth is an important factor 
for interpreting Plato’s writing; Plato’s status and understanding of the 
intricacies associated with the myth-making process are signifi cant for 
understanding his philosophical approach and critical for analyzing the 
interdependent relationship of myth and philosophy in the dialogues. 54  

 Contemporary debates have started to address the complexity and con-
troversy associated with reducing myth to one account. Some contempo-
rary philosophers working on the issue acknowledge the importance of 
myth in various contexts and agree that simply invalidating or demoting 
myth as a fi ctional story or false account is naïve and hasty. Reducing 
 mythos  and  logos  to a basic dichotomy avoids more serious questions. 
Investigation of the status of myth in relation to philosophy gives rise to 
a variety of new approaches and evokes more compelling questions:

    1.    What reasons would a philosopher have for using myth as a technique?   
   2.    Does or can myth symbolize anything expressed in philosophy?   

52   Consider Lévi-Strauss’s explanation of the decomposition and recomposition of ‘mythemes’ and 
the description of the myth-maker as a  bricoleur ; for the concept of mythemes, see Lévi-Strauss 
( 1955 ) pp. 428–444; for the concept of  bricoleur , see Lévi-Strauss ( 1966 ). 
53   Gantz ( 1993 ) is an important resource for identifying themes, motifs, and characters from classi-
cal folklore and myths. 
54   Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 15, 17–18 and pp. 20–21. 
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   3.    What can myth contribute that philosophy cannot?   
   4.    And the more central question for my analysis: what is the relation-

ship between myth and philosophy when they appear in a philosophi-
cal text (in this case, the dialogues of Plato)?    

I expand by exploring deeper questions:

    1.    What are the dynamics at play in a philosophical text when two genres 
are combined?   

   2.    How and why would a philosopher need to look closer at the hybrid 
nature and structure of an argument?   

   3.    What unconventional elements feature in arguments and how do they 
strengthen analysis?    

Despite the multiplicity of theories toward the issue, critical approaches 
developed by philosophers, both ancient and modern, are molded out 
of the old debate we recognize as the ‘quarrel between poetry and phi-
losophy’ (i.e., the traditional distinctions drawn between myth and 
philosophy). 55  Whether philosophers attack or defend particular aspects 
of myth, it seems the overbearing weight of the traditional distinc-
tion determines and limits attempts made to rethink the origins of the 
 distinction and the development of ideas aimed at better understanding 
the diff erence. 56  

55   Gould ( 1990 ) pp. 3–12 refers particularly to Socrates and Plato; also, see Rosen ( 1988 ) and Levin 
( 2001 ). See Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 3–4 for a brief description of the origins of the separation that pays 
special attention to semantic shifts. Th e ancient quarrel between poets and philosophers is signifi -
cant for analysis of modern myth theories and their relationship to philosophy. Most modern theo-
ries emerge from the social sciences, but some come from philosophy. Th e traditional poetry/
philosophy distinction infl uenced modern philosophy in terms of its reading of the dichotomy 
paradigm promoted by modern myth theorists. Th erefore, a common language and framework 
exist between philosophers and modern mythographers. Also, philosophy occupies an infl uential 
role in the emergence and development of social science disciplines, and there is a general agree-
ment that poetry/narrative and philosophy/argument are in confl ict, or at least divergent. 
56   Early Greek philosophers, particularly Plato, reject mytho-poetic truth claims, and many funda-
mental features of their arguments are valid. But outright rejection of all myths, including those 
presented in a philosophical context (such as Plato’s myths), are based on or infl uenced by the 
general attack on myth and poetry prevalent among some early philosophers. I distinguish between 
diff erent kinds of myth and argue that ultimately Plato, in his role as creator of myths, is distinct 
from Homer (Morgan [ 2000 ] 15–16). 
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 Th e major perennial accusations against myth made by philosophers 
and explanations of myth in relation to philosophy are summed up here:

    1.    Myth is unfalsifi able; it is inaccessible to experience and reason. As a 
result, it is unavailable to rational demonstration.   

   2.    Actors in myth engage in morally outrageous behavior, rendering 
myth morally inconsistent.   

   3.    Th e same actors strive to defi ne vice and social law, ordering mortals 
to practice moderation and adhere to order. However, the divine char-
acters in myth are themselves unable to control their passions and 
desires or live according to their own rules.   

   4.    Events in myth are bound together using rules of action and reaction 
rather than logical argument.   

   5.    Myth appeals to the lower part of the soul infl uenced by passion. 57     

Even contemporary commentators who recognize myth as a legitimate 
form of philosophical expression ultimately arrive at the conclusion that 
myth and philosophy reside on opposite sides of an explanatory divide. 58  
Th e assumption is that distinctions between the two modes of explana-
tion operate within a structure framing them as two contrasting positions 
with two contrasting referents. 59  

 Only a few contemporary philosophers and philosophical schools of 
thought pay serious attention to the relevance of myth in relation to philo-
sophical issues. Kevin Schilbrack questions the negligence within modern 
philosophy and states that a rigorous philosophical project critically engag-
ing with myth has not been undertaken with the exception of the writings 

57   Brisson ( 1998 ) pp. 9–10. In the introduction, under the heading ‘Plato’s Critique of  Muthos ’, 
Brisson lists these fi ve defects inherent in the nature of myth. 
58   For the infl uence of Hegel on literary theory and the history of visual art, which played a signifi cant 
role in this form of modern interpretation of classical poetry and literature, see Zima ( 1999 ) pp. 6–8. 
59   Lévi-Strauss presents a model for structuralist approaches to narrative called the paradigmatic 
model. Th is theory involves establishing polar oppositions between phenomena in order to under-
stand the deeper structure of a text. Th e model and associated methods are infl uential in many 
contemporary studies of myth that take dichotomy or independence of genres as a starting point. 
Lévi-Strauss relates the paradigms to other aspects of culture which infl uence the updated view of 
myth as model (Propp [ 1968 ] pp. xii–xiii; Lévi-Strauss [ 1955 ,  1963 ]). Also, see Csapo ( 2005 ) 
pp. 212–245. 
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of some thinkers in the German Idealist tradition, Paul Ricoeur, Hans 
Blumenberg, and possibly a number of random philosophers of religion. 60  
He also draws attention to the fact that until quite recently there has been 
very little interaction between philosophy and religious studies, anthro-
pology, and the history of religion. He correctly argues that philosophy 
is signifi cantly relevant to the social sciences, and vice versa—particularly 
concerning an issue as cross-cultural and cross- disciplinary as myth. 

 Th e more contentious issue, however, is how one discourse stands in 
relation to the other. Robert Segal classifi es the diff erent positions held by 
philosophers and non-philosophers: myth is part of philosophy; myth actu-
ally is philosophy; philosophy develops out of myth; myth and philosophy 
serve the same function but are independent; myth and philosophy func-
tion diff erently and are independent. 61  He identifi es that these perspectives 
on the relationship are closely associated with the division made between 
religion and science. In many cases, the evaluation of the  mythos / logos  dis-
tinction has been predetermined by interpretations of the religion/science 
dichotomy. Scholars such as E.B. Tylor argue for the indispensable link 
between myth and religion. 62  He explains that myth supplements religion 

60   Schilbrack (2002b) p. 2. Schilbrack criticizes the overbearing infl uence of Christian theism on 
the philosophy of religion and argues that until philosophers from within that tradition—particu-
larly philosophers in the English-speaking tradition—broaden the objects of their study, the ques-
tions that inspire and enhance the scope of inquiry will remain limited. For a comprehensive 
account of the history of religious studies that pays close attention to the signifi cant infl uence of 
Christianity and Christian thought, see Sharpe ( 1975 ). For recent philosophical studies of political 
myth, see Bottici ( 2007 ); Bottici and Challand ( 2010 ). 
 
 Scanning through the enormous amount of scholarly literature written on religion and myth over 
the last couple of centuries, one notices an unequalled commitment to the use of continental phi-
losophy or philosophers heavily infl uenced by continental schools of thought. Th e lineage is a long 
one and includes fi gures such as Friese, Hegel, Schleiermacher, Ritschel, Otto, and Nygren. More 
recent scholars in this fi eld also express a debt to the tradition: notable fi gures include Müller, 
Eliade, Jung, Goodenough, Feurbach, Marx, Barth, Tillich, and Ricoeur. Among recent essays and 
books written on philosophical interpretations of myth and religion, the presence of continental 
philosophy is pervasive. (Consider many of the essays in Schilbrack (2002b), Hatab’s use of 
Heidegger and Nietzsche [ 1990 ], and Capps’s approach based on infl uence from Capps 1995). 
61   Segal ( 2002 ) p. 18 and ( 2004 ) p. 36. 
62   For classical theorists of religion and myth, such as Tylor, myth is explained in relation to cogni-
tion. Mythical explanations ascribe physical events to the personal will of a god or spirit, and scien-
tifi c explanations involve postulating impersonal forces behind physical occurrences. Th e two are 
incompatible since there cannot be two diff erent effi  cient causes for one event, but are method-
ologically connected in that they try to off er reasons for physical occurrences. For a concise account 
of Tylor’s interpretation of myth, see Segal ( 2004 ) pp. 14–23. 
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by providing explanations and stories in which to situate religious belief. 63  
Contemporary trends in myth studies veer away from this typically nine-
teenth-century interpretation and attempt to present less reductive expla-
nations of myth/religion and philosophy/science interaction. 64  

 An additional and plausible way of interpreting the relationship 
between myth and philosophy is one based on mutual interdepen-
dence: myth and philosophy function diff erently but are  interdependent . 
Approaching Plato’s myths in relation to arguments in this fashion avoids 
the burden of having to justify the relevance of the two discourses in 
the same way one would need to justify the relevance of religion to phi-
losophy. By considering the two as interdependent, I show that a sound 
conclusion that involves dissociating interpretations of myth from the 
dichotomy paradigm can be inferred. My argument shows the inter-
connection between myth and philosophy without reducing the status 
of myth in Plato’s dialogues to standard interpretations of the relation 
between religion and philosophy.  

1.3     The Study of Myth in Plato 

 Historically, philosophers and philosophical traditions have been infl u-
ential in the study of religion and myth, even though they remain on the 
periphery in contemporary myth studies. However, contemporary Plato 
studies does not necessarily benefi t from the nuances and developments 
associated with the modern history of myth studies. 65  Mythography has 

63   For a summary of Tylor’s theory of religion, including background information, see Sharpe 
( 1975 ) pp. 53–58. 
64   Feminist philosopher Michele Le Doeuff  identifi es myth as a narrative that has always provided 
philosophy with imagery and a way to accommodate passion into rational deliberation ( 1989 ). She 
believes the two are inseparable and identifi es the presence of myth in philosophical texts, thus 
rejecting the dichotomy paradigm. For Le Doeuff , myth and philosophy as combined renders a 
complete account of lived experience that must necessarily incorporate aspects of an embodied 
being such as sexual orientation, ethnicity, class, and political affi  liation. Another feminist philoso-
pher, Pamela Sue Anderson, argues that Le Doeuff ’s theory off ers many important insights into the 
place of myth in philosophy that have remained unacknowledged by philosophers but have pro-
vided feminist theory with form and content (Anderson [ 2002 ]). 
65   However, the exceptions are signifi cant; Barash ( 2011 ) reveals important insights in his contrast 
of Cassirer and Blumenberg. 
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far-reaching infl uences within the humanities and social sciences but 
does not have an explicit presence in research on Plato’s myths. If Plato 
scholars consider myth theories, the tradition and its prominent fi gures 
and movements are not mentioned explicitly; criticism and development 
are missing in most cases. 66  Philosophical approaches to myth that ignore 
myth studies traditions and the debates that constitute their history over-
look the ways myths have infl uenced intellectual history. Modern concep-
tions of myth are formed within a historically contingent intellectual and 
cultural milieu and myth scholars import intellectual developments from 
other fi elds and interests. Many problems arise, however, when analyzing 
the variety of myths belonging to very diff erent historical and cultural 
contexts. Modern methodologies based on the dichotomy paradigm are 
limited—yet overemphasized—in their scope for interpreting ancient 
understandings of myth, and Plato studies requires an interdisciplinary 
approach to myth sensitive to more recent multidisciplinary theories of 
myth. ‘Only an approach that fl exibly combines formal criteria with fea-
tures of content and that above all remains critically aware of its own 
inescapable anachronism can hope to do justice both to Plato’s ancient 
texts and to our own modern ideas’. 67  

66   One example of explicit connection and reference to one myth studies theory is the ‘Cambridge 
School’ or ‘Cambridge Ritualists’. Th e work of Jane Ellen Harrison, Gilbert Murray, and 
F.M. Cornford is heavily infl uenced, and acknowledges their debt to, the myth-ritual school of 
William Robertson Smith and James Frazer (and to some extent K.O. Müller). See Louis ( 2005 ) 
pp. 351–354. Bremmer comments on the signifi cance of Harrison in contrast to other prominent 
movements: ‘... Harrison’s highly fertile idea had little eff ect on the wider classical world... more-
over this period saw the rise of functionalism in anthropology, as personifi ed by Bronislaw 
Malinowski, and functionalism had little interest in mythology. Meanwhile, in Germany, interest 
in mythology died with Usener and Robert, and the scholar who came to dominate the classical 
world was Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Mollendorff  (1848–1931), who loathed the idea of “savages” in 
Greece, rejected the comparative approach, which indeed had overextended itself, and had little 
interest in mythology’ ( 2011 , p. 537). Wilamowitz is signifi cant because a number of students from 
his ‘Graeca’ fl ed Germany for the United States in the twentieth century and helped shape the 
study of ancient philosophy and classics there (the study of myth and religion included). In particu-
lar, Gregory Vlastos’s work refl ects various forms of infl uence from Friedrich Solmsen. Vlastos’s 
 1952  paper ‘Th eology and Philosophy in Early Greek Th ought’ makes reference to Solmsen’s work, 
and Vlastos both collaborated with Solmsen and reviewed his scholarship. Vlastos also criticizes 
Cornford’s  From Religion to Philosophy  for ‘uncritical borrowings’ from the then-fashionable school 
of French sociology—more likely earlier members from around the turn of the century, such as 
Comte, Durkheim, and Mauss. For further comments on Wilamowitz and his perspective and 
infl uence on the study of Greek mythology, see Bremmer ( 2010 ); and for his connections with 
right-wing politics, see Flaig ( 2003 ). 
67   Most ( 2012 ) p. 15. 
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 Responses to fundamental questions concerning the topic of myth by 
modern scholars have explicitly or inadvertently shaped and directed mod-
ern Plato scholarship. Th e conceptual frameworks, debates, and sociocul-
tural context determining theories of myth off er important insight into 
infl uential stages of development in the tradition. Regardless of its short 
history, myth studies functions in a network involving disciplines such as 
philosophy, anthropology, aesthetics, sociology, philology, and literature. 
Th e relevance of mythography reaches further than academia and pertains 
to coloniality and intercultural communication and informs study of con-
temporary popular culture. 68  A signifi cant and infl uential tradition exists 
that occupies a special place in modern intellectual history. Th e emergence 
of modern mythography is relevant to philosophical investigations when 
one considers the following: the philosophers who posed central questions 
throughout the tradition; the philosophical context of signifi cant topics 
and problems; and infl uential responses from  philosophers. An interdisci-
plinary approach involving philosophy and myth studies projects a frame-
work in which to create, criticize, and evaluate new research pertaining 
to Platonic dialogues. Historical and theoretical factors contribute to the 
study of Plato’s myths and confi rm the various forms of communication 
between the recent history of Plato studies and the modern mythography. 

 Kent Moors identifi es the limits of scholarship pertaining to myth, 
off ering a number of interesting critical observations. He encourages a con-
textual approach to the study of Plato’s myths and highlights the interpre-
tative obstacles created by scholars who isolate his myths for examination. 
For Moors, scholarship that dissects Plato’s texts into myth and philos-
ophy compromises the overall perspective of the dialogical context and 
replaces it with the scholar’s own philosophical position. 69  Moors objects 
to detaching Platonic myth from the rest of the dialogue in which each one 
is framed. One must appreciate the distinct diff erences between both the 
mythical and logical features (along with a diverse range of other details) 
that move throughout each dialogue while identifying and interpreting dif-
ferent forms of interaction and fusion between discourses. Th ere is a pleth-

68   Scholarship on mythology and popular culture includes Coupe ( 2006 ); Fredericks ( 1980 ); 
Kovacs and Marshall ( 2011 ). 
69   A criticism also mentioned by Mattei ( 1988 ) p. 67. 
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ora of intricate scenes, symbols, ideas, messages, and arguments conveyed 
in multi-layered fashion in Platonic dialogues, and, as Moors points out, 
assuming that the text as a whole must be the basis of study is naïve. 70  

 Kathryn Morgan recognizes the importance of distinguishing between 
philosophical myths and other kinds of myths in Plato’s dialogues. She 
acknowledges the potential of philosophical myths to elucidate one’s 
inability to arrive at epistemic certainty and to expose the limits of lan-
guage. As a point of clarifi cation, she explains how philosophical myth 
does diff erent things in diff erent places. But Morgan emphasizes that one 
must never accept that it can be a satisfactory substitute for dialectic—a 
point that associates her analysis with some of the traditional dichotomy 
views. 71  She argues that, on its own, philosophical myth is insuffi  cient for 
presenting unverifi able axioms. Myth must work in conjunction with dia-
lectic to achieve this. 72  Th e existence of the transcendent realm of Forms 
and the incorporeal soul are two prominent themes in Plato’s myths and 
justifi ed in many dialogues by discursive argument. Echoing the position 
of classical myth theorists, Morgan describes philosophical myth as the 
‘metaphorical expression of the dialectical path’ which supplements the 
discussion where argument cannot because of the constraints of time and 
the diffi  culties of comprehension experienced by the characters. 73  But she 
makes it clear that this category of myth can always be translated into logi-
cal argumentation diff erentiating it from educational and prophetic myth. 
Proposing the view that myth is not simply the ‘other’ of philosophy is a 
step toward multiple levels of understanding the many ties between the 
two genres. Attempts to fi nd a link between myth and philosophy, such 
as Morgan’s position, are progressive analyses. However, they tend to leave 
a number of explanatory gaps relating to the process connecting the two 
genres and the operational details between them. For instance, Morgan 
integrates myth and philosophy but does not clarify exactly how myth, 
inferior by nature, operates with philosophy. According to her analysis, 

70   Moors ( 1982 ) p. ix. Th is position refl ects methods in classical structuralism. For the views of 
second-generation structuralists, see the works of Vernant and Vidal-Naquet ( 1990 ,  1991 ,  1992 , 
 2000 ) and Detienne ( 1972 ,  1981 ,  2009 ). 
71   Compare Morgan’s evaluation with Fowler ( 2011 ). 
72   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 180. 
73   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 180. 
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Plato’s myths function in a system that does not contrast myth and phi-
losophy on the basis of opposing qualities; they actually share qualities 
and myth supports many aspects of the overall project of philosophy. She 
argues that irrationality is not a normative feature of myth, but she does 
not elaborate on exactly how myth can be philosophical or the role played 
by philosophers in the construction of philosophical myth. 74  Morgan 
explains that since myth presents itself in the form of symbols it weakens 
itself in the presence of philosophy. However, she also points out that 
there is nothing innately wrong or nonsensical about symbolism. A gap 
emerges when one tries to work out the details that distinguish philo-
sophical symbolism from the inspired use of symbols featured in poetry. 

 J.A. Stewart, in his book  Th e Myths of Plato  (1905), recognizes human-
kind’s emotive and moral instincts, which he explains are fundamentally 
grounded in its dream-world consciousness, and he acknowledges their 
contribution to scientifi c and philosophical reasoning. 75  However, he 
does not explain the link between the two, or the process moving from 
symbolic representation to conceptual deliberation. A whole range of 
questions are left unanswered. Stewart is unclear about how the emo-
tional state of dream-consciousness gives rise to notions of ‘value’. Th ere 
is no account of what role reason played prior to scientifi c thinking and 
why there was a shift in emphasis. More importantly, Stewart neglects 
rendering an epistemological explanation of the coordination between 
symbol and concept—myth and philosophy. 76  

 Examples of religious studies and myth scholarship attempt to uncover 
the basic human capacity initially giving rise to religion and myth. 
Explanations of the creation of myth and religion as emerging from a 
basic human capacity have infl uenced Plato scholarship. According to 
this perspective, religion and myth are somehow evoked by a natural 
human tendency that motivates all humans from all eras and cultures. 

74   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 31. Compare with Brisson ( 2006 ). 
75   See the opening chapter. Compare Stewart’s mythopoeic theory with the views of Henri and 
Henriette Antonia Frankfort (Segal [ 2004 ] pp. 40–42) and many aspects of the earlier German 
Romantic (Schelling, Creuzer, Herder, Heyne, and the Schlegels) and English Romantic traditions. 
For a study of Romanticism and the rise of interest in myth, see Louis ( 2005 ). 
76   In his 1935 review of Frutiger’s  Les Mythes de Platon  ( 1930 ), Hack contrasts Frutiger’s book with 
Stewart’s by stating that it is ‘a refreshing contrast to the Kantian cloudiness of Stewart’. 
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Th e predispositions most widely proposed by theorists for the creation of 
myth are divided into three categories:

    1.    Moral: myth is moral education. 77    
   2.    Aesthetic: myth expresses beauty. 78    
   3.    Rational: myth is a form of reasoning. 79     

77   See Wetzel ( 2002 ). Rowe ( 2007 ) argues that myth motivates moral behavior (also, see Rowe 
[ 2012 ]). Like many other commentators, Most also acknowledges the emotionally appealing 
advantage of myth, which he calls the psychagogic eff ect, and details a particular kind of emotional 
appeal characteristic of myth and associated with duty. Most states that ‘myth concludes an 
extended dialectical portion of the text, often so that the results that have already been obtained by 
logical means can now be repeated impressively in a mythical form’ (Most [ 2012 ] p. 19). Also, see 
Edmonds ( 2012 ). Edmonds argues that myth is moral allegory and represents the interpretation of 
myth as persuasive and illustrative. See Rowe ( 2012 ) for an example of myth as persuasion while, 
in addition, introducing diff erent terms and perspectives relating to punishment; the myth of the 
 Gorgias  is described as an explanation that is easy for Callicles to understand (i.e., watered-down 
philosophy). He explains that myth is an allegory about the suff ering of the unjust which conveys 
a particular perspective on punishment. However, Rowe disagrees with the modern view that myth 
is an understandable way of communicating philosophy and explains that the myth of the  Gorgias  
is a kind of allegorical extension of the arguments. For more examples of the moral allegory per-
spective, see Annas ( 1982 ) pp. 125 and 138; Sedley ( 1990 ); Collobert ( 2012 ). For ancient inter-
preters, see Diogenes Laertius ( 1925 ) (3.80). 
78   See Mattei ( 1988 ); Stewart ( 1905 ). For a description of the historical place and infl uence of the 
‘mystical experience’ perspective of religion and a list of its major proponents, see Sharpe ( 1975 ) 
pp. 116–118. 
79   Tylor holds that myth was intended to explain not describe; cultures subscribing to myth attempt 
to tell us something about the causes of physical events. And the need to provide a theoretical sci-
entifi c explanation, for Tylor, originates in the cognitive faculty or human mind. He contributed to 
the literal study of myth and developments in this fi eld are reinforcements or reactions to his posi-
tion. Segal lists a number of possible scientifi c reasons worth considering for why Tylor labels myth 
unscientifi c: fi rst, the non-physical nature of personal causes; second, the inability to predict and 
test immaterial forces; third, the diffi  culty with generalizing mythical causes into a unity; and the 
fi nal or teleological nature of personal causes (Segal [ 2002 ] pp. 21–22). All of these reasons presup-
pose that science is primarily concerned with the physical world and denounces or justifi es a scien-
tifi c theory based on the extent to which its premises can be empirically verifi ed. Segal identifi es the 
diffi  culties with applying this kind of scientifi c criteria since science is not necessarily physicalist 
and not all cultures that use myth as explanation are non-physicalist. Also, he argues that the crite-
ria of predictability and generalization are not defi nitive standards—neither necessary nor suffi  cient 
conditions—with which to evaluate discourse as scientifi c or unscientifi c discourse. Also, compare 
Tylor with the views of evolutionary theorist Herbert Spencer. (For a summary of his approach to 
religion and his affi  nities with Tylor, see Capps [ 1995 ] pp. 74–83.) 
 
 Woloshyn bases his analysis of myth on Plato’s comments regarding the status of image, and the 
‘divided line’ analogy, in the  Republic . He concludes that images fall short of knowledge and equates 
myth with analogy, both of which are designed to induce dianoetic understanding. For Woloshyn, 
myths can be only an indirect apperception of the Forms, implying that their relationship with  noesis  
involves weaker epistemic understanding and never a mutual cooperation toward arriving at 
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Other theories pertaining to causation acknowledge myth as the episte-
mological foundation for our abstract accounts of the world. 80  Stewart 
describes the inception of science as closely linked with the ‘mythopoeic’ 
imagination of early humans. 81  He explains that, in order to account for 
the causes of the world of sense experience, humans refer to the images 
and events of their dream state. Th is form of early contemplation, Stewart 
argues, ‘enlarged the mind’ and eventually led to scientifi c understand-
ing. Science is indebted to mythology for its rise and also for its limits. 
According to Stewart’s position, reason is a part of humankind but not 
the whole, and it is in relation to this emotional, spiritual context that he 
believes we should aim to explain myth. 82  Stewart acknowledges that at 
a certain point in time myth was suffi  cient for satisfying one’s scientifi c 
curiosity. More specifi cally, myth was the initial etiological account for the 

 knowledge ( 2008 ); also, for myth as an easier form of philosophy, see Partenie (2011) pp. 7–10. See 
Edmonds ( 2012 ) for myth as allegory for rational development through elenchus, and see Most 
( 2012 ) (myth as discursive). Most recognizes  mythos  as access to truth complementary to  logos . See 
Tarrant ( 2012 ) for comments on Plutarch spelling out Platonic philosophy through myth. See 
Collobert et al. ( 2012 ) for myth as grounded in knowledge and referring to philosophical propositions, 
argument, or form. Collobert et al. also refer to myth as rational complement to dialectic, a developed 
metaphor, and rational image—limited since it captures only a part and not the whole of the truth. For 
Collobert et al., myth is an image that cannot fully capture or represent knowledge (pp. 3–5). 
80   Cassirer ( 1955 ). Cassirer argues that underlying the creation of myth are a ‘mythical  a priori ’ and 
particular categories of mythic thought. He does not elaborate on the details of these features but 
deduces them from a unifying, harmony-inducing mythical ‘tonality’ that acts as a universal regula-
tive force (p. 61). Cassirer conceives of the notion of ‘wholeness’ or ‘unities’ as an emotional impulse 
in contrast to Kant, who understands unities as logical or rational totalities. Cassirer believes that 
mythical thought grew out of an emotional drive and this proves that the  a priori  structure giving 
rise to myth and myths themselves are irrational, but that they appear to be logical. He explains in 
 Mythical Th ought  that myth categorizes its material like science but instead of logical categories of 
genus it classifi es them according to ‘the law of concrescence’ (p. 64). According to Cassirer, dis-
tinctly diff erent elements can be unifi ed under the principle of aff ect in which the elements both 
grow to relate to each other and become more alike. Th ey are combined under one category by an 
irrational desire or need. It seems that logical force is at work in linking diverse mythical objects. 
But in mythical thinking, unlike a valid syllogism, one is simply unifying things by using an uncrit-
ical act of the will. Myth originates from the emotions and not from the intellect, so it is inferior to 
science, but using a Hegelian conception of the history of ideas, Cassirer argues that mythical 
thinking eventually led to scientifi c thought. Th rough his theory of myth, Cassirer tries to reconcile 
features of Romanticism with aspects of rationalism. He does not reduce the principle of unifi ca-
tion and categorization of objects of mythical thought to the irrational but claims that the emo-
tional source of mythical thinking, and therefore the content of myth, is irrational and false. For a 
concise analysis of Cassirer’s views on myth, see Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 174–175; Segal ( 2004 ) pp. 38–40. 
81   A strong infl uence from the cultural positivism of Stewart’s time is deeply embedded in his vari-
ous explanations and use of vocabulary. 
82   Stewart ( 1905 ) pp. 4–6. 
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creation of heaven and earth (cosmology), humans and their faculties, vir-
tues, society, nations, cities, art, instruments, rituals, animals, and vegeta-
tion. 83  His historical account aside, Stewart’s view is important because it 
is one of the only positions that does not subscribe to the inferior/superior 
paradigm of  mythos  and  logos  characteristic of other positions. 84  However, 
Stewart’s analysis stops short in trying to integrate the two elements. 

 An approach that interprets the interrelation between  mythos  and  logos  
with attention to the peculiarities of Plato’s style of writing and his philo-
sophical method must consider a number of salient questions. Th e meth-
odology I use to analyze the use of myth in selected dialogues addresses 
questions that appreciate the following issues: (1) the literary and perfor-
mative aspects, (2) structural authority, and (3) hermeneutical matters. 85  

 Questions relating to 1:

    (a)    What are the literary and dramatic characteristics of myths?   
   (b)    How is myth related to other, similar writing? Does myth have an 

equivalent in terms of style? Is it an anti-genre? Is it unique?   
   (c)    What other texts may have infl uenced its formation and 

development?   
   (d)    What are the dramatic or literary markers not found elsewhere in 

other examples of literature (including other Platonic dialogues), and 
why are they there?   

   (e)    Are there indications in myth for the correct context for interpretation?    

Questions relating to 2:

    (a)    What are the innate dynamics of myth and do they correspond to 
those found in the overall structure of the dialogue?   

83   Stewart ( 1905 ) p. 10. Also, consider comments related to etiology by Kirk ( 1984 ) p. 55. 
84   For other pre-twentieth century approaches that resist dichotomy or complicate and problema-
tize the distinctions, consider Fontenelle, Vico, Fréret, Akenside, Lowth, Heyne, Herder, the 
Schlegel brothers, and Schelling. See Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ). 
85   I am indebted to William Doty for listing some of these crucial questions and categorizing them 
in the way I have here (Doty [ 1986 ] pp. xvi–xvii). His methodology for understanding diff erent 
kinds of myths shaped my approach to the study of Plato’s myths; however, I apply only a select 
number of theories, functions, defi nitions, and interpretative techniques for my interdisciplinary 
reading of myth and philosophy in Platonic dialogues. 
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   (b)    To what extent does myth represent a class of similarly structured 
materials, and to what extent is it unique?   

   (c)    How does myth fi t into the dialogues’ conceptual, aesthetic, and 
semiotic system? Is it shaped by other privileged codes or does it 
function as a master code governing other elements in the text?    

Questions relating to 3:

    (a)    What symbolic and iconic traces of myth can be found in the rest of the 
text? Correspondingly, how can the place and function of certain sym-
bols and icons be understood once they are identifi ed as traces of myth?   

   (b)    What relevance does the positioning of myths have in Plato’s dia-
logues? How can we understand myth as a primary element rather 
than secondary or peripheral?   

   (c)    How self-evident is the meaning of myth to the reader-listener? Does 
it require extensive exegesis?    

In addition, one must not approach the relationship between  mythos  and 
 logos  in individual dialogues based solely on the general meaning of the 
terms for Plato’s contemporaries or his use of the terms in other dialogues. 
Linguistic issues and use of terminology are important, but overemphasis 
on terms runs into problems when faced with Plato’s notorious inconsis-
tency in using the terms  mythos  and  logos . At times, they are understood 
as alternatives ( Prot . 320c); sometimes one follows the other, implying 
they express diff erent perspectives of a single point ( Prot . 324d). Other 
times a myth is actually  logos  ( Symp . 193d and  Gorg . 523a, 526d–527a). 86  
To complicate matters, Plato does not elaborate conclusively on the cri-
teria for evaluating the diff erence between the two—whether they are 
better or worse, true or false, accurate or misleading, primary or second-
ary, emotionally or rationally appealing. One cannot determine the rela-
tionship between the two on the basis of fi xed normative categories. Th e 
relationship needs to be understood by focusing on Plato’s use of the two 
in each text and, more specifi cally, in each individual instance illustrating 
a distinct set of problems and themes. 

86   Most ( 2012 ) pp. 14–15. Also, see Janka ( 2002 ). 
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 Approaching the matter by trying to identify mythical form or mythi-
cal content does not clear up the confusion. Th e dialogues are narratives 
and therefore necessarily contain plots that share a structure similar to 
that of other Greek myths. In addition, many of the arguments in the 
dialogues import ideas and material from their corresponding myths or 
myths from other dialogues. 87  Simply searching for the appearance of 
the term myth or its derivatives in the dialogues does not necessarily 
provide justifi cation that the passage represents mythology. One needs 
to consider the many parts of the dialogues that are examples of myth 
yet are not labelled as such (for instance, the end of the  Gorgias  and the 
Egyptian myth in the  Phaedrus ). If the passage under consideration is in 
fact a myth (regardless of whether the term  mythos  or its derivatives have 
been used), we must ask more penetrative and compelling interpretative 
questions: (1) What kind of myth is it? (2) Why was it used in that par-
ticular section? (3) What kinds of interpretations and meanings does it 
invite? (4) How does it pertain to the issue at hand? (5) How does it relate 
to the rest of the dialogue?  

1.4     Methodology and Genre 

 Questions pertaining to the validity and veracity of narrative deserve fur-
ther examination. Stressing myth’s vicinity to philosophical truth risks 
neglecting the inherent ambiguity or the polysemantic character of myths 
that resist conceptual defi nition. 88  Th e semantic ambiguity of myth—
a fl oating signifi er according to Detienne—still conditions the reader 
epistemologically, guides one to truth, and makes subtle critical sugges-
tions. I am not suggesting that these considerations replace approaches 
by past commentators of Plato’s myths; the methods I suggest are not 
exclusive in illuminating fundamental features of Plato’s thought. But 
the way scholars address the role of myth in the dialogues evolves out of 
a study of genre and other kinds of classifi cation rather than the techni-
cal use of genres and themes in connection with each other; there is little 

87   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 37. Also, see Brochard ( 1974 ). 
88   Flood ( 2002 ) pp. 183–186. 
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examination of the use of myth and philosophy in connection with each 
other. Attention to the notion of ‘genre’ should not restrict, misdirect, or 
cloud interpretation of a text that plays with and fuses diff erent modes of 
explanation, and philosophical approaches need to exercise caution when 
using literary categories. 89  

 Defi nitions of Plato’s myths are also heavily determined by explana-
tions of the origins of myth within the wider historical context infl u-
encing classical Greek oral and literary culture (the genetic fallacy). And 
Plato’s own attitude toward poetry infl uences reception of his use of myth 
(the intentional fallacy). In addition, the reaction of readers impacts the 
study of the myths Plato either wrote or included in his dialogues (the 
aff ective fallacy). 90  In the context of Platonic dialogues, scholars begin 
evaluations of myth on the basis of one or a combination of the three 
sources of information and proceed to analyze the place of all the myths 
from the dialogues. 91  I propose an inversion of this method. I explicate 
the inherent logic or dialectic between myth and argument in the context 
of selected dialogues and only then attempt to develop an evaluation of 
Plato’s myths, primarily and solely, as they are presented and used by 
Plato in a Platonic dialogue (leading to a polymythic hermeneutics). 92  

 Reducing myth to an all-encompassing defi nition raises fundamental 
problems, and diff erent forms of reductionism pervade interpretations 
of Plato’s myths. Both defenders of myth and its prosecutors share prob-
lematic features. Divergent readings of Plato’s application of myth inter-
pret his stories by using general descriptions of mythology. Developing 
a multi-functional understanding and creating meaning based on a 

89   Croce is credited for introducing the criticism and mistrust of the notion of genre into literary 
theory. 
90   For an explanation of the denunciation of the three fallacies in the study of literature by the New 
Critics, see Zima ( 1999 ) p. 22. 
91   Edelstein makes the point that the questions about the signifi cance of Platonic myth, according 
to modern commentators, are closely related to problems pertaining to the relationship between 
reason and imagination/philosophy and poetry ([ 1949 ] p. 464). Similar to the problems arising 
from a focus on genre when addressing myth in the dialogues, overemphasis on the role and signifi -
cance of imagination and poetic expression can also distract one from the unique and central fea-
tures of Plato’s mythological project. 
92   Edelstein proposes a similar approach ([ 1949 ] p. 464). Doty uses the term ‘polyphasic defi nition’ 
to represent a view of myth that uses the many diff erent ‘schools’ of modern myth studies to address 
the many diff erent myths and their diverse contexts ([ 1986 ] p. 40). 
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notion of mythic pluralism remain evasive without nuanced comparisons 
between diff erent kinds of myth from Homer through the lyric and tragic 
poets to Plato. 93  Myth, I argue, is not reducible to a fi xed defi nition, a 
basic set of rules, or a single structure. 94  Recognizing the dynamic nature 
and function of myth is essential to understanding where it stands in 
relationship to philosophy. 95  

 Interpretations of myth as essentially allegorical, educative, persua-
sive, intuitive, and illustrative, for instance, have been held by thinkers 
before the modern era. 96  However, the particular character of traditional 
interpretations of myth, their intellectual basis, and the fundamental 
arguments supporting them are products of Enlightenment and post-
Enlightenment thought. 97  Coinciding with the creation of religious stud-

93   Diff erent cultures, both transnationally and within the ancient Greek world, see myth in ways 
that do not correspond exactly to general views of myth debated by scholars working on the rela-
tion between  mythos  and  logos . For an example of how a reductive view of ‘Greek Myth’ is used to 
understand Plato’s myths, see Most ( 2012 ) pp. 15–17. For a critical discussion of the relationship 
between the presentation of myth and truth in Greek literature, see Kobusch ( 2002 ). For the 
changing signifi cance of myth according to various stages of ancient Greek culture, see Hatab 
( 1990 ). 
94   Th inkers such as Roland Barthes argue for a polysemantic interpretation of literary texts, includ-
ing philosophical texts (Barthes [ 1975 ]). I share his anti-metaphysical or anti-logocentric position 
on literature which illuminates the multiple dimensions and the multiple functions of literary texts 
and encourages appreciation of diverse features. For a brief explanation of the background to 
Barthes’s thought and similar thinkers, see Zima ( 1999 ) Chaps. 6 and 7. Also consider comments 
on universal approaches by Kirk ( 1984 ) pp. 59–60. 
95   Most commentators bundle all myths from Homer to Plato into one general genre with shared 
characteristics and as the target of one standard criticism (Edelstein [ 1949 ] p. 465). Plato’s attack 
on the poets in parts of some dialogues confi rms that there was a general view of poetry held by 
philosophers. But this does not establish that it was the only perspective on the vast range of poetry 
available at the time. Nor does the fl uctuating dissatisfaction of philosophers like Plato signify 
anything substantial about the intricacies and complexities associated with diff erent myths, poets, 
and audiences. In  Myth and Philosophy , Hatab illuminates the diversity of meaning and signifi cance 
of myth in the ancient world. 
96   As early as Diogenes Laertius, commentators have referred to the practical use of myth for educa-
tive and rehabilitative purposes (DL 3.80). However, the epistemological complexity associated 
with learning from myths or the inherent argumentative logic in myth has not been explored 
completely. According to many interpretations, myth seems, paradoxically, to be useful for teaching 
very sophisticated moral ideals, assisting agents to recognize the virtue in practicing ethical behav-
ior, but elementary or insuffi  cient as a method for acquiring knowledge. 
97   Th e infl uential ‘myth and ritual’ school championed by anthropologist Sir James Frazer and 
W. Robertson Smith is one of the best representatives of Enlightenment-infl uenced methods of 
interpretation. For a brief description and criticism of Frazer’s approach to myth, see Coupe (2006) 
pp. 22–26. Also, see Capps ( 1995 ) pp. 71–74. And Chap. 3 in Doty ( 1986 ). 
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ies as a distinct academic discipline, mythography became a specialized 
discipline characterized by systematic interpretation. Th e methodologi-
cal foundations of myth studies, like religious studies, continue to be 
tested, transformed, and supplemented. Since its inception, the study of 
myth has invited perspectives from various disciplines; transplanting and 
developing specifi c methods; appropriating and using techniques; select-
ing new examples; and asking a set of fundamental questions. 98  Scholars 
of myth engage in continuing dialogues over the knowledge produced 
about an increasing range of myths and related topics, themes, and issues. 
Myth studies has the advantage of reaping the benefi ts of advances in 
philosophy, theology, anthropology, sociology, history, classics, psychol-
ogy, and literary theory and criticism among other disciplines. Th e vast 
amount of material to work with from many parts of the world, diverse 
cultures, and diff erent periods are also signifi cant factors contributing to 
the enhancement of the discipline. As a result, the study of myth in the 
modern era expresses a particularly active dynamism missing from prior 
approaches to myth. 

 Patterns, positions, and presuppositions are easy to identify when 
searching through the short but robust history of myth studies. Today, 
academics are in a position to approach myth in a variety of ways in 
order to support diverse theoretical concerns and intellectual projects. 
‘Scholars can engage in descriptive, comparative, isolative, and synthesiz-
ing intellectual activity, sometimes in order to defend the propriety of a 
subject, sometimes to demonstrate its utility, sometimes to verify it, or, 
conversely, to explain it away, sometimes to give it sanction, and some-
times to illustrate the attractiveness of a theory of their own’. 99  Regardless 
of the diversity of approaches and intentions in myth studies, the funda-
mental questions that modern commentators ask remain the same:

    1.    How does myth arise?

    (a)    Which human capacity gives rise to it?   
   (b)    What kind of symbolic expression is it?       

98   Segal ( 2004 ) pp. 2–4. 
99   Capps ( 1995 ) p. xvi. 
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   2.    How can one describe it?

    (a)    How can its truth be assessed?   
   (b)    What method of interpretation is valid?       

   3.    What is its function or purpose?

    (a)    What diff erence does it make to our lives?   
   (b)    How does it aff ect diff erent kinds of thought?        

Questions pertaining to causes, explanations, and essential and dis-
tinguishing characteristics have determined the third set of questions 
relating to function. Th e analysis and conclusions arrived at concern-
ing description and cause shape and provide material for explaining the 
function of myth. Even though many theorists describe myth in one way, 
they accept that it can still have a number of functions. But ultimately, 
the function never steps beyond the limits drawn for it by the description 
of its essential meaning. 100  

 Since interpretations of mythology by Presocratics, Western philoso-
phers self-identify in contrast to myth, leading to a particular way of 
understanding and engaging with the genre. Philosophers communicate 
with myth by creating discourses that distinguish between philosophical 
and non-philosophical readings and applications of myth. Without rec-
ognition of the long history of this ambiguous medium, one easily stig-
matizes all myths as the irrational ‘other’ in contrast to philosophy and 
falls back on the traditional  mythos / logos  distinction. 101  Morgan acknowl-
edges that boundaries separating myth and philosophy exist but that 
these boundaries need to be redrawn in order to theorize regarding ‘the 
permeation of one level by material from another’. 102  Myth considered in 
isolation from philosophy renders itself vulnerable to being categorized 
as decorative. 

100   Consider the methodology employed by Colloud-Streit ( 2005 ), which is sensitive to the prob-
lems associated with defi nition and function. 
101   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 3. Also, see Schmitt ( 2002 ). 
102   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 5. 
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 Responses to the above set of questions shape the study of myth and 
determine the way Plato’s myths are received. In order to understand 
the answers provided by modern scholars, one must acknowledge the 
conceptual philosophical framework developing or impacting theories of 
myth. Th e short history of myth studies consists of theories stemming 
from multidisciplinary concerns and interests, and the relevance of theo-
ries extends far beyond the subject of myth. But regardless of the origin of 
ideas or their consequences for other issues, there is nevertheless a tradi-
tion in modern intellectual history to draw upon. 103  Viewing the study of 
a subject within a particular time period, consisting of certain infl uential 
individuals and driven by central questions, helps establish a manageable 
research setting for critically evaluating interpretations and conclusions. 
Th erefore, the dominant approaches in Plato studies must be identifi ed 
as part of another narrative: the modern creation and development of 
myth studies.        

103   In his forward to Feldman and Richardson’s  Th e Rise of Modern Mythology :  1680–1860  ( 1972 ), 
Eliade indicates the need for a comprehensive source book of the largely Max Müller-inspired era 
of mythography (i.e., the nineteenth/twentieth century). He states that most authors of this period 
are driven by a ‘scientifi c’ method in their study of myth (p. xii); also, see Blok ( 1994 ) and Bremmer 
( 2011 ) pp. 533–538; and consider Fourmont’s earlier contribution to the approach that combines 
philology with comparative mythology in Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 83–84); for the 
similarities between Max Müller’s views of language and Heyne’s notion of the ‘disease of language’, 
see Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) p. 217. For Müller’s contribution to myth studies, see his 
foundational work  Introduction to the Science of Religion :  four lectures delivered at the Royal Institution , 
 February 19  (1882). For critical commentary of his work and infl uence, see Feldman and 
Richardson ( 1972 ) p. 481; Lincoln ( 1999 ) pp. 66–71; Capps ( 1995 ) pp. 86–71. 
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 Mutual Scaffolding: Unifying Myth 

and Philosophy                     

          Th e distinction between defi nition and function is illuminating in rela-
tion to my analysis of myth. Rather than approaching the topic of myth 
with a general defi nition of genre, I concentrate on the function of myth 
in unique contexts; that is, the various functions of Platonic myths are 
determined by specifi c philosophical concerns and the thematic, discur-
sive, and literary factors conditioning them. For many commentators, 
a particular defi nition of myth determines interpretation of its use and 
what it stands for in Plato’s philosophy. In contrast, my position is sensi-
tive to the complexities associated with the function of diff erent myths as 
they appear in Plato’s works. 1  I avoid rendering a general analysis of myth 
in Plato and strive to study the operation of particular myths in relation 
to exclusive philosophical arguments and the nuanced arrangements and 
interconnected dynamics between these aspects. I prioritize issues per-
taining to function over defi nition; explanation and analysis of function 
coincide with Plato’s references to his own myths and his suggestions 
about the distinctions between the diff erent kinds of myths employed in 

1   Compare with Colloud-Streit ( 2005 ). 



the dialogues. I avoid a generic perspective and conventional reductive 
notions and highlight specifi c kinds of philosophical myths. 2  

 My analysis allows for an interdisciplinary and holistic look at Platonic 
dialectic through integration of myths and the arguments they partner 
with. I argue that little attention is focused on Plato as a writer of myth 
in isolation from other myth-makers. And since  mythos  and  logos  are 
too often dichotomized in Plato scholarship, the identifi cation of infl u-
ences by one on the other—or exchanges and appropriations of concepts, 
themes, and motifs—is underdeveloped; interpretations are still commit-
ted to the ‘dichotomy’ paradigm. By acknowledging the uncertainty and 
ambiguity associated with delineating the parameters of myth and phi-
losophy, one relinquishes the search for an authoritative discourse. Th e 
content and delivery of myth are important but must be evaluated within 
the philosophical context in which they appear and the philosophical 
commentary Plato off ers. 

 Luc Brisson’s analysis of non-Platonic myth off ers valuable insight into 
a worldview signifi cantly infl uenced by literary culture, and his interpre-
tation states that myth stands in contrast to philosophy in fundamental 
ways. 3  Brisson distinguishes and defi nes genres and gives less emphasis 
to Plato’s individual technique. Over-concern with the  myth / logos  divi-
sion neglects the substantial distinctions between Plato’s myths and 
other myths; it limits evaluations of Plato as an author of myth and is 
insuffi  cient in accounting for the multifunctional nature of myth. 4  Scott 
observes some of the confusion arising from analysis infl uenced by the 
dichotomy paradigm or the allegorical method:

  Some readers may be tempted to treat the dramatic element as mere pack-
aging, or literary  joie de vivre  intended to draw us into the dialogue, which 
they then go on to ransack for philosophical arguments. But it is possible 

2   Consider the approach used by Manuwald ( 2002 ). See Droz’s helpful classifi cation of Plato’s 
myths at the beginning of  Les Mythes platoniciens  ( 1992 ). 
3   Brisson (1998). 
4   In contrast to Brisson, Mattei states that Plato’s criticism of myth bears only on the myths of his 
predecessors. However, both positions share the same problem of bundling a wide range of myths 
and literary fi gures into one category without considering the nuances and distinctions separating 
them (Mattei [ 1988 ] p. 67). For a study of Greek myth sensitive to the peculiarities and nuances of 
diff erent writers and stages of myth literature, see Hatab ( 1990 ). 
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to go the opposite extreme, and to be so caught up by Plato’s powers of 
characterization that one ends up reading a passage merely as an episode in 
an unfolding psychological drama, without asking what philosophical pay- 
off  is involved. 5  

 Plato’s mythological project requires a method open to an interdependent 
relationship that aims at rethinking his interest and objectives concerning 
the traditionally non-philosophical genre. I examine a number of alterna-
tive ways to read Plato’s use of myth and indicate the benefi ts of interpret-
ing the relationship between myth and argument interdependently. 

2.1     Mutual Scaffolding (A Dialectical Unity) 

   Philosophical myth is tied to the rational arguments which surround it, 
draws its strength from that context, and can infl uence the progression and 
formulation of philosophical discussion. 6  

 Plato wrote myths as integral parts of his dialogues, but methodological 
caution and historical awareness are necessary for comparing diff erent 
Platonic myths and defi ning their functions. 7  My analysis describes the 
relationship between myth and argument in terms of a revolving dia-
lectical circle or unity; I examine how Plato orchestrates a harmonious 
aff air between philosophy and myth—an engagement conducted under 

5   Scott ( 2006 ) p. 5. 
6   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 161. 
7   Edelstein ( 1949 ) gives a compelling explanation of Plato’s myths that involves categorizing the 
most important myths into ‘eschatological’ and ‘historical’. Th e eschatological myths, he says, take 
on a new and more sophisticated role after the  Gorgias  (p. 475), which feature an ethical dimension 
characteristic of Plato’s epistemology but also detail the consequences of wisdom and ignorance. 
However, Edelstein does not clarify which myths have the more philosophical qualities and why. 
Also, he does not specify which characteristics distinguish philosophical myths form others. On 
page 478, he mentions that Plato did not intend his own philosophical myths to be used to educate 
children being raised for guardianship or to teach religion to the masses. Th is indicates that 
Edelstein saw Plato’s myths as a heterogeneous form of explanation. However, he does not explore 
details concerning the diff erent varieties of myth. Also, Edelstein’s perspective accepts and confi rms 
the bifurcation of myth and reason. He states that Plato reintegrated the two but holds that one 
pertains to the irrational aspects of the soul and the other to the rational. Th ere is no analysis of the 
cooperation between the two types of explication (p. 476). 
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self-imposed regulations of reciprocity. 8  To disclose deeper connections 
between myth and philosophy, I use a new concept: ‘mutual scaff olding’. 9  
Th is trope is useful for analyzing situations in the dialogues when two 
distinct genres appear as equally valid and contingent on each other. 10  
Interdependent exchanges between myth and argument do not occur 
with every use of myth; I identify myths that participate in this form of 
unifi cation, their important function in this role, and what themes and 
ideas they introduce to the dialogue. 

 Ferrari proposes a similar approach to the  Gorgias : ‘… announc-
ing himself convinced of the truth of this narrative that he has heard, 
Socrates proceeds to “draw inferences” from it (524b). Th ese inferences 
are not conclusions so much as they are statements of what is required by 
the story if it is to make sense. Death, he reasons, must involve the clean 
separation of the soul from the body; otherwise, Zeus’s judges could not 
judge without prejudice, as the story requires. Furthermore, if the soul is 
to be judged naked, it must bear judgeable signs that are independent of 
the body it once wore’. 11  

 Myths are fanciful stories but they must be regarded as equally impor-
tant as the arguments in Plato’s dialogues. Myths are an organic part of 
the Platonic drama and not an added ornament and far from an allegori-
cal reproduction of argument. 12  Scholars such as Stewart recognize the 
inherent value of Plato’s myths, which he feels deserve the same attention 
devoted to the discursive sections of the dialogues. 13  In pivotal places, 

8   Jean Piaget’s perspective of structure is relevant to my approach: ‘As a fi rst approximation, we may 
say that a structure is a system of transformations. Inasmuch as it is a system and not a mere collec-
tion of elements and their properties, these transformations involve laws: the structure is preserved 
or enriched by the interplay of its transformation laws, which never yield results external to the 
system nor employ elements that are external to it. In short, the notion of structure is comprised of 
three key ideas: the idea of wholeness, the idea of transformation, and the idea of self-regulation’ 
([ 1970 ] p. 5). 
9   Th e defi nition of the term ‘scaff old’ suits the present argument both literally and metaphorically 
since ‘scaff olding’ means to provide or support an ascending construction with platforms often 
elevated high above the ground. 
10   Most ( 2002 ). 
11   Ferrari ( 2012 ) p. 70. 
12   Stewart ( 1905 ) pp. 1–3. 
13   Th e major contrast between my approach and Stewart’s is that he isolates what he believes to be 
the most important myths—those of an eschatological nature—and interprets them apart from the 
rest of the dialogue. 
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Plato’s dialogues fl uctuate between mythological material and discursive 
argument. Th e shifts occur mainly when prenatal existence and afterlife 
are considered. In certain dialogues, Socrates demands that we ask the 
moral question ‘how ought one to live?’. Plato answers this question from 
two angles. At times he addresses the issue in relation to the afterlife 
and the consequences associated with one’s way of living. Alternatively, 
he deals with the question as it pertains to worldly happiness and the 
harmony of the state. 14  Because Plato alternates between the two per-
spectives, he makes it diffi  cult to identify whether he is using a myth or 
he is using argument (or both somehow). Th e interconnectedness of the 
two approaches adds to the complexity; deciphering the reasons for using 
myth alongside or in conjunction with philosophy requires an awareness 
of tropes suggesting hybridity and fusion. 

 Th ere are many examples in Plato’s works representing interdepen-
dence. For instance, the unconventional style of the  Phaedo  argument for 
transmigration of souls uses myth in philosophical ways rather than for 
rhetorical appeal or illustration. Th e literary style and techniques indicate 
a depth to the accounts that require a broader interpretative network of 
methods in order to penetrate. When responding to Socrates’s descrip-
tion of the physical qualities acquired by inferior souls, apparitions, and 
the existence of Hades, Cebes states: ‘It seems likely enough, Socrates’ 
(81d). And when Socrates describes the transmigration of souls into ani-
mal or insect forms, Cebes replies: ‘Yes, that is very likely’ (82a) and 
‘Very likely’ (82b). Plato ([1993a] p. xvi, fn. 12) mentions briefl y the use 
of the term ‘likely’, indicating that what is implied is not the truth but 
an explanation that has some affi  nity with the truth. Also, at no point 
do any of Socrates’s companions question or refer to the mythic quality 
of the eschatological account; that is, no infl uence from traditional folk 
tales, conventional Greek religion, or the mysteries is acknowledged, nor 
is there any hint at this point that Socrates is using allegory or playing on 
the prejudices of his audience. 

 Socrates changes the focus of the conversation from afterlife judgment 
to the care of the soul while embodied. At this point (82c), the dialogue 

14   For a study of the relationship between myth, perspective, distance, and truth, see Collobert 
( 2012 ). 
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reconfi rms the dualism characteristic of much of the  Phaedo . Socrates 
prescribes a rigorously ascetic life solemnly devoted to philosophical 
investigation, avoiding the use of the senses ‘unless it is necessary to do 
so’ (83a). What clearly distinguishes this part of the dialogue from the 
previous section are Cebes’s responses—bold, defi nitive, and unambigu-
ously clear. Here Cebes answers with ‘Quite so’ (83c) and ‘Yes, that is 
perfectly true, Socrates’ (83e). And when he is questioned on whether he 
disagrees with the argued points he replies ‘No, certainly not’ (84a). Also, 
in a number of passages, Socrates highlights the fact that he is speaking 
metaphorically (83d) or clearly indicates reference to myth (84a). Th ese 
literary tactics are employed in order to inform the reader of the status of 
the accounts, the comparisons and contrasts between the two accounts, 
and the importance of considering the character traits and expressions 
of the narrator and narratee. Also, more importantly, there is a guiding 
principle at work in the scenario which is represented in the myth at the 
end of the  Phaedo  and operating within the philosophical arguments. 15  

 Th e manner in which Cebes replies in the  Phaedo , corresponding with 
the two diff erent referents of Socrates’s arguments, presents us with an 
introduction on how Plato manages the relationship between myth and 
philosophy. In Socrates’s account of the transmigration of souls, the events 
and objects are unfalsifi able (i.e., neither accessible to the senses nor the 
intellect). 16  And Socrates’s instructions concerning the care of the soul in 
this world, and the reasons provided in support, engage with topics that 
can be verifi ed empirically and rationally. Plato administers a recipro-
cal relationship between the two accounts. Th e argument for the care 
of the soul rests on the narrative account presented to illustrate the fate 
of the soul. Without the tale’s description of the experiences of diff erent 
disembodied souls, the moral justifi cation for the soul’s protection and 
maintenance loses effi  cacy. More importantly, without the myth, Plato’s 
argument for the care of the soul lacks a governing principle or meaning-
ful intention with which to build an argument. Certain truisms, or axi-
oms, an ethical vision of the world, and a narrative framework (imbued 
with meaning and purpose) must be proposed in order for the argument 

15   I return to the  Phaedo  in Chap.  3 . 
16   For these reasons, Cebes refers to Socrates’s explanations as ‘likely’. Also, see Burnyeat ( 2005 ) for 
criticism of interpretations of Timaeus’s account in the  Timaeus  as a likely story. 
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to form and develop. 17  And these emotive and normative features must 
correspond with, or ratify, the arguments in the passages regarding the 
care of the soul. According to the myth, one’s actions ultimately lead to 
diff erent degrees of damnation and salvation and, therefore, one must 
live a genuinely philosophical life even in the face of death. Plato’s argu-
ments are guided by this doctrine; he employs it to emphasize the ethical 
self-responsibility attached to human existence and promote a vision in 
which our actions are judged and either rewarded or punished according 
to a moral order. 

 Th ese examples show that there is something important created out 
of myth and philosophy with profound connections to the philosophi-
cal questions and topics in the text. Categorizing particular literary 
and structural features assists in understanding my approach to indi-
vidual dialogues and the internal dynamics interlacing these elements. 18  
Philosophical myths are not completely open to the imagination; mean-
ing is associated with support for philosophy. In the context of the dia-
logue, philosophical myths are unique and necessary creations; in Plato’s 
literary work, they could not be replaced or be otherwise. 19  Morgan 
addresses the necessity for a reliable discourse to be unequivocal. One 
of the many criticisms aimed at myth by philosophers is that it comes 
in multiple versions, all of which are unavailable for verifi cation but that 
philosophy provides inquirers with a stripped-down explanation commit-
ted to argument, completely open to verifi cation, and available for scru-
tiny. 20  In relation to philosophical myths from Plato’s dialogues, Morgan 
shows how they exhibit the same univocal quality found in the most 
rigorous philosophical treatise. Myths and arguments interrelate within 

17   Th ere are signifi cant parallels between my approach and Gould’s theory in  Mythical Intentions in 
Modern Literature  ( 1981 ), in which he outlines the relevance of semiotics, interpretation theory, 
mythic expression, and the function of hypotheses in contemporary literature. 
18   For a study recognizing the profound relationship between literary analysis and myth criticism, 
see Doty ( 1986 ) Chap.  6 . Also, consider Power’s analysis of the literary structure of the ‘Christian 
myth’ ([ 2002 ] pp. 70–73). For other important interpretations from the modern history of 
mythography using literary criticism, consider interpretations by Andrew Ramsey (who also wrote 
on the  Phaedo  myth), Frye, Gould, and Propp. 
19   Plato uses diff erent myths for some of the same topics. However, the perspective on the issue and 
the aspect addressed by the debate diff er from dialogue to dialogue; varying contexts represent their 
own nuanced messages. 
20   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 36. 
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the literary structure of a dialogue to create conditions for discourse and 
infl uence major themes and elements. 

 Plato constructs myths with a commitment to reason and restricts the 
subject matter accordingly. Th e plot structuring the myth becomes the 
regulating principle dictating Plato’s selection, exclusion, and arrange-
ment of literary elements and arguments. Th e myths that interrelate with 
arguments are unique and necessary, and modifi cation of myths would 
alter the logical structure and effi  cacy of the rational parts of the dia-
logues. 21  Not all myths engage with arguments in this dialectical inter-
play. Illustrative or educational myths have diff erent roles and functions 
in the dialogues. 22  My approach explores the possibilities in Plato’s meth-
odology and re-evaluates the distinctions that interpreters make between 
myth and philosophy in the dialogues. Th e systematic approach I take 
to the literary and philosophical components of specifi c dialogues proves 
the viability of mutual scaff olding. My primary concern is to understand 
Plato’s administration of myth and argument, set up in the form of a 
philosophical drama, in which both are indispensable components of 
an intellectual and cultural message. Th e mutual scaff olding approach is 
aided by an appreciation and careful philosophical use of specifi c literary 
techniques. Th e interdependent connection between myth and argument 
requires systematic analysis of the literary and philosophical components. 
My reading examines the intricacies of form and content in selected dia-
logues and orders the details into a series of integrated thematic steps. 
I outline the analytical stages of my interpretation and the interrelated 
movements in my argument below. However, each of my fi ve case studies 
of dialogue analysis integrates one example of modern myth theory which 
I employ to illuminate the important philosophical advances made possi-
ble by interdisciplinary work in this fi eld. Introducing selected theories of 
myth to the study of Plato’s myths is particularly useful for disclosing the 
interdependence of narrative and argument in the dialogues. My applica-
tion of modern myth theories is heuristic and suggestive of the potential 
methodological and philosophical insights available to cross-disciplinary 
endeavors combining investigations of philosophy and myth. In his book 

21   Ferrari ( 2009 ). 
22   See Pender ( 2000 ). 
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 Myth :  A Very Short Introduction  ( 2004 ), Robert Segal promotes the use of 
theories of myth and off ers critical suggestions for moving forward:

  Being skeptical of the universality of any theory is one thing. Being able to 
sidestep theorizing altogether is another. 
 Th eories need myths as much as myths need theories. If theories illuminate 
myths, myths confi rm theories. True, the sheer applicability of a myth does 
not itself confi rm the theory, the tenets of which must be established in 
their own right. For example, to show that Jung’s theory, when applied, 
elucidates the myth of Adonis would not itself establish the existence of a 
collective unconscious, which, on the contrary, would be presupposed. But 
one, albeit indirect, way of confi rming a theory is to show how well it 
works  when  its tenets are assumed—this on the grounds that the theory 
must be either false or limited if it turns out not to work (p. 10). 

   I employ a distinct theory of myth for each of the dialogues I have 
selected; however, the applicability of the individual theories is not exclu-
sive to the philosophical myth I match it with. Th e analytical interpreta-
tions of sacred narratives I use for discussing specifi c dialogues are not 
mutually exclusive; theories are interchangeable and have the potential 
to illuminate unique aspects and meanings depending on the dialogue 
and the function of each particular myth. 23  Th e important move for my 
analysis is how I apply the theory to access features of the myth and elu-
cidate the multilayered and interconnected structural, stylistic, mythical, 
and discursive elements of Plato’s philosophy:

    1.    I begin by concentrating on the way Plato introduces the central 
theme of the dialogue—how the philosophical questions and prob-
lems arise, who raises them, who responds, and how they perform 
speech acts. In addition, I explore the setting of the dialogue, the 

23   For instance, the trickster trope or the concept of liminality that I integrate into my analysis of 
the  Meno  has the potential to operate in important ways in many other dialogues. (I also employ 
factors such as liminal time in my reading of the  Phaedo  and liminal space in relation to the 
 Phaedrus .) A theory of myth focusing on liminality discloses unique elements in diff erent works 
and indicates the versatility of theories of myth. However, myth theorists themselves claim that 
their approaches are theories of myth per se and can be applied universally. My analysis is more 
pragmatic; rather than attempting to justify one theory over others, I incorporate theories as part 
of my investigation of the myth/philosophy interdependence in Platonic dialogues. 
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potent themes and motifs portrayed, and their signifi cance in rela-
tion to the other major elements of the text. My focus on introduc-
tion and setting also involves consideration of narrative mode (i.e., 
the role of the explicit or implicit narrator(s) and narratee(s)); I am 
concerned with Plato’s choice of narrator(s) and narratee(s) and 
what this choice tells us about the presentation of important issues 
in the text. 24    

   2.    I analyze the major myth and the philosophical arguments in selected 
dialogues, followed by a description of how Plato orchestrated the 
intricate interplay between the two.   

   3.    I clarify some of the most important literary motifs at work in the 
reciprocal relation between myth and argument by concentrating on 
plot structure and character selection. 25     

Th e fi rst dialogue I analyze is the  Meno  and I focus on its important 
instructional value. Th e  Meno  does not contain a myth but makes strong 
reference to myths. Th e argument develops from a belief system intro-
duced by Socrates’s interpretation of religion and myth. Th e dialogue is 
a compelling introductory example of how  mythos  and  logos  cooperate 
(i.e., how a belief is justifi ed by its intellectual and social consequences). 
I describe the  Meno  as a ‘meta’ dialogue in which Plato shows us a more 
complex way of doing philosophy. It provides an accessible example for 
introducing my methodology and justifi es the structure of my analysis 
of how Plato orchestrates and intertwines theme introduction, setting, 
narrative mode, myth, philosophical arguments, plot structure, and 
characters. Although the other texts I analyze— Protagoras ,  Phaedrus , 
and  Phaedo  and the Atlantis myth in  Timaeus  and  Critias —have more 
complex philosophical messages and structures than the  Meno , my 
study remains methodologically and structurally consistent. Th e unifor-
mity of my approach aims to strengthen the justifi cation for the mutual 

24   For a comparison and contrast between dramatic dialogues and narrative dialogues and their use 
of literary devices such as setting, narrators, and narratees, see Morgan ( 2004 ). 
25   For the use of literary motifs in historiography and the transformation of a chronicle of events 
into a story, see White ( 1973 ) pp. 5–7. White discusses the signifi cance of ‘inaugural motifs’, ‘ter-
minating motifs’, and ‘transitional motifs’ in characterizing certain events in a chronicle. 
Considering themes and motifs from the dialogues in similar ways opens new interpretative pos-
sibilities. I expand on these three motifs by searching for examples in Plato’s texts that refl ect or 
strengthen structural themes from the plot, characters, and events. 
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 scaff olding method. I replicate the same framework in each study, and 
my interdisciplinary reading of the relationship between  mythos  and  logos  
uses diff erent multidisciplinary techniques and trans-disciplinary ideas; 
however, the structure positions the diverse theories and reinforces my 
methodology. 

 I limit my analysis of the six dialogues to a set of issues that encom-
pass major themes and concerns: (1) theme introduction, setting and 
narrative mode, (2) myth analysis, (3) the philosophical arguments, (4) 
mutual scaff olding, (5) plot structure, and (6) character selection. Using 
these particular topics to approach  mythos / logos  interdependence (a) iden-
tifi es the most signifi cant literary features and amplifi es the potency of 
the mythical and philosophical content and (b) best assists my arguments 
for elucidating the kind of interaction that exists between them. Social, 
cultural, and literary concepts and theories are important to the study of 
philosophical texts, and I make use of diff erent techniques and ideas from 
a range of disciplines. 26  Th e emergence of modern approaches to litera-
ture coincides with the development of philosophical methods and sup-
ports my integrative reading of myth. 27  Historical and multidisciplinary 
methodological issues are important especially for interdisciplinary style 
research of Plato’s dialogues. 28  

 My analysis of plot involves interpretation of the structural patterns 
shared by the major myth in each dialogue and corresponding philo-
sophical components. Plato’s dialogues are governed by plot structures 
aimed at achieving multiple purposes, one of which is to introduce com-
plex arguments. As examples of embedded narratives, myth in Plato’s 
works is also controlled by plots employed to arrange the sequence of 
events and convey a meaning consistent with the context of the dialogue. 
Comparing the structure of myths and arguments helps disclose the 
way  mythos  functions as a guiding principle and illuminates the signifi -
cance of many themes and motifs constitutive of the text. Plot structures 
 characterize myth and argument and determine the communication 

26   See my outline for dialogue analysis and other references in the introduction. 
27   See Zima ( 1999 ), particularly Chap.  1 , ‘Th e Philosophical and Aesthetic Foundations of Literary 
Th eories’, pp. 1–16. 
28   Eckstein ( 1968 ) pp. 16–17 also promotes an interdisciplinary approach to the dialogues and 
explains how Plato reveals his meanings through what the characters  do  (active judgments),  make  
(exhibitive judgments), and  say  (assertive judgments). 
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between them. 29  Th e deeper structure or plot orders various elements of 
the dialogues such as literary symbols or steps in an inference. Th e nar-
rative structure determines the setting, standpoint, and purpose of the 
dialogue and assists in interpreting the nuances of the text. 30  An approach 
that focuses on literary plot draws attention to features such as setting, 
introduction, narrator(s) and narratee(s), characters, and motifs and their 
important relationship with the arguments and their premises. 31  

 Th e speech acts in Plato’s modes of presentation display complex dra-
matic elements and require interpretation to elucidate the importance 
of characters and their temperaments, delivery, the diff erent scenes, and 
the issues interlocutors investigate together. I focus on specifi c speech 
acts and draw attention to the connection between the nuances of what 
is said at particular moments, the personal features of the speaking char-
acter, the context in which the utterances are made, and the recipient 
and reception of the speech act. Important details worth considering 
include the reputation of the protagonists; their way of speaking; nar-
rative mode and manner of narrating; attitudes toward ideas and posi-
tions; and the actions, reactions, and occurrences that take place while 
someone is speaking, including interruptions and diversions of diff erent 
sorts. 32  ‘By imitating language mimetically, by reproducing its phonetic 
 particularities and oddities, the narrator conveys a vivid impression of 

29   Mythic narratives also play a crucial role in the development of knowledge in other disciplines 
such as science. See Gerhart and Russell ( 2002 ) pp. 192–193. For the infl uence of myth in relation 
to politics and culture, see Bottici ( 2007 ); Bottici and Challand ( 2010 ). 
30   Roland Barthes’s distinction between the syntagmatic level and the paradigmatic level is useful for 
understanding the ‘grammar’ of narratives. (For a brief account of the origins and details associated 
with this distinction in structuralist approaches, see Propp ( 1968 ) pp. xi–xii; Csapo ( 2005 ) Chap.  5 .) 
Th e syntagmatic level is characterized by core functions, or essential events that cannot be omitted 
from the story, and catalysts, which absorb the core functions and shape them. Th e paradigmatic 
level is made up of informants, which are usually unalterable facts about people, places, and situa-
tions, and indices, which depict the atmosphere in which the facts acquire meaning and infl uence 
our judgment of the events and actions (Barthes [ 1996 ]; also, see Schmitz [ 2007 ] p. 51). In my 
study of the dialogues, I concentrate on the plot as a paradigmatic feature that governs the units of 
information in the text and projects a particular environment in which the units take form. I con-
sider the myth to be an indication of the kind of plot that pervades diff erent dimensions of the 
dialogue; the plot also structures the myth itself. Also, see comments on plot by Doty ( 1986 ) p. 16. 
See Gould ( 1981 ) for the relationship between logic, myth, and plot and the extent to which an 
author’s system of logic is constrained by modes of mythic thought. 
31   For a similar approach used to study fairy tales, see Propp ( 1968 ). 
32   See Bondell ( 2002 ). 
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people’s psyche, their social status, their problems…. what counts is the 
 how : the way of saying and the narrative technique’. 33  

 I distinguish between the act of narrating or the produced narrative 
action, the narrative text (the signifi er), and the story or content (the 
signifi ed). 34  Following Genette’s theory, once narrative mode is respected 
as a distinct feature of the dialogues, worthy of specialized research, a 
number of insights can be gleaned. 35  An approach that is sensitive to the 
narrator—explicit or implied narrator(s)—is essential, particularly in dia-
logues in which narrative voice shifts. 36  Also, the perception of the narra-
tor in relation to the story at the time of narration must be accounted for 
along with reception by characters in the story (narratees). 37  In addition 
to these important issues, some temporal factors need to be acknowl-
edged and integrated into a study of narrative mode. For instance, the 
distance between the narration and the story is critical, and the events 
that took place during the interval need to be considered when determin-
ing the levels of meaning expressed by a text. And in cases in which no 
narrator is mentioned or implied, the issue is complicated even further. 38  

33   Zima ( 1999 ) p. 30. Also, consider the insights of Virginia Woolf on Plato’s literary and philo-
sophical style: ‘All this fl ows over the arguments of Plato—laughter and movement; people getting 
up and going out; the hour changing; tempers being lost; jokes cracked; the dawn rising. Truth, it 
seems, is various; Truth is to be pursued with all our faculties. Are we to rule out the amusements, 
the tenderness, the frivolities of friendship because we love truth? Will truth be quicker found 
because we stop our ears to music and drink no wine, and sleep instead of talking through the long 
winter’s night? So in these dialogues we are made to seek truth with every part of us. For Plato, of 
course, had the dramatic genius. It is by means of that, by an art which conveys in a sentence or 
two the setting and the atmosphere, and then with perfect adroitness insinuates itself into the coils 
of the argument without losing its liveliness and grace, and then contracts to bare statement, and 
then, mounting, expands and soars in that higher air which is generally reached only by the more 
extreme measures of poetry—it is this art which plays upon us in so many ways at once and brings 
us to an exultation of mind which can only be reached when all the powers are called upon to 
contribute their energy to the whole’ (Woolf,  On Not Knowing Greek  [ 1925 ]). 
34   I am indebted to Gerard Genette’s theory regarding the act of narrating in a story for this distinc-
tion. His work is indispensable to the study of narratology in general and narrative mode in par-
ticular (Genette [ 1980 ]; [ 1982 ]; [ 1988 ]; [ 1992 ]). ‘Genette’s narratological system is arguably the 
most important one today because even narratologists who do not simply accept and follow it often 
take it as a starting point of their own approaches’ (Schmitz [ 2007 ] p. 56). For Genette’s infl uence 
on Plato studies, see Morgan ( 2004 ). In addition, consider the work of Mieke Bal in relation to the 
most salient aspects of narratology ( 1997 ). 
35   See comments by Larivée ( 2012 ) pp. 236–237. 
36   de Jong (2004b) pp. 1–10. Also, see Bondell ( 2002 ). 
37   de Jong (2004b) pp. 1–10. 
38   See Genette’s interesting view of ‘zero focalization’ ([ 1988 ] p. 73). 
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Other compelling issues regarding narrative voice include instances in 
which narrators are infl uenced by the point of view of other characters 
in the story, which is the case in many Platonic dialogues: ‘the narrator- 
text does not consist of a succession of events only, but is interspersed 
with short ‘peeps’ into the minds of the characters participating in those 
events’. 39  Considering these narrative aspects raises more interesting 
question about the aim and message of the text, the subtle suggestions 
made by the author indicating how to engage with the exchanges, and 
the extent to which one must interpret the encounters and outcomes as 
representations of the view of the author. 40  

 A re-evaluation of the description and function of myth must be under-
stood in the context of modern myth studies and critically assessed upon 
identifying the problems associated with theories of myth. Th e chasm 
between myth and reason expanded further in the nineteenth century, 
and many dominant narratives aggrandizing the advancement of Western 
civilization predominantly support the myth/philosophy dichotomy by 
arguing for the victory of reason, history, science, and liberation over 
unreason, myth, dreams, and religious speculation. 41  Philosophers such 
as Horkheimer, Adorno, and Foucault criticize this view of Western his-
tory. Th ey argue that interpreting the two sides of the dichotomy as polar 
opposites and striving to eliminate the weaker side is misguided since 
both sides need to be harmonized for a truly human approach to the 
world and oneself. Hayden White reinforces their critique by explain-
ing that both sides must be taken seriously. In  Metahistory  ( 1973 ), he 
aims to illuminate the continuity between reason and fantasy and their 
partnership in assisting the discovery of truth. 42  To understand the place 
of myth in history and its relationship to reason, one must avoid using 

39   de Jong (2004, originally published 1987) p.113. Larivée ( 2012 ) pp. 236–237 discusses the sig-
nifi cance of narrative voice when Socrates presents the myth of Er. 
40   Diff erent forms of narrative mode and their possible relationships to authorship are areas of study 
central to philosophy, literature, cinema, and other forms of media. For insightful studies of these 
issues looking at literature and cinema, see Wilson ( 2006 ) and Currie ( 2006 ) pp. 185–210. Also, 
see the helpful introductory comments by Carroll ( 2006 ) pp. 175–184. 
41   Paul ( 2009 ) p. 62. Critical essays in Wians ( 2009 ) question the narrative that describes the emer-
gence of ancient Greek philosophy out of, and in confl ict with, mythology. Also, see Buxton 
( 1999 ). 
42   White ( 1973 ) p. 51. 
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the modality of opposition and introduce continuity and interchange 
instead. Myth and philosophy must not be seen as binary opposites but 
as parts of a whole, similar to the way philosophers such as Nietzsche, 
Hegel, Herder, Vico, Leibniz, and Le Doeuff  interpret the relationship 
between the two. 43  

 White argues that Western Enlightenment theorists, such as Kant, 
are convinced that a metonymical relation exists between myth and 
philosophy—one which operates in the mode of severance or extrinsic 
opposition. In accounts of the place of myth in history, Enlightenment 
historiography eliminates the possibility of recognizing symmetrical part- 
whole interaction and assumes that truth developed out of fantasy. Kant 
conceived of human nature as acting either rationally or irrationally and 
understood these functions as contradictory. 44  Th is perspective delineates 
the description and function of non-rational phenomena such as myth 
in contrast to an Enlightenment conception of rational discourse. And it 
represents individuals whose lives are not ordered and governed by those 
principles of reason, or who live according to the structures and schemata 
derived from cultural narratives or myths, as underdeveloped, capricious, 
disorderly, and epistemologically inferior (i.e., far removed from reality 
and human potential). Myth and reason need to be recognized as interact-
ing in a symmetrical relationship—rather than evaluated and contrasted 
on the basis of modern scientifi c or modern philosophical principles—
in order to refl ect a more complete picture of human experience and 
thought. Kant criticized Herder by exposing his view regarding a human 
soteriological need for the reunion of science and myth, arguing that the 
notion is itself a myth. 45  My critique and approach avoid grand claims 
and are essentially heuristic: I challenge and rethink the artifi cial borders 
separating myth and philosophy, the cognitive consequences of main-
taining these borders, and the cognitive and methodological  possibilities 
that arise once we deconstruct them. 46  I show that an interdependent, 

43   Paul ( 2009 ) p. 63; Coupe (2006) pp. 118–121; Le Doeuff  ( 1989 ). 
44   Kant ( 2002 ). 
45   Paul ( 2009 ) p. 64. 
46   Benitez describes Plato’s reduction of  mythos  and  logos  as a contrast between story and arguments. 
He points out the problems associated with understanding this distinction in terms of a dichotomy 
([ 2007 ] p. 226). 
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symmetrical harmony through mutual scaff olding is closer to what we 
fi nd in Plato’s use of philosophical myth—a way of thinking about the 
two in terms of creative interdependence or as integral parts of a totality. 
Th is approach to Plato’s myths helps deconstruct the traditional binary 
interpretations and dichotomies—such as positivist and Romantic read-
ings—that constitute the foundation for most modern theories of myth. 

 Interpreting myth and argument in the dialogues using this approach 
entails that Plato has full control and authority over the construction, the 
meaning, and the interactive structure of the two elements. Readdressing 
the philosophical myths and arguments in terms of their participation in 
a unity helps illuminate the variety of signifi cant features in the dialogues; 
in particular, one begins to recognize how themes and motifs contained 
in the myths have a more enhanced meaning and occupy a more cen-
tral place in the text. A mutual scaff olding approach interprets discursive 
arguments as indispensably bound to aesthetic representation. However, 
combining myth with philosophical arguments does not suggest demy-
thologizing them. I argue that Plato respects the value of both forms for 
what they can contribute to the dialogues, which avoids the limitations 
imposed by modern categories or rigid notions of genre. Both myth and 
philosophy are specially selected and carefully combined to construct 
Plato’s literary-philosophical work. Th e myths are symbolic, fi ctional 
(but not necessarily unreal), extravagant, and unfalsifi able. And Plato’s 
philosophical components are dialectic, factual, logical, and demonstra-
tive. What they are not is independent of each other, and I demonstrate 
that interpreting each in isolation compromises the signifi cance of salient 
philosophical features. 

 Th e centrality of myth in Plato is informed by clarifi cation of his critique 
and application of myth. Plato is ‘critical’ of myth; however, he simultane-
ously applies myths. 47  By ‘critical’, I mean Plato’s analysis and evaluation 
of myth refl ected in examples of his defi nitive descriptions of what it is, 
and prescription for why and how it should be used. Th e term ‘applied’ 
refers to the way myth is appropriated, manipulated, or implemented by 

47   Strenski uses these two terms to refer, on the one hand, to the theoretical analysis of myth by 
writers such as Cassirer, Eliade, Lévi-Strauss, and Malinowski and, on the other hand, to cultural 
and practical exploitation of myth by people such as Joyce, Rosenburg, and Bultmann (Strenski 
[ 1987 ] p. 2). 
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Plato without providing explicit explanation directly related to the way he 
uses it in each instance. 48  A study of the relationship between myth and 
argument in Plato must show awareness of when Plato approaches myth 
critically and when he applies myth for his own purposes. 

 In some dialogues, Plato does not entertain the possibility of see-
ing myth in diff erent ways and reduces it to one explanation. In other 
instances, he tolerates myth and recognizes the fact that it is more com-
plex than one theory can accommodate. 49  Plato includes myths in some 
dialogues without reservation and in others he has Socrates provide com-
mentary on myth or suggests a particular interpretation of myth ( Meno  
86b–c). Plato is not addressing one and the same discourse when he 
is being critical of myth and when he is applying myth. I distinguish 
between diff erent kinds of myth in order to help understand Plato’s 
ambivalence. Th e allegory of the cave, for instance, represents a narrative 
that is presented as neither fi ction nor a real event. It is connected with 
argument through metaphor and not in the kind of symmetrical inter-
dependent relationship characteristic of philosophical myths. In contrast 
to metaphor or allegory, philosophical myths participate in a unity, a 
display of mutual scaff olding. Myths that interact with arguments in this 
way are only applied and never criticized. In dialogues in which Plato is 
critical of myth and makes a distinct contrast with argument, he often 
chooses to employ myths for rhetorical purposes: illustration, education, 
or persuasion. 

 A key byproduct of my approach is to draw attention to a recurring 
‘liminal’ theme in the dialogues. Liminality, ‘outsiderhood’, and ‘low-
ermost status’ are represented and implemented diff erently by Plato 
depending on the myth in question and the context of the dialogue. 
Liminality and associated entities and themes represent the marginal, the 
interstices, the outcast, underground or rejected elements in relation to 
structure. 50  Liminal phases in ritual are those moments coinciding with 

48   In addition to the critical/applied modes, also consider the detailed account of the modern dis-
tinction between mythology and mythography in the preface to Doty ( 1986 ). 
49   Examples include the  Protagoras  and  Timaeus. 
50   Turner ( 1969 ) pp. 110–111 and ( 1974 ) pp. 233–237. As examples of despised or outlawed peo-
ple who represent universal human values or ‘open morality’, Turner refers to the good Samaritan, 
the Jewish fi ddler Rothschild in  Rothschild ’ s Fiddle , Jim in  Adventures of Huckleberry Finn , the fool 
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social structure, sometimes as an anti-structure, in which an individual or 
group breaks free and explores expressions of creativity made impossible 
or not tolerated within the standard structure or system. ‘It is especially 
in the freedom of liminality that new metaphors are born, revisions of 
the social structure are fi rst attempted, and creative insights are devel-
oped and nurtured’. 51  Th e ‘outsiders’ often represented in literature 
and oral histories who have the potential to express this kind of creative 
freedom in phases of liminality include shamans, 52  diviners, mediums, 
priests, monastic ascetics, hippies, hoboes, tricksters (the mythological 
character), 53  and Romani peoples. 54  

 Liminality is a term fi rst used by Arnold van Gennep referring to the 
phase in a rite of passage or transition ritual when change occurs in rela-
tion to place, state, social position, and age. 55  Th e use of the concept 
was made popular by Victor Turner, who realized the applicability of 
liminal themes to a wide range of sociological and anthropological top-
ics. According to Turner, a liminal phase is an intervening period in the 
sequence of a ritual when the subject’s status and qualities are ambigu-
ous. Th e initiate does not possess the attributes of the exited state of 
being or the upcoming state; social status is temporarily suspended; 
and the stability characteristic of mundane social structures is shattered. 
Liminality is contrasted with structure (i.e., the hierarchy-based social 
system (political- legal-economic) that governs everyday life).

in  King Lear , and Sonya in  Crime and Punishment . Turner also makes reference to Hume’s view of 
the ‘inferior’ or ‘outsider’ who symbolizes the ‘sentiment for humanity’. In relation to political 
philosophy, Turner uses the images of Rousseau’s noble savage, Marx’s proletariat, and Gandhi’s 
untouchables (Turner [ 1974 ] p. 265). I do not examine Turner’s notion of ‘communitas’ and its 
relation to liminality, marginality, and inferiority here. See Turner ( 1969 ) Chaps.  3 ,  4  and  5  for 
description and analysis of communitas. 
51   Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 91–92. 
52   Bertens ( 1995 ) pp. 74–75. 
53   Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 91; Hynes and Doty ( 1993 ). For a contemporary example that uses the trickster 
as a literary device, see Emily Wroe’s analysis of Diran Adebayo’s novel  My Once Upon a Time : 
‘Towards a ‘non-ghettocentric Black Brit vibe’: A Trickster Inspired Approach to Storytelling in 
Diran Adebayo’s  My Once Upon a Time ’ ( 2005 ). Also, see Henry Louis Gates Jr.,  Th e Signifying 
Monkey  ( 1988 ). For a cross-cultural and cross-historical study of the trickster character, see Helen 
Lock, ‘Transformations of the Trickster’,  www.southerncrossreview.org/18/trickster.htm  (visited 
2008). 
54   Turner ( 1974 ) p. 233. 
55   Turner ( 1969 ) p. 94. 
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  Th e attributes of liminality or of liminal personae (“threshold people”) are 
necessarily ambiguous, since this condition and these persons elude or slip 
through the network of classifi cations that normally locate states and posi-
tions in cultural space. Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are 
betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, 
convention, and ceremonial. 56  

 Turner explains that the ambiguity associated with liminality propa-
gates a spectrum of profound symbols. Th ese symbols often represent 
death, imprisonment, pre-natal or pre-birth states, invisibility, dark-
ness, bisexuality, timelessness, wilderness, and the eclipsed sun or 
moon. Liminal individuals may be symbolically represented as, likened 
to, or equated with monsters, ascetics, certain animals, and special 
mythological and divine fi gures. 57  Familiar character traits of liminal 
fi gures are passivity, humility, and a willingness to accept punishment. 
Th ese features play a crucial role in empowering the liminal person, 
people or other entity, and provide possibilities for surviving the lim-
inal phase and successfully re-entering the social structure—a structure 
which is disrupted and transformed after interaction with an example 
of liminality. 

 Turner explores how liminal fi gures and phases allow original 
hypotheses to emerge. When a particular structure is disconcerted by 
an example of liminality, a free rearrangement of elements and factors 
is made possible and the newly constructed systems are tested accord-
ing to reconsidered and re-evaluated criteria. Plato makes use of this 
motif primarily through liminal fi gures ( Meno ), liminal time ( Phaedo ), 
and liminal space ( Phaedrus ). 58  In my study of the dialogues, I indicate 
where and how liminal features are used and the reasons for introduc-
ing them.

56   Turner ( 1969 ) p. 95. 
57   Turner ( 1974 ) p. 253. 
58   For a narrative that combines liminal time and liminal space, consider the myth of Er in the 
 Republic . Also, see Gonzales ( 2012 ), who, in addition to dealing with spacio-temporal peculiarities 
associated with the narrative, discusses the way the tale blurs certain dichotomies—a characteristic 
of liminality. And see Ferrari ( 2009 ), Larivée ( 2012 ), and De Luise ( 2007 ) on relevant interpreta-
tions of the myth of Er. Other themes from the dialogues worthy of study in respect to liminality 
are the use of the twilight motif in the  Crito  and the initiation ritual in the  Symposium. 
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  Liminality, marginality, and structural inferiority are conditions in which 
are frequently generated myths, symbols, rituals, philosophical systems, 
and works of art. Th ese cultural forms provide men with a set of templates 
or models which are, at one level, periodical reclassifi cations of reality and 
man’s relationship to society, nature, and culture. 59           

59   Turner ( 1969 ) pp. 128–129. 
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    3   
 Myth and Instruction:  Meno                      

3.1              Introducing the Trickster 

 Trickery as a strategy is integral to many myths and mythic traditions, 
and related practices such as deception, foils, mischief, play, mockery, 
and laughter help maneuver thought and emotion through layers of 
cultural meaning. Th ey help convey the ambiguity and paradox associ-
ated with aspirations for wisdom and the fragility underlying the search 
for truth. Sacred stories employ trickery not as a simple form of embel-
lished entertainment but to overturn or invert the structures governing 
thought, action, and custom and allow creativity and critical faculties to 
explore new possibilities. Myths that feature trickster characters or themes 
recondition and renew the structures determining thought, action, and 
custom. Humor functions as a subversive technique in these narratives; 
examples of complacency, conservativism, arrogance, and unconstrained 
and unquestioned power in myth are exposed when diminutive or weaker 
characters use tricks to gain the upper hand. ‘Th eir stories provide a fer-
tile source of cultural refl ection and critical refl exivity that leaves one 
thoughtful yet laughing; and what a culture does with laughter refl ects its 



vitality, fl exibility and creativity’. 1  Trickster tales represent the many man-
ifestations of this subversive approach by instigating irreverent question-
ing, disrupting authority, and reframing social order and cultural custom. 
Th e trickster character is often portrayed in narratives as a religious and 
social critic and, simultaneously, both sacred individual and fool. Th ese 
stories evoke a heightened expectation of immanent dissolution or dis-
concertion. Th e fi gure assigned the role of trickster—or the one who 
assumes the position—disrupts social and moral norms and embarrasses 
those who benefi t from the preservation of the status quo. 

 Various forms of transformation take place in trickster myths, but the 
characters guided through the stages of change experience ambiguity 
about their development and destination. Th e trickster is both deviant 
and savior and other characters in the narrative experience his or her pres-
ence and instruction diff erently. ‘Transformation is an important aspect 
of the story: a change of some kind is being experienced or described, 
whether a rite of passage or a move to a new society. In most stories, the 
trickster is not present as a trickster; he shadows the change that is being 
described’. 2  

 Paul Radin’s landmark work  Th e Trickster  was published in 1956 and 
included contributions by eminent myth scholars Karl Kerényi and Carl 
Jung. Radin’s detailed inquiry introduced scholars to specialized study of 
the trickster, encouraged further investigation of the mythological char-
acter, and initiated new debates. 3  Academics from diff erent disciplinary 
backgrounds disagree on whether, or to what extent, the trickster fi gure 
is universal; some argue that tricksters are so diff erent across cultures 
and periods that a single category is unhelpful. However, an interpreta-
tion that acknowledges the trickster as a cross-cultural device is neces-
sary for identifying and understanding profound similarities between 
myths from diff erent societies. Th is must, of course, be tempered with 
concerns expressed by comparative mythographers from the social sci-
ences who highlight the sociocultural specifi city of divergent narratives. 4  

1   Hynes and Doty ( 1993 ) p. 4. Also, see Russell ( 1991 ). 
2   Scheub ( 2012 ) p. 24. 
3   Babcock-Abrahams ( 1975 ) pp. 163–164. For examples of diff erent approaches, see essays in 
Hynes and Doty ( 1993 ). 
4   Hynes and Doty ( 1993 ). 
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In diff erent tales expressing liminality, social variables and cultural 
indicators such as marginality, fringe, deviant, and outcast have either 
negative or positive connotations. 5  Th e trickster motif adopts many of 
these characteristics with the same kind of fl uidity. Scheub clarifi es how 
tricksters are distinguished from other phenomena with similar quali-
ties by the far-reaching consequences of their actions, misgivings, and 
achievements. He defi nes the malleability associated with the character 
by explicating how tricksters maneuver easily between diff erent experi-
ences and shift form accordingly. Th ey are conditioned and guided by 
their environment and interactions rather than actively defi ning experi-
ences and encounters; their situations subsequently become the basis for 
ritualistic and artistic experience. 6 

  And there’s a very special property in the trickster: he always breaks in, just 
as the unconscious does, to trip up the rational situation. He’s both a fool 
and someone who’s beyond the system. And the trickster hero represents all 
those possibilities of life that your mind hasn’t decided it wants to deal 
with. Th e mind structures a lifestyle, and the fool or trickster represents 
another whole range of possibilities. He doesn’t respect the values that 
you’ve set up for yourself, and smashes them. 7  

 Liminal characters and other ‘threshold’ or ‘border’ phenomena from 
diverse oral and literary traditions function similarly; research in compar-
ative mythology has produced a wealth of studies illustrating social, psy-
chological, literary, religious, and performative comparisons. Th erefore, 
searching for trickster themes and motifs in various traditions is valu-
able and helps disclose profound literary and philosophical messages. 
Investigation into the signifi cance of the trickster also helps elucidate the 
phenomenal and emotive aspects associated with transition and transfor-
mation in sociocultural experiences and knowledge acquisition. In par-
ticular, the prevalence of liminal themes and subjects in Plato’s dialogues 
deserves serious interdisciplinary analysis, and the use of trickster devices 

5   Babcock-Abrahams ( 1975 ) pp. 147–158. 
6   Scheub ( 2012 ) pp. 10–11. 
7   Campbell in Maher and Briggs ( 1988 ) p. 39. 
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in the  Meno  is one of a number of signifi cant examples. 8  Th is chapter 
approaches the  Meno  with the range of analytical tools developed for 
understanding the trickster trope in comparative mythology. I demon-
strate a hermeneutical sensibility that comes from acknowledging and 
engaging important literary, historical, and cultural contexts that situate 
the mythical character. Exploring the role of Socrates in the dialogue, I 
select and combine the relevant features that elucidate Plato’s views in 
the text and position them within a liminal context. My approach situ-
ates the  Meno  in a framework that foregrounds liminality and projects 
related cross-cultural mythic elements (dualism, ritual transformation, 
and renewal), including the trickster fi gure. 

 Plato has Socrates refute many positions in the diff erent dialogues, 
but a defi nitive theoretical position attributable to Plato hardly comes 
across. 9  Considering the range of situations and approaches across the 
dialogues, defi ning Plato’s philosophy in terms of a defi nite metaphysi-
cal position may be too hasty. 10  In diff erent dialogues, Plato guides the 
reader to see the world in a particular way and then reveals the spiritual, 
ethical, intellectual, and aesthetic value in seeing it in that way; he read-
justs the perspective and method to expose any one of the many topics 
he feels requires critical attention. 11  Evidence for a defi nitive theory is 
scattered and if certain theoretical positions feature in a dialogue, descrip-
tion and commentary are incomplete. But this is no reason to reject the 
presence of a systematic theory of some form—a consistent theoretical 
perspective derived from discursive and literary features, structural fac-
tors, and intertextual examination. 12  

8   I examine liminality as it pertains to the  Phaedo  and  Phaedrus  in Chapters  5  and  6 . Socrates is 
depicted more as a rebel than a trickster in most of Plato’s dialogues (consider the dual characteris-
tics displayed by Prometheus or Hermes); however, in the  Meno , trickster characteristics such as 
playfulness, jest, and deception are more pronounced. 
9   Crombie ( 1971 ) pp. 521–522. 
10   Sternfeld and Zyskind ( 1978 ) pp. 30–34. 
11   Bluck ( 1964 ) pp. 75–108. 
12   Ionescu states that the  Meno  represents Plato’s fi rst attempt at blending epistemology, ethics, and 
the Socratic form of argument (elenchus) with a hypothetical method of investigation. She argues 
that in this text Plato is not concerned simply with the essence of virtue but also aims to justify the 
search for the essence of virtue ([ 2007 ] p. xii). In addition, Ionescu explains how the  Meno  func-
tions as transition by introducing theories and ideas revisited with more sophistication in later 
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 Hypothesis for Plato is not an abstract or purely theoretical proposition 
simply waiting to be proven. Perspectives and propositions introduced in 
the dialogues refl ect serious social and political concerns contemporary 
with Plato and drive the intellectual debates prevalent among the various 
groups and individuals he encountered. Th e dialogues frame these socio-
cultural issues and analyze them by using Plato’s philosophical method 
and literary style; in particular, they express the diffi  culties with fi nding 
working defi nitions and theories for explicating physical, moral, and aes-
thetic phenomena. 13  Plato’s systematic use of the hypothetical method 
functions to create conditions limiting the scope of investigation, main-
taining clarity, and sustaining rigorous methods as the inquiry proceeds. 14  
As Bluck ([ 1964 ] p. 76) explains:

  So far as Socrates’ immediate purpose in the  Meno  is concerned, he is using 
this method as an expedient to get over, or to get around, the diffi  culty that 
what virtue is has not been decided. But he is not simply making a random 
assumption, any more than the imaginary geometrician is making a ran-
dom assumption about his fi gure…if these conditions [suggested in the 
hypothesis] are not satisfi ed, his answer will be No. Th e conditions are 
limiting conditions, and seeing whether or not they are satisfi ed will make 
possible a defi nite answer to the original question. 

 For Plato, a philosophically successful hypothesis renders a set of condi-
tions from which to infer outcomes that correspond with the Good. Th is 
chapter interprets the success of myth in creating limiting conditions to 
determine the responses to epistemological questions. I argue that the 
myth interweaves with arguments to imply satisfactory consequences and 
conclusions. Th e role of myth in the  Meno  also informs the dialogue set-
ting, character formation, tropes, and other literary techniques used to 
characterize the exchanges between interlocutors. 

dialogues. (For further comments on the  Meno  as a transition dialogue, see Scott [ 2006 ] pp. 6–7 
and Th omas [ 1980 ] pp. 10–16.) 
13   See Th omas’s concerns regarding the problems associated with basing a theory of truth on coher-
ence and hypothesis (Th omas [ 1980 ] pp. 155–156). 
14   In the  Republic , hypothesis is used as a technical term and the  Phaedo  provides further elaboration 
of its use and signifi cance. Crombie ( 1971 ) p. 528 also discusses the important place of hypothesis 
in the  Meno  and its relation to other dialogues. 
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 I analyze the references made to myth and the mythic content imbued 
in certain passages of the  Meno  by examining how they introduce condi-
tions for knowing and how those conditions impact the philosophical 
arguments. I test my theory of mutual scaff olding by analyzing the har-
monious association between the discursive parts of the dialogue and the 
epistemic conditions introduced by the mythic passages—or references 
to myth by Socrates early in the  Meno . I demonstrate how arguments 
following the myth refer back to, and draw their validity from, the myth 
(i.e., how all elements participate in an inference). A perspective concern-
ing the structure and limits of knowledge is communicated by the myth, 
and by intertwining this view in the story line of the dialogue Plato both 
animates and constrains the literary features and philosophical sections. 
I also investigate how the mythic content referred to by Socrates pro-
vides the reader with a horizon for understanding the dialogue’s plot, the 
place of the characters in the narrative, and the signifi cance of particular 
themes and motifs in Plato’s literary construction.  

3.2     Theme Introduction, Setting, 
and Narrative Mode 

 Th e stylistic characteristics and narrative techniques employed in the 
 Meno  support the intellectual aims and philosophical purpose of the 
text. First, the dialogue begins abruptly. 15  Th ere is no background to 
the story and no introduction explaining why and how the question is 
raised. Second, there is no setting for the dialogue. 16  Unlike in many 
other dialogues, the details concerning the location of the discussion and 
the sociocultural context are not even referred to. 17  Finally, Plato does 
not give any clues pertaining to the narrator in the text. Th ese issues 

15   Meno begins by brashly asking a question and expects a quick, concise, and precise answer, 
refl ecting his previous training under the infl uence of the sophists. Th is characteristic is indicative 
of his attitude in the fi rst half of the dialogue (Eckstein [ 1968 ] p. 19 and Klein [ 1989 ] pp. 38–39). 
16   Sternfeld and Zyskind ( 1978 ) p. 20. 
17   For a study of some of the elements and possible presuppositions about the opening scene, see 
Ionescu ( 2007 ) pp. 1–10. Scott also makes important observations concerning the opening scene 
and the character of Meno ( 2006 ) pp. 11–13. 
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are important for a reading of the dialogue that appreciates the author’s 
literary strategy; the points help inform a fuller analysis of structure and 
philosophical method. Th e narrative is detached from a scene; that is, no 
imaginative space is created by Plato. Th ere is a ‘meta’ quality to the text, 
meaning that by using the analysis of virtue as a pretext Plato is actually 
presenting a didactic manual on how to begin doing philosophy. 18  Th is 
involves demonstrating the correct and incorrect; successful and unsuc-
cessful; easy and diffi  cult ways to evaluate defi nitions. 19  Th e dialogue also 
conveys a normative account of philosophical practice. Plato elucidates 
the relevance of philosophical inquiry for individuals aspiring to live a 
good life and the philosophical method most conductive for knowledge 
acquisition. 

 Th e lack of setting is a literary device that defi nes the philosophical 
messages of the text, and by neglecting this dramatic aspect Plato signals 
key points about interpreting the  Meno . Plato’s audience must wait until 
the demonstration involving the slave for the slightest evidence regarding 
environment (the experiment uses merely the sand on the ground); with-
out a sense of location in any scene, the dialogue indicates abstraction, a 
general didactic quality, or purely theoretical principles. 20  Many intellec-
tual Athenians at the time of Plato recognized the relevance of questions 
pertaining to the nature and teaching of  arête ; these issues had become 
commonplace within Greek moral thought. 21  Th e dialogue poses ques-
tions about the nature and teaching of virtue as pretext for an examina-
tion of epistemological issues. 22  Plato uses myth to frame the debate and 

18   Th ompson explains that hardly any dialogue ‘is so clear-cut and simple in its construction as the 
 Meno ’ ([ 1901 ] pp. xxvi–xxvii). 
19   Tarrant argues that the  Meno  off ers the reader a concise explanation of the key elements of Plato’s 
philosophy and methodology. In particular, he explains how the text is a convenient introduction 
to Plato’s ethics and epistemology. ‘Th e kind of introduction that was then required would include 
material on Socratic defi nition, the link between virtue and knowledge, and the rules and impor-
tance of co-operative inquiry; the  Meno  fulfi lled these requirements’ (Tarrant [ 2005 ] p. 4). I add to 
Tarrant’s interpretation by demonstrating how forms of narrative like myth provide a philosophi-
cally satisfactory and aesthetically rich framework for intellectual investigation. 
20   I use the term ‘slave’ rather than the commonly used compound noun ‘slave boy’. Justifi cation for 
removing ‘boy’ is provided by Benetiz ( 2016 ). 
21   Tarrant ( 2005 ) pp. 22–23. 
22   Other scholars share the view that questions pertaining to virtue were essentially a pretext for 
other concerns: ‘But the drama of the episode consists in the fact that Socrates gives virtue a 
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in the absence of physical setting he relies only on conversation, rhetori-
cal exchange, and the literary movements throughout the dialogue to ani-
mate the philosophical discussion. Interpreting the dialogue beyond the 
question of virtue and whether it can be taught requires interdisciplin-
ary engagement with the mythic references and how they situate Plato’s 
philosophical investigation. Also, the dialogue’s structure shares features 
with the myth and informs the interaction between interlocutors and the 
knowledge produced through dialectic exchange; the  Meno  misses the 
dramatic embroidery found in other dialogues, but myth and narrative 
structure provide suffi  cient replacement. 

 Klein analyzes the dialogue in terms of its likeness to the hypo-
thetical method used by geometers. 23  Plato renders a form of abstract 
analysis using models from geometry to support basic instruction of 
philosophical method. Th e interaction between these analytic concerns 
and the religious dimension of the dialogue off ers more than the myth/
philosophy dichotomy allows, and careful examination of structural 
features reveals narrative models administering both the discursive and 
mythic. An evaluation of structure as it pertains to both the dramatic 
scenes and philosophical inferences is necessary for interpreting consis-
tent themes and motifs and their combined messages. Th e range of cul-
tural and emotive elements enriching the  Meno  interweave with other 
dimensions of the inquiry and demand approaches that recognize their 
integration; overemphasis of the geometrical or mathematical (purely 
abstract) aspects of the dialogue risks neglecting the other forms of 
philosophical thinking on off er. 24  Plato is concerned with providing 
basic instruction rather than theorizing, and investigating the inter-
action between myth and philosophy grants insight into the delivery 
of his instructions. Th e critique of Meno, the inquiry into virtue, the 

treatment as laudatory (and logically faulty) as anything Gorgias can produce … Th e principal 
point is that to fi nd virtue to be knowledge or wisdom (hence teachable) is the wholly laudatory 
thing to say, and to sing virtue’s praises is undoubtedly the object in the fi ne speeches Gorgias 
prepared Meno to make. To construe the hypothetical deductive section dramatically in the way 
that we have—as saying what Meno fi nds most satisfying—is more plausible than to consider it 
the locus of Socrates’s real opinion about virtue, since he subsequently upsets it’ (Sternfeld and 
Zyskind [ 1978 ] p. 14). 
23   Klein ( 1989 ) pp. 206–222. 
24   Klein ( 1989 ) pp. 206–222. 
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demonstration with the slave, and other dynamics in the text all comply 
with the conditions introduced by Socrates’s discussion of his religious 
beliefs. His references frame the topic, pose the problems, and guide 
the questioning; myth constructs conditions for inquiry and meaning 
in the  Meno . 

 Th e text begins by Meno posing a question to Socrates. By the time 
of the  Meno , Socrates had established a reputation as  the  quintessential 
questioner in Plato’s works. 25  Th e dialogue begins with Socrates under 
investigation rather than being the investigator; the scenario is unusual 
because it reverses many of the conventions of interaction between inter-
locutors preceding the  Meno . Early in the dialogue, Plato implies that 
Meno will not complete his ‘learning’ experience or have time to be ‘ini-
tiated’; Plato informs us that he must leave before the mysteries (76e). 
Education and philosophical instruction are key themes in the  Meno , and 
in the early part of the dialogue Plato prepares the reader for the example 
of an individual who arrives at knowledge through the dialectic method. 
He introduces myth to create a context for inquiry. 26  Tarrant points out 
how ancient commentators saw the dialogue as an instructional manual 
to be used for philosophical practice. ‘Th e work is an initial close encoun-
ter with philosophy, driven more by the interests of the potential recruit 
than by the philosopher’s own agenda’. 27  Chronologically, the  Meno  
comes after dialogues that are primarily concerned with defi nition and 
end in  aporia , and recognizing its placement as a pedagogical contribu-
tion is important.  

3.3     Myth Analysis 

 After being perplexed by Socrates, Meno presents an argument regarding 
learning; more accurately, he attempts to expose a paradox he sees in the 
activity of learning (80d). ‘But how will you look for something when 
you don’t in the least know what it is?’; alternatively, ‘To put it another 

25   Tarrant ( 2005 ) p. 18. 
26   Day ( 1988 ) pp. 16–17. For a discussion of the link between dialectic and myth in philosophical 
education, see Most ( 2002 ). 
27   Tarrant ( 2005 ) p. 5. 
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way, even if you come right up against it, how will you know that what 
you have found is the thing you didn’t know?’ 28  Meno does not explain 
the theory of knowledge he holds in relation to this argument against 
learning but states the paradox immediately after he has been bewildered 
and humbled by Socrates (i.e., after a dialectic exchange has left Meno 
intellectually ‘numb’ and he cannot even begin to explain anything about 
virtue). Historically, Meno had a reputation for being an opportunist and 
for conducting an inquiry simply for the sake of winning a debate; he did 
not necessarily devise strong arguments for the sake of contributing to 
knowledge. His role in the dialogue is not far removed from this descrip-
tion except, in the privacy of a conversation with Socrates, he begins to 
reveal an openness to criticism and admits his misgivings. 

 In response to the paradox, Socrates endeavors to show Meno that his 
position on learning is misguided and that he ultimately fails at episte-
mology. Meno’s learning is taken seriously and Socrates uses his paradox 
to mount a well-thought-out counter-theory. Th e points of reference 
he uses to explain why Meno’s perspective is problematic are priests 
and priestesses who understand the truths of religion (81a). Socrates 
also acknowledges the signifi cance of Pindar and other divinely inspired 
poets in his account and refutation of Meno’s paradox. Th e views of 
these religious fi gures are true by virtue of inspiration. On the basis 
of two religious ideas, the immortality of the soul and reincarnation, 
Socrates deduces the theory of recollection. 29  By acknowledging the 
salience of the moral insight evoked by religion, Plato permits emotion 
and cultural concerns to resonate and enter the conceptual debates and 
rhetorical procedures implemented in philosophy. 30  He does not pres-
ent his response with any argumentative rigor but explains, based on 
the religious beliefs he recalls, that his account is actually what every-
one describes as ‘seeking and learning’. Th erefore, at this stage of the 
dialogue, the foundations for what he later demonstrates and argues, 
 anamnesis  or the theory of recollection, are religious beliefs and myths 

28   Weiss describes how the paradox is an objection to elenchus, thus marking, in dramatic terms, the 
correct time to step up to a more advanced method ([ 2001 ] p. 52). 
29   Bluck provides an important study of the place of earlier ideas and beliefs and their infl uence on 
Plato’s theory of recollection ([ 1964 ] pp. 61–75). 
30   Tarrant ( 2005 ) p. 6. 
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about the transmigration of the immortal soul attributed to Pindar and 
other poets. 31  Plato’s theory of recollection is based on claims derived 
from myths and religious beliefs, 32  and Socrates’s attitude toward the 
‘truth’ of the theory represents the indispensable function of myth in 
the arguments that follow. 33  

 Plato counters Meno with a theory traced back to what priests, priest-
esses, Pindar, and other inspired poets tell. He quotes Pindar and pres-
ents the theory of recollection as an interpretation of Pindar’s poem. 
Plato draws from the Orphic and Pythagorean traditions that share his 
interpretation of reincarnation, the basis of a righteous way of life, and 
possibilities for good and bad incarnations and salvation. 34  Socrates’s 
comments following Pindar’s poem endorse particular features of an 
Orphic and Pythagorean understanding of the poem, and Plato incorpo-
rates signifi cant elements from these religious traditions into his theory 
of recollection. Orphic and Pythagorean features are appropriated and 
fused and, therefore, need to be understood in accordance with Plato’s 

31   Ionescu gives three reasons for the use of myth in the  Meno : fi rst, Meno’s lack of intelligence and 
its appeal to the emotions and the imagination; second, cultural familiarity and rhetorical appeal; 
third, as an introduction or basic facilitator (i.e., a mediator which assists one in moving from a 
simple story to a sophisticated philosophical theory) ([ 2007 ] pp. xviii and 47–49). Compare 
Ionescu’s view of myth to what I describe in the fi rst chapter as the dichotomy paradigm, or evalu-
ation of myth using an inferior/superior framework to contrast with rational discourse. 
32   Later dialogues provide the necessary arguments required for removing the label myth from the 
theory of recollection (especially the  Phaedo ) but as it is represented in the  Meno  it features in a 
story without convincing rational justifi cation. One must be careful not to import doctrinal pecu-
liarities associated with Plato’s later works and respect the text for its unique dramatic, structural, 
and philosophical arrangement and message (Tarrant [ 2005 ] p. 8). For an overview of the diff erent 
perspectives of Plato’s initial hypothesis in the  Meno , see Ionescu ( 2007 ): ‘Appendix II—Th e Initial 
Hypothesis in the  Meno ’. 

  For an analysis of the connection between recollection and mythical narratives or themes, see 
Klein ( 1989 ): Chap. V. He also discusses the signifi cant role of the theory in some dialogues and 
Plato’s reluctance to use it in others. 
33   Tarrant argues that it is absurd to suppose Plato introduces the theory primarily to combat 
Meno’s eristic argument (Tarrant [ 2005 ] p. 37). I agree that it is implausible to assume the theory 
was developed  only  to respond, ad hoc, to Meno’s paradox. However, the way the theory is pre-
sented is peculiar to the dialogue, is characterized by the myth, and is profoundly bound to the 
scenario in which it takes place. My interpretation sees the myth as sharing philosophical and liter-
ary affi  nities with  anamnesis  and provides inquirers with a better predisposition for learning. Th e 
myth’s literary and stylistic qualities inform the structure of the text refl ected in the plot, the char-
acters, and dominant themes and motifs. I elaborate on these issues later in this chapter. 
34   Morgan ( 1992 ) p. 237; Bluck ( 1964 ) pp. 274–283. 
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metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical framework. 35  Although the 
dialogue does not present a myth in a formal sense, it does more than 
imply or suggests a myth. In the context of the discussion between Meno 
and Socrates, mythic content stratifi es and combines pivotal elements in 
the text, such as (1) the proposition ‘that it is worthwhile inquiring into 
what one does not know’, (2) prenatal existence and afterlife, and (3) rec-
ollection. 36  Th erefore, Socrates’s philosophical response to Meno’s para-
dox is characterized by a mythical narrative and system of belief based 
on an esoteric myth. Th e literary, religious, and philosophical networks 
operating in the text combine to construct meaning, and interpretation 
requires unpacking the diversity of themes and elements. 

 After the myth, Socrates compares his response with Meno’s paradox. 
Socrates states, ‘We ought not then to be led astray by the contentious 
argument you quoted. It would make us idle, and is pleasing to the indo-
lent ear’ (82d). 37  Socrates refutes Meno on pragmatic grounds and argues 
initially that the view derived from the poem aligns with the human 
tendency to seek and learn, is conducive to a personal drive and social 
atmosphere of knowledge acquisition, and is intellectually more sustain-
able than Meno’s argument. When contrasted with Socrates’s response, 
Meno’s paradox is represented as intellectually dangerous and destructive. 
Socrates does not proceed to off er a systematic counter-argument in sup-
port of his position but, instead, conducts an experiment to prove why 
his position is superior to Meno’s argument. Th e belief in recollection is 
more conducive to philosophical investigation, whereas the paradox ends 
the search before it begins. Meno’s view hinders any attempt at inquiry 
since it holds that learning is impossible. Th e strength of Socrates’s alter-
native rests on the fact that it is heuristic; that is, it ‘produces energetic 
seekers after knowledge’ (81e).

35   Klein discusses the unique notion of soul represented in the myth and its special relationship to 
learning, knowledge, and the world as a whole ([ 1989 ] pp. 95–96). Also, see Weiss ( 2001 ) p. 67 for 
comments on the distinction between Plato’s notion of recollection and a similar view implied by 
Pythagorean thought. 
36   For a comparison and contrast of the idea and use of recollection in other dialogues, see Bluck 
( 1964 ) pp. 47–61. 
37   See Scott ( 2006 ) pp. 60–62 for a comparison between Meno’s intellectual laziness and his earlier 
three defi nitions of virtue. 
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  …neither the recollection thesis, as a general account of how knowledge is 
acquired, nor the metaphysical notions that undergird it are Socrates’ own 
beliefs, but that his development of, fi rst, the myth and, then, the slave-
boy- demonstration constitutes his fi ght ‘in word and deed’ ( M . 86c2-3) for 
the value of moral inquiry. As Socrates makes clear, what recommends the 
view that all knowledge comes by recollection is that it makes good men of 
its adherents, whereas the alternative view, Meno’s paradox, makes bad 
men of those who subscribe to it. 38  

 Once the recollection thesis and the demonstration prove that inquiry is 
worthwhile (i.e., learning is possible) and the two interlocutors decide to 
begin a new search into the nature of virtue, Socrates holds back from 
committing wholeheartedly to the truth of the myth and is devoted 
only to promoting the myth’s consequences (86b–c). Both the propo-
sition that it is worthwhile searching for what one does not know and 
the conclusions drawn from the experiment justify Socrates’s position in 
response to the paradox. Th e combination of these factors, as opposed to 
a fi xed systematic metaphysics and epistemology, makes up the theoreti-
cal basis of the dialogue. 39  One of Socrates’s critiques of Meno’s view is 
based on its inevitable consequences: that it leads to laziness. In contrast, 
Socrates’s thesis has the potential to lead to truth. 40  It is only now, after 
justifying the myth in this way, that Meno asks for arguments in support 
of whether virtue can be taught; they decide to avoid the problem about 
the nature of virtue. 41  

 I avoid subscribing to the view that the epistemological position 
and methodology proposed by the text are exclusively hypothetical or 

38   Weiss ( 2001 ) p. 64. Also, see p. 66. 
39   Weiss ( 2001 ) p. 69. 
40   See Sternfeld and Zyskind ( 1978 ) pp. 13–14. Th e authors discuss how the hypothesis functions 
as a point from which to make reasonable inferences but may, in fact, be logically faulty. For a 
description of various demythologizing interpretations of the myth, see Th omas ( 1980 ) 
pp. 127–146. My interpretation, presented here and elaborated below, allows the myth to remain 
what it is as a narrative and does not require rationalizing. Th e potency of the myth, therefore, lies 
in the literary structural features it introduces and how these function in conjunction with the 
arguments. 
41   One of my intentions for giving primacy to the dramatic details of the myth and the literary 
dynamics of the dialogue is to off er a compelling interpretation of the  Meno  that counters notions 
that myth in Plato is irony. 
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 experimental, that they exist simply for an intellectual exercise. Reducing 
the meaning of the text to a mathematical-style analysis is extreme and 
marginalizes the literary, cultural, and religious dimensions of the dia-
logue. Th e model may be mathematical but the conclusions about ethics 
and its relation to epistemology deserve deeper multidimensional consid-
eration. Th ere are some dramatic features that condition the exchanges 
between the interlocutors and make the scenarios impossible to reduce to 
mathematical- and geometrical-style investigations. In fact, Socrates does 
not introduce the theory of recollection as his own theory and does not 
express complete commitment to it but sees it as indispensable for the 
point he wants to make. 42  Th e multidimensional elements of the dialogue 
operate together to refl ect Plato’s preference for a hypothetical method, 
inform the conditions for using hypothesis to unpack the topics in the 
 Meno , and help arrive at the desired outcomes. 43   

3.4     The Philosophical Arguments 

 Socrates introduces beliefs such as immortality and recollection to con-
vince Meno that it is ‘right to inquire into something that one does not 
know’ (86c). Socrates wants to analyze the nature of virtue but, on Meno’s 
request, must clarify the notions of immortality and recollection. 44  Th e 
experiment involving the slave is a compelling technique for justifying 
Plato’s statement that knowledge is recollection; evidence involves discur-
sive argument and a demonstration. Both immortality and recollection 
are expressed to compete with Meno’s paradox. Th e dialogue contrasts 
these two views of learning (Socrates’s and Meno’s) by considering their 
consequences in order to demonstrate and instruct rather than debate the 
truth and relevance of the myth. In fact, the earlier references to myth 
and religion do not play the same signifi cant role in the second half of the 

42   Tarrant ( 2005 ) p. 8. 
43   Landry ( 2012 ). 
44   One must be careful not to label recollection a theory in the strict sense; that is, it does not 
occupy an unambiguous systematic position found in other dialogues and used to address diff erent 
topics or situations. Th e description and use of the ‘theory’ in the  Meno  diff er considerably from its 
appearance in the  Phaedo  or the  Phaedrus , for instance (Tarrant [ 2005 ] p. 35). 
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dialogue (after the experiment and Meno’s acceptance of the hypothesis 
that learning is recollection). 

 Th e experiment with the slave is a pivotal literary and philosophical 
device in the dialogue and deserves close examination in order to link its 
features and structure to the myth. Socrates tries to convince Meno of the 
value in searching for knowledge by demonstrating how a slave, who is 
guided correctly, arrives at knowledge. Socrates commits to the notion of 
an immortal soul (a belief derived from the wisdom of priests, priestesses, 
and poets) and uses this belief to construct the theory of recollection and 
supporting arguments. Th e belief in an indestructible soul, a constituent 
part of the myth, is necessary for engaging with and understanding the 
demonstration and is instrumental in Plato’s critique of Meno’s disavowal 
of learning. Meno’s paradox renders philosophy a pointless pursuit and by 
proving that learning is actually recollection Socrates promotes philoso-
phy as a worthwhile endeavor and essential for living a good life. Socrates 
establishes that knowledge is worth searching for by justifying the the-
ory of recollection, and his position is based on both religious traditions 
(81b–d) and argument. In this context, myth is not referred to by Socrates 
as a  mythos  but as ‘something true’ (81a)—a story in response to an unac-
ceptable epistemological claim that induces intellectual inertia and is 
attractive to the ‘indolent ear’. Socrates’s religious views not only promote 
‘energetic seekers of knowledge’ (81e) but also form an indispensable con-
nection between the soul, learning, and human destiny. 45  Th e myth fulfi lls 
its function until the pair move on to the next question. But what remains 
is the value of inquiry—the moral built into the design of the myth.

  In the ensuing interview with the slave boy, we shall observe him seeking 
to show: (a) that in a qualifi ed sense one can pursue meaningfully what one 
does not know, and, (b) that there is a sense of ‘know’ in which it is not 
superfl uous to seek what one already knows. Th ese lessons come out in 
conjunction with the doctrine of anamnesis. 46  

45   ‘As has been abundantly illustrated in the present century, the evaluation of myth goes together 
with a specifi c understanding of religion and, accordingly, with a specifi c conception of man’ 
(Eliade, forward in Feldman and Richardson [ 1972 ] p. xiv). See Vico’s views on myth and a ‘true 
human science’ (Vico [ 1999 ]). 
46   Th omas ( 1980 ) p. 123. 
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 My concern here is to discuss theories regarding liminal characters par-
ticularly in relation to Socrates as trickster. Th e use of a slave for his 
demonstration, a timeless liminal individual, has important interpreta-
tive potential. As trickster, Socrates selects another liminal individual to 
demonstrate the truth value of recollection—a slave whose personality 
and appearance are represented in almost completely dull terms. Socrates 
and the slave share an affi  nity that goes beyond their roles as fi gures on 
the fringes or in the interstices of society. Socrates is dependent on the 
slave to facilitate Meno’s learning process and it is likely that the inclu-
sion of the slave is a statement about social justice and a universal state-
ment about a human capacity for philosophic inquiry. Th e function of 
the slave, for a brief moment in the text, creates an anti-hierarchical and 
non-abusive milieu needed in order to combine the argument, the myth, 
characters, and the dramatic setting. Consistent with the liminal phase—
the moment when the two liminal characters combine and the conven-
tional social structures and taboos breakdown—the characters display a 
heightened sense of awareness and the  Meno  portrays a new form of cre-
ative and critical pedagogy. 

 As an example of the positive consequences of trickster activity, Socrates 
achieves his aim of convincing Meno. Tricksters usually disrupt the norm 
and confuse the situation before encouraging and establishing new mean-
ingful possibilities. Alternative forms of knowledge and identity are made 
available by constructing and testing unconsidered hypotheses often 
introduced through ritual or other kinds of transformative practice. Th e 
perplexity that tricksters drive toward must be understood as a means to 
an end—a technique that persuades one to shift perspective, re-evaluate 
and dissolve structure, and create new horizons for knowing, being, and 
morality.  

3.5     Mutual Scaffolding 

 A mutual scaff olding approach illuminates the dialectic between myth 
and argument in the  Meno . Plato incorporates myth and facilitates a har-
monious exchange between two genres that enables myth to operate and 
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function in multifaceted ways. Justifying a number of arguments supporting 
recollection, Meno confesses that Socrates must be right. But Socrates is 
uncertain of the truth of the myth: ‘I think I am [right]. I shouldn’t like 
to take my oath on the whole story’ (86b). Th is attitude is unbecoming 
of one with strong religious convictions. Th e use of irony is eliminated by 
the comments that follow: ‘but one thing I am ready to fi ght for as long as 
I can, in word and act—that is, that we shall be better, braver, and more 
active men if we believe it right to look for what we don’t know than if 
we believe there is no point in looking because what we don’t know we 
can never discover’ (86c). Th e function of myth in the  Meno  is not exclu-
sively illustrative, educative, allegorical, or mystical. 47  Socrates provides a 
deeper and more personal understanding of learning with qualities that 
correspond with his religious views. Th e point that Plato makes in these 
passages is that one’s beliefs, whether religious or otherwise, characterize 
the degree of virtue one displays. 48  Scott argues that the function of argu-
ing for the theory of recollection in the  Meno  is not to off er a solution to 
the problem of teaching virtue. He explains that the debate concerning 
virtue and recollection discloses compelling and penetrative observations 
about important meta-philosophical issues:

  In short, recollection should not be seen as the philosophical solution to 
the dilemma. First, the theory is not actually relevant to solving it…
Second, in his explicit dealings with Meno, Socrates ignores any epistemo-
logical problems the dilemma might raise, and instead focuses on Meno’s 
psychology: his motives for deploying the argument and the incentives he 
needs to restart the inquiry. Th ird, Socrates’ own statement of the challenge 
that faces him at the end of the passage suggests he is concerned with the 
possibility of successful inquiry, rather than inquiry  per se . 49  

   On one side of my mutual scaff olding interpretation are a myth and 
associated religious beliefs. Th e  Meno  presents a quote from Pindar along 

47   For an interpretation that reduces the mythic elements to metaphor for the purposes of com-
munication and convincing non-philosophers, see Ionescu ( 2007 ) pp. 49–64. 
48   Tarrant ( 2005 ) p. 55. 
49   Scott ( 2006 ) p. 82. 
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with extra interpretative comments by Socrates (81b–d). Th e major con-
stitutive components of Socrates’s reading of the poem are the following:

    1.    immortality   
   2.    prenatal existence and reincarnation   
   3.    cognitive perfection during disembodied state 50    
   4.    connection between knowledge and happiness/salvation.    

On the other side are a demonstration and a series of arguments. One 
function of the demonstration is to illustrate how the theory of recollec-
tion can be learnt without teaching in the traditional sense; teaching, as 
opposed to recollecting, Socrates explains, is not possible (81e–82a). 51  
Th e experiment guides the slave to recollect geometrical knowledge and 
Meno to understand that learning is recollecting. In fact, by witnessing 
Socrates conduct the demonstration, Meno gains knowledge of more than 
recollection. He comprehends what a philosophical inquiry involves: an 
understanding of what a hypothesis is; correct use of a hypothesis; con-
sideration of consequences; how to incorporate argument and empiri-
cal data into one’s investigation; arrangement and correlation between 
hypothesis and argument; valid inference; and the interdependence of 
myth and philosophy. 

 Th e experiment with the slave ends when Socrates returns to the myth. 
Prenatal existence and knowledge, an immortal soul, and  anamnesis  are 
essential to the conclusions drawn from the demonstration (85c–86c). 
Th e aim of the myth is not to promote and justify a set of religious 
beliefs but to function in a mutual exchange with the demonstration 
and arguments. Th e speculative mythical premises I listed above must 

50   It is not specifi ed whether an ignorant individual has the same disembodied cognitive state as an 
enlightened individual. Also, how prenatal states diff er from post-death states is not a consider-
ation, and the dialogue does not address transition phases that may occur between the time a soul 
leaves a body and enters a new one. Th ese ambiguities and Plato’s uninterest in clarifying their 
details suggest that recollection and immortality are constitutive of the conditions introduced by 
the myth and serve a particular function within those limits. Th ese metaphysical issues are more 
important for a dialogue such as the  Phaedo  but have little relevance, if any, in the  Meno . 
51   Th omas contrasts the type of instruction Socrates gives Meno (i.e., a shared inquiry leading to 
personal insight) with the sophistic-style instructions Meno was used to (i.e., listening to a speech 
about the truth from another) ([ 1980 ] p. 123). 
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be interpreted in the context of the myth/philosophy interaction and 
how the new framework informs Plato’s views on teaching and learn-
ing. 52  My analysis of the role of myth in the  Meno  explicates how an 
interdependent form of interaction unfolds between the religious views 
derived from the myth and the subsequent philosophical arguments. Th e 
method of mutual scaff olding illuminates this connection and informs 
other important parts of the dialogue. Th e myth prepares the reader to 
understand how the slave experiment and the arguments extending from 
the demonstration provide exegesis of the myth and assist in interpret-
ing Socrates’s religious commitments and literary style in relation to his 
philosophical thinking.  

3.6     Plot Structure 

 Th e plot structure of the  Meno  is syncretic and manifests traces of tradi-
tional themes such as the notion of ‘ideal origins’ and transmigration of 
the soul. Th is is represented in the account pertaining to the source of the 
human soul—a pure non-physical state. Also, the plot incorporates the 
esoteric idea of dualism by interpreting soul and body as essentially dis-
tinct ontological entities corresponding with knowledge and ignorance. 
Th ese potent mythic themes are integral parts of transcultural and trans- 
historical plots representing the idea that soul, being distinct from the 
body and eternal, needs to return to its ideal origins in order to fi nd sal-
vation. In this narrative, redemption or deliverance is achieved through 
acquisition of a special form of esoteric knowledge available to one initi-
ated in the mysteries. Both the plot structure and the epistemology of the 
 Meno  are determined by the ‘two-worlds’ view which characterizes the 
distinctions between soul and body and their relationship with knowl-
edge and ignorance. 53  

 Th e dualism theme also plays a metaphysical/ethical role in the narra-
tive and the plot represents this trope in a form of the ‘life-death-rebirth’ 
structure. Th e narrative moves through Meno’s arrogant certainty and 

52   Tarrant ( 2005 ) p. 37. 
53   Sharples’s introduction to Plato ( 1985 ) p. 7. 
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challenge by Socrates, Meno’s  aporia , and fi nally Meno’s understand-
ing and acceptance of recollection. Meno arrives at knowledge but not 
without undergoing a crisis during the process; Socrates’s response to the 
paradox—a construction that combined myth and rational argument—
compelled Meno to re-evaluate completely his original presuppositions. 
Without rationalizing the mythic plot structure or interpreting the scenes 
involving Meno’s cognitive development as an allegory representing suc-
cessful inquiry, I argue that Plato’s complex and dynamic use of narra-
tive structure involves incorporation of a philosophical myth as one of 
the dialogue’s integral dimensions. Th e plot functions in multiple ways 
and harnesses the fl uidity of the myth; it is instrumental in its structural 
infl uence and unifi es divergent elements. As a character in the dialogue, 
Meno exemplifi es the seeker who goes through an intellectual life-death- 
rebirth ritual. 54  Th is character role occupies a particularly salient place in 
a plot committed to mytho-religious dualism and incorporates the ritual 
initiation trope as a device for shaping and directing both the narrative 
and arguments. Th e plot structure of the  Meno  resembles a mosaic of 
symbols and themes from esoteric traditions familiar to Plato, as opposed 
to one clear archetypal religious story line, and fuses a number of mythic 
traditions and ideas into a process that unfolds in literary, religious, and 
philosophical terms: the cycle of life-death-rebirth. 

 When the universe is dichotomized in this way, humans are on either 
one side or the other, enlightened/unenlightened, good/bad (Meno rep-
resents one side of the dichotomy, but since Socrates admits that he does 
not know, the other side remains a goal or ideal). However, this vision 
of the world allows for one other role: the trickster, who dwells on the 
 threshold. 55  Th e place, signifi cance, and communication between the 
characters in the dialogue introduce important details and qualities for 
interpreting the trickster motif. Th ey also inform and justify the inextri-
cable connection between plot, myth, and philosophical argument. In the 
next section, I examine aspects of the three characters: Meno, Socrates, 
and the slave. My approach is sensitive to peculiarities that correspond 

54   Scott ( 2006 ) pp. 69–70. 
55   For symbolic representation of the trickster, see 79e–80d and Socrates’s use of a slave to enlighten 
Meno. I discuss both of these ‘trickster’ features below. 
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with the interpretation of the plot introduced above, a reading that 
addresses the combination of literary features and philosophical dis-
course. Th erefore, I interpret the interlocutors in terms of their roles in 
Plato’s delivery of argument and as literary fi gures guided and condi-
tioned by the plot.  

3.7     Character Selection 

3.7.1     Meno 

   Th roughout, Meno’s own personality and his reaction to philosophical 
cross-examination are vividly portrayed. At a number of points Socrates 
makes explicit reference to his character, even calling him bullying, spoilt 
and arrogant. 56  

 Th e ‘rejuvenation’ plot (life-death-rebirth) in the context of cosmic dual-
ism requires a fi gure that traverses the whole journey. In the dialogue, and 
historically, 57  Meno is an opportunist interested in winning arguments 
and securing social status. 58  He is introduced in the early part of the text 
as being pretentious and sure that he has knowledge about the nature 
of virtue. Th rough an exchange of question and answer, Socrates brings 
Meno to  aporia ; Meno arrives at a state from which he cannot even say 
what virtue is, let alone whether it can be taught. But he is dissuaded by 
Socrates from choosing the path to intellectual lethargy and by the end 
of the scene can recognize the practice of philosophical inquiry and its 
merits. Meno’s engagement with Socrates during the demonstration is a 
form of philosophical preliminary, and the process infl uences Meno to 
disavow the earlier position he held regarding the impossibility of learn-
ing. Meno arrives at the conclusion that knowledge acquisition is not 
learning but recollection, and he develops an awareness for the value of 

56   Scott ( 2006 ) p. 5. Also, see Day ( 1988 ) pp. 14–15. Bluck suggests that Plato intended to present 
Meno as a ‘type’ of person rather than an actual person ([ 1964 ] pp. 125–126). 
57   For details, see Th ompson ( 1901 ) pp. xii–xx. 
58   See Scott ( 2006 ) pp. 11–13 for an interesting comparison between Meno’s character and the liter-
ary elements of the opening scene. 
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philosophical endeavor. Th ese objectives are achieved even though he is 
still unsure what virtue is and whether it can be taught. 59  

 Meno is represented as the character that moves from self-assurance to 
confusion, to re-evaluation, to knowledge. In addition to a study of the 
nature of virtue, whether virtue can be taught, and an introduction to the 
recollection theory, there exist other literary and philosophical aspects of 
the text that deserve equal measure. For instance, the plot creates the con-
ditions for a character who proceeds through stages of self-critical evalu-
ation and traverses through the life-death-rebirth plot. Th e implications 
of this narrative structure resonate with the arguments, symbolism, and 
the dynamics between myth and philosophy. 60  Th e issue under debate 
is virtue and the metaphysical/epistemological context used to explain 
that learning is  anamnesis , but it is Meno’s recognition of philosophical 
inquiry and the correct interpretation of, and engagement with, myth 
that have the closest affi  nities and structural relationship with the trans-
formation plot. 61   

3.7.2     Socrates 

 Dualist mythologies incorporate special roles for intermediaries who facil-
itate communication between the two realms. In diff erent cultures and 
mythologies, this fi gure is represented by shamans, priests or priestesses, 

59   In addition to being lazy, Meno has been described as shallow and unsophisticated. Socrates 
deceives Meno by giving him the impression that the discussion is based on his own lead and inter-
ests (Ionescu [ 2007 ] pp. xiii–xiv). Socrates debates with the Meno as characterized in the text, and 
by employing the rejuvenation plot Plato accommodates the two personalities in the way they are 
introduced in the dialogue and tailors the conversation to suit. 
60   In contrast to Klein, Sternfeld and Zyskind argue that Plato is less concerned with who Meno is 
and more interested in illustrating what happens to him ([1978] p. 7). Th ey compare the plot to 
Sophocles’s  Oedipus Rex  because both Oedipus and Meno are transformed by the realization of 
their true identities (see p. 13 for other parallels). And see pp. 8–18 for a step-by-step analysis of 
Meno’s transformations in the dialogue which refl ects, to some extent, the plot structure I postulate 
here. Sternfeld and Zyskind also compare briefl y the role of Meno and Anytos, who is not willing 
to journey through the course of development that Meno goes through (pp. 8–9). 
61   Th ere are many other important features of Meno’s character that I do not explore here. For 
instance, Scott discusses the infl uence of Gorgias on Meno’s personality and his arguments ([ 2006 ] 
pp. 23–25). In addition, Scott alludes to the signifi cant diff erences between Plato’s Meno and 
Xenophon’s account of Meno that extends until his punishment and death (pp. 64–65). 
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wizards, or witches. Th ese personalities exist on the fringe of society; they 
disrupt what is commonplace; they break down barriers between levels 
of society or boundaries of thought; they shatter previous hypotheses and 
allow new hypotheses to emerge and assist in establishing them as val-
id. 62  In many instances, they are the connection between this world and 
the next. As a literary device, this character is traditionally known as the 
trickster and has its origins in all ancient mythologies but is also revived 
in more recent legends, folk culture, and popular culture. Th e plot used 
by Plato for the  Meno  implements a trickster fi gure to function as inter-
mediary between metaphysical and epistemological binaries.

  Trickster is constantly tricking and being tricked. Th e purpose of such tales 
is to bring about psychotherapeutic change in the individuals who hear the 
tales. As Trickster changes from an amoral, instinctual, amorphous, deso-
cialized, subhuman being to a character who has the right to govern an 
earth of his own, the students of the tale are expected to see their own 
behavior in the Trickster and to desire such a transformation in 
themselves. 63  

 Th ere are many features associated with Socrates’s role in the dialogue 
that support his role as trickster. First, he admits to knowing nothing but 
leads his interlocutor to an advanced position of knowledge. Trickster 
characters are never simply ‘fools’ but help others to access knowledge 
through their antics. Second, he drives Meno to perplexity; tricksters are 
recognized as people who disconcert by challenging traditional perspec-
tives and common assumptions. Socrates sets up a dualist framework 
of the cosmos and makes reference to traditions well known for their 
connection to mystery, initiation rituals, and esoteric knowledge (i.e., 
Orphism and Pythagoreanism). In the context of a cosmic dualist frame-
work, Meno acknowledges Socrates as the mediator between ignorance 
associated with this world and knowledge associated with the beyond. 

 In the passages before Socrates’s references to the priests, priestesses, 
and Pindar, the dialogue incorporates unique symbolism representa-
tive of liminality. Meno’s attitude toward learning early in the dialogue, 

62   Th omas ( 1980 ) p. 23. 
63   Lundquist ( 1991 ) p. x. 
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which culminates in the paradox, is anti-intellectual, and he is willing 
to terminate his inquiry and withdraw from critical thinking as soon 
as he is confronted with an obstacle or anomaly. For Meno, the debate 
ends with his paradox of learning. Meno’s submission follows a series of 
questions and answers about the defi nition of virtue after which Socrates 
leaves Meno in a state of  aporia . Meno credits Socrates for perplexing him 
and uses metaphors such as ‘magic’ and ‘witchcraft’ to describe Socrates’s 
technique and the sting of a stingray or torpedo fi sh to express how he 
feels after debating with Socrates. Meno also mentions that Socrates’s 
physical appearance resembles a stingray and that his behavior will be 
labeled wizardry if he did the same thing in other cities. Plato selected 
these symbols carefully and injected them into the dialogue for special 
literary and cultural eff ect. Th ese symbols foster a particularly important 
understanding of the subsequent discussion. Th e metaphors and mythic 
symbols all appear in the same passage after Socrates confuses Meno, and 
the use of terms such as magic and witchcraft to characterize Socrates’s 
actions, together with the feeling evoked in Meno, are traits and activities 
evoked in recurring tropes used in mythology to represent the trickster 
fi gure.  

3.7.3     The Slave 

 Th e use of a slave to illustrate that learning is recollection operates as a 
literary and philosophical device that impacts the trajectory of the argu-
ments. Th e conditions for its place in the dialogue are also determined 
by the myth. Th e role of the slave is not limited to the experiment but is 
instrumental for interpreting the structure of the dialogue. 64  A quintes-
sentially liminal fi gure, the slave gains geometrical knowledge by follow-
ing instructions from Socrates, and his participation in the experiment 
contributes to Meno’s learning—Meno’s ‘rebirth’. Th e guidance Socrates 
provides is student-focused and leads the slave to recollect what he knows 

64   Th ompson, following Fritzsche’s suggestions, describes the slave as an abstraction and not a real 
character—he argues that the slave represents an example of a blank mind ([ 1901 ] p. xxiv). I argue 
that his social status, his relation to Meno, Socrates’s style of communication with him, and the 
eff ect of his participation prove he is more than a conceptual tool. Th omas also criticizes the view 
that the slave is an abstraction ([ 1980 ] p. 24). 
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intuitively; witnessing this encounter ignites an intellectual spark in 
Meno that results in an understanding of  anamnesis , the acceptance that 
inquiry is worthwhile, and a realization of what philosophical learning 
entails. 65  Th ere is evidence to suggest that the slave is an extension of one 
of Socrates’s literary functions in the text: his role as agent employed to 
revitalize Meno. Th e slave’s lack of physical and personal attributes is a 
curious technique and Plato’s introduction of such a character is unprec-
edented. Socrates needs the slave for his argument/demonstration and 
the slave depends on Socrates’s assistance in order to recollect. Th e iden-
tities of the pair interweave and the liminal status of both characters is 
reinforced. In partnership, Socrates and the slave occupy an intermediary 
function in the dialogue for the purposes of introducing  anamnesis  to 
both the reader and Meno.   

3.8     Conclusion 

 Th e  Meno  constructs a debate between Meno and Socrates beginning with 
questions about virtue. Th e subject of discussion shifts to epistemology, 
and the fl ow of the exchange gradually falls apart as Meno realizes he has 
insuffi  cient intellectual capabilities and Socrates explains that his views 
are in fact intellectually damaging. Th e two inquirers occupy specifi c 
roles in order for Meno to proceed through stages of ‘initiation’. Th e dia-
logue employs myth in combination with liminal techniques to create a 
drama demonstrating Meno’s transformation—an activity that replicates 
ritual initiation. Plato’s uses trickery as a strategy and depicts Socrates as 
a trickster fi gure who plays with Meno by fooling and indirectly mocking 
him; Meno is left perplexed and stunned into re-evaluating his presup-
positions, attitude, and the consequences of his ideas. Meno realizes he 
is part of a game or thought experiment created to replace the dialogue’s 
non-existent social environment—a context consistent with the abstract 
and theoretical nature of the text. Socrates practices elenchus to maneu-
ver Meno’s thinking and feeling through experiences refl ecting the stages 

65   By the end of the dialogue, the slave is not inferior to Meno or Anytus. In fact, Socrates is pro-
moting a kind of epistemological egalitarianism unique to the  Meno  (Scott [ 2006 ] pp. 106–108). 
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of the life-death-rebirth process indicative of mystery rites and other ini-
tiation rituals. 

 Myth operates with philosophy to accentuate paradox in a dialogue 
structured by a strict form of religious and cosmic dualism. Plato uses 
 anamnesis  and belief in the transmigration of souls to facilitate an analysis 
of learning that promotes philosophical endeavor and respect for knowl-
edge. As trickster, Socrates helps challenge and invert Meno’s paradox 
and by using myth to structure his response he off ers commentary on 
how thought, action, and custom are governed by our accepted socio-
cultural and religious conditions. Th e trickster disrupts the assumptions 
and complacencies associated with established social structures and cre-
ates spaces for reconditioning and replacing those dominant structures. 
Th e  Meno  demonstrates how that occurs and the need for liminality in 
the process; certain individuals or groups residing in between or on the 
margins of structure are both outsiders and insiders and best placed to 
bridge the two perspectives and enact renewal and reform. 

 Trickery functions to subvert complacency, pride, and power, and the 
 Meno  provides a general lesson or guide in practicing philosophy for the 
purposes of genuine transformation. Th e dialogue also gives cause for 
refl ection about the conditions for knowledge and the roles of belief, 
truth, and justifi cation. Th e myth and Socrates’s faith in recollection and 
the immortality of the soul are justifi ed by their consequences and their 
role in combating Meno’s paradox. Th e truth of the myth is not an urgent 
matter for Socrates; the mutual cooperation or unity of myth and philos-
ophy and their ability to transform Meno take priority. Trickster myths 
are characteristically subversive and this same approach to revered or 
prominent fi gures, social taboos, hierarchies, and tradition is indicative 
of Socrates’s character. As both sacred individual and fool, the trickster 
embodies liminality and operates within dualist frameworks; Socrates 
maintains the separation but through deception blurs the boundaries for 
a limited time. 

 Liminal themes and subjects are prevalent in the  Meno  and interdisci-
plinary analysis is necessary for unpacking how they manifest in the plot, 
literary features, and arguments. Approaches from comparative mythol-
ogy reveal signifi cant examples of liminality in my study of the  Meno , 
including the instrumental role of trickster motifs. Situating the mythical 
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character within the dialogue’s plot helps defi ne the importance of dual-
ism, reincarnation, and ritual performance as literary and philosophical 
techniques. Th ese structural and thematic elements elucidate how myth 
contributes to constructing the conditions for the philosophical inquiry 
and assists in interpreting pivotal themes and topics such as belief in the 
immortality of the soul, reincarnation of the soul,  anamnesis , the notion 
of pure origins, the life-death-rebirth ritual pattern, and the partnership 
between Socrates and the slave.        
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    4   
 Myth and Partnership:  Protagoras                      

4.1              Radical Typology 

   Whether or not there is a realm of the “supernatural,” there are  words  for it. 
And in this state of linguistic aff airs there is a paradox. For whereas the 
words for the “supernatural” realm are necessarily borrowed from the realm 
of our everyday experiences, out of which our familiarity with language 
arises, once a terminology has been developed for special theological pur-
poses the order can be reversed. We can borrow back the terms from the 
borrower, again secularizing to varying degrees the originally secular terms 
that had been given “supernatural” connotations. 1  

 Expressions, practices, and exegesis of the sacred are conditioned by lan-
guage and display, according to Kenneth Burke, the rhetoric of religion. 2  
Drawing on the theories and ideas of Burke and Don Cupitt, Laurence 
Coupe explains the need to challenge the notion that our invented systems 
have independent validity and to resist the hierarchies they construct and 

1   Burke ( 1970 ) p. 7. 
2   Burke ( 1970 ); also, see Burke ( 1966 ), Chap. 5. 



perfection they aspire toward. 3  Emphasizing the indispensable connection 
between language and myth, Coupe argues that, like language, myth is 
never fi nal; he celebrates the perpetual and ‘endless self- generating power of 
myth’ and its potential to reformulate and reanimate itself in the process. 4  

 Myths have a past and a future that operate in their structures, ideas, 
and aesthetic features. Th e dialectic that takes place between history and 
possibility exists in the foundations of every myth and informs cultural, 
aesthetic, and philosophical content. Interdisciplinary approaches are 
necessary for unpacking the dialectic between the past and future that 
shape myths and for raising awareness of their relevance for exegesis. 5  
Coupe argues that language and history are the basic elements of myth- 
making and that suppression of either one stifl es the possibilities inherent 
in sacred narratives. But he cautions against imposing an absolute and 
self- validating truth removed from the historical and temporal context 
out of which myth emerges. 6  Coupe draws on an important distinction 
made by Cupitt between ‘realism’ and ‘non-realism’ to examine allegori-
cal readings of myth that aim to extract meaning ‘beyond’ or ‘beneath’ 
language and symbols. 7  He explains realism in this context:

  In the philosophical sense, then, ‘realism’ is the belief that there exists a 
reality beyond or beneath the universe we articulate through language. Th is 
belief in turn may be further considered as moving through two main 
phases, in line with the words ‘beyond’ and ‘beneath’ in our defi nition. 
Traditional realism assumes this reality to exist ‘beyond’ language, in the 
form of some ultimate and absolute essence; this might be called the Good, 
or God, or the Word. Modern realism assumes this reality to exist ‘beneath’ 
language, as when Marxists take literally Marx’s architectural metaphor of 
‘real foundations’ (economic ‘base’ as opposed to cultural ‘superstructure’). 8  

3   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 58. 
4   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 58. 
5   Coupe’s reading is infl uenced by Ricoeur’s theory that myth is ‘social imagination’. Coupe explains 
how Ricoeur denied the notion of a future totality but incorporates hope in his reading of myth as 
a necessary principle (Coupe [ 2006 ] p. 58; Ricoeur [ 1965 ] pp. 190–191). For Ricoeur, the func-
tion of myth is best understood as the dialectic between ‘ideology’ and ‘utopia’. 
6   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 60. 
7   For essays by Cupitt on non-realist philosophy of religion, see Cupitt ( 2002 ). 
8   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 60. 
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 A realist allegory (traditional or modern) searches for meaning either 
beyond the chain of images and sequence of events or beneath the tale, 
hidden under the symbols, characters, and scenes. 9  It attempts to demy-
thologize through rationalizing narrative, devaluing the medium, and 
rendering it arbitrary. Th is method assumes that meaning transcends the 
story or that intended messages are immanent, buried within the basic 
structure. Examples of this approach include attempts to interpret myths 
and other stories in terms of, for instance, the medieval fourfold inter-
pretation: text as literally or historically accurate and stating a factual 
description of events; text as allegorical narrative elucidating philosophi-
cal, theological, or spiritual theory; text as moral prescription, tropological 
lesson, or ethical awareness-raising; and text as analogical instruction for 
mystical ascent, initiation, or foretelling eschatological events. ‘Allegory is 
domesticated myth’, according to Coupe. 10  In many allegorical readings 
of this kind, interpreters search for a removed essence, and the mechan-
ics and components constituting the myth are simply instrumental; they 
exist to communicate the meaning beyond or beneath. 

 A non-realist allegory, on the other hand, derives meaning by engag-
ing with the medium: the style of language used in the myth; historical, 
political, and cultural context; the modes of communication; expressions 
and behaviors; environment and backdrop; tropes and allusions; and per-
sonality traits. Th ese factors, and numerous others, operate in networks 
of meaning, contribute to creating layers of narrative language, and are 
essential for interpreting messages in myth. Th e messages emerge out of 
the interaction between characters, objects, and particular events, elimi-
nating the need to use a realist form of allegory; non-realist allegorical 
readings counter attempts to fi nd meaning outside the myth or lying 
underneath the dramatic and symbolic components and instruments. 11  
Th e dramatic and symbolic elements function as language and myths proj-
ect their messages only through that language; therefore,  understanding 
the myth demands deep investigation of the medium of communication 
and the nuances of its material. 

9   Coupe describes Eliade as a traditional realist. 
10   Coupe ( 2006 ) pp. 64–66. 
11   Tofi ghian ( 2013 ) pp. 105–106. My analysis of non-realist allegory in this paper engages with the 
Iranian fi lm  Baran  (2001) by Majid Majidi. 
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 Since the particulars of a story transmit a more immediate and untrans-
lated meaning—rather than meaning as transcendent or immanent—
interpreting narrative as theory ignores the possibilities inherent in the 
story. Non-realist interpretations demonstrate a commitment to the lan-
guage and material particulars of the myth rather than risk imposing 
desires, beliefs, agendas, and systems of knowledge. Radical typology ‘sees 
myth as a matter of permanent possibility, trusting in the ongoing power 
of  mythos  itself ’. 12  Instead of interpreting myth as a realist allegory, one 
can open a horizon for rereading and refi guring the elements of sacred 
stories with the aim of perpetuating new meanings. Unconstrained by an 
essential meaning that assumes ‘the perspective of perfection’, non-realist 
allegory or radical typology ‘has a perpetual sense of horizon, involving 
an ongoing dialectic of the sacred and the profane’. 13  

 Elements from earlier versions of the Prometheus myth are prefi gured 
in Protagoras’s version; the older elements prefi gure as types. 14  Prominent 
features displayed in the  Protagoras  myth and the dialogue’s themes, sym-
bols, and plot structure become the antitypes; they prefi gure antecedent 
examples and fulfi ll them as antitypes. Th e dialogue represents new forms 
anticipated in previous versions of the story and its exegetical history. Th e 
interaction between types and antitypes is fl uid, and radical typology reads 
myths in ways that are forever present and encourages interpretations that 
speak to contemporary situations. Radical typology gives Protagoras’s myth 
the opportunity to speak and enables the medium to indicate and instruct 
regarding its interaction with arguments; there is no need to search for 
an imagined essence from the past, no need to frame one’s interpretation 
according to diff erent theories and sociocultural contexts, and speculation 
regarding the psychology of the author is unnecessary. 

 Th e same process of prefi guration and fulfi llment continues into the 
future to spawn new and relevant narrative meanings. 15  Th e older myths 

12   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 61. 
13   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 61. In addition to Coupe, consider the theories and methods of Vico, Benjamin, 
Auerbach, and White. 
14   Consider Coupe’s criticism of rational demythologizing of Greek myth (Coupe [ 2006 ] 
pp. 62–64). However, his evaluation of Plato diff ers from my interpretation and analysis here. Also, 
see pp. 65–66. 
15   Compare with McGrath ( 2009 ). 
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are necessary and in retrospect become preludes to Plato’s dialogue; the 
myth in the  Protagoras  has acquired new meaning and signifi cance for 
a diff erent audience and set of questions. In this sense, radical typology 
is a remythologizing process rather than an act of demythologizing past 
mythic accounts. Th is understanding distances Protagoras’s myth from 
traditional allegorical readings and allows myth to retain the richness and 
far-reaching cultural impact of a sacred narrative, while determining the 
rules of engagement.

  If orthodox typology involves a thorough rewriting of scripture, radical 
typology involves a shift of emphasis from the sacred to the profane. While 
it may appear to be arrogant appropriation, similar to that by which one set 
of scripture becomes a foil to another, its eff ect is to liberate the 
imagination. 16  

 Th e  Protagoras  also prefi gures traditional narratives to draw awareness 
to philosophical concerns and criticisms pertaining to defi nitions, soph-
ists, and the signifi cance of partnership in inquiry. By appropriating and 
transcending traditional plots and redirecting attention to the literary 
and social nuances of the dialogue, Plato reveals the profound poten-
tial in mythopoeic activity. Th e reinvigoration of characters, objects, and 
themes in the context of a philosophical text refl ects the permanent possi-
bilities inherent in mythic discourse and promotes analysis of the exoteric 
rather than the esoteric; the  Protagoras  encourages radical typology rather 
than traditional allegory.  

4.2     Theme Introduction, Setting, 
and Narrative Mode 

 Major themes appearing throughout the  Protagoras  are fellowship, coop-
eration, and how particular forms of collaboration foster knowledge 
acquisition. Partnership tropes are demonstrated and repeated in diff erent 
scenes and represented in the structure, literary elements, and arguments 

16   Coupe ( 2006 ) p. 67. 
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of the dialogue. 17  Th e dialogue introduces Socrates as a fi rst-person nar-
rator who relates the events of the morning to an unidentifi ed friend. 18  
Socrates agrees to explain the details of the earlier discussion. Th e morn-
ing’s dialogue between Socrates and Protagoras—the embedded story—
occupies the majority of the dialogue and is recalled and described by 
using binaries: a conversation between a philosopher and a sophist, an 
Athenian citizen and a foreigner, a young man and an old man, an invited 
guest who has come to teach and an uninvited guest who has come to 
learn. Th ese literary features introduced in the frame dialogue have far- 
reaching impacts and deserve further analysis; they are refl ected in the 
philosophical developments throughout the text and share an important 
structural role with the myth. 19  

 Socrates’s function as explicit narrator and the details pertaining to the 
delivery of the narrative imbue both the literary and analytical features of 
the dialogue. Issues of narrative voice add nuance to interpretations of criti-
cal scenes and elements. In my analysis of the  Meno , I examined the absence 
of an explicit narrator and its impact on the meaning of signifi cant aspects 
of the dialogue, including literary structure, character choice, and argu-
ments. Also, the absence of both introduction and setting in the  Meno  has 
dramatic and theoretical consequences for the construction and delivery 
of philosophical and cultural messages. Th e  Protagoras , on the other hand, 
contains a great deal of material to interpret even before the major sections 
of the dialogue begin. 20  Th e introduction to the dialogue (the frame dia-
logue) and the beginning of Socrates’s narration of events (the emphasized 
dialogue) contain elements that complement important scenes and ideas 

17   Th e Prometheus and Epimetheus myth is pivotal for understanding the theme of partnership 
pervading the dialogue. Partnership is signifi cant for interpreting the literary structure and the 
arguments in the text as I discuss in the section on plot structure. 
18   Bartlett draws attention to Plato’s use of the term  hetairos  rather than  philos  (Plato [ 2004 ] p. viii). 
Th e ambiguity of the word  hetairos  introduces a complexity into the relationship that cannot be 
recognized in the word ‘friend’. I explain how the distinction between advantages, disadvantages, 
and pragmatic concerns characterizes the way the theme of partnership is portrayed in the dialogue. 
A more formal and conditional relationship between two parties is presented as opposed to the 
intimacy associated with friendship. 
19   Ebert ( 2003 ) also identifi es the importance of the frame dialogue. However, his interpretation 
arrives at conclusions diff erent from mine. 
20   Ebert ( 2003 ) pp. 9–11. Ebert refers to three diff erent kinds of poetry outlined in the  Republic  to 
assist his classifi cation of the formal style exhibited by the  Protagoras . 
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expressed later as the dialogue develops. 21  Socrates is in control of the story 
line, demanding that we concentrate on what he says about himself, how he 
expresses it, and his depiction of the conversation. 22  Plato recreates Socrates 
for each dialogue and his standpoint in diff erent scenes represents perspec-
tives contingent on setting, situation, and interlocutors. Comparative inter-
pretations of the Socrates character are complex, particularly since he is the 
narrative voice in some instances. In the  Protagoras , Plato incorporates a 
frame dialogue or story, in which Socrates depicts himself in an emphasized 
story. Plato, therefore, establishes a certain distance from the Socrates actu-
ally communicating with the reader as the narrative voice; as a result, he 
is twice removed in most scenes. A somewhat challenged and sometimes 
unconvincing Socrates is presented in the  Protagoras  and it is plausible that 
his intentions may diff er from most other dialogues in which the Socrates 
character is heroic and authoritative. Could Plato be attempting to portray 
a less idealized Socrates who fi nds himself in diffi  cult situations and unable 
to employ the Socratic method at will? Could the text be a case of ‘historical 
fi ction’? I do not want to speculate on this possibility; it is enough to men-
tion the issue of narrative mode and the contrast between author and nar-
rator and raise awareness of the signifi cance of the frame dialogue. I return 
to discuss issues pertaining to the personalities of Socrates and Protagoras 
in further detail when I address character selection. 

 Before meeting with Protagoras, Socrates perplexes Hippocrates by 
using the Socratic method as they search for a defi nition: in this instance, 
they search for the defi nition of ‘sophist’. Th e discussion ends in  aporia  
and at that stage the impression is that Socrates has the upper hand in the 

21   In an introduction to the  Protagoras , Frede points out that the slave closes the door on Socrates 
and Hippocrates (Plato [ 1992 ] p. xiv). Th e scene indicates, for Frede, that generally people cannot 
distinguish between a philosopher and a sophist and connects this confusion to Socrates’s trial and 
execution (in contrast, Protagoras led a successful life as a teacher and political ideologue). Th rough 
the dramatic setting of the dialogue, Plato confl ates or overlaps categories, personalities, and stereo-
types. I argue that a fusion of these diff erent aspects is one of the most fascinating features of the 
text and a concomitant to plot structure. 
22   Th ere are eight dialogues in which the main dialogue is reported by an explicit narrator (Ebert 
[ 2003 ] pp. 11–20). Th ese are the  Phaedo  (Phaedo),  Parmenides  (Cephalus),  Symposium  (Apollodorus 
and Aristodemus),  Charmides  (Socrates),  Lysis  (Socrates),  Euthydemus  (Socrates),  Protagoras  
(Socrates), and  Th e Republic  (Socrates). In addition, there are two spurious dialogues that are nar-
rated:  Erastai  (Socrates) and  Eryxias  (Socrates). In all cases, the personality of the narrator, as he is 
presented in the particular dialogue, has a profound impact on many of the philosophical and 
dramatic features of the text. 
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exchange. Th e introduction to the emphasized story or main narrative sets 
a particular mood and attitude and positions Socrates favorably. One might 
anticipate the subsequent dialogue with a sophist to replicate the process 
and possibly the outcome—a Socratic debate not unlike that already expe-
rienced with Hippocrates. A Socratic victory indicative of the Socratic dia-
logues? Th e  Protagoras  surprises us. Upon entering Callias’s house, Socrates 
identifi es the attendees after briefl y observing the interaction between the 
various individuals. Th e details pertaining to the topics under discussion 
are passed over and Socrates describes where certain people are placed and 
admires the manner in which some speakers and listeners order themselves 
in the arrangement (315b–316a). Socrates expresses interest in conversing 
with Protagoras and is welcomed by those managing the proceedings.  

4.3     Myth Analysis 

 In conversation with Socrates, Protagoras suggests presenting a myth that 
explains why the art of politics and good citizenship can be taught. Both 
interlocutors understand them as practices associated with virtue, and 
Protagoras’s position, or his mythic account, responds to Socrates’s earlier 
argument; Socrates’s position is that they cannot be taught (319a–320c). 23  
Socrates bases his argument on his own observations of Athenian practice 
rather than defi ne virtue and how it relates to civic life; he claims that 
inquiry into the diff erent ways humans practice politics helps answer the 
question of whether virtue can be taught. He justifi es this view with a 
number of examples. Socrates notices that the Athenians do not consult 
experts when they deal with political and civic issues—something they 
certainly do when it comes to other technical matters such as building. 
Combined with the fact that no teacher is ever referred to as the source of 
relevant theories, Socrates concludes that subjects pertaining to politics 
and good citizenship cannot be taught. 24  

23   Van Riel points out that Socrates presents Protagoras with a dilemma: if he agrees with Socrates 
he jeopardizes his occupation as a teacher and if he disagrees with him he criticizes the democratic 
constitution that enables him to work as a teacher ([ 2012 ] p. 149). Protagoras’s myth renders 
Socrates’s problem irrelevant by placing the details and data within a new framework. 
24   Van Riel attributes the failure of the conversation between the two interlocutors to the fact that 
they are using two diff erent conceptions of  arête  (Van Riel [ 2012 ] pp. 147–148). 
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 Socrates continues by citing the example of Pericles to describe how 
great political leaders and virtuous citizens could not teach their chil-
dren how to be good citizens. Socrates’s argument is inductive; he selects 
certain examples from Athenian society and history and, based on his 
evaluation, he constructs an account of things that can be taught and 
those that cannot. Socrates’s argument does not off er an explanation for 
the connection between virtue and the art of politics and good citizen-
ship. Actually, Socrates begins by discussing why political practice and 
good citizenship cannot be taught and only in his conclusion raises the 
issue of virtue (320b). What is missing is an explanation for how the 
combination of the two civic practices, a ‘special kind of wisdom’, is 
one and the same thing as virtue. However, Socrates ends his argument 
by praising Protagoras’s wisdom and experience and accepts, without 
irony it seems, that he can demonstrate that virtue can be taught in his 
response.

  …myth is often ready to become the fi eld of fi nal causes. It steps in 
where no explanation in terms of effi  cient or formal causality seems to be 
available. In terms of both time and space, it furnishes the means to 
describe a wholeness. It tells how the immortal soul should behave 
because of the judgment. It describes the structure the cosmos was given 
because of the similarity to its model. In the  Protagoras , the teleology 
operates within the political context. 25  

 In response to Socrates, Protagoras tells a myth. 26  Whereas Socrates 
begins with empirical data and moves on to a proposition, Protagoras 
begins by explaining a myth involving the origins of human nature. 
Th e narrative consists of an explanation for how political practice and the 
values of citizenship are indispensably connected to virtue. 27  After the 
myth, Protagoras shifts strategy to provide arguments against Socrates; 
he draws on the principles established in the myth in order to justify that 

25   Th ein ( 2003 ) p. 61. 
26   Tarrant describes the social dynamics associated with seniority, interpretation, and storytelling 
and how these factors infl uence the presentation and status of myths in Plato’s dialogues (Tarrant 
[ 2012 ] pp. 50–53). Also, see Manuwald ( 2002 ). 
27   Zilioli ( 2007 ) pp. 96–98. Zilioli connects the theory proposed in the myth to the fragments of 
Protagoras. 
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virtue can be taught, and his account includes empirical evidence. 28  Th e 
way Plato structures Protagoras’s myth, his selection of elements from 
diff erent versions of the myth, and his emphasis on particular features all 
prepare the foundation to construct arguments and assist in interpreting 
the philosophical potency of the dialogue’s literary structure and consti-
tutive aesthetic features. I examine these elements of the myth and their 
relationship with other parts of the dialogue later in this chapter. After 
explicating the details of the myth, I clarify the connection between the 
art of politics/good citizenship and virtue. 

 Th e myth tells of the creation of humans and animals out a mixture 
of two elements: earth and fi re. Th e gods assigned the job of equipping 
humans and animals with their distinctive powers to the titan twins: 
Prometheus and Epimetheus. After Epimetheus failed to assign humans 
with powers, Prometheus steals the gift of skill in the arts and fi re from the 
gods and gives them to humans to aid their survival. As a result, humans 
could create religion, language, and the things required for basic subsis-
tence. But because they did not possess political skill and civic expertise, 
they were in danger of extinction at the hands of beasts and themselves. 
Hermes was sent by Zeus to equip humans with virtue, which the myth 
equates with political skill or ‘qualities of respect for others and a sense 
of justice, so as to bring order into our cities and create a bond of friend-
ship and union’ (322c). 29  Th ese gifts are distributed to all and constitute 
their nature, but Protagoras clarifi es that they must be acquired by each 
individual or the individuals risk becoming unjust and, ultimately, face 
capital punishment. Th erefore, Protagoras makes a distinction between 
political wisdom, which necessarily involves justice and moderation, and 
skill in other arts (a distinction that Socrates does not make). Because all 
men have this potential, everyone acknowledges the opinions of their fel-
low citizens. Th e myth explains why political skill and good citizenship 

28   In his introduction to the  Protagoras , Taylor argues that Socrates’s style of argumentation, which 
subjects an opponent’s hypothesis to critical questioning with the aim of exposing its contradic-
tions, was fi rst pioneered by the Sophists. Th e diff erence, he explains, between Plato’s use of the 
method and the sophists’ is that Plato’s aim is not victory by one party but healthy cooperation 
between two parties to arrive at truth (Plato [ 1996 ] p. xi). 
29   ‘Th e myth has supplied a framework within which excellence might be considered; the myth is 
used for such purposes by those with a fatherly point to make’ (Tarrant [2012] p. 6). 
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are conduits for acquiring virtue and the consequences for humans when 
they are missing or underdeveloped. It follows that, since each individual 
must acquire virtue by enhancing their natural predisposition for politi-
cal activity and it is unanimously desirable to acquire virtue, virtue can 
be taught; in fact, virtue must be taught for the survival of humanity. 30  
Subsequently, Protagoras presents Socrates with empirical examples for 
why virtue, shown to be expressed through political activity and a pro-
ductive life as citizen, can and must be taught. Protagoras’s position is 
more convincing in contrast to Socrates’s account because it considers a 
variety of consequences in cross-reference to the myth and incorporates 
them in constructing the arguments.

  Th e concept of technique that was historically predominant in the fi fth 
century BC helps us understand that for those Greeks living at that time, 
such as Protagoras, the employment of a technique just meant following 
some codifi ed procedures; no assumption was ever made about the objec-
tivity of the result obtained through the application of those codifi ed pro-
cedures…Th e account of the birth and development of human society that 
Protagoras gives in the Myth combines the divine origin of the  technai  with 
their role for improving human life. 31  

 To recapitulate, Protagoras’s myth explains the important connection 
between virtue and political activity and good citizenship. In contrast to 
Protagoras, Socrates begins by stating that the art of politics and good 
citizenship cannot be taught because of certain examples indicating the 
failure of men who try to teach it. Socrates does not explain (1) what 
politics is, (2) what a good citizen is, (3) what virtue is, and (4) the rela-
tionship of (3) with (1) and (2). On the other hand, Protagoras covers all 
points and I argue in this chapter how a mutual scaff olding approach illu-
minates the dynamic interplay between (a) Protagoras’s arguments and 
their structure, (b) his references back to the main ideas expressed in the 
myth, and (c) the inferential steps and conclusion reached.  

30   For a critical reading of Protagoras’s myth arguing that it ignores individual value, see Bartlett’s 
comments in Plato ( 2004 ) pp. 73–74. 
31   Zilioli ( 2007 ) pp. 101–102. 
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4.4     The Philosophical Arguments 

 Th e myth introduces conditions suffi  cient for defi ning and analyzing 
our innate ability to sustain ourselves and communicate in the context 
of a structured society. Protagoras’s myth explains our natural potential 
to organize politically and live as productive citizens. It affi  rms that the 
general state of being intended for humans is one of ‘friendship and union’ 
(322c). 32  Th e myth describes how all humans came to have a predispo-
sition for virtue and the imperative to make use of that predisposition; 
citizens must participate in politics if they wish to guarantee justice. After 
telling his myth, Protagoras presents Socrates with a number of examples 
to argue that political skill, good citizenship, and virtue are linked and jus-
tify the proposition that virtue can be taught. He distinguishes virtue from 
other skills by fi rst explaining that Athenians listen to everyone on matters 
of politics but consult experts regarding all other crafts. Protagoras reasons 
that all humans have the ability to contribute to political life and that if 
learning to use that potential were not possible the state would not permit 
citizenship to so many; individuals would be excluded from participation 
in political and civic matters; and increased punishment would ensue. 
Socrates stated earlier that virtue could not be taught because experts were 
not consulted in running the state. Th e fact that Athenians ask everyone’s 
opinion regarding politics means, for him, that everyone recognizes edu-
cation of individuals in political skill and citizenship as unachievable. Th e 
examples of Pericles’s sons and Clinias represent failed attempts to teach 
virtue and are interpreted by Socrates to explain why all citizens (including 
non-experts or amateurs) are consulted in political matters. 

 Protagoras’s myth establishes conditions for another view regarding 
the acquisition of virtue and its place in human development. Th e myth 
defi nes principles that determine selection of empirical data to support 
Protagoras’s view and how best to deliver the examples when constructing 
arguments. Th e moral and intellectual conclusions of his position are clear 
and well supported and correspond with a vision of a good state. Protagoras 
continues by referring to the Athenian custom of punishment in target-
ing the unjust and irreligious rather than those who suff er from physical 

32   Th is is a signifi cant recurring theme in the dialogue and integral to the plot, the character roles, 
and the arguments. 
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disadvantage. Individuals are punished for immoral or criminal practices 
and behavior rather than an action that is the consequence of physical or 
cognitive impairment. Protagoras deduces that virtue can be taught: other-
wise, a spectrum of punishment for degrees of ethical transgression would 
not exist. Recognition that mental and physical disadvantage can impact 
behavior, and must be factored in when judging habits and actions, indi-
cates belief that all humans have the potential to be virtuous regardless of 
the level of demonstrated skill or the consistency when practiced (323b). 
Also, Protagoras acknowledges that states have a consequentialist view of 
punishment; that is, they administer it for moral education and to prevent 
crime, which he sees as proof that citizens believe virtue can be taught. For 
Protagoras, humans are predisposed to being virtuous and one ultimately 
becomes virtuous through forms of education; lessons pertaining to civic 
virtue enhance one’s potential for embodying good citizenship (324b). 
Protagoras also responds to Socrates’s description of virtuous men failing 
to teach their children about political skill and good citizenship. 

 In response to Socrates’s account of good men failing to teach virtue, 
Protagoras again builds on the view narrated in the myth that virtue is 
integral to political practice and good citizenship. A state exists and for 
Protagoras this very fact proves that all men partake of virtue (324d). He 
also gives examples from the state education system and how diff erent 
subjects are taught with the vision and intention of creating good citizens 
(325d–326e). As for the sons of good men who go wayward, Protagoras 
does not see this as a dilemma for his account. Once again, he describes 
how the potential to learn virtue is connected to the existence of the state 
and explains that natural talent is not determined only by one’s fam-
ily ties and infl uences; this point contributes signifi cantly to weakening 
Socrates’s argument (327a).

  [Socrates] draws on the same questionable following of young men as the 
sophists; and he, like Protagoras, questions the adequacy of their tradi-
tional upbringing and envisages a rational art or discipline to guide one’s 
life, private or public. But, unlike Protagoras, Socrates uncompromisingly 
insists on the idea of a special expertise, in spite of its obvious consequences 
for our attitude both towards traditional values and democratic tenets. 33  

33   See Frede’s introduction to Plato ( 1992 ) p. xiv. 
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 For Protagoras, Socrates’s argument makes an invalid inference from bad 
sons of good men to the inability to teach virtue. Protagoras draws an 
analogy with language and points out that there are no specialized teach-
ers of language but that no one would state that language could not be 
taught. And the same with virtue: all humans are taught because, being 
able to set up and live in a state, they have the natural capacity to learn 
about virtue as concomitant to functioning in the city. 34   

4.5     Mutual Scaffolding 

 Th is section considers the connections between arguments and the myth 
by using mutual scaff olding in order to illuminate how the two comple-
ment each other; I examine both elements of the dialogue as active and 
essential parts in a dialectical unity. 35  Th e myth provides a schemata for 
understanding the relationship of virtue to the practice of politics and 
good citizenship within a narrative framework; the story establishes suf-
fi cient conditions for interpreting how political skill and good citizen-
ship are essentially linked to virtue and, by extension, that virtue can be 
taught. Th e myth creates a possible system of reference where virtue is 
ingrained in civic life and is indispensable for successful application of 
politics and functioning as a good citizen. Th e understanding of virtue 
developed in the myth is not a contingent notion; it is a necessary defi ni-
tion for positioning humans in society. Th e defi nition of virtue establishes 
a meaningful place for individuals in a state that depends on deliberative 
participation of citizens for its identity, maintenance, and fl ourishing. 
Th e narrative institutionalizes indispensable political, metaphysical, and 
sociocultural links between virtue and Athenian citizenship and attempts 
to universalize them. Virtue is expressed when one fulfi lls their political 
responsibility as a good citizen under the assumption that the general 

34   I give Protagoras’s arguments more credit than some scholars have attributed to them (for criti-
cisms of Protagoras’s arguments, see Taylor’s introduction to Plato [ 1996 ] pp. xv–xvi). As a unity, 
the myth and the arguments have far more rhetorical weight and more compelling insight into the 
issue than Socrates’s arguments. 
35   For an interpretation that recognizes the interdependent relation between the myth and the argu-
ments, see Tarrant ( 2012 ) pp. 50–53. 
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character, development, and practice of civic virtue can be delineated and 
deliberated using the Athenian context. Th e myth makes it very clear that 
virtue is a natural predisposition and citizens are obliged to enhance their 
inherent potential and endeavor to educate others. Protagoras renders the 
proposition that virtue can be taught, and all of his arguments support 
the principles and suggestions represented in the myth. 

 Th e mutual exchange between myth and philosophy is achieved by 
symbols and premises partnering to promote a vision of humans as natural 
citizens of the state. Citizens imbibe the structures and habits of political 
and civic life and maintain political and civic harmony through virtue. 
Th e features of the myth appear in the arguments to support premises 
and the story incorporates, or rather anticipates, examples brought up in 
the arguments. Protagoras’s arguments enforce the idea that virtue is real-
ized through the art of politics as recognized by the state and practiced 
with the intention of becoming a good citizen. Th e arguments build on 
this view of virtue proposed in the myth. Th e narrative presented by 
Protagoras describes how all have ‘the qualities of respect for others and 
a sense of justice’ (322c) as a natural predisposition—qualities that are 
essential for creating bonds. Humans were given the capacity for these 
attributes as a consequence of receiving fi re and artistic skill. Th ese divine 
powers foster ingenuity and dexterity in almost all aspects of civic life but 
mean very little without another element; an additional skill is required 
if one is to administer their use with success and infl uence. Founding 
cities was a natural consequence of receiving fi re and skill in the arts, 
but without political skill humans were unsuccessful in maintaining their 
newfound social cohesion. Political skill is signifi cant in directing and 
controlling all other skills and assets successfully because it gives rise to 
virtue. One exists in a community where one learns artistic skills and one 
also learns how to use them correctly for the benefi t of the community. 
Th is leads to the acquisition and application of political skill; an asset that 
translates into the establishment and development of good citizenship. 
Th erefore, in line with the view presented in the myth, good citizenship 
is equated with virtue. Clarifi cation of this equation is crucial for inter-
preting the relationship between myth and philosophy in the  Protagoras ; 
a mutual scaff olding approach illustrates how literary and discursive ele-
ments operate in conjunction to solidify and sustain the position that 
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virtue can be taught. Th e contribution of the myth is not limited to a 
mere literary or educative device but is signifi cant in the way it functions 
in a symmetrical relationship with the arguments. 

 Th e myth represents and interweaves an infl uential view of human 
nature into the dialogue: Protagoras devises a narrative that accounts for 
our tendency to create language, provide sustainable living conditions for 
ourselves, and gather in communities on diff erent scales. 36  Th is account 
of human nature projected through the myth occupies the backdrop 
for the arguments, and there is a tacit acceptance that the tale confi rms 
the human capacities necessary for survival and conviviality. Th erefore, 
Protagoras does not elaborate how and why these human tendencies 
exist—or whether they are accurate descriptions of human capacities—
and does not feel the need to investigate their status and meaning. 37  Since 
the issue under investigation is the nature of virtue and whether it can 
be taught, Protagoras feels that his earlier mythic account regarding the 
origins of certain human capacities—one that best incorporates the view 
that we all share a sense of justice—is suffi  cient. Th e myth anticipates 
the arguments, dictates the arrangement and content of the arguments, 
and contributes to proving that virtue can be taught. Th e central features 
exhibited in the myth impact one’s perception of human nature, and 
the reader is led to accept the following arguments as viable if human 
nature is seen from that perspective. Th erefore, many of the Greek prac-
tices Protagoras references are presented as proofs for the sociopolitical 
account stated in the myth, and one of the reasons he cannot accept or 
accommodate Socrates’s interpretation of civic practices is that the views 
do not align with the earlier narrative. Protagoras analyzes civic life and 
habit to correspond with his myth and avoids interpreting political prac-
tice and civic engagement in ways that confl ict with his story. 

 Protagoras’s position and his manner of delivery are more conducive 
to intellectual inquiry and the pursuit of moral perfection than Socrates’s 
contribution. At this stage of the dialogue, Protagoras appears to be 
the more ‘Socratic’ of the two. Protagoras identifi es political life with 

36   Zilioli presents an anti-objectivist interpretation of the myth that incorporates modern debates 
concerning cultural relativism ([ 2007 ] pp. 105–112). 
37   Van Riel argues that the myth promotes the Platonic view that we all possess certain basic human 
capacities ([ 2012 ] p. 158). 
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the pursuit of virtue—values for which an education system must be 
designed. Also, punishment must be administered with the intention of 
cultivating virtue within the perpetrator and the community at large. Th e 
myth introduces a defi nition of virtue reinforced and replicated in the 
arguments and it also provides interpretative tools allowing systematic 
engagement with issues and experiences pertaining to politics, educa-
tion, and retributive justice. Protagoras’s myth illustrates a literary and 
cultural sphere that promotes the notion of an active and enthusiastic 
citizen dedicated to fostering virtue in oneself and the community. Th e 
development of one’s natural capacities to benefi t the state is one aspect 
of that imagined sphere; this vision fl ows into the arguments and subse-
quently contributes to the reality of political and civic life. Protagoras’s 
myth/philosophy dialectic encourages more than a search for knowledge 
and off ers specifi c pathways for forging partnerships in society. Th e rest 
of the dialogue describes Socrates in opposition to Protagoras, disrupting 
the dialogue between them; he pedantically picks on particular details 
and it is uncertain whether his line of questioning advances the inquiry, 
clarifi es stages of the investigation, or leads to desirable conclusions or 
consequences. Socrates’s persistent demand for defi nition (329c–331e) 
is questionable and his subsequent approach to the debate seems uncon-
ducive to constructive and informative discussion; here, the Socratic 
method becomes dismissive and obstructionist (331a–335c). Th e most 
signifi cant diff erence between Socrates and Protagoras is the system-
atic development and unity of Protagoras’s myth/philosophy approach 
as opposed to the unclear direction of Socrates’s question-and-answer 
method and the sometimes ad hoc style of shifting the focus of investiga-
tion. Protagoras’s myth and arguments operate together in a relationship 
I interpret by using my mutual scaff olding method. Th e implications 
of Protagoras’s philosophical contribution are projected by the myth 
and his conclusions prescribe a situated, accessible, and practical under-
standing of human nature and its connection to the state. Protagoras’s 
methodology, as presented by Plato in this particular dialogue, deserves 
an interdisciplinary and generous evaluation; he overshadows the repre-
sentation of Socrates and his mode of delivery, objectives, and conclu-
sions. Th e Socrates/Protagoras contrast is refl ected and reframed in the 
Prometheus/Epimetheus partnership. Th e myth conveys the idea that 
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successful cooperation depends on the style of engagement and level of 
knowledge exercised by each party. Frede comments on the responsibility 
we have in both rationalizing and imagining a competent human being 
and what might be the most desirable human capacities and competen-
cies. He considers the consequences of our envisioning on contemporary 
society and future generations—considerations that illuminate the quali-
ties exhibited by Protagoras’s vision and account.

  It does make a diff erence to our lives what, in the end, we want to have 
succeeded in; it makes a diff erence what we think it takes on our part to 
succeed, what abilities and kinds of competence we think we need in order 
to be, as we say nowadays, competent human beings; we want to know 
what it would take to be the kind of person one would, on refl ection, like 
to be, if that were possible; whether and how one could acquire this ability 
and competence, and what roles natural endowment, upbringing, and 
refl ection play in this. 38  

 Th e dialogue ends with Socrates expressing uncertainty about whether 
the two interlocutors agree or disagree on whether virtue can be taught. 
However, the dialogue is clear about the details of Protagoras’s contribu-
tion: the  Protagoras  begins with a myth that structures and reverberates 
through the arguments and provides a clear indication of Protagoras’s 
position on political skill, the qualities of good citizenship, and the essen-
tial role of virtue in the account. 

 Similar to my analysis of the  Meno , in the  Protagoras  a myth leads to 
and determines the subsequent arguments and characterizes the literary 
dimensions of the text. In both dialogues, the analyses that proceed using 
myth result in successful and compelling arguments. Th e myths in the 
 Meno  and  Protagoras  correspond with arguments in order to constitute 
a whole; the myth/philosophy nexus is a fusion of narrative structure, 
religious symbolism, narrative voice and character interplay, premises, 
empirical data, and logical consequences that combine as part of a dia-
lectical whole. Th e confl ation constructs interpretative conditions for 
defi ning cogent and comprehensive perspectives on ethics, education, 

38   Frede’s Introduction to Plato ( 1992 ) pp. vii–viii. 
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government, and other social and philosophical phenomena. Th e stan-
dard by which we judge a theory to be acceptable shifts from logical 
inference to a more profound and inclusive criterion that accommodates 
historical, social, cultural, and emotional factors.  

4.6     Plot Structure 

 Th e plot structuring Protagoras’s myth is characterized by partnership; this 
theme pervades the literary and philosophical elements of the  Protagoras  
and has signifi cant formal infl uences on exchanges between characters 
and their arguments. In the context of a philosophical work, the myth is 
peculiar in that its plot structure extends to the internal dynamics of the 
text and, in particular, induces a selective reading of discursive  content. 
Th e plot also directs the narrative force of symbols and impacts the 
cadence of the scenes. Th e structural investment endorsed by the myth is 
unique and adds a dimension to the philosophical dialogue much richer 
than if Plato were only to incorporate hypotheses. A hypothesis does not 
create the same eff ect and does not have the same qualities or deliver the 
same import. Plot structure is constructed and emphasized in the text 
through the diff erent literary techniques; it is artifi cial but not arbitrary 
and this means that the myth is encountered through reading the text 
but functions as though it were the reality out of which the dialogue was 
conceived. Introduced into a philosophical investigation, the plot acts as 
an epistemological condition for approaching the issues. It determines 
what data one uses to support the claim or view, which arguments are 
most relevant, who one refers to as sympathetic or antagonistic to the 
view, what theory complements which views, and how one arranges and 
interprets the material. 

 Th e plot structure controlling the myth in the  Protagoras  displays a 
combination of familiar themes from the plots framing similar myths and 
narratives. Comparisons with other stories place Protagoras’s myth in a 
historical and cultural context, and the shared themes and motifs assist 
in interpreting the social and emotive paradigms informing the dialogue. 
Th e most important literary compositions to consider for deciphering the 
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relevant themes from the  Protagoras  are ‘paradise lost’ or the ‘fall of man’ 
and diff erent myths featuring the theme of friendship or partnership. 39 

  After all, it is Socrates who suggests that he and Hippocrates make their way 
to Protagoras and the other Sophists (314b6-c2), just after he has issued a 
stinging rebuke to Hippocrates for his uninformed desire to do so, and at an 
important juncture in the dialogue Socrates assures Protagoras that his cross-
examinations have as their goal the discovery of the truth about virtue, about 
a question that perplexes Socrates himself. His conversation with Protagoras 
is intended to make certain one or more of Socrates’ own thoughts, as only 
conversation with or ‘testing’ of another can do (347c5-349a6; consider also, 
e.g., 328d8-e1, as well as 357e2-8: Socrates is not consistently concerned 
with harming the business prospects of the sophists, Protagoras included). 40  

 Th e dialogue is consistent in presenting examples in which confrontation 
transforms into a mutually benefi cial partnership—situations in which 
each party provides an individual contribution or component essential to 
the development of the discussion. Th e myth features two brothers, titans, 
who have been given a task by the gods to assign all animals, including 
humans, with certain powers to ensure their survival. Epimetheus fails to 
complete the task adequately, causing Prometheus to sin against the gods 
when trying to repair the damage. Owing to Prometheus’s blasphemy, 
humans fi nd themselves in a situation in which they require interven-
tion by the gods in order to survive. Zeus’s grace rescues humans from 
extinction but also puts humans at an existential crossroads far removed 
from their original state. Humans must now endeavor to gain happi-
ness and salvation and this requires developing their gift from the gods: 
Zeus ensures that all humans have a predisposition for respect and jus-
tice. Th is, of course, must be perfected to the best of one’s ability in the 
context of a community or state. Th e myth portrays the original state of 

39   Zilioli suggests another kind of structure that begins with an inferior stage of human society (the 
Epimetheus stage) and progresses to another stage where survival is ensured (the Prometheus stage) 
before entering a more advanced level of community dynamics (the Zeus stage) ([ 2007 ] 
pp. 98–100). Th ere is clearly a prominent ‘progressive’ historical theme running through the story 
that deserves priority when interpreting the  Protagoras  and requires interdisciplinary investigation. 
40   Bartlett’s comments in Plato ( 2004 ) p. 68. For the original ideas and contribution of Protagoras 
to the Greek intellectual tradition, see van Ophuijsen et al. ( 2013 ). 
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humans as lacking autonomy, not dissimilar to the situation of other ani-
mals. As a result of a botched-up eff ort by the brothers, the result of bad 
teamwork, humans now fi nd themselves having to deal with morality; 
therefore, humans have to grapple with the dilemmas of free will. 

 Comparison between central features of Protagoras’s myth and myths 
describing the ‘fall of man’ is plausible given the cross-cultural parallels 
between them. Scholars have interpreted the Prometheus story as a pro-
totype of the Biblical tale and many similar stories found in other cul-
tures. Th e overlapping themes worth considering include the following:

    1)    Th e myth presumes there was a natural tranquility that has now been 
lost forever. (For Plato, the emphasis on the original state is more 
about the non-existence of social and cultural norms, particularly 
morality, rather than a utopia.)   

   2)    A partnership involving two characters; the actions of one cause the 
other to commit sin.   

   3)    Th e sin aff ected human destiny.   
   4)    Humans are no longer in their original state of being and now fi nd 

themselves in a more complex and structured social and cultural set-
ting where they must develop virtue for salvation.   

   5)    God(s) spared humans; humanity was not left to exterminate itself. 
God(s) blessed humankind by giving them a last chance in the form 
of a gift, but with certain conditions.    

Th e partnership paradigm employed in Protagoras’s myth is necessary for 
interpreting the structural, literary, and philosophical issues and relation-
ships in the dialogue and many of the symbols incorporated into the dif-
ferent scenes. For instance, the theme of partnership between contrasting 
pairs is exemplifi ed from the beginning. Th e symbolism that refl ects this 
theme includes the introduction to the emphasized dialogue featuring 
Socrates (a known fi gure) and an unknown companion, the transition 
from darkness to daylight, and movement from outdoor setting to indoor 
setting. A crucial partnership that deserves special consideration in the 
text, and is not merely symbolic, is the relationship between Socrates and 
Protagoras. Th is combination does not adhere to the binary oppositions 
familiar to us from other dialogues: philosopher and sophist; inquirer 
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and teacher; Athenian and foreigner; young man and elder; uninvited 
and invited. Th e dialogue refl ects the myth in representing and discussing 
partnership and the perils each party may encounter if the working rela-
tionship is not attended carefully. But the dialogue transcends the por-
trayal in the myth and adds subsequent ‘scenes’: situations that indicate 
the possibility of coordination and harmony. Th e dialogue departs from 
the limited framework of Protagoras’s myth and adds a form of adden-
dum or sequel—a reworking of the plot present in Protagoras’s myth. 41  

 Th e two main interlocutors begin an exchange at 329b focused on 
fi nding a defi nition for virtue. 42  Socrates switches his line of argument 
at 332a when he feels that Protagoras is annoyed and the inquiry is not 
going the way he had hoped; in fact, the debate is in danger of being 
relinquished by Socrates because Protagoras does not provide succinct 
answers, the way Socrates demands (334e–335a). But before the conver-
sation breaks down, the group of witnesses (Protagoras’s audience) are 
successful in reconciling the two and encourage them to continue by 
way of ‘discussion, not a dispute’ (337b). Th e partnership struggles to 
fi nd common ground on various levels. Socrates demands brief answers 
(335a), but immediately after he demands this condition he responds 
to Protagoras’s question on poetry with the longest answer in the dia-
logue (342a–347a). When Socrates continues to question Protagoras, he 
focuses on the issue of defi nition once again.

  Th e Protagoras gives us a vivid picture of the practice of dialectic, of how 
the respondent can be fair or unfair, cooperative or uncooperative, of 
how the questioner can conceal the aim of his questioning, of the role the 
audience plays, of the possible need for an umpire (cf. 338a8). But our 
dialogue also allows Protagoras, the main character besides Socrates, 
repeatedly to break this scheme; for example, to exchange roles with 
Socrates (338e6 ff .), or to hold forth in long speeches. 43  

 Frede’s interpretation provides critical commentary of Socratic elenchus 
and raises problems regarding an inquirer’s fi xation on establishing a 

41   Van Riel ( 2012 ) pp. 159–62. 
42   Also, see 331a–b and 333a–b. 
43   Frede’s introduction to Plato ( 1992 ) p. xvi. 
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defi nition in order to proceed with an investigation. Socrates bases his 
argument solely on the notion that ‘if knowledge, then it can be taught’. 
Th roughout this section, the narrator, Socrates, is presenting himself pos-
itively, but one is suspicious as to whether the narrator is misleading the 
listener/reader regarding the description and evaluation of his own per-
formance in the story. 44  Th e story ends when both agree to come together 
for a future exchange, and before the end of the dialogue Socrates recalls 
the myth (361c–d).  

4.7     Character Selection 

4.7.1     Socrates 

 Th e narrator in the  Protagoras  is clear in contrast to the narrative mode of 
the  Meno  explored in the previous chapter: Socrates is assigned the role of 
explicit narrator. Very few details are provided about Socrates’s personal-
ity in the opening scene as he engages in conversation with the unknown 
interlocutor. After he begins to recall the story, the dialogue off ers fewer 
(if any) indications regarding the narrator. However, the frame dialogue 
involving Socrates’s communication with the unknown companion 
reveals some telling features about Socrates’s character as narrator. Th e 
distinctions between narrator and the depicted character of Socrates are 
clear upon considering mise-en-scène. Th e conversation of Socrates, as 
narrator, has no setting, and the personality of the unnamed interlocutor 
is diffi  cult to decode. 45  Th e little background to the frame narrative we 
have is the reference to Socrates’s physical relationship with Alcibiades. 
Almost everything about this introductory conversation, from the casual 
tone with which they discuss Socrates’s attraction to Alcibiades to the 
use of Homer as an authority, 46  gives a very conservative or traditional 

44   Frede’s introduction to Plato ( 1992 ) pp. xvii–xviii. 
45   Ebert ( 2003 ) pp. 15–16. On page 16, Ebert states: ‘Since he remains an anonymous interlocutor, 
he is, as it were, anybody from Athens. Th us, his anonymity makes him a perfect representative of 
the  polloi ’. 
46   Th e discussion involving the admiration of Alcibiades’s beauty is at 316a, and reference to Homer 
regarding the most handsome age for a male is at 309a. 
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impression of the personalities involved or at least signals that what is 
going on is commonplace among the status quo. 47  Also, the setting of 
the main conversation consists of spectators including foreigners and 
citizens, some of whom are sophists. 48  But there is no defi nite distinc-
tion or judgment made of them in the text. 49  In fact, the dialogue does 
not judge whether being a sophist is good or bad; at times, it only seeks 
a defi nition for what a sophist does or what he teaches. Socrates is not 
represented here as a critic of conventional, commonplace practices and 
ideas. Although he is distinguished from the Sophists, his social status in 
the  Protagoras  is obvious: Socrates is a ‘member of the club’.  

4.7.2     Protagoras 

 Sophists are not attributed the same characteristics in the  Protagoras  as 
other dialogues, and the occupation does not have negative connota-
tions. 50  Th e historical Protagoras played a salient role in the democratic 
constitution of one of Athens’s colonies and the myth he tells in the 
dialogue defends democratic ideals. 51  Dualism is not used to infl uence 
the plot, and instead a theme of partnership heavily infl uences the story. 
Consistent with the partnership theme, Socrates is not pitted against 
a ‘foe’ in this dialogue; there is no hero/enemy dichotomy. Th ere are 
no victors, no one relinquishes their position, and the meeting prom-
ises to continue on amicable terms. Th e plot structure and the strong 

47   My critical reading of this aspect of the opening scenes is not shared by some interpreters. See 
Frede’s introduction in Plato ( 1992 ) p. x. 
48   Th e man attending the door is unable to distinguish between the two visitors, the pair of Socrates 
and Hippocrates, and the sophists. Th is literary device further informs the view that distinctions 
between philosopher and sophist are complicated in the  Protagoras  (314c–e). Th e attendant’s atti-
tude toward the new arrivals is representative of the defl ated status of the philosopher throughout 
the dialogue. 
49   At 316d, Protagoras gives a short history of sophism and how sophists conduct themselves. 
50   See Frede’s introduction in Plato ( 1992 ) pp. xv–xvi. Frede describes the positive character traits 
exhibited by Protagoras in the text and refers to the desirable forms of argumentation used by soph-
ists that infl uence Socrates’s style of dialectic. Also, see passages 316d–317c: this section presents a 
positive account of the history of sophism and Protagoras indicates how earlier sophists had to 
mask their art and their identities. Aliases included poets, prophets and seers, physical trainers, 
musicians, and music instructors. 
51   Ebert ( 2003 ) p. 17. 
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theme of partnership determine the nature of the categories ‘sophist’ and 
‘philosopher’. 52  Th e contrast between Protagoras and Socrates is condi-
tioned by this motif and the two are not depicted as representative of 
opposing perspectives, methods, and intentions.  

4.7.3     The Attendees 

 Th e guests at Callias’s house are a group of Athenian and non-Athenian 
privileged aristocrats, many of whom (Prodicus, Paralus, Charmides, 
Hippias, Critias, Callias, Alcibiades, Xanthippus, Philippides, 
Antimoerus, and Hippocrates) feature in other dialogues. 53  Socrates 
treats the guests as peers and the  Protagoras  does not depict him as oppos-
ing, challenging, or criticizing their rare and random input. Th is aspect 
regarding the secondary characters and the acceptance they receive from 
Socrates and Protagoras indicate that the social setting is traditional and 
conservative. Attendees are reluctant to upset the habits, structures, and 
standard customs.   

4.8     Conclusion 

 Myth and philosophy interact in a mutual exchange in the  Protagoras.  Th e 
plot, symbols, and arguments partner to create a vision of citizenship with 
unequivocal connections with political practice and virtue. Th e dialogue 
interweaves the two genres to explain how citizens establish and maintain 
harmony within the state. Protagoras demonstrates how the pursuit of 
virtue pertains to living and thriving as a citizen and how achieving one’s 
objectives involves learning to engage in committed and active politi-
cal life. Mythic elements appear in the arguments to contextualize and 
help support Protagoras’s position that virtue can be taught. Th e story 
prepares for examples introduced in the arguments and anticipates the 

52   Compare Protagoras’s comments at 316c–317c with Socrates’s situation in the  Apology : cf.  Prot.  
317a–e about honesty regarding his profession, his disapproval of escape in the face of hostility, and 
taking precautions against harm targeted against sophists. 
53   For details on the characters, see Taylor’s commentary in Plato ( 1996 ) pp. 68–69. 
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interaction between the pair of interlocutors by developing the theme of 
partnership and its role in successful inquiry. Th e arguments draw from 
the view of virtue projected by the myth; Protagoras’s narrative describes 
how humans are naturally predisposed to justice, creating relationships, 
and forming societies. 

 Th e myth also provides a sociocultural and historical backdrop to 
Protagoras’s discussion of virtue and defi nes the nature of the human 
capacities necessary for statecraft. Human ability for social organization 
is illustrated as an innate power granted by the gods; by connecting a 
myth about the origins of political skill with examples involving ingenu-
ity and dexterity in civic life, Plato establishes a theory with authority and 
far-reaching infl uence. Th e dialogue links political skill and good citizen-
ship with virtue by using narrative and when Protagoras subsequently 
constructs arguments using socially and culturally relevant examples, an 
integrity between the two forms of explanation is forged. Consequently, 
narrative and argument together justify and contextualize teaching virtue. 

 Mutual scaff olding reveals Plato’s administration of literary and dis-
cursive elements in the  Protagoras  and how they function as a unity to 
argue that virtue can be taught. Myth does not simply illustrate or assist 
in conveying the point but plays an indispensable role in supporting and 
solidifying the arguments. By interweaving a narrative account of human 
nature into the discussion, Protagoras’s account does more than address 
the issue of virtue: the account contributes to our understanding of lan-
guage, sustainability, social organization, statesmanship, and conviviality. 

 Conducting an interdependent reading of myth and philosophy in 
the  Protagoras  also involves consideration of the medium: the diff erent 
voices and forms of expression; social and cultural context; communi-
cative devices; the characters’ actions and personality traits; setting and 
backdrop; and tropes and themes. Meaning emerges out of the network 
of the particulars constituting the myth and arguments and the layers 
of meaning created through the interaction between them. In contrast 
to pursuing a realist allegorical interpretation of myth—looking for the 
essence of myth beyond or beneath the drama of the dialogue—one can 
explore richer and more intimate readings by considering the symbolic 
and dramatic language used to construct the myth and the philosophi-
cal project they feed into. Rather than interpreting Protagoras’s myth 
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in terms of realist allegory, my approach views the myth as antitype, or 
the continual perpetuation of mythic meanings. Ascribing an essential 
meaning demythologizes and strips myths of their heuristic possibilities; 
univocal interpretations distort and silence the dramatic language. Th e 
polymythic hermeneutics of myth and techniques such as radical typol-
ogy, instead, create perpetual possibilities.        
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    5   
 Myth and Regulation:  Phaedo                      

5.1              Binary Systems and Myth 

 At the forefront of recent myth studies is the infl uential social anthro-
pologist and structuralist Claude Lévi-Strauss. Structural approaches to 
myth and ritual emerged in the early twentieth century and are charac-
terized by numerous periods, internal debates, and variants. 1  Th e tradi-
tion has had a major impact on infl uential contemporary myth theorists 
such as Marcel Detienne, Jean-Pierre Vernant, and Pierre Vidal-Naquet 
in France and Edmund Leach and Mary Douglas in the Anglo tradition. 2  
Since the publication of Lévi-Strauss’s  Structural Anthropology  ( 1963 ), 
scholars from diff erent disciplines have developed and modifi ed many 
of the methods and ideas he introduced. 3  And the various branches and 

1   Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism must be distinguished from another prominent form of structural 
analysis promoted by Vladimir Propp. Whereas Propp delineates the structure of myths by investi-
gating narrative composition, Lévi-Strauss discloses the variety of binary oppositions underlying 
narrative structure. See Csapo ( 2005 ) pp. 189–199. 
2   For critical comparison between fi rst- and second-generation structuralists, see Doty ( 1986 ) 
pp. 209–211. 
3   Lévi-Strauss is also infl uenced by Freud and Jung and shares their fascination for the inner work-
ings of the mind. Like Freud, Lévi-Strauss situates myth in the unconscious. However, his analysis 



movements within structuralism replicate and revive signifi cant aspects 
of older myth theories. 4  Doty describes the importance of examining the 
nuances of structure in the study of myth:

  It is diffi  cult indeed to speak of any myths or rituals  without  discussing 
something of their structure at some point: either structure as the elements 
that compose the myths or rituals, considered element by element, or as 
the structuration that diff erentiates one performance from another. It 
would be diffi  cult to reach back to a point in mythographic history where 
these factors were not recognized and discussed. 5  

 Structuralists do not focus exclusively on formal codes and classifi cation of 
mythic elements. Th ey disclose the deep structures underlying and ordering 
narratives—structures that correspond with formal aspects of the commu-
nities and cultures associated with producers of the myths. A structuralist 
approach emphasizes the inherent distinctions in myths that give rise to 
meaning—messages that resonate with the individuals living and creat-
ing myths within a culture. Th e methodology moves beyond the named 
oppositions expressed in myth to investigate the way elements are coded to 
reveal patterns that explain cultural values, concerns, and identities. 

 Lévi-Strauss argues that mythic units, or ‘mythemes’, acquire meaning 
in relation to other units. Mythemes, like the phonemes of language, are 
used to build more complex patterns of meaning that connect them to 
broader sociocultural frameworks. Lévi-Strauss also used the distinction 
between deep and surface structure: ‘Th e deep structure is the underly-
ing principle (at times approaching the Platonic ideal-forms, at other 
times the energizing dynamics of the Jungian archetypes) that  generates 
surface (or peri-phrastic) structures—the actual linguistic forms one 

of mythology and ritual looks to cognition rather than biology. In the tradition of Émile Durkheim’s 
investigation of the collective conscience, Lévi-Strauss argues that a structural approach informs an 
understanding of the human mind. For a discussion of Durkheim’s theory of myth, see Doty 
( 1986 ) p. 43. 
4   See Csapo ( 2005 ) pp. 217–229. Lévi-Strauss was also heavily infl uenced by Marcel Mauss and 
Durkheim. 
5   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 193. Doty identifi es Frazer, Van Gennep, and Eliade among scholars who refl ect 
structuralist principles and methods although, in contrast to structuralists in the tradition of Lévi-
Strauss, their interest in structure is concerned more with ‘manifest structure’ or ‘surface 
manifestation’. 
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hears or reads when listening to or reading the language’. 6  Imitating this 
approach in linguistics, his theory abstracts from the stories by moving 
beyond the particular units of myth to uncover its hidden structure. 
Infl uenced by Saussure and Jakobson, Lévi-Strauss argues that the key 
to interpreting myth is language and understanding myth involves deci-
phering its grammar; instead of consisting of phonemes or words, sacred 
narratives consist of mythemes. 7  Structural anthropologists interpret 
social organization, interaction, and cultural expression in the same way 
structural linguists understand language. 8  Analyzing diverse languages 
requires examination of both form and content; the same formal princi-
ples and elements are found in the structure of every language. Similarly, 
content diff ers between the variety of myths but structure or form is con-
sistent. According to Lévi-Strauss, the analyst must unearth the language-
like foundations of culture and the generative logic of its grammar. 9  Th e 
aim is to develop an understanding of the unconscious and the underlying 
attitudes of the myth-producing cultures and communities. 10  

 After the examination of various forms of ‘oppositions’ relevant to 
phonology, Lévi-Strauss uses the term ‘binary oppositions’ to inform his 
account of the thought process that creates social meaning. Binary oppo-
sitions are the universal logic of confl icting elements—a system of mental 
constructs paired against each other. Prominent examples include self-
other, sacred-profane, good-bad, life-death, hero-villain, male- female, 
kinfolk-foreigner, culture-nature, and civilized-uncivilized. 11  Lévi-Strauss 

6   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 195. 
7   For Saussure’s infl uential work, see Saussure ( 1983 ) and a summary of his core ideas by Csapo 
( 2005 ) pp. 183–189. For a compilation of essays by Jakobson on comparative mythology, see 
Jakobson ( 1985 ), and Csapo ( 2005 ) pp. 212–217 off ers brief commentary of his ideas. Also, com-
pare with Heyne’s notion of ‘philosopheme’. See Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 216–217. 
8   Lévi-Strauss ( 1963 ) p. 211. 
9   Coupe addresses some of the criticisms aimed at Lévi-Strauss structuralist methodology: ‘one can-
not help but feel that, in pursuit of the grammar of the mind, one is leaving out almost everything 
that makes the interpretation of the particular text interesting. Th e richness of narrative is being 
reduced to the common denominator of universal “order”’ ([ 2006 ] p. 90). Coupe refers to Geertz’s 
critical analysis of Lévi-Strauss’s abstract and essentialist mythography and Turner’s critique of the 
closed and static system constructed by structuralists (Coupe [ 2006 ] pp. 90–91). 
10   Lévi-Strauss ( 1963 ) p. 87. 
11   Important criticism of Lévi-Strauss’s theories deserve mention and need to be considered when 
interpreting some of the binaries he presents. For instance, his notion of the ‘primitive’ mind in 
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describes binary opposition as an integrated meaning- generating system. 
Th e binary code consists of categories connected by a logical structure 
where units mutually determine each other. Th e opposing categories 
defi ne one another and, by virtue of this complementary relationship, 
give meaning to social activity and condition interpretation; it is the 
medium through which value and meaning are produced. For instance, 
binary systems operate to order diverse social phenomena such as fam-
ily dynamics and agreements pertaining to human relationships such 
as marriage and social contracts involving property. 12  A structuralist 
approach to myth reveals the deeper structure underlying the complex, 
fl uid, and disparate ethnographic or literary data. Myths are built up by 
cultural systems consisting of a limited set of types and refl ecting human 
intellectual capacities; they also facilitate communication between social 
groups. 13  Th e structuralist aims to uncover the binary system of rules 
generating myths and maps it onto the wider cultural system constructed 
by the same complex rules. 14  

 Th e myth of the afterlife journey in the  Phaedo  is structured by a sys-
tematic use of concepts and themes rooted in earlier religious and philo-
sophical traditions conjoined with Plato’s own intellectual and cultural 
vision. Binary oppositions pervade the  Phaedo  and impact the plot, liter-
ary themes, and arguments to convey a series of signifi cant philosophical 
views and social commentary. Plato’s interpretation and critique of pre-
Socratic philosophy are framed within esoteric themes pertaining to the 
body and afterlife. And his personal and intellectual response to Socrates’s 
execution is presented by using the same literary and  cultural tropes. Th e 
plot structure of the dialogue and the dominant literary themes per-
vading the text are based on a set of strict dichotomies. Plato limits the 
philosophical discussions in the  Phaedo  by designing the plot, themes, 
and binary system for regulative purposes. Th ese elements and their 

contrast to modern ways of thinking reinforces derogatory stereotypes of Indigenous peoples and 
cultures, and his lack of attention to issues of power is exposed by Barthes. 
12   Lévi-Strauss ( 1969 ). 
13   Lévi-Strauss applies a theory of communication in interpreting society ([ 1963 ] p. 83). 
14   Lévi-Strauss looked for common features and contrasts in the Oedipus myth such as the distinc-
tion between patricide/marriage to mother. He examines forms of kinship binary structure in the 
myth as fundamental analytical tools. For Lévi-Strauss, these tools provide deeper insights than 
focusing primarily on plot structure. He demonstrates how myth functions as a compelling and 
provocative method for mediating social and cultural dilemmas ([ 1963 ] p. 230). 
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administrative roles in the text impact the dialogue’s messages regard-
ing metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and religious expression. In addi-
tion, Socrates makes a cultural and intellectual statement directed toward 
advocates of selected pre-Socratic theories and fi gures. 

 Cultural productions such as myth are attempts to structure the world 
and classify the diverse experiences and elements into a meaningful order. 
Recognition and analysis of binary oppositions help decode culture; the 
concept is a device useful for inquiries into myth and gives access to 
deeper structures and patterns. Focusing on the structural features of the 
dialogue illuminates the language and symbols incorporated in the text 
and defi nes the primary audience it aims to address. Th e mythemes are 
carefully selected and appear according to a cultural logic that contrasts 
social phenomena; the same logic presents philosophical concepts in 
opposition to each other. Both sets of contrasting conjunctions generate 
meaning, and unpacking Plato’s arrangement of binary opposites and the 
variety of themes, symbols, and arguments discloses important layers of 
meaning.  

5.2     Theme Introduction, Setting, 
and Narrative Mode 

 Th e opening scene in the  Phaedo  is placed historically after the death of 
Socrates and features a narrator recounting Socrates’s fi nal moments and 
conversation (there are few dialogues with this post-execution retrospec-
tive quality). And it is one of few dialogues in which the narrator, Phaedo, 
is also a character in the story. Th e introductory prelude to the events 
of Socrates’s last hours contains literary and symbolic details crucial for 
understanding the dialogue. Th e conversation is between Phaedo and 
Echecrates in the town of Phlius. 15  Both are devoted admirers of Socrates, 
and one of them, Echecrates, was also known to be a Pythagorean; at 
88d, Plato informs us of his commitment to Pythagorean philosophy. 16  

15   I detail the importance of the two characters in the Sect.  5.7 . 
16   Hartle notes that the feeling of anger that is present in many other dialogues, particularly those 
related to Socrates’s trial, is completely missing from the  Phaedo . Instead, an amicable and coopera-
tive tone is expressed in the interaction between Echecrates and Phaedo and later between Socrates 
and Cebes and Simmias ([ 1986 ] pp. 14–15). 
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Also, Echecrates is reported to have been the student of Philolaus. 17  
In contrast, Phaedo had no connections with Pythagoreanism and 
had been Socrates’s student and companion since Socrates freed him 
from the bonds of slavery. 18  Description of Phaedo’s visit to Phlius and 
his discussion with Echecrates have an amicable tone, and Echecrates 
replaces his Pythagorean views quickly, easily, and without resistance. 
From the early passages, the reader is introduced to a Pythagorean char-
acter, who also has immense respect for Socrates, 19  and listens to an 
account from one who was intellectually enlightened by Socrates and 
literally freed by Socrates. Th is Pythagorean/Platonic dynamic pervades 
other parts of the dialogue; the motif is a regulating and structural 
device used by Plato for conveying the meanings behind critical pas-
sages and the placement of those passages in specifi c parts of the text. 
Th e Pythagorean/Platonic trope is also crucial for analyzing the myth 
at the end of the text. 20  

 Th e lead-in conversation takes place in the Peloponnesian town of 
Phlius. Plato’s choice of location for the introductory setting is a pow-
erful literary and stylistic statement corresponding with the salient 
Pythagorean factor in the dialogue 21 ; I return to this issue and discuss 
how it functions to characterize the myth and arguments. Pausanias 
tells us that Pythagoras’s great-grandfather was Hippasus from Phlius, 
who fl ed to Samos after encountering political problems. 22  And it was 
well known that a number of Pythagoreans were once exiled to Phlius. 23  
Phaedo is in conversation with a Pythagorean and describing Socrates’s 
last conversation with two Pythagoreans in a town well known to have 
links with Pythagoreans. Th e pre-Socratic tradition, therefore, plays an 
important role in the structure of the dialogue and in the many levels of 

17   Huff man ( 1993 ) pp. 4 and 326. See 327 for comments on the problems with ascribing views to 
Philolaus based on the Pythagorean characters in the  Phaedo . 
18   I also elaborate on the theme of incarceration and liberation and how they imbue the dialogue 
(the myth, the arguments, and specifi c symbols) and shape the character of Phaedo. 
19   He refers to Socrates as ‘Master’ (57a). 
20   A point emphasized by Ebert ( 2002 ). 
21   Dorter ( 1982 ) pp. 9–10. 
22   Pausanias.  Description of Greece ,  Book II :  Corinth , Chap. XIII, 2. 
23   Burnet ( 2003 ) p. 523. Also, see Hackforth in Plato ( 1955 ) p. 29. 
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literary and philosophical meaning. In addition, Phliasian territory was 
the origin of the Phliasian Asopus, a river which fl ows through Sicyonian 
territory into the Corinthian Gulf. Supposedly, the river ran underground 
until it reached the Peloponnese. Th ese geographic, cultural, and histori-
cal points are extremely important to consider for interpreting the place 
of the closing myth and its symbolic relationship with other features of 
the text. 24  

 In relation to Phaedo’s account, or the embedded dialogue, Plato’s 
choice of setting and the circumstances surrounding the time period dur-
ing which the scenes occur require further attention in order to under-
stand the text’s structure and semantics. Th e dialogue takes place in the 
prison where Socrates is going to ‘leave the world’, 25  and the story is 
 narrated by a historical person who was released from the confi nes of 
slavery. Th ese aspects are important on a number of levels. One of the 
most prominent themes in the text is ‘deliverance’ or ‘release’—a major 

24   Pausanias: ‘[2.5.1] On the summit of the Acrocorinthus is a temple of Aphrodite. Th e images are 
Aphrodite armed, Helius, and Eros with a bow. Th e spring, which is behind the temple, they say 
was the gift of Asopus to Sisyphus. Th e latter knew, so runs the legend, that Zeus had ravished 
Aegina, the daughter of Asopus, but refused to give information to the seeker before he had a spring 
given him on the Acrocorinthus. When Asopus granted this request Sisyphus turned informer, and 
on this account he receives—if anyone believes the story-punishment in Hades. I have heard people 
say that this spring and Peirene are the same, the water in the city fl owing hence under-ground 
[2.5.2]. Th is Asopus rises in the Phliasian territory, fl ows through the Sicyonian, and empties itself 
into the sea here. His daughters, say the Phliasians, were Corcyra, Aegina, and Th ebe. Corcyra and 
Aegina gave new names to the islands called Scheria and Oenone, while from Th ebe is named the 
city below the Cadmea. Th e Th ebans do not agree, but say that Th ere was the daughter of the 
Boeotian, and not of the Phliasian, Asopus [2.5.3]. Th e other stories about the river are current 
among both the Phliasians and the Sicyonians, for instance that its water is foreign and not native, 
in that the Maeander, descending from Celaenae through Phrygia and Caria, and emptying itself 
into the sea at Miletus, goes to the Peloponnesus and forms the Asopus. I remember hearing a simi-
lar story from the Delians, that the stream which they call Inopus comes to them from the Nile. 
Further, there is a story that the Nile itself is the Euphrates, which disappears into a marsh, rises 
again beyond Aethiopia and becomes the Nile [2.5.4]. Such is the account I heard of the Asopus. 
When you have turned from the Acrocorinthus into the mountain road you see the Teneatic gate 
and a sanctuary of Eilethyia. Th e town called Tenea is just about sixty stades distant. Th e inhabit-
ants say that they are Trojans who were taken prisoners in Tenedos by the Greeks, and were permit-
ted by Agamemnon to dwell in their present home. For this reason they honor Apollo more than 
any other god’. 
25   Edmonds ( 2004 ) pp. 176–178. Edmonds draws interesting connections between this feature of 
the setting and certain aspects of the arguments and the myth. When I analyze the arguments in 
the  Phaedo  and the plot structure in their respective sections, I refer to the use of the Orphic and 
Pythagorean idea of the body as prison—an idea that has a profound structural connection to nar-
ratives pertaining to the dialogue’s prison location. 
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motif of the plot that operates in structural and literary ways and also 
impacts the arrangement and delivery of the arguments. Th ere are a 
number of indications for the philosophical role of this theme: the argu-
ments for the philosopher’s attitude toward death, details and relevance 
of the afterlife, and the prescriptions Socrates gives for liberating reason 
from the senses. Plato also uses the deliverance trope to distinguish—
or emancipate—his own philosophical positions from the major tenets 
and theories of pre- Socratic philosophy, particularly Pythagoreanism. 
Th e theme of deliverance or release, understood symbolically and rep-
resented structurally, is also manifested in the way Plato organizes the 
dialogue. Th e consecutive sequences represent a form of transition or 
development; they help explain how Plato’s philosophy has a founda-
tion in prior theories—both philosophical and religious. Th e function 
of this technique is to illustrate and enforce Plato’s philosophy as a clear 
breakthrough in terms of method and theory. Th e fi rst mention of Ideas 
through the use of unambiguous and detailed arguments (fundamentally 
anti-corporal in nature)—proofs for a particular version of the ‘theory 
of Forms’—is well placed in this dialogue because of the overarching 
transitionary themes Plato implements (emancipation and deliverance). 
Particularly in Sect.  5.6 , I explain further how the dialogue’s plot con-
sists of three major themes: deliverance, dualism, and a Pythagorean/
Platonic dynamic. 26  In Sect.  5.7 , I explore aspects of Phaedo’s character, 
including the fact that he was liberated from slavery and how his iden-
tity corresponds with the three major themes in the text. Also, deliver-
ance, dualism, and the Pythagorean/Platonic dynamic are informed by 
Plato’s employment of the character Echecrates. Echecrates, as both a 
Pythagorean philosopher and devotee of Socrates, represents the point 
of departure from which Plato’s own theory develops and facilitates the 
transition in dramatic form. 

26   Edmonds connects what he calls the ‘traditional mythic pattern’ in the myth to the ‘Orphic’ Gold 
tablets and Aristophanes’s  Frogs . However, he is careful to point out that these shared patterns may 
not be of primary importance when trying to discover the essence of the story or the author’s mes-
sage. Edmonds draws attention to the structural similarities between certain ancient myths. Using 
this framework allows one to recognize the traditional elements of a myth and from there reveal the 
manipulated features of each individual text ([ 2004 ] pp. 20–21). Similar to Edmonds, my analysis of 
the three major themes mentioned above acknowledges traditional infl uences on the plot, both reli-
gious and philosophical, and then moves toward exposing the modifi cations implemented by Plato. 
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 Th e second key factor in relation to the setting is that Socrates’s execu-
tion is delayed because of a religious festival. I discussed the literary use of 
liminal fi gures in the  Meno  (trickster and slave), and in the next chapter I 
address liminal space (the setting for the  Phaedrus ). In the  Phaedo , Plato 
presents us with the literary, emotive, and philosophical magnitude of 
liminal time. Scholars of myth and ritual have undertaken important 
studies on the sacred and existentially unique quality of the phase dur-
ing which one performs a ritual or undergoes a rite of passage. 27  Plato 
stages the dialogue during the long delay between the announcement of 
Socrates’s verdict and the actual execution. Th e time frame within which 
Socrates debates with his interlocutors is an instance of liminal time (i.e., 
a moment in limbo or liminal period where ‘the characteristics of the 
ritual subject (the “passenger”) are ambiguous; he passes through a cul-
tural realm that has few or none of the attributes of the past or com-
ing state’). 28  In liminal time—for instance, during rites of passage or the 
moments leading up to and during the performance of a ceremony—
traditional boundaries are broken down, conventional criteria are dis-
rupted, accepted categories are problematized, and new hypotheses 
emerge. Th e liminal phase of a ritual or ceremony is also associated with 
purifi cation, which is related to the plot and the important themes of 
deliverance and release. Th e ceremony delaying Socrates’s execution is 
a purifi cation rite. 29  Th is feature, employed as a literary device, renders 
the dialogue with important hermeneutic potential. In the following sec-
tions, I examine the possible reasons behind incorporating this particular 
festival in the dialogue. 30  Instead of simply stating that a random reli-
gious festival was taking place, Phaedo takes time to describe the origins 
of the tradition and its importance to Athenian identity. 31   

27   Th e work of Victor Turner is particularly important in this respect. See my account in Chap.  2 . 
28   Turner ( 1969 ) p. 94. 
29   Burger ( 1984 ) pp. 8–9. Burger also suggests a possible political message associated with Plato’s 
mention of this particular ceremony—a critique of the Athenian judicial system’s treatment of 
Socrates. 
30   Th e dialogue discusses the interval, the event giving rise to it, and the cultural importance of the 
event at 58a–c. Also signifi cant is that Socrates decides to write poetry, rather than practice philoso-
phy, during the interval (61a–b). 
31   Burger ( 1984 ) p. 23. For details concerning the myth associated with the ritual, the character of 
Socrates in the dialogue, and the company he shared on his last day, see Dorter ( 1982 ) p. 5. 
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5.3     Myth Analysis 32  

   Th ere are many wonderful regions in the earth; and the earth itself is nei-
ther of the kind nor of the size that the experts suppose it to be; or so I’m 
led to believe (108c). 

 Socrates’s statement appears prior to explaining the dimensions of our 
world and the real world. He prepares his listeners for what he is about 
to describe—an account that is in confl ict with some of the basic tenets 
of pre-Socratic thought. Simmias seems disconcerted and curious in his 
response to Socrates’s assertion which indicates, at least in the context of 
the dialogue, that the account that follows is novel. Socrates begins by 
postulating that the earth is spherical and situated in the middle of the 
heavens for logical reasons of uniformity and equilibrium. He indirectly 
criticizes pre-Socratic theories that hold that some physical force is the 
reason the earth is suspended and does not fall (109a). Socrates then 
focuses on the surface of the true earth after he determines that we live 
in only one of the earth’s hollows, which we think is the true surface 
(109b–110a). Th e true earth’s surface is a dodecahedron and is the ori-
gin of all the things in our world and the standard by which things are 
gauged. For instance, Socrates tells us that the colors of the true surface, 
fl ora and fauna, geology, and the appearance of gods are imitated on 
our earth. Our earth, since it is only one of the hollows, contains air, 
mist, and water whereas the true earth is positioned among ‘ether’. Th e 
ether is the source of the air, mist, and water (called dregs) occupying the 
hollows (109b–c). Th e details concerning the true earth and its contrast 
with our world refl ect fundamental binaries that also defi ne and delineate 
many other elements in the dialogue; these basic opposing sets are the 
distinctions between superior and inferior/original and copy/uncontami-
nated and diluted. Literally, Plato distinguishes between a sublime, pure, 
and original surface and an inferior and degraded underground cavern. 
Dualism is one of the most prominent tropes in the myth together with 
the theme of deliverance, and all of the motifs and ideas constituting the 
tale are regulated by the combination of the two. 

32   Hackforth states that the myth supports Plato’s bare doctrine of immortality. His view is one 
interpretation of the myth that I challenge in my approach (Plato [ 1955 ] p. 171). 
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 Th e notion of a true dodecahedron-shaped earth is an important sym-
bolic element in the myth. For Pythagoras, the solid sphere represents 
harmony and therefore it made sense to postulate the shape of the earth 
as round. Th is concept infl uenced Greek thought to such an extent that 
from the fi fth century onward practically all important Greek thinkers 
shared the view. Th e sphere represents perfection, harmony, and equi-
librium. But there is an important distinction between the Pythagorean 
view and Plato’s use of it in the myth. For adherents of the Pythagorean 
view, our world is the true earth because it is spherical. For Plato, our 
world is merely a cavity within the true earth, the surface of which lies 
well beyond our sphere of existence. Th e true earth is privileged with the 
dimensions of a dodecahedron (not a sphere)—a shape that came to be 
known as a ‘Platonic solid’. 33  (Philolaus links the dodecahedron to ether 
but considers the shape merely a representation of an element like the 
others.) Th e Pythagorean/Platonic contrast is signifi cant and pervasive 
and, I argue, is in harmony with other themes and arguments. 34  

 After Socrates describes some brief details pertaining to the appearance 
and inhabitants of the true earth, he gives an account of the places within 
the earth—the ‘hollow regions’ (111c). Th ese regions consist of hollows 
of diff erent depths but are connected by underground rivers. Th e rivers 
consist of diff erent elements and substances: hot and cold water, fi re, and 
mud and lava. Th ese rivers oscillate as a result of fl owing into a pumping 
central chasm called Tartarus—the earth’s deepest chasm. Socrates men-
tions the four main streams, which are Oceanus, Acheron, Pyriphlegethon, 
and Cocytus. He also refers to two lakes and the region that contains one 

33   Some ancient sources credit Pythagoras with the discovery of the ‘Platonic solids’, whereas others 
say Th eaetetus was the fi rst to describe all fi ve. Pythagoras mentions only the tetrahedron, cube, 
and dodecahedron (Ferguson [ 2008 ] pp. 155–157). 
34   Th e details in the myth such as the geometrical contours of the true earth—a dodecahedron as 
opposed to a sphere—represent a contrast with Pythagorean thought without completely breaking 
ties with the tradition. In terms of the world we inhabit, Pythagoreans believe it to be the only 
earth, displaying the perfection of numbers, and therefore spherical. However, for Plato, our world 
is an inferior hollow within the true dodecahedron-shaped earth. ‘Th e Pythagoreans, Aristotle 
argues, diff er from Plato only in denying any separation between the fi rst principles—which they 
identify with numbers rather than “ideas”—and the things said to be their imitations; the 
Pythagorean teaching on reincarnation, on the other hand, presupposes the separability of the 
psyche from the body. Th e attempt to reinterpret the meaning of “separation”, and in so doing to 
reverse the Pythagorean position, is, one might say, the fundamental intention of the  Phaedo ’ 
(Burger [ 1984 ] p. 7). 
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of the lakes. Socrates tells of the fate of souls that have committed certain 
kinds of sin (113d–114b). Th eir conduct determines the journey they 
undertake through the four-river system, past the Acherusian Lake and, 
if necessary, into Tartarus. Th e crimes that determine one’s afterlife fate 
are described by Plato in very general categories; he does not articulate, or 
diff erentiate between, the nuances associated with the variety of immoral 
acts or consider the contextual elements which may have infl uenced the 
perpetrator. For this reason, it is fair to assume that he infers the basic 
idea that injustice deserves punishment and that diff erent crimes require 
diff erent forms and degrees of punishment. 35  Owing to the brevity of his 
illustration, I argue that Plato endeavors to make a simple point about the 
punishment of sins and that the more signifi cant issues conveyed in these 
passages—or embodied in the myth—must be derived from Socrates’s 
narrative; meaning is mediated through Plato’s intricate design of the 
peculiar underground river system. Th e motifs interwoven through the 
story help connect the myth and the corresponding arguments and are 
regulated by the plot and characterized by the themes associated with the 
binaries separating pre-Socratic and Platonic thought. Th e underworld 
typology in the myth is a deliberate attempt by Plato to symbolically 
represent Phlius, the location of the opening scene of the dialogue. And 
as for my argument, the signifi cance of Phlius for the text is to emphasize 
the pivotal place Pythagoreanism occupies in the overall plot and mean-
ing of the  Phaedo . 

 In the passage following the myth, Plato makes reference to the deliv-
erance motif prevalent throughout the dialogue. Th e righteous individual 
is liberated from the lower regions of the earth, and if one is committed 
to philosophy then one remains on the true earth for eternity without a 
body. Th ese comments reaffi  rm the dualism theme. Th e dualism trope 
is replicated and reinforced after Socrates concludes the myth (114e). 
Th e pleasures associated with the body are represented as a hindrance to 
one’s acquisition of knowledge; he confi rms that detachment from the 
body and acquiring knowledge are prerequisites for salvation—a desir-
able afterlife on the true earth. And, in accordance with the theme of 
release, Socrates states: ‘But those who are judged to have lived a life of 

35   Edmonds ( 2004 ) pp. 197–198. 
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surpassing holiness—these are they who are released and set free from 
imprisonment in these regions of the earth, and passing upward to their 
pure abode, make their dwelling upon the earth’s surface’ (114b–c).  

5.4     The Philosophical Arguments 

 In my analysis of Plato’s arguments in the  Phaedo , I address the three 
major themes in the text: deliverance, dualism, and a Pythagorean/
Platonic connection. Before engaging in a study of the arguments, I pro-
vide some explanation of the signifi cance of the three main themes in 
order to illuminate their literary and philosophical roles. In the  Phaedo , 
Plato distinguishes his philosophy from pre-Socratic philosophy, in gen-
eral, and Pythagorean thought, in particular (possibly Pythagorianism as 
interpreted by Philolaus). To mark this distinction and clarify the diff er-
ences, he provides an account of the existence and nature of Forms in a 
comprehensive manner and explains how the notion pertains to the idea 
that learning is recollection. 

 At 62b–c, Socrates off ers an explanation to Cebes for the notion that 
suicide is immoral. What he presents is an argument based on a belief. 36  
Before Socrates discusses his view, Cebes anticipates that he has heard 
explanations for the same conclusion from Philolaus and others (a point 
that Socrates acknowledges). What Plato conveys in these passages is 
important for two reasons: (1) for understanding the subsequent argu-
ments and (2) for characterizing the stage of the narrative or plot. First, 
Plato has Socrates elaborate the Orphic concept of the physically impris-
oned soul. 37  Socrates explains the idea that incarceration was divinely 
ordained and concludes that it is unethical for the soul to escape from 
the body before the gods decide to liberate it. 38  Socrates asks Cebes to 
put himself in the place of the gods: ‘Th en take your own case; if one 
of your possessions were to destroy itself without intimation from you 

36   For a discussion of the religious discourse in the  Phaedo , see Morgan ( 2010 ). 
37   Hackforth in Plato ( 1955 ) p. 4. 
38   Socrates refers to the hidden messages of the mystics at 62b and 67d. Also, see 81e–84b for dis-
cussion of the body as prison. 
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that you wanted it to die, wouldn’t you be angry with it and punish it, 
if you had any means of doing so?’ (62c). Socrates’s commitment to the 
anti-suicide position functions in the subsequent passages as support for 
the arguments that follow. 39  Th e arguments can be interpreted as pre-
scriptions to live a moral life with the intention of completing one’s life. 
And life under these conditions must involve the aim of philosophical 
perfection and, as a consequence, remaining confi dent and steadfast in 
the face of death. Th e hypothesis employed here is the view that pursuit 
of a philosophical life is necessary if one wants to achieve true freedom; 
that is, philosophy (in the form described by Socrates) and liberation 
are interdependent. Th e subsequent arguments, or the combination of 
arguments and dramatic eff ect, build on this hypothesis. Th e argument 
for opposites that follows is associated with Philolaus. 40  Plato introduces 
the hypothesis by employing the Orphic theme of the imprisoned body 
characteristic of Pythagoreanism, which impacts the initial part of the 
discursive section. 41  

 Th e passages in the dialogue dealing with the prohibition of suicide 
illuminate many salient characteristics of the Pythagorean/Platonic 
dynamic. 42  At 62b, Socrates presents his argument against suicide. He 
makes reference to the Orphic belief that interprets physical existence 
as imprisonment of the soul, indicating that he shares this view. 43  Th is 
belief is adopted by Pythagoreans, who also hold that taking one’s own 
life is immoral. However, Socrates and the two Pythagorean interlocutors 
disagree when it comes to how one should feel about dying. Socrates ren-
ders a defense of his conviction that his death will be advantageous and 
therefore desirable. In the arguments that follow, the reader is exposed to 
a worldview consisting of the strictest form of dualism. 44  At 65d, Plato 

39   At 63c, in support of his position, Socrates adds to his belief that he will ‘fi nd there divine masters 
who are supremely good’. 
40   Huff man ( 1993 ) pp. 133, 140, and 325. 
41   Hackforth in Plato ( 1955 ) p. 38. 
42   Hartle argues that arguments are not objects and infers that juxtaposition and separation of argu-
ments ‘generate’ truth and falsehood. Her observations are important for interpreting the 
Pythagorean/Platonic dynamic in the text ([ 1986 ] p. 64). 
43   Edmonds ( 2004 ). 
44   For the soul/body dichotomy throughout the text, see 64c–65d, 66b–67d, 71e, 72a, 73a, 76c, 
76e, 79c–80e, 81c–d, 84b, 105d, 106e, and 107c–d. For the sense/intellect dichotomy throughout 
the dialogue, see 64d, 65b–d, 66a, 66d, 67b, 79c–80b, 81b–c, 81e–84b, and 114e. 
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presents an argument involving a premise interpreted as the fi rst subtle 
indication of the theory of Forms; the stronger account is yet to come. 45  
Th e following argument is framed by the dualism trope and Socrates 
emphasizes that philosophers fi nd salvation in death—the ultimate 
release from physical embodiment. At this point (69e), there is no serious 
diversion from Pythagorean philosophy. 

 Th e passages in the dialogue prior to the myth consist of four main 
lines of argument: the logic of opposites in the recycling of life, recol-
lection, argument for affi  nity, and the immortality of the soul. 46  In pre-
senting these arguments, Plato uses an accepted Pythagorean idea as his 
gambit and then reinterprets it to introduce his own philosophical theory 
and surpass the limits of his predecessors; he manipulates the logic of 
opposites. He begins with an argument in support of the theory that life 
comes from death and death comes from life. Plato provides ‘background 
information’ to assist in understanding the origin of his arguments. At 
70c–d, Socrates refers to the religious belief that souls exist in another 
realm before re-entering the physical world. In the  Meno , Plato makes the 
same reference and uses the theory of recollection and the slave experi-
ment to support the belief. In the  Phaedo , one fi nds a multidimensional 
use of the belief, which includes the attitude toward death as pretext 
for introducing a theory involving Forms. After announcing his belief, 
Socrates indicates that more arguments are required if it is to be accepted 
and then the myth is presented. A form of prenatal experience/afterlife 
narrative is illustrated in order to frame the belief. 

 Th e logic of opposites features variously in almost all pre-Socratic phi-
losophy and particularly characterizes Pythagorean philosophy. Philolaus, 
who was connected with the Pythagorean exiles at Phlius, taught Simmias 
and Cebes and was well known for his concern regarding the philosophi-
cal signifi cance of opposites. Plato begins the discursive part of the dia-
logue by addressing similar philosophical issues pertaining to opposites. 
Although the argument from opposites is not a central concern of the 
dialogue (the three more important arguments do not depend on it), it 
does function as a foundation for the arguments that follow: recollec-
tion, affi  nity, and immortality of the soul. Th e recollection argument, for 

45   Hackforth in Plato ( 1955 ) pp. 50–51. 
46   See comments by Patterson ( 1965 ) on immortality. 
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instance, makes use of it but its validity is not contingent on the principle 
of opposites. During the frame dialogue, Phaedo expresses his own mixed 
feelings regarding the opposites of pleasure and pain to Echecrates; this 
occurs as he begins giving his account and setting the theme and mood 
for the scene (59a). Plato’s theory of opposites in the  Phaedo  diff ers from 
the description of pleasure and pain in the  Gorgias  (consider the diff erent 
views of punishment in each dialogue). Th e theory of opposites in the 
 Phaedo  is closer to the Pythagorean view (it is closer to Philolaus’s view, to 
be precise), which corresponds with the Pythagorean/Platonic compari-
son and contrast pervading the dialogue. 

 In subsequent passages, Socrates introduces recollection. Th e pas-
sages containing the argument for recollection begin at 73a and function 
in two ways. First, the theory accepts the conclusion from the oppo-
sites argument—a factor that agrees with tenets of Pythagorean or pre- 
Socratic philosophy. But the theory of recollection, as mentioned, is 
not contingent upon any kind of argument that uses opposites and it is 
from this scene in the dialogue that Plato begins to make a clear distinc-
tion between his philosophy and the theories of his predecessors. Th e 
theory of recollection was introduced in the  Meno , and in the  Phaedo  
Plato does not challenge the view in any signifi cant manner but reiterates 
and reinforces the idea by using diff erent arguments—arguments using 
the concept of Form (the Form of Equality). Th e function of the recol-
lection argument is to prepare the description of the concept of Form 
and  examination of its place in Platonic philosophy rather than another 
attempt to justify  anamnesis . 

 After Plato addresses the argument for recollection, the dialogue 
focuses on explaining the signifi cance of Forms. 47  He provides an argu-
ment that (1) supports his use of the concept of Form in the earlier line of 
argument and (2) elaborates how Forms are interpreted in relation to the 
soul. To make this connection, Plato off ers the affi  nity argument. Th is 
argument clarifi es the indivisible and eternal nature of the Forms and, as 
a result, the epistemological attraction of the soul to the Forms. Because 
of this shared essence, the nature of the soul and the nature of Forms are 

47   Dorter identifi es the relevance of the purifi cation theme in Plato’s recollection argument in the 
 Phaedo  ([ 1982 ] pp. 65–69). 
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interpreted as correlative. Th e next series of arguments are a response 
to the objections of Simmias and Cebes to Socrates’s arguments for the 
immortality of the soul. Cebes, in particular, presents the Pythagorean 
attunement theory. 

 Th e attunement theory was a popular Pythagorean view of the soul 
elaborated by Philolaus and also held by Parmenides. Cebes presents 
the argument and seems to have convinced those listening in the scene. 
After Cebes completes his critique, Plato employs a literary technique 
that redirects and complicates the narrative and the rhythm of the argu-
ments and infl uences interpretation of literary and philosophical dynam-
ics. At 89b, the frame dialogue and the main dialogue interweave: the 
narrator, Phaedo, refers to himself in the embedded dialogue and the 
main character in the narrative, Socrates, interacts with Phaedo as they 
sit in the prison. Once Phaedo’s presence is highlighted in the dialogue’s 
main narrative, a shift occurs in the topic and theme of the arguments; 
what follows is an elaborate account of what we know as the theory of 
Forms. 48  Th e shift I refer to is fi rst represented when Socrates focuses on 
meta-philosophical concerns such as misology, elaboration on the place 
of hypothesis, the problems with basing knowledge on likelihood, and 
the importance of considering theoretical consequences. Socrates raises 
these topics in response to a theoretical challenge to his philosophical 
position and the literary dynamics conditioning these passages deserve 
special attention. 49 

  While Socrates’ conduct may provide the most eff ective weapon against the 
fear of death, the only defense against misology that is capable of protect-
ing the psychē from blinding itself is an art of argumentation. Th is  technē  
of logos Socrates identifi es as a “second sailing”: it abandons the attempt to 
investigate the beings themselves in order to investigate their truth through 
logoi and is illustrated by the turn from the fi rst to the second half of the 
dialogue. 50  

48   Dorter links the theme of liberation with the scene in which Phaedo enters and the new subjects 
that Plato introduces into the dialogue ([ 1982 ] pp. 89–97). 
49   Hartle also highlights, among other transformations that occur during the course of the 
dialogue, the changes that Echecrates goes through as a result of Phaedo’s interlude and the 
shifts in the arguments that it triggers ([ 1986 ] pp. 79–80). 
50   Burger ( 1984 ) p. 10. 
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 Why does Plato decide to change the direction of the discussion and 
introduce new issues at this point in the dialogue? First, he warns against 
mistrusting argument and criticizes those who fail to provide convincing 
support for a proposition and instead blame the arguments themselves or 
the value of argumentation (90d). 51  Th en Simmias states an important 
feature of the hypothesis used for the theory of recollection. ‘But I real-
ize that theories which rest their proof upon likelihood are imposters …. 
On the other hand, the theory of recollection and learning derives from a 
hypothesis which is worthy of acceptance’ (92d). Simmias reiterates that 
the soul has the same status as Forms and rejects the alternative attun-
ement theory. Following Simmias’s agreement, Socrates renders further 
arguments against the view that the soul is attunement. It becomes clear at 
93c that recollection accounts for the place of goodness and badness and, 
in contrast, the attunement view is inconsistent with a cogent moral the-
ory. In addition, the explanatory value of the attunement theory in terms 
of the soul’s governing power is limited. Socrates exposes this at 94b–e. 
Th erefore, on the basis of desirable consequences, the hypothesis stating 
that the soul is immortal and has affi  nities with the Forms is superior. 52  

 Socrates’s response to Cebes (96a), like his response to Simmias, has 
a number of important dimensions worth unpacking for its dramatic 
and philosophical import. Plato chooses to extrapolate his metaphysi-
cal theory through an analysis of generation and destruction. Socrates 
describes his early interest in natural science, which led him to focus on 
philosophy. He expresses his dissatisfaction with pre-Socratic causation 
but fi nds potential in Anaxagoras’s view that intelligence rules everything. 
Ultimately, Socrates distinguishes between the cause and the conditions 
surrounding the cause. He recognizes that the physical conditions for 
generation and what is generated could be otherwise, whereas he was 
looking for an explanation which is necessary and which gives rise to an 
outcome that could not be otherwise. Socrates also draws a connection 
between the cause and the highest good: things come to be because it is 
best for them to be that way according to a certain order. Next, Socrates 

51   For further details, see Hackforth in Plato ( 1955 ) pp. 109–111. 
52   Socrates’s arguments for the immortality of the soul and his conception of soul in the  Phaedo  are 
determined by the unique structural network and context of the dialogue. For accounts of the soul 
in other dialogues in contrast to the  Phaedo , see Hackforth in Plato ( 1955 ) pp. 19–24. 
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acknowledges the use of hypotheses in investigation and refers to the pro-
cedure as ‘employing images’ (100a). He conducts his inquiry into reality 
by using the hypothesis referred to earlier in this section: that individuals 
must live a life devoted to philosophy without compromise, even if faced 
with death; happiness at the thought of death has special meaning in this 
discourse. Plato’s metaphysical theory is constructed as a necessary argu-
ment in this context and relates directly to the hypothesis. I engage with 
the relationship between the myth and the arguments in the next section 
by drawing attention to this last argument and noting the correlation 
between the hypothesis and the moral of the myth. 

 In the remainder of the argumentative part of the text, Plato submits 
some of the most important details concerning his metaphysical theory. 
Socrates points out that what he describes is nothing new and has been 
directly referred to, or indirectly implied, from the beginning. ‘I do not 
go so far as to insist upon the precise detail; only upon the fact that it 
is by Beauty that beautiful things are beautiful. Th is, I feel, is the safest 
answer for me or for anyone else to give, and I believe that while I hold 
fast to this I cannot fall’ (100d–e). Socrates states the reason he holds on 
to his philosophical position: it achieves impenetrability and infallibility 
because the conclusions coincide with the highest good. For Socrates, this 
theory, more than any other, has the potential to lead to consequences 
that correspond with the highest good and deserve full commitment. 

 At 103, Plato distinguishes Platonic metaphysics from pre-Socratic 
thought with the purpose of distinguishing his philosophy from theories 
based on the logic of opposites. Th is section of the dialogue refers to 
the earlier line of argument prior to Plato’s examination of the Forms. 53  
Plato acknowledges that the logic of opposites is relevant, but only on the 
level of particulars. His theory of reality limits the effi  cacy of empirical 
analysis; in the  Phaedo , Plato transcends particulars to provide an account 
based on the Forms. Th e dialogue marks one of the most distinctive ide-
ological diff erences between Plato’s views and those of his pre-Socratic 
predecessors—particularly, Pythagorean philosophy. 54   

53   Dorter ( 1982 ) pp. 74–75. 
54   Pythagorean/Platonic dynamics running through the dialogue include Echecrates/Phaedo, events 
taking place in Phlius (frame dialogue)/events taking place in Athens (emphasized dialogue), 
Simmias and Cebes/Socrates, the hollows/real earth, and spherical earth/dodecahedron. 
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5.5     Mutual Scaffolding 

 Th e myth at the end of the  Phaedo  has a structural role in the dialogue and 
functions as a regulating device. Th e myth’s structural infl uence manifests 
in the plot, character selection, symbolism, and the arrangement and 
style of diff erent arguments. Th e various ways myth and argument oper-
ate are connected through synecdoche. Th e afterlife myth invests in the 
plot and dominant narrative themes: dualism, deliverance, and the sym-
bolic and theoretical Pythagorean/Platonic distinction. Th e myth func-
tions in ways other than those I propose; the dialogue also aims to give 
hope and encouragement to the others in their pursuit of philosophy and 
for living a moral life. Emotive, illustrative, or allegorical interpretations 
are important and exemplify the richness of the myth; the scenes and 
situations are designed and ordered for multilayered meaning and aff ect. 
However, the plot, characters, and symbolism Plato employs to mold his 
literary creation are orchestrated to make a defi nitive point to and about 
Pythagorean thinkers. Th e dramatic features fl ow into the arguments and 
contribute to this particular philosophical message of the text. 55  

 Plato’s afterlife myth addresses pre-Socratic and Pythagorean ideas 
directly by using identifi able cosmological symbols. 56  Th e status, arrange-
ment, and relationship between these symbols in the narrative correspond 
with the arguments. A major theme in the dialogue is dualism (meta-
physical, epistemological, and ethical) and the myth refl ects this trope 
through the distinction between the true earth and our inferior world 
deep within it. Th e account provides the pattern for interpreting the dif-
ference between the world of intellect and the world of sense experience 
and how the latter receives its characteristics from the pure reality of the 
former. Th e arguments in the dialogue are structured by a strict dualism 
trope and worldview, and the myth assists in making this framework and 
related features transparent. Th e distinction between the two realms is told 
through a story about a cosmic dichotomy, and the structure of the narra-
tive also regulates how the diff erences between Pythagorean and Platonic 

55   Rowe argues for an integrated view of the philosophical and non-philosophical parts of the text. 
Integration, for Rowe, means the extent to which arguments can convince us to live a Good life and 
reduce the fear of death connected to the vision of the soul’s afterlife fate (Plato [1993b] pp. 2–3). 
56   Ebert ( 2002 ). 
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theories are communicated and how they function in the dialogue’s inter-
pretation of the world. Th e ideological, theoretical, and practical contrasts 
in the myth also feature signifi cantly in the arguments. Plato’s true earth 
is the shape of a Platonic solid, the dodecahedron, and not a sphere. 57  
Th e notion of a spherical earth was a commonly accepted idea among 
pre-Socratic thinkers and particularly important to Pythagoreans. 58  Plato 
marks off  a Platonic theory of reality from a Pythagorean one by intro-
ducing the distinction between the two worlds. 

 Th e myth uses imagery of an underground river system and a central fi re 
to describe the fate of souls. Th is geography exists underneath our cavern- 
like world and has no infl uence on the true surface. Th e signifi cance 
of this symbolism is associated with the town of Phlius, where Phaedo 
the narrator transmits the story to Echecrates. Th e town has numerous 
links to Pythagorean fi gures and was known for its unique underground 
river system. Also, the idea of a central fi re is common in pre-Socratic 
philosophy and features prominently in Philolaus’s thought. Th e illustra-
tion of the two worlds correlates with the arguments both structurally 
and symbolically. Th e description of the physical world uses geographic 
and natural icons familiar to Pythagoreans. And the arguments and ideas 
presented by Socrates’s interlocutors are recognizably Pythagorean. Th e 
account of the true earth uses geometry and concepts embedded in other 
dialogues and indicative of Platonic theories. Th e arguments conveyed by 
Socrates refl ect the Th eory of Forms and Recollection. 

 Th e Pythagorean/Platonic contrast is represented clearly in other 
aspects of the text. Th e character of Echecrates introduced in the opening 
scene and the pair of Simmias and Cebes as interlocutors in the embed-
ded dialogue are Pythagoreans who undergo change or transformation 
(release or deliverance) through the discussions that take place. ‘What we 
are presented with at this level of the dialogue is a change that takes place 
in Echecrates, a change brought about by Phaedo’s narration and which 
mirrors the change in Simmias and Cebes brought about by Socrates’. 59  

57   Philolaus also discussed the importance of geometrical shapes such as those now termed Platonic 
solids; however, Plato attributes a noetic quality to them. Philolaus identifi ed geometrical shapes 
with elements, and the dodecahedron was associated with the universe. 
58   Compare 108c and 108e–113c for distinctions pertaining to shapes. 
59   Hartle ( 1986 ) p. 79. 
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For the myth, Plato uses the themes of release or deliverance to explain 
the judgment of the soul. Diff erent degrees of unjust souls must journey 
through the river system and Tartarus and suff er diff erent forms of pun-
ishment. Virtuous souls are released from reincarnation into the physical 
world and dwell in the intellectual world of perfect entities. Dualism 
plays a strong role in accommodating the theme of deliverance and com-
municating its literary and philosophical impact. Th e eschatological myth 
consists of a dichotomy between the lower world and the upper world 
and provides the appropriate framework for administering the deliver-
ance trope. Th e quintessential Orphic or Pythagorean qualities of the tale 
merge with Plato’s understanding of the essential connections between 
reason and freedom. Th e myth prioritizes rational endeavor over empiri-
cal investigation and is in harmony with Plato’s philosophy presented in 
the  Phaedo.  Earlier philosophical and religious traditions are represented, 
appropriated, and then superseded. 60  Th e lower world is characterized 
to link with other motifs in the myth such as dualism and deliverance 
from physical imprisonment. Th e language and imagery are familiar to 
Pythagoreans and Plato uses numerous Pythagorean characters to instan-
tiate stages in the arguments, the binaries underlying the arguments, 
and the moral and religious dimensions of the arguments. Th e dialogue 
maneuvers through theories, acquainting us with Pythagoreans and then 
reworking core issues and concepts to accommodate a new metaphysics, 
epistemology, and ethics. 

 A mutual scaff olding interpretation illuminates the interdependent 
and multidimensional relationship between  mythos  and  logos  in the 
 Phaedo . Interpretations that rationalize narrative elements by reduc-
ing them to moral allegory or illustration are based on the  mythos / logos  
dichotomy. Mutual scaff olding, however, explores the regulating func-
tion of the myth, explaining how it directs arguments and conditions the 
literary rhythm. 61  Th e myth’s plot is an indispensable part of the dialogue 

60   Pythagoreans saw the physical world as manifesting number and therefore worthy of serious 
contemplation. Th e fact that Plato’s philosophy infi ltrates and shapes an otherwise Pythagorean-
themed story re-enforces the Pythagorean/Platonic motif. 
61   Edmonds attempts to interweave  mythos  and  logos  when analyzing the  Phaedo.  He uses metaphor 
or metonymy to connect them, infl uencing his description of myth as an addition to argumenta-
tion or simply illustrative: ‘… Plato carefully crafts the myth Socrates tells of the soul’s journey after 
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that elucidates the integrated nature of diff erent scenes and features. Th e 
regulating infl uence of the myth is also refl ected in Plato’s arguments; 
narrative plot and symbolism inform both the literary and intellectual 
peculiarities pervading the  Phaedo . Sensitivity toward the structural intri-
cacies in  mythos  highlights the themes of deliverance, dualism, and the 
Pythagorean/Platonic dynamic. Th ese important aspects of the plot help 
guide interpretation of the argumentative structure. Both arguments and 
myth are regulated by an overarching narrative framework—a format 
that governs and sets the tempo for the movements and signals in the 
dialogue. 

 Th e myth describes the possible afterlife existence of souls depending 
on the degree of virtue practiced during earthly existence. It promotes a 
life dedicated to philosophy aimed at achieving complete release from the 
cycle of reincarnation into the physical world or avoiding descent into 
eternal punishment. 62  Th e myth perpetuates a dichotomy involving two 
distinct realms; the inferior world acquires its qualities from the superior. 
Th e lower world must be transcended in a form of escape. Eternal salva-
tion is depicted as a fl ight from bondage; one must fi rst tolerate existence 
in a body and struggle intellectually and morally through life in order to 
release the soul. Th e ‘two-worlds’ theory used in the literary framework 
determines the rhetorical style of the discursive sections. 63  Th erefore, the 
order of various arguments by the diff erent interlocutors and their infer-
ential logic is driven by structural and thematic elements from the myth. 

 Th e arguments in the dialogue begin with Socrates and the Pythagoreans 
agreeing to some basic principles (release from the body and opposites) 
but disagreeing about some metaphysical consequences each party infers. 
Th e Pythagoreans use the theory of opposites but attempt to connect 
it to neither their beliefs regarding the afterlife nor their views on liv-
ing a moral life. For Pythagoreans, the principle regarding opposites is 
restricted to cosmology. Socrates introduces the general hypothesis that 
a philosopher should welcome death and manipulates the principle of 

death to highlight important ideas raised in the earlier arguments, shaping the traditional tale to 
expand and reinforce these arguments’ ([ 2004 ] p. 160. Also, see pp. 166–167 and 170). 
62   For the hypothesis that the philosophical life is a preparation for death, see 64a–e; 81a; 95b–c. 
63   Benetiz ( 2007 ) suggests that myth informs Plato’s distinction between appearance and reality and 
characterizes the descriptive language used to represent the two worlds. 
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opposites to support it. He also employs the argument from opposites 
for his ethical theory. Th e  Phaedo  exemplifi es a move away from some of 
the standard tenets of pre-Socratic thought; Plato explicates and replaces 
them with Platonic theories and ideas; he offi  cially liberates his thought 
from his predecessors. Plato’s choice of plot accommodates salient motifs 
in the text, particularly imprisonment—a motif that was recognizable to 
the philosophical and religious community present in the embedded dia-
logue. Th e dialectical unity in which the arguments and the myth engage 
is defi ned by these literary and ideological characteristics.

  Why, really, Simmias, I don’t think that it calls for the skill of a Glaucus to 
explain what my belief is; but to prove that it is true seems to me to be too 
diffi  cult even for a Glaucus. In the fi rst place I should probably be unable 
to do it; and in the second, even if I knew how, it seems to me, Simmias, 
that my life is too short for an explanation of the required length. However, 
there is no reason why I should not tell you what I believe about the appear-
ance of the earth and the regions in it (108d–e). 

 Truth regarding the earth is too diffi  cult to prove discursively but the 
interlocutors agree that it is suffi  cient to tell a story about the ‘appearance 
of the earth and the regions in it’. Socrates deems it more appropriate 
to describe the earth in a way coherent with an organized and opera-
tional literary system. Correspondence with physical reality is clearly 
not the aim of the myth. Dorter explains that the account at the end 
of the  Phaedo  has the potential to be ‘true’ under diff erent conditions: 
‘the “truth” of entities would seem most naturally to refer to their teleo-
logical reason for being, for this is the truth that Socrates is pursuing. 
In this case, the “things”, or entities in their true being (99e3), would 
indeed refer to physical things conceived, however, not in terms of their 
physical operations (effi  cient and material causality) but in so far as they 
are manifestations of the teleological principle, the good’. 64  Th e narrative 
plot structure infuses the dialogue with examples, themes, and references 
and creates necessary conditions for commentary of Plato’s ethics; meta-
physics and epistemology are inseparable from moral theory. Th e task of 

64   Dorter ( 1982 ) p. 122. 
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creating and inserting the myth as an essential regulating element is justi-
fi ed and the hermeneutically instructive passages bolster this perspective.

  Of course, no reasonable man ought to insist that the facts are exactly as I 
have described them. But that either this or something very like it is a true 
account of our souls and their future inhabitations—since there is certainly 
evidence that the soul is deathless—this, I think, is both a fi tting conten-
tion and a belief worth risking; for the risk is a noble one (114d). 

5.6         Plot Structure 

   Not only can an extrapolation of the various ways in which authors use a 
common set of elements uncover the diff erent agendas of these authors and 
provide a deeper understanding of the individual texts, but it can also shed 
light on the ways in which myth was used by the Greeks in the late fi fth 
and fourth centuries BCE—not as sacred scripture, not purely as entertain-
ment, but as a device for communication, a mode of speaking in which 
they could convey meaning densely through the manipulation of mythic 
motifs and patterns that each had its resonance for the audience. 65  

 Plato’s dialogues and the diff erent kinds of stories embedded in them 
incorporate plots that determine order, style, and meaning and facilitate 
communication with other elements in the text. Th e plot structure of the 
 Phaedo  myth consists of a number of pivotal themes that embolden its 
tapestry of sociocultural and philosophical concerns and messages. Plato 
specifi cally devised the plot with an agenda; he directed his philosophical 
work toward those with Pythagorean affi  liations or sympathies and con-
structed the dialogue by using an almost proselytizing communicative 
approach. Socrates’s responses to his Pythagorean counterparts convey an 
evangelical tone that is also reproduced in the myth; the afterlife journey 
inspires conversion. Th e mutual cooperation between myth and argu-
ments amplifi es the dialogue’s persuasiveness, and the combination of 
care and zeal exhibited by the plot contributes to the success of the text. 
Th e plot structure driving the myth, the arguments, and the narrative 

65   Edmonds ( 2004 ) p. 4. 
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direction of the  Phaedo  is designed by Plato by using mythic motifs that 
express religious fervor, moral well-being, and genuine concern for pro-
tection, guidance, and emancipation.

  [Phaedo’s] life was characterized by liberation from bondage both in the 
literal sense and in the fi gurative sense of conversion to philosophy (82e ff ) 
and the dialogue is pre-eminently about the theme of bondage and libera-
tion: Socrates’ literal imprisonment, the imprisonment of the soul within 
the body and its liberation by death, the imprisonment of reason by corpo-
real pleasure and pain and its liberation by philosophy, the subterranean 
rivers, as well as Socrates’ account of his ascent to philosophy, which paral-
lels the  Republic ’s account of the liberation from the cave. Our constant 
awareness of Phaedo, like the references to Th eseus’ liberation of the four-
teen, helps make us sensitive to the theme of liberation that runs as an 
undercurrent throughout the work. 66  

 Plato uses the motifs of deliverance and dualism to express religious and 
philosophical ideas. Th e myth, the dramatic scenes, and the arguments 
imply a religious practice or process of ascension; Socrates, the interlocu-
tors, the characters from the frame narrative, and the intended audience 
(Plato’s contemporaries and later readers) are encouraged to engage in a 
‘ritual’ of release. 67  Deliverance is represented in numerous ways, and the 
plot is refl ected continuously and reinforced until it culminates in the 
fi nal eschatological story—a narrative involving the soul’s afterlife liberty 
and Socrates’s departure from his body. 68  

 Th e plot imports a strict version of Orphic and Pythagorean cosmic 
dualism. Th is involves the idea of the soul as imprisoned and Plato modi-
fi es the traditional system by interweaving his views on knowledge acqui-
sition and morality. 69  Th e theory of Forms is introduced in the dialogue 
and is explored and represented in arguments and in the myth ending 
the  Phaedo . And the dialogue’s plot creates the philosophical, literary, 

66   Dorter ( 1982 ) p. 10. 
67   Inspirational liberation tropes pervade the text: the release of the soul from the body, prisoner 
from the prison, Platonic philosophy from Pythagorean philosophy, real world from physical 
world, and so on. 
68   For examples representing the infl uence of the deliverance trope in the myth, see 113e–114c. 
69   For instance, see 82c–84b. 
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and religious conditions for convincing the interlocutors and the reader 
of the validity, moral import, and emotional appeal of the theory. My 
interpretation does not suggest that the epistemology and metaphysics 
of diff erent dialogues are contingent on the plot specifi c to  that  dialogue. 
Intertextual patterns exist and Plato’s philosophy is systematic; he is not 
only engaging in dramatic experiments. But one must be aware of the 
nuances associated with the plot and its regulative function in relation to 
the stories and scenes contained in the text. And understanding the way 
plot aff ects the delivery of the discursive sections is crucial for reading 
both the Pythagorean and Platonic perspectives portrayed in them. A 
mutual scaff olding approach isolates these factors for deliberation, high-
lights the need for analysis of their relation to the structures and symbol-
ism of the myth, and encourages re-entry into the dialectical unity.  

5.7       Character Selection 

 Character selection in the  Phaedo  is complex since the dialogue has an 
opening scene framing the embedded dialogue and the Phaedo charac-
ter appears in both parts. Th e characters in the opening and the main 
dialogue refl ect each other, and the myth impacts the structural and the-
matic conditions infl uencing the context for each set of individuals or 
discussants. Th e plot exemplifi ed in the myth helps clarify the relation-
ships between the individual characters and the connection between the 
two sets of characters (from both the frame and emphasized dialogues). 70  

5.7.1     Phaedo 

 Phaedo narrates the events surrounding the fi nal moments of Socrates, 
and Plato introduces him in the frame story opening the dialogue. He is a 
slave freed by Socrates and becomes a keen student of the philosopher. His 
character was once a liminal fi gure now freed from the ambiguous, transi-
tional, in-between status associated with anti-structure and has re- entered 

70   See Colloud-Streit ( 2005 ) pp. 121–124. 
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a socially sanctioned and structured existence. Phaedo exited the stage of 
limbo defi ning an enslaved person and retains insights from dwelling in 
liminality. Phaedo’s personality in the dialogue is characterized by his 
post-liminal life and corresponds intimately with themes connected to 
the plot. Th e Phaedo character is a living example of the liberated soul 
venerated in the myth. And the fact that the events of the dialogue occur 
during liminal time ties the narrator’s recollection with the afterlife story 
in substantive terms; that is, both Phaedo’s liminal past and the liminal 
moment of Socrates last hours indicate disorientation, deconstruction, 
recreation, and transformation. Every time Phaedo appears in the dia-
logue, whether as narrator or in the one instance as character, a signifi cant 
shift occurs theoretically or methodologically. 71   

5.7.2     Echecrates 

 Echecrates is a Pythagorean from the Peloponnesian town of Phlius, where 
the opening scene of the text is set. His role in the text is symbolically 
signifi cant not only because he was a Pythagorean but also because he was 
a supporter of Socrates and a student of Philolaus and was linked with the 
exiles in Phlius. 72  Echecrates is equivalent to the fi gures of Simmias and 
Cebes, thus supporting the Pythagorean trope or dimension pervading 
the dialogue.  

5.7.3     Socrates 

 As a consequence of the deliverance theme, Socrates’s role is presented as 
heroic; he gave up his life because he refused to compromise his philo-
sophical ideals. 73  Th e deliverance trope, as it is employed in the  Phaedo , 

71   Socrates presents his fi nal and most convincing arguments after Phaedo as narrator breaks the 
fl ow of the embedded dialogue with additional remarks and simultaneously appears as a character 
at 88–89 and 102. 
72   Echecrates’s association with Philolaus may clarify doubts that he was a Pythagorean because of 
his unorthodox ideas (Plato [1993] pp. 6–7). 
73   Edmonds ( 2004 ) pp. 159 and 202–205. 
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has similarities with myths portraying the death and resurrection of a 
god or hero. 74  Th e dialogue’s literary style is heavily infl uenced by the 
themes of dualism and deliverance, and Socrates is the hero who is ulti-
mately resurrected as divine. Parallels between the tales of Dionysius, 
Heracles, the Egyptian god Horus or Osiris, and possibly even Christ 
are appropriate. 75  One of the major factors distinguishing Plato’s  Phaedo  
from other narratives based on a deliverance plot is the specifi c con-
text in which the text was written and the audience for which it was 
written. Th e ideological pre-Socratic-Pythagorean factor infl uencing the 
dialogue reduces the moral of the  Phaedo  from a universal message to 
a very idiosyncratic and temporally and culturally specifi c ‘community 
announcement’. 

 Plato’s dialogues challenge preconceived notions, question hypotheses, 
and reinterpret traditional views. Th ese activities are performed in the 
 Phaedo  with ritual connotations and a dominant and urgent mood of 
spiritual aspiration. Th e discursive steps and moves in the text are also 
imbued with religious enthusiasm encouraged by the sacrifi cial hero fi g-
ure of Socrates, whose deliverance from the physical world is imminent. 
Th ese qualities saturate the  Phaedo  with a particular liminal quality not 
found in other dialogues; Plato’s account communicates a unique balance 
of solemnity and euphoria.  

5.7.4     Simmias and Cebes 

 Socrates’s two interlocutors in the embedded dialogue occupy a function 
similar to that of Echecrates; Simmias and Cebes are the Pythagorean 
contrast to Platonic philosophy—a contrast dictated by the plot. Th ey 
also resemble Echecrates in that they are both students of Philoaus and 
devotees of Socrates. Th eir function corresponds with the Pythagorean 
symbolism of the myth and operates within the dualism and deliverance 
tropes as the inferior state from which one must fi nd release.   

74   For a diff erent interpretation of Socrates fulfi lling the role of hero in the  Phaedo , see Hartle 
( 1986 ) p. 24. Also, see Chap. 15 ‘Socrates: Th e New Aesop’ in Compton ( 2006 ) pp. 154–165. 
75   Compton ( 2006 ). 
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5.8     Conclusion 

 Th e  Phaedo  is characterized by the religious theme of deliverance, a strict 
form of dualism and a Pythagorean/Platonic dialectic. Th e plot, literary 
themes, and arguments are synchronized according to these themes; the 
three tropes also impact the settings, characters, arrangement of argu-
ments, and dramatic scenes constituting the narrative. Th e narrative style 
resembles religious scripture or epic and evokes both solemnity and inspi-
ration. Th e mood created by the plot and prominent themes adds an 
emotive quality to the presentation of Plato’s philosophical arguments and 
commentary of other philosophical positions. Using mutual scaff olding 
to approach the relationship between myth and philosophy, I highlight 
the structural similarities between the two parts of the dialogue. Also, an 
approach to the  Phaedo  that focuses on structure illuminates the regulat-
ing role of the myth’s unique literary themes and symbolism and how 
they are reinforced in the argumentative sections; myth and philosophy 
are part of a dialectical unity combined through structural similarities. 

 Th e dialogue is structured by sets of dichotomies that regulate philo-
sophical discussions and dramatic presentation in the  Phaedo.  In addi-
tion to the plot and literary themes, a binary system underlies the text 
and regulates the meaning and direction of the dialogue. Th ese oppos-
ing conjunctions determine each other and create meaning by providing 
appropriate elements for describing and justifying Plato’s metaphysics, 
epistemology, and ethics in the context of Socrates’s fi nal hours. Rather 
than a rhetorical strategy infl uencing the dialogue’s plot and themes, the 
binaries in the text both foreground the energy of Socrates’s last moments 
and contribute to distinguishing Platonic thought from prominent ideas 
and traditions characterizing intellectual society at the time. Religious 
sentiment in the dialogue is coupled with philosophy, and a sense of 
ritual and liminal experience pervades the narrative; the combination 
of these factors also creates anticipation for the myth at the end of the 
 Phaedo . 

 Th e key to understanding Plato’s sets of mythic elements and philo-
sophical concepts in the  Phaedo  is the notion of opposition. Th is struc-
tural principle elucidates the dialogue’s special emphasis on cosmological 
dualism, life and death, soul and body, reason and the senses, and a range 
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of other nuanced oppositions that reciprocally determine each other for 
the purposes of the text. Th e myth articulates the binaries and directs the 
scenes, the discussions, and the purpose of the arguments. Plato’s fusion 
of narrative and discursive argument in the  Phaedo  refl ects his interest 
in abstraction and systematic thinking. It also refl ects his interest in the 
power of culture and imagination expressed through creating myths. A 
structuralist reading of the dialogue does not imply allegorical interpre-
tation. Instead, by focusing on the logic of binaries used by Plato—the 
rules imposed for creating meaning from contrasting categories—I pres-
ent a reading that reveals important symbolic and conceptual patterns. 
Th ese patterns develop the structural foundations organizing myth and 
philosophy into a reciprocal unity. Disclosing these elements and their 
interdependent formal relations helps examine the various ways religious 
and philosophical meaning are constructed in the  Phaedo  without reduc-
ing the literary messages to allegory.        
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 Myth and Transition:  Phaedrus                      

6.1              Cultural Standpoint and Myth 

 Th e majority of dominant modern approaches to myth overemphasize 
the ‘fabulous’ nature of mythology as opposed to its scientifi c, historical, 
or philosophical potential, connections, and qualities. Beginning from 
the late seventeenth century, there emerged a set of reductive theories 
that continue to stigmatize myth and identify it in contrast to modern 
ideals, norms, and aspirations. However, attempts to rationalize myth 
date back as early as Th ales in the sixth century and later were enforced 
by Euhemeros (330–260). 1  Th e linguistic and cultural shift from the 
Greek  mythos  to the Latin  fabula  directed emphasis to the poetic aspect 
of myth, relegating it to the imagination and establishing interpretative 
methods that continue to the present. 2  Myth is fi ctional, but fi ction does 
not necessarily equate to unempirical or unreal; and the mysterious does 
not imply incomprehensible. Contemporary myth studies carry heavy 

1   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 4. Also, see Hawes ( 2014 ). 
2   Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 3–4. Th is technical interpretation and application of the term myth as non-sci-
entifi c entered modern usage in various phases: 1830 (English), 1815 (German), and 1818 (French) 
(Doty [ 1986 ] p. 4). 



historical baggage generally encouraging one to rationalize the images 
and narratives of myth and replace them with one’s own scientifi c or 
philosophical theories. 3  

 Th e legacy of Euhemerism lived through early Roman writers followed 
by later Christian apologists who attempted to denounce the Greek pan-
theon to help justify the reality and message of Jesus Christ. Müller’s phil-
ological and etiological approach and Frazer’s ‘myth and ritual’ school are 
described as nineteenth-century manifestations of Euhemerism—inter-
pretations that see myth as a problem for modern rationality and attempt 
to substitute it for something else. 4  Contemporary myth theorist William 
Doty, however, presents a multifaceted and inclusive defi nition of myth 
that creates interpretive space for the rich variety of myths with diff erent 
functions and from diverse sociocultural settings. Th e matrix he proposes 
is not designed to constrain meaning by reducing myth to a set of univer-
sal indicators but to establish a framework for a polymythic hermeneutics 
that engages the multifarious and fl uid examples of myth and the unique 
functions they represent within their own contexts. 5  Doty stipulates his 
vision in what he terms ‘a comprehensive working defi nition’:

  A mythological corpus consists of (1) a usually complex network of myths 
that are (2) culturally important (3) imaginal (4) stories, conveying by 
means of (5) metaphoric and symbolic diction, (6) graphic imagery, and 
(7) emotional conviction and participation, (8) the primal, foundational 
accounts (9) of aspects of the real, experienced world and (10) human-
kind’s roles and relative statuses within it. 

 Mythologies may (11) convey the political and moral values of a culture 
and (12) provide systems of interpreting (13) individual experience within 
a universal perspective, which may include (14) the intervention of super-
human entities as well as (15) aspects of the natural and cultural orders. 
Myths may be enacted or refl ected in (16) rituals, secondary elaboration, 
the constituent mythemes having become merely images or reference 

3   For recent studies of myth theory, see Csapo ( 2005 ), Lincoln ( 1999 ), and Segal ( 1999 ,  2004 ). 
4   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 5. 
5   Doty avoids past monomythic defi nitions and encourages the view that appreciates the polyfunc-
tionality of myths (Doty [ 1986 ] p. 13). Also, see Wiles ( 1976 ). Wiles identifi es the dilemma associ-
ated with defi nitions of myth: that they must simultaneously account for myth’s particular local, 
historical, and ethnic features and its transcultural reach. 
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points for a subsequent story, such as a folktale, historical legend, novella, 
or prophecy. 6  

 Doty’s theory pertains to my reading of the  Phaedrus  and I explore the 
relevance of his defi nition with attention to points 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, and 
11. According to Doty, every example from the vast array of myths is 
part of a particular network interlocking diff erent narratives through 
common elements and thematic connections. And certain versions of 
myth actualize elements of the worldview characterizing the particular 
mythological network. 7  Th e many interconnected stories should not be 
interpreted individually but as part of a canon that enriches a multidi-
mensional worldview. When myths are transmitted from one context or 
situation to another, an organic process of adaptation and change occurs 
with additions, expansions, deletions, and substitutions of mythemes 
(using the term popularized by Lévi-Strauss). In this respect, the quest 
for original versions of myths is misguided and often inconsequential for 
understanding the development and contemporary relevance of myth; 
inquirers run the risk of ascribing to myth their own biases, desires, and 
agendas, distorting meaning and limiting interpretative potential. Study 
of the network integrating divergent examples has proven to be more 
fruitful than extracting and isolating a mythic narrative from its complex 
web of interrelated myths and cultural contexts. 

 Doty applies the term ‘culturally important’ to mean that myths have 
a unique ability to represent their respective societies and must not be 
addressed simply as private fi ctions. 8  Although myths are a mix of dif-
ferent stories expressing diff erent intentions and constructed for various 
purposes they are socialized to be aesthetically engaging, socially accept-
able, and communicable in the public arena. A myth’s importance and 
its implications for the community are determined by social consensus; 
for this reason, myths exist in their current forms or were documented 
in the past. But the specifi c community impact of sacred stories and the 
inner meaning of ceremonies or representations of divine beings are often 

6   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 11. 
7   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 12. 
8   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 13. 
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restricted to initiates who are protective in relation to interpretation and 
interaction. 9 

  Imaginal expressions and stories are the embodiments in which interpreta-
tions are applied schematically to experienced reality; meanings are ‘invented’ 
and ‘fi ctionalized’ onto the world. 

 In this sense the “fi ctional” range of a culture includes sacred myth and 
philosophical refl ection as well as fable or anecdote, poem, or novel. Hence 
myths share a large imaginal spectrum, and it is the “culturally important” 
criterion in the defi nition used here that distinguishes their communal and 
lasting signifi cance from the more idiosyncratic imaginings of the individ-
ual entertainer or artist. 10  

 Artists are pivotal actors in the nexus that establishes a myth as culturally 
important. Although creators of myth may be rejected at fi rst and confl ict 
with the traditions and norms of the network in which they operate, they 
initiate new and innovative languages and images with the potential to shape 
or change cultural viewpoints. Myths also develop corresponding forms of 
performance and create opportunities for profoundly meaningful enactment 
through recitation, ritual, or contemplation. Th e myth of the charioteer in 
 Phaedrus  represents the power of sacred narrative to depict visceral and kin-
esthetic experiences. Both rhythmic ritual movement and interactive social 
experiences are portrayed, and models for communicative performance are 
refl ected in Plato’s vision of the world. Th e approach of modern myth theo-
rist Th eodor H. Gaster is appropriate for understanding the ritual aspect of 
the  Phaedrus  myth. He departs from the ‘myth and ritual’ schools associ-
ated with Frazer by shifting analysis from questions of cause and eff ect to 
interpreting myth and ritual as mutually interdependent; ritual is depicted 
in Plato’s myth as an embedded form of mythic expressions, manifesting dif-
ferently but responding to the philosophical and literary context. 11  

 Mythic language combines ‘poetic, emotive, and attitude-conveying 
diction’, rational discourse, and sense experience to help situate thinking 

9   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 14. 
10   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 15. 
11   Th e ‘parallel expression’ perspective is explored in Gaster ( 1954 ) republished in Dundes ( 1984 ) 
pp. 110–136. Also, consider the interpretation of myth and ritual by Clyde Kluckhohn ( 1942 ). 
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within embodied encounters. 12  Th e literary language of the  Phaedrus , in 
particular, promotes the importance of sense experience by describing 
nuanced social situations. It pushes the boundaries to reveal unconven-
tional and unprecedented meanings that inform unique physical, emo-
tional, and intellectual encounters; ‘mythical metaphors, symbols, and 
allegories provide concrete conveyances for (abstract) thought’. 13  Myth 
is also a set of stories from a culture or society and expresses ‘roots’ or 
origins; mythic tales form and project signifi cant framing images and 
self-conceptions. 14  Historical sequence or logical order is not factored 
into mythic accounts; rather, priority is given to a particular form of 
social and cultural appeal. Essential mythemes are foregrounded for peo-
ple who fi nd them worth defending and honoring because they resonate 
with communities and tie multiple levels of individual lived experiences. 
Th erefore, myths are exclusory; they are not designed to accommodate 
outsiders or the uninitiated. Th ey must be interpreted or translated to 
speak to people belonging to a diff erent mind-set or cultural identity. 
Myths justify actions, behaviors, goals, objectives, performances, celebra-
tion, and mourning; they convey a sense of wholeness and purpose and 
link the past to the present and future in a socially and culturally iden-
tifi able way. Doty identifi es the distinction between meaningful history 
(he refers to the German  Geschichte ) and history as chronicle ( Historie ) 
and explains how ‘mythic chronology’ represents a perception of time as 
‘time experienced as bearing meaning’. 15  Mythology expresses something 
other than actual historical facts or events; what is conveyed is grander 
and its meaning is not necessarily constrained by the time period and 
social context that cultivate it. 

 Th e purpose of myths is to encourage a perpetual and sympathetic 
response through ritual and recital. Th e myth of the charioteer is a pow-
erful example of how myth evokes emotional participation—an outcome 
of mythic performance. In this mode, myth communicates absolute truth 
with far-reaching signifi cance for those operating within the relevant 

12   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 19. 
13   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 20. 
14   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 25. 
15   Doty also reiterates an earlier distinction he makes between the historic ( geschichtliche ) and his-
torical ( historische ) (Doty [ 1986 ] p. 27). 
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 cultural and philosophical framework. Doty clarifi es this point by quot-
ing Herbert Mason:

  we might perceive myth to be, not a mere untruth, but a story rooted in a 
place where one has been in the past and that one has to reach urgently in 
the present and that someone at a crucial point on the way says does not 
exist. It is a story, like most, of facts familiar to oneself but to which, until 
something happens to make returning to them impossible in the familiar 
way, one gives no thought. 16  

 Myth theorists in the functionalist tradition such as Malinowski inter-
pret myths as ‘charters’ for social orders. 17  For functionalists, political 
and moral values refl ect the structures inherent in myths and rituals. 18  
Myths provide frameworks that correspond with social order and convey 
principles and rules for action and behavior. Th e values communicated 
by myths operate in a wider network and pertain to various forms of phe-
nomena and interaction, particularly those characterizing the religious 
and social spheres. 

 Th e myth in the  Phaedrus  is a fusion of diff erent units and features and 
is a product of Plato’s sophisticated appropriation of traditional materials 
and religious traditions. He incorporates and develops themes and ideas 
from earlier accounts, combining them with his own philosophical proj-
ect. Plato constructs the dialogue to address his audience, close circle, and 
critics directly. He arranges a unifi ed and culturally relevant argument 
infused with diverse mythic elements in harmony with a vivid and philo-
sophically potent mythic narrative. Myths function in diff erent ways by 
virtue of incorporating diff erent units once part of other networks. One 
function of the  Phaedrus  myth is to represent ritual performance and 
evoke the emotive response associated with sacred rites. A monomythic 
defi nition constrains a reading of the myth and does not accommodate 
its dynamic and multilayered nature and function. Features and func-
tions pertaining to ritual performance and philosophical transition are 

16   Mason ( 1980 ) p. 15, quoted in Doty ( 1986 ) p. 27. 
17   See Doty ( 1986 ), Chap. 2. Also, see introductory comments and references related to Malinowski 
in Dundes ( 1984 ) pp. 193–195. 
18   Doty ( 1986 ) p. 29. 
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actualized in the  Phaedrus.  Th e ritual nature of the narrative addresses 
philosophical debates and questions specifi c to the dialogue and Plato’s 
religious interests.  

6.2     Theme Introduction, Setting, 
and Narrative Mode 

 Determining meaning in Plato’s dialogues requires an understanding of 
the status of interlocutors introduced in the text, their relationships with 
each other, and their representation by narrators or others. 19  Plato’s rep-
resentation of Socrates, for instance, is variable and contingent on the 
structure and multilayered messages of each text. And in the  Protagoras , 
the depiction of sophists diverts from that of other dialogues. Narrative 
voice, setting, and sociocultural context play fundamental roles in char-
acterizing key fi gures in addition to philosophical content and perspec-
tive. One particular philosophical perspective does not feature across 
dialogues. Plato chooses diff erent narrators (or none at all) and characters 
to represent degrees of status and personality types to correspond with 
and convey nuanced and multidimensional scenarios, questions, and 
debates. In the  Protagoras , for instance, the plot and important themes 
are expressed through the myth, which in turn infl uences the ideas, theo-
ries, and arguments. In the dialogue, (1) a sophist, and not Socrates, tells 
the myth that governs the direction and meaning of the dialogue and 
(2) the outcome of the debate is in favor of Protagoras. Th ese factors 
are inextricably connected to the representation of Socrates in the frame 
narrative where he appears as explicit narrator. 20  Th erefore, character 
depiction and interaction in Plato’s dialogues suggest the methodological 
strategies employed in the work, off er interpretative possibilities, and 
reveal crucial structural features. Th e way Plato portrays characters evokes 
a variety of questions about communicating perspective and the inten-
tions behind hierarchies and status. He foregrounds perspective and 

19   See Werner (2014), Chap. 2. 
20   In the chapter on the  Protagoras , I explain how the character of Socrates is constructed, presented, 
and used in a radically diff erent way in contrast to the other dialogues. 
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intension by introducing and developing character attributes, habits, 
attitudes, and personal idiosyncrasies. Dialogue settings accommodate 
the range of character dynamics and both aspects require further literary, 
cultural, and philosophical analysis. 

 Th e  Phaedrus  does not employ a framing dialogue; the opening scene 
is the beginning of the exchange between interlocutors without pre-
lude by an explicit narrator. 21  In conversation with Socrates, Phaedrus 
recalls an earlier encounter with Athens’s best orator, Lysias. In the ini-
tial exchange with Socrates, Phaedrus tells of his prior engagement that 
day when Lysias presented a speech on love. Phaedrus agrees to read to 
Socrates from a copy of the speech; this scene introduces many of the 
upcoming topics for discussion and evaluation. As Socrates and Phaedrus 
venture outside the city, they divert from the country path to walk along 
the Ilisus in search of a tranquil spot. Under the shade of a large tree and 
beside the spring, Phaedrus reads Lysias’s speech. 

 In the absence of an explicit narrator and frame dialogue, the opening 
scene conveys interpretative suggestions necessary for contextualizing the 
myth and arguments. 22  Phaedrus’s description of his prior engagement, 
the arrangement made between the two characters to depart from the city, 
the environment in which the discussion occurs, and the cultural allu-
sions made in the process are symbolic and suggestive precursory events. 
Th e mise-en-scène and development of the discussion on the way to the 
country are rich with literary meaning and help position the philosophi-
cal purpose of the text. No other fi gure is present during the conversation 
between Socrates and Phaedrus. Th e interlocutors contrast their position 
outside the city with that of Lysias left back in the city. And Phaedrus 
states that he wishes to walk along country roads following the advice of 

21   For an interpretation that recognizes the importance of considering narrative mode, see Ferrari 
( 1987 ) pp. 2–4. Ferrari recognizes the fact that in the  Phaedrus ,  Protagoras ,  Phaedo , and  Symposium  
Plato makes a special eff ort to elaborate on the setting and background. But in contrast to the other 
three, Ferrari explains, the  Phaedrus  does not contain an explicit narrator. He argues that using an 
explicit narrator in the  Protagoras ,  Phaedo , and  Symposium  helps Plato illustrate the distinction 
between a premeditated manipulation of the environment, expressed by the narrator, and a spon-
taneous reaction to the immediate surroundings and events. However, Ferrari does not return to 
the signifi cance of narrative mode, or lack of it, to test the possible infl uences it may have on other 
aspects of the  Phaedrus . 
22   For a comprehensive study of the diff erent kinds of authors, narrators, and readers one can con-
sider in the study of literature, see Booth ( 1987 ). 
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the Athenian physician, Acumenus, only for Socrates to suggest later that 
they leave the path and walk along the river. Th ese scenes and literary 
techniques depart from structure to cross thresholds and are instructive 
in reading the discursive and non-discursive parts of the dialogue. 23  

 Th e beginning of the  Phaedrus  is possibly the most detailed and vivid 
of all the dialogues. 24  Th e setting is the country or the outskirts of the 
city and this is unique in relation to other dialogues, most of which are 
situated within the city walls. 25  Th e pair decide to traverse beyond the 
threshold of the city, where all the mundane activities are performed, to 
converse before returning to the  polis . Th is sequence of events, or process, 
represents an important sociocultural theme and assists in identifying 
plot structure. Th e theme is ritual performance—a sacred activity that 
takes one from a mundane state to a liminal phase, and back again. Th e 
threshold of the city, the countryside, or outer ring represents liminal 
and outsider space (i.e., symbolically, the spatial fringe of ‘reality’), which 
shares qualitative affi  nities with liminal/marginal characters (tricksters, 
shamans, outcasts, and minoritized or stigmatized individuals or groups) 
and liminal moments (periods in limbo, initiation rites, or phases in tran-
sition). Th is feature of liminality is important for analyzing the plot of 
the dialogue which relates to ritual initiation or ‘rite of passage’ (in terms 
of both Phaedrus’s enlightenment and Plato’s philosophical project). Th e 
theme of ritual practice facilitates transformation or transition; the liter-
ary setting of the text exemplifi es the move away from ‘normal social 
space’ and acts as a frame for the unique philosophical dimension of the 
text. Th e ritual transformation theme is a device that prepares for a ‘rite 
of passage’ in terms of Plato’s theories. 

23   Th e  Phaedrus  represents liminality and outsiderhood in multiple ways. Th e discussion takes place 
outside the city walls and in the countryside. Th ere are no inhabitants, and references are made to 
supernatural beings and sacred symbols (cicadas are a symbol for transformation). Th e description 
of the location is important because of the contrast to the location where Lysias gave his speech and 
the company he entertained. Th e palinode replicates the ‘outer rim’ trope to depict the domain of 
the gods and Forms. 
24   Nicholson ( 1999 ) pp. 15–17. Also, see Griswold ( 1986 ). Th e fi rst chapter, ‘Th e Dramatic Scene 
and the Prologue’, acknowledges the importance of literary and aesthetic devices for understanding 
the meaning and message of the dialogue. Griswold limits his analysis to the importance of one 
theme (i.e., the necessity of self-knowledge). 
25   For an interpretation that links Socrates’s trip out to the country with his loss of composure and 
enthusiasm for listening to Lysias’s speech, see the introduction by Nehamas and Woodruff  to Plato 
( 1995 ) pp. x–xi. 
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 Transition manifests in various parts of the text and helps integrate 
diff erent sections and elements. Phaedrus claims in the dialogue, for 
instance, that he had come from Epicrates’s house, which once belonged 
to Morychus, where Lysias was entertaining a group of people. Epicrates 
and Morychus, as well as Lysias, were not known for living virtuous 
lives. Th e scene depicts a clear contrast between the place and company 
Phaedrus experienced when in the city and the place and company he 
enjoys in the country. I examine the relevance of the transition trope in 
detail later in the chapter and demonstrate the important thematic impli-
cations of the introduction and setting. 

 Th e dialogue makes explicit from the beginning that Socrates and 
Phaedrus are close friends. Th e pair shares signifi cant interests: a love of 
speeches and a passion for the topic of love. But there is an imbalance of 
power distinguishing the two. Th roughout the dialogue, Phaedrus seeks 
Socrates’s approval of Lysias’s speech, admires Socrates’s myth of the char-
ioteer, and accepts Socrates’s theory of rhetoric. Th ere are many factors 
indicating that Phaedrus occupies the inferior role in a master/student 
relationship. Th e interdependent relationship between a sage-guide and 
initiate is essential for ritual initiation or ritualized transformation and is 
enacted in the interaction between Socrates and Phaedrus. 26  

 Th e motif of transition and transformation through performance is 
replicated throughout the dialogue and indispensably linked with the 
plot structure. Th e notion of transformation directs the discursive sec-
tions and the narrative design of the text; in the  Phaedrus , meaning is 
conveyed in the context of ritual practice or the ceremonial process of 
change. Performance is described in the literary scenarios of the  Phaedrus  
to evoke experiences of change; in particular, Phaedrus’s transformation 
is aided by the vivid and active nature of the myth of the charioteer. Th e 
exchanges between the two interlocutors develops within the framework 
of a master/student relationship indicative of mystery cults and other eso-
teric religious traditions. Communication between the two culminates 
in the philosophical initiation of the student/Phaedrus. Performance is 
integral to initiation, and the stages of the plot illustrate forms of physical 

26   Th e opening line indicates transition: ‘Where have you come from, my dear Phaedrus, and where 
are you going?’ (227a). 
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movement involving Socrates and Phaedrus as sage-guide and initiate, 
respectively. Ritual movement is explicit and amplifi ed in the journey of 
the charioteer, which becomes the model for epistemic maturation. 

 Th e ritual initiation plot resonates through and administers the struc-
ture of the philosophical discussion and the contemplative aspect of the 
narrative. Performance is an integral part of ritual, and the choreographed 
physical activity depicted in the scenes is concomitant of the plot. Th ere 
are several important elements in relation to the ritualized narrative: the 
preparation and events leading up to it; gestures and movements at the 
beginning, middle, and end of the process; and the sensations encoun-
tered by master and student during the course of the initiation. All are 
important contextual elements for analyzing the dialogue and the per-
formative; philosophical and literary components function together to 
create meaning. Th e myth of the charioteer manifests the structure of 
the ritual initiation process—a process also exhibited in the interaction 
between Socrates and Phaedrus. An elaborate form of kinesthetic learning 
takes place in the dialogue conditioned by the elements, principles, and 
narrative sequence constituting the myth. Th e dialogue demonstrates the 
performative nature of learning and illustrates stages of knowledge acqui-
sition in the context of initiation. Unpacking the ritualistic theme pervad-
ing the structure of the dialogue clarifi es the important role myth plays 
in the sections that present arguments. Myth introduces performance as a 
key factor in philosophic education and intellectual transformation. Th e 
 Phaedrus  also represents Plato’s attempt to transform earlier methods and 
views on metaphysics and epistemology. Plato employs the ritual initia-
tion narrative in the dialogue to epitomize philosophical change and con-
structs a literary account that interweaves learning, transformation, and 
embodiment. Ritual performance is the trope that facilitates the intro-
duction of Plato’s methodology and outlook in the  Phaedrus .  

6.3     Myth Analysis 

 In the passages leading up to the myth of the charioteer, the dialogue 
describes the four diff erent types of divine madness: the gift of prophecy 
from Apollo, madness arrived at through the mystic rites associated with 
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Dionysus, poetic madness evoked by the Muses, and the bestowal of  eros  
by Aphrodite. Socrates then gives a brief account of the immortality of 
the soul followed by the myth. He clarifi es that the explanation of the 
soul only resembles the truth, acknowledging the limited capabilities of 
human beings; the ability to provide true exposition resides with gods 
(246a). A likely story, an appropriate myth, is the most that is humanly 
possible. 27 

  Th ere is not a single sound reason for positing the existence of such a being 
who is immortal, but because we have never seen or formed an adequate 
idea of a god, we picture him to ourselves as a being of the same kind as 
ourselves but immortal, a combination of soul and body indissolubly 
joined together (246c–d). 

 Plato explains that certainty about the existence of gods is a matter 
beyond human understanding. Th e interaction between gods and pre- 
embodied souls as presented in the myth can be judged similarly; the 
validity of the narrative cannot be demonstrated by using logic or verifi ed 
by experience. Socrates illustrates how virtuous qualities nourish wings of 
the soul to support growth whereas opposite qualities lead to deteriora-
tion of wings. Elevating toward the gods by using wings and transcend-
ing the senses through knowledge of Forms are both explored as ‘divine’ 
quests in the  Phaedrus .

  Th e function of a wing is to take what is heavy and raise it up into the 
region above, where the gods dwell; of all things connected with the body, 
it has the greatest affi  nity with the divine, which is endowed with beauty, 
wisdom, goodness and every other excellence (246d–e). 

 Th e plot structure links both the ascent to knowledge and fl ight to the 
gods by creating a framework that stipulates the process of initiation. 28  
A soul’s previous existence is evaluated as having been virtuous or unjust 
depending on an individual’s current social status and the right and 
wrong behavior he or she practices as an embodied soul. Reasons for why 

27   Werner (2014), Chap. 3. 
28   I return to this point later in the chapter. 
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perfect souls are punished and stripped of their wings—fallen from their 
metaphysically perfect state—are interpreted retrospectively. 

 After the preamble to the myth, Plato delivers his mythical narrative 
about the prenatal journey of the soul. Th e dialogue accords three capaci-
ties to the soul: Socrates describes humans as rational (having the ability to 
know and control), as infl uenced by emotions or spirit (easy to restrain), 
and with desires (diffi  cult to restrain) which he symbolizes in the form of 
horses. Th e horses are controlled by a charioteer (the rational part of the 
soul) who must steer the two opposing horses (the other two parts of the 
soul: emotions and urges)—a task Socrates describes as both diffi  cult and 
troublesome (246b). Only gods are unrestrained by emotions and desires 
and exercise reason free of the constraints of the body. Humans must 
overcome the pressures of embodiment that hinder advancement of the 
soul and endeavor to break the cycle of reincarnation. 

 Immediately after explaining the connection between the wings of the 
soul and virtue, Plato shifts to describing the divine chariot procession. 
Th e myth describes the diff erent divine characters and their roles in the 
story. Zeus is the ‘mighty leader’ of the gods who governs everything 
that takes place. Following him is ‘a host of gods and spirits marshaled 
in eleven bands’ (247a). Twelve gods each lead their own group of souls 
while another god, Hestia, stays behind in the house of the gods. Th e 
gods witness amazing spectacles on their journey, and souls who are able 
and interested in following the gods view the same things. When the fol-
lowers approach the ‘summit of the arch’ of the outer heaven, they must 
struggle against a steep stretch. Th e bad horse driven by physical desire 
can disrupt this critically important course of the journey by redirecting 
itself back to the material world—the place where its interests lie. 

 Souls who control their ‘dark horse’ reach the summit and perceive 
the other side of the heavens while standing on the outer surface of the 
universe as it rotates. After souls arrive on the outer rim, the glorious 
sights along the path upwards are replaced by the realm of absolute real-
ity—the reality that is the object of true knowledge and realized only 
by intellect. Plato explains that the gods enjoy the full revolution of the 
universe and behold absolute justice, discipline, and knowledge; they 
satisfy themselves with the advantages of experiencing absolute reality, 
before returning from the heavens. Th en they set up their horses at their 
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mangers, feed them with ambrosia, and quench their thirst with nectar. 
In contrast, human souls have a limited encounter with absolute reality 
and some even miss the experience altogether. Th e myth mentions three 
kinds of experience: (1) the best a soul can hope to achieve after fol-
lowing a god is an impaired vision of reality because the height reached 
only allows the charioteer to peer above into the outer heavens, (2) the 
chariots of some souls oscillate up and down and do not enable the soul 
to acquire a complete view of the higher heavens, and (3) the third group 
remains below the surface at all times and spends the journey competing 
with others for a better position; therefore, the souls in this group dam-
age their wings and, as a result, hold opinions in life rather than seeking 
knowledge (248b). 

 After establishing and elaborating the three possible journeys on which 
souls embark, Plato divides the three categories further by detailing the 
diff erent kinds of people each experience produces and the hierarchy of 
incarnations they undergo:

    1)    souls that witness the outer heavens in a substantial way become (a) 
seekers of wisdom, (b) seekers of beauty, or (c) followers of the Muses 
(i.e., a lover) (see the four kinds of divine madness I describe at the 
beginning);   

   2)    souls that experience reality to a slightly lesser extent through frag-
ments become (a) law-abiding monarchs or (b) warriors and 
commanders;   

   3)    souls one rank lower become (a) men of aff airs, (b) managers of house-
holds, or (c) fi nanciers; 

 Th e following social categories constitute a regressing list of social 
groups:   

   4)    (a) lovers of physical activity, (b) a trainer, and (c) a physician;   
   5)    (a) soothsayers and (b) offi  cials of the mysteries;   
   6)    (a) poets and (b) practitioners of other imitative arts;   
   7)    (a) artisans and (b) farmers;   
   8)    (a) popular teachers 29  and (b) demagogues;   
   9)    the last are destined to be tyrants (248d–e).    

29   Consider the depiction of Lysias in the dialogue as a popular teacher and rhetorician. 
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Plato explains how fate is determined by actions and choices from a pre-
vious life. One only returns to a disembodied state after ten thousand 
years unless one lives the life of a philosopher three times in a row, after 
which a process begins to achieve salvation in shorter time and fewer 
incarnations (249a). Th ose who do not choose the philosophical life are 
judged according to actions from previous lives and either reap reward in 
one of the levels of heaven or undergo punishment in one of the levels 
beneath the earth. After one thousand years, they draw lots and choose 
the kind of life they wish to be reincarnated into, which may include 
non-human species. 

 Socrates begins describing the realm beyond the heavens and states 
that he will speak the truth. Th is contrasts with his earlier disclaimer 
about the likelihood of his account. Plato indicates that a diff erent sense 
of truth applies in this context:

  Nevertheless the fact is this; for we must have the courage to speak the 
truth, especially when truth itself is our theme (247c). 

 Plato’s account involves a description of the ontological status of Forms. 
He refers to the intangible subjects of true knowledge that constitute 
ultimate reality beyond the heavens. Only the gods have complete and 
unlimited access to this reality, whereas human souls experience it in the 
ways described in the myth of the charioteer. Th e passage gives one ver-
sion of the theory of Forms, and the complete myth confi rms the func-
tion of the theory in the dialogue and its link with Plato’s notion of truth. 

 At 249c, Plato introduces the theory of recollection and explains its 
signifi cance in relation to the myth. Th e soul’s prenatal journey estab-
lishes the basis for knowledge acquisition. When one transcends worldly 
 concerns and thinks philosophically, one is in fact remembering the 
Forms one encountered while traveling with a god; Plato identifi es phi-
losophy as a divine pursuit. Socrates refers to the fourth type of mad-
ness and how encounters with beauty in the world are actually reminders 
of the true beauty witnessed prior to embodiment. Alternatively, some 
individuals do not make connections between beautiful things and the 
beautiful sights perceived during prenatal experience; they divert from 
virtuous lives and do not gain knowledge (250a). ‘But beauty, as we were 
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saying, shone bright in the world above, and here too it still gleams clear-
est, even as the sense by which we apprehend it is our clearest’ (250d). 
Socrates acknowledges that even though sight does not lead to knowl-
edge, it is the keenest of the senses and sparks our memories of true real-
ity in the strongest way possible.  

6.4     The Philosophical Arguments 

 Th e myth of the charioteer has an intertextual relationship with arguments 
in earlier dialogues and indicates movement toward arguments in later 
dialogues. 30  By making connections in the myth between passionate love, 
the soul, and knowledge, Plato establishes a framework or point of refer-
ence for future metaphysical and epistemological arguments. However, 
the distinction between myth and exegesis remains unclear in many pas-
sages of the  Phaedrus ; a blend of narration and explanation complicates 
demarcation of genre. Th e myth alludes to philosophical concepts and 
theories but these passages do not constitute arguments. Rigorous argu-
ments are contained in the second half of the dialogue when Plato revisits 
the subject of rhetoric; the next section on mutual scaff olding discusses 
the infl uence of the myth on Plato’s analysis of rhetoric. Th e second half 
of the dialogue after the myth demonstrates the philosophical signifi -
cance of the story, and the dialogues after the  Phaedrus  employ a complex 
metaphysics and epistemology that, for the fi rst time, involve the method 
of collection and division. 

 Th e order and delivery of details in Socrates’s second response to Lysias’s 
speech share features with Plato’s more complex philosophical method-
ology characteristic of later dialogues. Socrates’s fi rst speech refl ects the 
philosophical views of dialogues such as the  Phaedo ; the speech incorpo-
rates notions such as outright rejection of passions, dismisses knowledge 
acquired through the senses, and disavows the body completely. In con-
trast to the fi rst speech, the second speech recognizes the importance of 

30   Santas lists the theories referred to in the second speech as ‘1. Th e immortality of souls, not the 
personal immortality by off spring in the  Symposium , but the everlasting existence of all souls as in 
the  Phaedo . 2. Th e tri-partite division of the soul, as in the  Republic . 3. Th e theory of Forms, reali-
ties, “colorless, shapeless, and intangible” (247c). 4. Th e recollection of Forms’ ([ 1992 ] p. 305). 
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 eros  and the myth introduces a more sophisticated and multidimensional 
interpretation of love in which physical love and mental love are united 
and complementary. 31  Th e integration of soul, the body, and intellect 
demonstrated in the mythic account becomes the basis of investigation 
in the  Phaedrus . Th e myth in the second speech facilitates the transition 
from a dualist perspective to a more complex theory that acknowledges 
and explores love, passion, and embodiment—integral features necessary 
to explain the richness of human experience. Th e myth’s interpretation of 
the soul/body relationship anticipates the metaphysics and epistemology 
of later dialogues and the methodology required to address new questions 
and concerns. 32 

  Th e  Phaedrus  does not suggest that logos is bent on deceiving us, or that 
the truth it images only approximates what is. Nor does it suggest that all 
articulations of, say, the nature of justice are equally good. On the contrary, 
the  Phaedrus  itself shows how progress can be made from partially true 
logoi about something (such as eros) to more adequate logoi that call upon 
a larger context closer to the whole truth of the matter. 33  

6.5        Mutual Scaffolding 

 Th e brief details concerning the four kinds of madness and the immortal-
ity of the soul, together, act as a preamble for the myth, indicating that 
the narrative is a serious philosophical component of the dialogue. Th e 
description of the four kinds of madness and immortality of the soul is 
intended to facilitate the myth. Plato establishes a dynamic relationship 
between a particular kind of madness and the soul—the indispensable 
connection between passion and knowledge. 34  Th e association between 
the preface and the account of the soul’s journey is clarifi ed in certain 

31   Also, there is a contrast with the view of love in the  Symposium , which asserts that love is an 
intermediary between humans and the divine, whereas in the  Phaedrus  love is something divine 
(White [ 1993 ] pp. 55–56). 
32   White ( 1993 ) pp. 1–2. White indicates that the metaphysical, epistemological, and methodologi-
cal platform for later dialogues is established as a transformation or extension of earlier theories. 
33   Griswold ( 1986 ) p. 120. 
34   Nehamas and Woodruff , introduction to Plato ( 1995 ) p. xx. 
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parts of the myth. Pre-embodied situations and events, such as following 
a certain god (252c–253c) and the degree to which one witnesses the 
realm above the heavens (248a–d), infl uence predispositions and inclina-
tions in this world such as attraction to particular virtues and the talent 
for recognizing, or ability to comprehend, truth when one is confronted 
by particulars (252d–253c). Being taken over by the fourth kind of mad-
ness, which leads to the acquisition of knowledge, depends on the way 
one becomes aware of one’s own natural capacities. 35  

 Based on the myth, the dialogue argues that we are enticed by certain 
objects of love more than others—objects that lead one to knowledge 
of the truth while in an embodied state. Th e attraction to these objects 
is determined by our soul’s prenatal adventure—a theory made possible 
because Plato has already set up the framework or context in order to 
make the view meaningful. Th is was done by proposing, as a hypothesis, 
the essential relationship between beauty, love, and the soul and the dif-
ferent dimensions and degrees to the relationship. Basically, the intro-
duction to the myth defi ned the terms and conditions with which Plato 
could construct his myth. He attributes these initial beliefs to the poet 
Stesichorus, whose name means, very appropriately, ‘he who sets up the 
chorus’. ‘Socrates conceals himself under the name Stesichorus in order 
to speak on behalf of the lover, and he addresses a boy (243e4) who is 
played by Phaedrus. Socrates is concealed as a poet and as an advocate 
of noble love, and Phaedrus as a potential philosopher. A new rhetorical 
framework is thereby created for this speech’. 36  

 Th ere are a few parts of the myth that are signifi cant for my mutual 
scaff olding style of analysis. At 248a–b, Plato delineates three diff erent 
classes of charioteers depending on the heights reached by their jour-
neys. Th e fi rst kind he describes is that which proceeds in close proximity 
to the god it follows and keeps its head above the surface of the heavens. 
Th erefore, it perceives reality, although perception is somewhat impaired. 
Th e second class bobs above and below the surface and sees only a part 
of reality. And the third kind of charioteer does not reach the surface 

35   White defi nes the four diff erent kinds of madness in relation to Socrates’s two speeches and 
explains Socrates’s use of collection and division ([ 1993 ] pp. 42–44). 
36   Griswold ( 1986 ) p. 74. 
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and lacks a depository of knowledge to recollect; this third kind of chari-
oteer only develops opinions once born into the world. Th e journey is 
repeated and Socrates explains that if a soul had not acquired a vision of 
reality it becomes incarnated. When a soul has suffi  cient view of Forms 
before birth, then the fi rst incarnation is the most conducive to seeking 
‘wisdom or beauty’. Alternatively, and equally as good, the soul becomes 
‘a follower of the Muses and a lover’ (248d). Depending on the choices 
one makes in life, one either descends to a lower social and intellectual 
status or begins regaining wings after three successive incarnations at the 
top class. Th erefore, the search to remember what was lost depends on 
the nature of the quest one embarks on while disembodied. Th e fi rst kind 
of soul, who had better visions of reality, recognizes knowledge easier 
and clearer when encountering the physical world. Th e second kind to a 
lesser degree, and the third kind only ever holds opinions. According to 
the myth, the soul’s prenatal performance determines a particular kind 
of mental capacity corresponding to a particular process of knowledge 
acquisition—a process practiced during embodiment. Th is means that 
knowledge acquisition must be interpreted as a physical performance—
with the same structure as the prenatal journey. 

 Th ere are many sections of the myth committed to incorporating the 
senses or physical activity into the search for knowledge. At 249c–251b, 
the myth presents an interesting perspective on interpreting the connec-
tion between the Form of beauty and perception. Socrates discusses how 
the sight of beauty reminds one of true beauty. Attracted by the earthy 
vision of a beautiful individual, the spectator becomes mad with love 
because the sight helps recollect the beautiful itself, 37  although much 
more than just sight is needed to arrive at knowledge. 38  It is only beauty 
that can have this eff ect on humans because Socrates explains how it was 
the only Form that was seen in its full grandeur while the soul was on 
its cosmic journey. However, those who have not been initiated or have 
been corrupted while embodied misinterpret the vision and descend into 
base physical pleasure and ignore the pleasure of beholding an example 

37   Nicholson ( 1999 ) pp. 198–199. 
38   Price ( 1992 ) pp. 244–245. Price compares and contrasts the role of sight in the  Phaedrus  with 
other dialogues. 
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of the ideal manifested in the beloved (250e–251a). Expressing one’s love 
through physical aff ection is not rejected; it is encouraged but only at the 
correct moment—after the Form has been fully appreciated—and with 
the right intentions. Th e myth is important for elaborating the role of 
the senses; it helps place things like physical attraction, and the physical 
complement to erotic love, in context. 39  

 Plato explains in signifi cant detail how the lover attends to the beloved 
in both physical and non-physical ways. Th e beloved’s beauty assists the 
lover’s imagination of divine qualities. In reaction to the physical beauty 
of the counterpart, the lover honors and worships the beloved by try-
ing to enhance the natural attributes the beloved contains—traits which 
resemble the god that attracted the lover during the pre-embodied state. 
Only once the beloved is in a mature state of love is physical contact 
advisable and is, in fact, described by Plato as destiny (255b). Th e myth 
describes sexual interaction in poetic style and compares the beloved’s 
attraction to Zeus’s longing for Ganymede. 40  Th e link between the sight 
of the Beautiful, physical beauty, and the soul is confi rmed by describing 
the beloved’s experience:

  … the ‘stream of longing’ sets in full fl ood towards the lover. Part of it 
enters into him [the lover], but when his heart is full the rest brims over, 
and as the wind or an echo rebounds from a smooth and solid surface and 
is carried back to its point of origin, so the stream of beauty returns once 
more to its source in the beauty of the beloved. It enters in at his eyes, the 
natural channel of communication with the soul, and reaching and arous-
ing the soul it moistens the passages from which the feathers shoot and 
stimulates the growth of wings, and in its turn the soul of the beloved is 
fi lled with love (255c–d). 

   Th rough the myth of the charioteer, Plato introduces the idea that Forms 
can be recognized through the senses (i.e., encounters with the physical 
world). One is tempted to assert that, in relation to earlier dialogues, a 
new theory is presented. But this is not the case. Th e interplay between 

39   Santas ( 1992 ) pp. 306–307. 
40   For more details concerning the connection between the symbolic details of this example and 
Plato’s metaphysics of love, see White ( 1993 ) pp. 162–163. 
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beauty, passionate love, and the soul defi nes the hypothesis employed 
in the  Phaedrus  in contrast to the intellect-senses/soul-matter dualism 
hypothesis. One need not conclude that a theoretical shift has taken 
place. Instead, Plato is performing a smooth transition from a straight-
forward and conceptual theory of the soul-world relationship, designed 
to promote virtue and its connection to knowledge over carnal desire, 
to a more exhaustive account that appreciates the more emotional and 
phenomenological aspects of the soul-world experience. ‘Th us desire has 
an inherent degree of rationality and rationality includes an element of 
desire’. 41  

 According to the theory in the  Phaedrus , the objects of love that dif-
ferent souls are committed to depend on their guiding divinity. Th e view 
that Plato encourages us to accept now involves love—an indispensable 
human emotion worth serious consideration whether we discuss sensa-
tion or cognition. 42  According to this position, a rational being desires to 
know something because she sees it as absolutely beautiful and because, 
consequently, she is truly in love with it. In terms of the literary setting 
of the dialogue, this may also explain why Socrates and Phaedrus are 
attracted to the topic and each other—because they both love speeches 
and those who present them. 43  

 Plato’s arguments in the  Phaedrus  regarding authorship and reader 
response deserve more attention here. Particular scenes in the text reveal 
insight and off er thoughtful suggestions pertaining to Plato’s attitude 
toward, and use of, myth. Firstly, in the context of speech-writing, Plato 
argues that no man of aff airs could criticize Lysias for producing speeches 
and that writing as such is not a bad thing. Socrates makes his point 
to Phaedrus by stating ‘there is nothing disgraceful in speech-writing…. 
Th e disgrace comes, I take it, when one speaks and writes disgracefully 
and badly instead of well’ (258d). For Plato, a speech is worthy of praise 

41   White ( 1993 ) pp. 156–157. 
42   White ( 1993 ) p. 42. For White, Plato’s defi nition of love represents a merger of diff erent kinds of 
desire, all akin to each other. Th is amalgamation helps explain the intensity of desires, the quality 
of the pleasures they provide, and the hybrid reality (beautiful bodies) of the things desired. 
43   Socrates’s love of receiving and producing speeches in the  Phaedrus  is not shared by the attitude 
held by the Socrates depicted in other dialogues (Nehamas and Woodruff , introduction to Plato 
[ 1995 ] p. xi). 
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if the writer produces it with the knowledge of good and evil and his 
speech encourages his audience to do good and seek the truth (260c–d). 
Secondly, he touches on the method used by rhetorical speakers to 
mislead their listeners. According to Plato, some rhetorical speakers use 
the technique of moving in small degrees leading from one thing to its 
opposite so that their attempt to stray from the truth is diffi  cult to detect 
(261e–262a). 

 From 262a to 263c, Plato explains that if one does not wish to mislead 
others or himself one must know the true nature of the subject of study 
and be able to determine whether the subject is ambiguous or unam-
biguous. Knowledge of a subject is a prerequisite to identifying what it 
resembles or opposes. Like the concept of love, myth is ambiguous and a 
complex genre of representation. In his fi rst speech, the concept of love is 
referred to by Socrates as a curse to lover and beloved and, in the second 
speech, described as the greatest of blessings.

  Th e fi rst speech introduces the need for methodological considerations 
essential for successfully pursuing reasoned discussion. Failing to establish 
a defi nition at the outset results in disagreement not only between the 
views of the discussants but also within each participant. Such disagree-
ment will tell against success in inquiry, since the contesting views do not 
meet on common ground. And, more fundamentally, this lack of  agreement 
entails that each participant will have internally incompatible views (quite 
apart from any incompatibility arising between views of two people). 44  

 Socrates explains that his speeches are the result of applying two diff er-
ent methods of reasoning: one is based on ‘collection’ of particulars and 
establishing a  genus , which leads to certain conclusions; the other method 
concentrates on the ‘division’ of a subject, followed by a skillful articu-
lation of the individual parts. In the fi rst method of inquiry, the focus 
is primarily on clarity and consistency. Plato believes that by approach-
ing the issue with a synoptic view of a diverse range of particulars, the 
inquirer can unify the data under a generic term. Th is allows the forma-
tion of a defi nition, thus clarifying the exact nature of the subject under 

44   White ( 1993 ) p. 38. 
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question. 45  Plato states that at this point the most important thing is the 
progression of the argument in accordance with clarity and consistency 
rather than whether the proposed defi nition is good or bad. In the second 
method of inquiry, one is advised to divide the proposed genus into spe-
cies once again, but this time the species are evaluated by proposing and 
using a defi nition. Returning to phenomena under these conditions—the 
re-evaluation of the defi nition through collection and division—opens 
up a more philosophically sophisticated process of analysis that enables 
the inquirer to determine the validity of his or her hypothesis and rea-
soning (265d–266a). ‘And in trying to tell what the emotion of love is 
like it may be that we hit upon some truth…a not entirely unconvincing 
speech, a mythical hymn which celebrates in suitably devotional language 
the praises of Love’ (265b–c). 

 After considering the virtues of the collection and division method, 
Lysias’s speech is exposed as a badly arranged rhetorical exercise, and 
Socrates’s fi rst speech is critiqued as one that employs a hypothesis lead-
ing to undesirable conclusions. However, the second speech is both well 
arranged and leads to desirable conclusions—an outcome that is con-
ducive to arriving at an understanding of Beauty (i.e., a philosophical 
endeavor for truth). Th e methodological advances and advantages of 
Socrates’s second speech pay homage to Plato’s positioning of the myth 
and its interrelation with the course of argument. 46  White explains:

  When, during their subsequent refl ections, Socrates tells Phaedrus that the 
second speech was “really sportive jest” (265d), he excludes from this 
assessment those parts of that speech which adumbrated the method of 
determining truth by collection, division, and determining a thing’s nature. 
Th e jest may then refer to the splendid mythic panorama of this speech, 

45   Collection and division are represented and used in diff erent ways throughout the dialogue: four 
types madness; types of souls (divine and human); parts of soul (desire, emotion, and reason); 
twelve ruling gods and corresponding groups of souls; three kinds of experience depending on class 
of soul; and three types of experience producing three classes of soul and their numerous 
sub-classes. 
46   Griswold ( 1986 ) p. 142. Griswold recognizes the place of the myth in relation to the analysis of 
rhetoric and a network of other features in the text. However, he concludes that the myth can be 
translated into a non-mythic discourse; that is, myth is an economical and elegant way to express 
complex points (pp. 146–147). 
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engendered only after incompletely applying the method for securing truth 
in rhetoric. But it remains vital to interpret the myth according to the 
problem for the sake of which this myth has been introduced. 47  

 Th e theme of lover and beloved is a device implemented in the  Phaedrus  
to help represent the integration of the physical world, physical pleasure, 
and passion. Myth plays an important role in ordering and applying the 
new ideas and substantiating an all-encompassing perspective or world-
view. Th e perspective involves Platonic love and physical love and, most 
importantly, explains the role of passionate love in our search for truth; 
knowledge and love must ultimately be understood in relation to each 
other. One signifi cant example is the account of recollection explained 
through the example of remembering Beauty. Th e dialogue promotes 
interaction with real physical and emotional situations to arrive at knowl-
edge rather than remembering the Forms by reading books or through 
pure abstract thinking. 

 Plato explicates the nature of his reformed theory and method and 
illuminates their philosophical intricacies and implications in the 
 Phaedrus . He provides new investigative philosophical tools to address 
more nuanced and complex issues. Th e prelude to the myth and the 
myth itself repeatedly use the method of collection and division. Th e 
 introduction of this approach has important consequences for the latter 
part of the dialogue—the discussion of rhetoric—and the techniques 
used for analysis in later dialogues. 48  Plato begins by dividing mad-
ness into four types (244c–245c), followed by distinguishing the soul’s 
‘divine and human’ parts ‘by observing it in both its passive and its active 
aspects’ (245c–246a). At 246a–b, he separates the soul into a ruling ele-
ment, a good element, and a bad element. 49  Th is is not yet division in 
the profound sense, but Plato then explains the diff erent classes of chari-
oteers and the various incarnations they might enter (248d–e); he gives 
some form of hypothetical starting point for understanding diff erent 
capacities and personal and social idiosyncrasies in various individuals. 

47   White (1993) pp. 88–89. 
48   Gill ( 1992 ) p. 162; White ( 1993 ) pp. 277–291. 
49   White ( 1993 ) pp. 38–41. 
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From 252e, he describes the characteristics and peculiarities of the range 
of souls depending on the god they followed during their pre-embodied 
state. Th e method of collection and division runs throughout and Plato 
elaborates on the approach in the second section of the dialogue to show 
the steps and benefi ts of collection and division. 50   

6.6     Plot Structure 

 Th e myth of the charioteer has a plot structure that conditions the 
meaning of the dialogue and features a number of consistent themes. 
Th e theme of cosmic dualism (247a–c) is represented along with the 
‘gnostic’ theme of physical entrapment (250a–c) as minor contextual 
threads in the plot. But the main story line involves a ritual initiation 
leading to transformation. A number of important concepts characterize 
the myth—ideas that pertain to the fusion of intellectual and sensual 
soteriology, the signifi cance of salvation and atonement, and their con-
nection to mental and physical pleasure. Th e plot is archetypal and shares 
affi  nities with similar mythic paradigms such as deliverance, eschatology, 
and reincarnation. Th e ritual initiation form of plot promotes actual 
physical performance as a vital concomitant to initiation, and the myth 
created to refl ect the plot accentuates the role of the body. Plato intro-
duces the myth to acknowledge the importance of the body in relation 
to salvation and its role in intellectual enlightenment. Th ere is a sig-
nifi cant interplay between knowledge acquisition, embodiment, and the 
forms and features of ritual. 51  Passionate love is combined with the Idea 
of Beauty within the literary and cultural context of ritual initiation; this 
nexus interprets the body as playing a signifi cant role in metaphysics and 
epistemology. 52  

50   Scolnicov ( 1992 ) p. 251. 
51   See Socrates’s encounter with Diotima in the  Symposium  which shares affi  nities with the plot and 
themes of the  Phaedrus . However, each dialogue has its own context, perspective, and concerns 
which play active and vital roles in the plots and themes. Some cross-dialogue comparisons and 
inter-textual communication is inevitable but must be analyzed with caution. 
52   De Vries mentions some of the most infl uential views concerning the unity (both artistic and 
thematic) of the  Phaedrus  and off ers his own interpretation ([ 1969 ] pp. 22–24). 
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 Th e plot is characterized by the notion of deliverance through ritual, and 
the  Phaedrus  incorporates a master/student or sage-guide/initiate dynamic 
into its structure. 53  Also, the topic of  eros  is introduced to facilitate the 
connection between passion and knowledge. Th e role of  eros  represents a 
critical development and reinterpretation of the customary ‘homo-erotic’ 
relationship in ancient Greece. 54  In Socrates’s second speech, the relation-
ship is explained to include education of divine knowledge. Th e character 
roles remain the same, but the function of the roles and their signifi cance 
for the purposes of Plato’s philosophy are transformed. Th e relation-
ship between Socrates and Phaedrus follows a general pattern and power 
dynamic that fashion the interaction between an older lover and a younger 
beloved manifested in many cultures, including ancient Greek society. One 
version of this pattern is represented in the myth of the charioteer and its 
elaborate and fantastic representation of ritual initiation. Th is pedagogi-
cal social dynamic characterizes the interaction between the pair of inter-
locutors; the pattern orders the sequence of events involving Phaedrus’s 
educational rite of passage or personal development through transition. 
Griswold analyzes this agreement between Socrates and Phaedrus by iden-
tifying connections between the diff erent sections of the text, particularly 
the second part that deals with rhetoric.

  Th e description at the end of the  Phaedrus  of the relationship between 
dialectician and student (a relationship explained in the context of a discus-
sion about rhetoric) is grounded in the present description of Zeus-like 
lover and beloved. In this manner the teaching of the palinode continues 
to frame the subsequent discussion of rhetoric and dialectic. 55  

53   Gill explains that one of the themes in the  Phaedrus  is a form of shared inquiry (dialectic) in 
which the questioner assists the respondent in his assent through each step of the argument. In 
addition, the mutual participation between questioner and respondent represents a more dialecti-
cally engaging style of philosophy in contrast to reading and listening to lectures. Gill also elabo-
rates on the question-and-answer method in combination with other methods ( 1992 ). Also, refer 
to further comments on the dynamics of the relationship on pp. 166–167. 
54   For details concerning the role of homosexual relationships and the references to it in the diff er-
ent speeches, see Nehamas and Woodruff , introduction to Plato ( 1995 ) pp. xv–xvii. For back-
ground information on the topic and its use in the context of the  Phaedrus , see Nicholson ( 1999 ) 
pp. 109–114. For the educational and initiatory function associated with homosexual relation-
ships, particularly in Athens, see Tanner ( 1992 ) p. 218. 
55   Griswold ( 1986 ) p. 130. 
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6.7        Character Selection 56  

6.7.1     Master 

 Th e dialogue consists of only two characters, and Socrates occupies the 
role of master, instructor, or sage-guide. Th e dialogue depicts Socrates and 
Phaedrus as companions, but the roles they occupy in the friendship clearly 
resemble a master/student relationship. Socrates is enthusiastic about lis-
tening to Phaedrus read Lysias’s speech because he is confi dent that he can 
dominate and persuade Phaedrus to critique and re-evaluate his admiration 
for Lysias and, consequently, undergo a more profound progressive change 
in his understanding of topics such as love, knowledge, and rhetoric. In 
connection to mystic master/student relationships, Socrates is similar to 
the spiritual guide who is also a lover and wishes to enhance the quali-
ties he loves in the beloved. Consistent with most mystic ritual traditions, 
Socrates’s intention is to make Phaedrus, the beloved, into a lover himself. 57   

6.7.2     Student 

   Th us the beloved fi nds himself being treated like a god and receiving all 
manner of service from a lover whose love is true love and no pretence, and 
his own nature disposes him to feel kindly towards his admirer (255a). 

 Prior to the above statement, the myth shifts to explain a hypothetical 
example depicting the interaction between a lover and his beloved. Many 
elements from the myth are used to structure this section, particularly 
the initiation paradigm. At 255a–d, Socrates illustrates in poetic style the 
dynamics at play when a true lover aims to attract the beloved and the 
interaction resembles mystic rites involving a master/student relationship. 
Th e master loves the beloved because of his potential to become a lover 
of the Forms, which leads to the beloved recognizing his potential in the 
gaze and aff ection of the lover. Socrates describes the fi rst steps taken by 

56   Colloud-Streit ( 2005 ) pp. 178–181. 
57   De Vries ( 1969 ) p. 5. De Vries lists a number of other important character traits that stand out 
in the fi gure of Socrates depicted in the  Phaedrus . 
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an initiate toward true knowledge. Th e parallels with this framework and 
Phaedrus’s education in the dialogue are identical. Phaedrus as initiate is 
dependent on Socrates as sage-guide. Th is dialectic demonstrated by the 
interlocutors and the hypothetical example is conditioned by the structure 
of the story line and its symbolic intricacies. Also, the role of Phaedrus in 
the dialogue is a literary device crafted for the purposes of transition or 
transformation within liminal space and through ritual performance. After 
illustrating the spiritual and intellectual interaction between master/lover 
and student/beloved, the dialogue moves away from explicit use of the 
mythic symbols and focuses primarily on the friendship between the two. 
Th e second half of the dialogue follows and addresses the topic of rheto-
ric. Th e myth provides structural cohesion and interpretative assistance 
throughout the text. Once transformation takes place, a discussion of rhet-
oric can be readdressed by using the enhanced methodology and reformed 
metaphysics and epistemology. However, the impact of the myth contin-
ues to resonate and the liminal elements and setting remain: the location, 
the plot, the prescribed character roles, and the themes and motifs.

  One notable feature of the description [description of oral discourse in 
Phaedrus 276a-277a] is the presence of language which indicates some kind 
of active participation on the part of the person taught as well as the teacher. 
Th e desiderated discourse, impossible to achieve in writing, is ‘living’, capa-
ble of defending or helping itself; it has to be ‘implanted’ in a suitable mind 
or character ( psuchen prosekousan ), that is, one which is capable of generating 
logoi to implant in other  ethe  and thus of rendering the process of such gen-
eration  athanaton . What is characterized is not, for the most part, the contri-
bution of teacher or pupil, but the logos in which they both participate. 58  

6.8         Conclusion 

 Selected cultural traditions and religious elements feature in the  Phaedrus  
in order to project Plato’s philosophical discourse and communicate 
with a specifi c set of contemporaries. Th e themes of ritual initiation and 

58   Gill ( 1992 ) p. 164. 
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transition are developed and applied to facilitate progress from Plato’s 
earlier concerns regarding metaphysics, epistemology, and ethics to a new 
and more nuanced view that incorporates love, the body, and the method 
of collection and division. His own philosophical project is enhanced and 
guided by paradigms and symbols from religious culture and practice, 
and the dialogue embodies Plato’s intellectual vision through recognition 
of cultural standpoint and acknowledgment of narrative power. 

 Transition from an earlier philosophical perspective and approach to 
an enhanced charter is coupled with the layers of Phaedrus’s own trans-
formation in the dialogue. Th e ritual plot manifests itself through phi-
losophy, drama, and religious commentary and helps defi nes Phaedrus’s 
character as student or initiate. Socrates’s fi rst speech represents a nega-
tive interpretation of the body characteristic of earlier dialogues. Th e pal-
inode introduces the structure and themes informing the literary and 
philosophical direction of the  Phaedrus  including a more positive and 
philosophical understanding of the body, senses, and empirical analysis. 
Th ese factors are reinforced in Plato’s later period supporting intertextual 
interpretations that connect the dialogues by linking methodological, 
conceptual, and literary indicators. 

 Th e method of collection and division is initiated by Plato when ana-
lyzing good and bad speeches, demonstrating key parts of the palinode, 
and discussing rhetoric. Th e  Phaedrus  demonstrates the use of method in 
the context of dramatic and philosophical transition; Plato introduces his 
approach framed within the ritual initiation trope. An integral part of the 
 Phaedrus  is the prelude to the myth in which madness is divided into four 
types. Th e myth also devotes attention to identifying and categorizing 
individual gods; kinds of souls; stages and types of prenatal experience; 
diff erent experiences of reality during the soul’s journey; degrees of desire, 
emotion, and reason; and the classes of human beings embodying various 
kind of souls. Collection and division feature as valid philosophical meth-
ods and appear in the context of religious performance. Th e approach is 
essential to Plato’s examination and applied consistently when addressing 
both philosophical issues and emotional experiences. 

 Th e dialogue also combines love, the soul, and knowledge. Plato illus-
trates the relationship by using the soul’s journey and justifi es the link 
through examples of lived experience. Th e association of love with the 
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soul and knowledge is based on a number of factors, including the analy-
sis of madness, a reformed interpretation of the senses, the immortality of 
the soul, the theory of Forms, and  anamnesis . Justifi cation for the inter-
section between love, the soul, and knowledge culminates in the presenta-
tion of the myth, and its sociocultural relevance is demonstrated by using 
the ritual initiation trope. Th ese factors are supported by the emphasis 
on performance which facilitates the diff erent levels of transition; ritual 
activity is contextualized further by incorporating themes such as liminal 
space, the master/student dynamic, and rite of passage processes. Analysis 
of the polyfunctionality of myth encouraged by Doty is necessary for 
elucidating the layers of symbolism and philosophical complexity of the 
dialogue. A polymythic hermeneutics encourages deeper philosophical 
exploration of scenes, narrative order, and the practices suggested by the 
religious and cultural tropes pervading the  Phaedrus .        
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    7   
 The Atlantis Myth and Cultural Identity: 

 Timaeus  and  Critias                      

7.1              Nationalism and Myth 

 Th e re-emergence of myth in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
as a signifi cant area of research produced wide-ranging scholarship that 
forged relationships between disciplines and helped defi ne approaches 
and movements. In relation to politics, high culture, and popular cul-
ture, studies in mythology became part of a series of processes associ-
ated with the rise of nationalism. Writers and artists at the end of the 
eighteenth century became particularly fascinated and inspired by myths. 
A new discourse established around the idea of  Volk  theorized the liter-
ary and cultural passion for mythology. Th e Romantic movement was 
heavily infl uenced by the euphoria elevating the interest in myth to new 
levels, particularly in philosophy and the arts. Th e same developments 
contributed to artifi cial social constructions such as the Aryan-Semitic 
racial binary. Bruce Lincoln’s work on modern theories of myth explores 
the intersections between comparative mythology, theories of race, the 
modern history of racism, and the rise of European fascism. In  Th eorizing 
Myth  ( 1999 ), he examines the growing interest in mythology during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As part of an emerging trend, myth 



studies scholars looked for a historical and linguistic basis or foundation 
for the identity and sociocultural characteristics of newly formed nation- 
states. Lincoln’s theories and analyses are important for exposing the 
inherent potential of myth to project social and political fantasies—an 
imaginary for dividing and marginalizing in order to create and enforce 
meaning for privileged groups. He interprets myth as ideology presented 
through narrative. Lincoln examines the typologies of diff erence prolifer-
ated by mythology and the ways artists, political fi gures, and myth schol-
ars interpret them to exploit and victimize the Other. Th e literary beauty 
and appeal of sacred narrative and the diff erent forms of knowledge it 
conveys should not detract analysis from tendencies in myth writers/
tellers to exclude and oppress. 1  Lincoln explains that idealizing heritage, 
heroes, national language, ancestors, or a traditional homeland through 
a canon of narratives has its own disreputable history; myth-makers and 
exegetes construct stories to communicate meaning that advances culture 
and ideas, but they also have the potential to stigmatize and marginalize. 2  

 In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Northern European nations 
led in terms of commitment and success in gathering evidence support-
ing a unique sense of Indigenous cultural identity. 3  Centuries-old histori-
cal texts (for instance, Tacitus’s  Germania  and  Annals  for Germans) and 
sacred narratives (particularly the emergence of the  Eddas , the Ossianic 
texts,  Nibelungenlied ,  Chanson de Roland , and  Kalevala ) were discovered 
or revisited. 4  Th is meant scholars, such as Hamann and the Romantic 
philosopher Humboldt, could use facts and literary examples to create 
a basis for understanding identities specifi c to what was perceived as 
nations of culturally and ethnically distinct people or  Volk.  5  

1   Omidsalar ( 1993 ). 
2   Mythology also has the potential to act as a liberating factor. Th is is exemplifi ed in the interpreta-
tion of African mythology and Greek classics among African-American writers and scholars. See 
Pugliese ( 2013 ) and Walters ( 2007 ). For the work of classicist and Plato scholar William Sanders 
Scarborough, see Scarborough ( 2005 ) and Ronnick ( 2006 ). For examples of other eminent African-
American classicists, see Drake ( 1987 ), Rankine ( 2006 ), and Cook and Tatum ( 2010 ). For the 
relationship between African-American folklore, cultural practice, and literary production, see 
Gates ( 1988 ). 
3   Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 215–216. 
4   Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 166 and 199–202. 
5   Lincoln ( 1999 ) pp. 48–54. More details throughout Chap. 3. 
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 Discourse devised to interpret and analyze myth became a convenient 
and dangerous instrument for dividing groups of people by using imag-
ined and often arbitrary distinctions. Th eorists connected to nationalist 
movements argued that cultural and historical stories are the basis for 
distinguishing between groups of people and evaluating their identities, 
characteristics, and abilities. Many advocated social and racial hierarchy 
and separation based on essentialized linguistic, sociocultural, ethnic, and 
religious indicators. Romantic theories of myth, in particular, argued that 
myths are necessary for one’s self-understanding and cultural situation 
and valuable to national continuity. Scholars began investigating mythol-
ogy for evidence enabling them to trace nations back to their original 
common homeland. 6  Th e symbols, themes, and structures of myths were 
examined in connection to respective communities in order to decipher 
their unique values, social charters, and the relationships between physi-
cal characteristics and environmental factors. Visions of a homogenous 
 Volk  galvanized nations for war, and the myths and traditions of Northern 
Europe began to replace Biblical and Mediterranean stories and tradi-
tions as nations began looking for nationally distinct ways to unify their 
populations during periods of confl ict. 7  Germans, Scandinavians, Anglo- 
Saxons, and others found evidence for their own heroes, sagas, sacred 
narratives, and rituals, and exploitation of literary and archaeological 
resources had enormous scholarly and political consequences. 8  

 Herder’s contributions to the now-discredited ‘Aryan thesis’ impacted 
discussions and research pertaining to race and its relationship to myth 
and language. He argued that myths created and propagated by a par-
ticular  Volk  are fundamental for understanding identity and inspiring a 
nation. 9  Herder posited Asia as the origin of all humans creating a nar-
rative modelled on  Genesis.  10  Sir William Jones was also inspired by the 

6   In particular, see Herder’s  Refl ections on the Philosophy of History of Mankind . For Herder’s 
Romantic views on myth and folklore, see Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 224–225. For com-
ments and resources on the Romantic fascination with India and Aryan homelands and the infl u-
ence of the Schlegel brothers, see Lincoln ( 1999 ) p. 56, fn. 27. Also, see Feldman and Richardson 
( 1972 ) pp. 350–353 and 388. 
7   Lincoln ( 1989 ). 
8   Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) p. 302. 
9   See Mosse ( 1985 ) and Olender ( 1992 ). 
10   Lincoln ( 1999 ) pp. 52–53. For the contribution of Max Müller, see Feldman and Richardson 
(1972) p. 481. 
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Biblical account and introduced the idea that a set of distinct European 
languages originated from the same region, but he marked central Asia 
as the geographic point and selected languages later referred to as ‘Aryan’, 
‘Indogermanisch’, and ‘Indo-European’. 11  Th e combination of philology, 
mythography, and early forms of ethnography resulted in the emergence 
of pseudoscience that associated an original proto-language with a dis-
tinct ethnic group and a specifi c homeland. Th e Aryan thesis burgeoned 
out of this intellectual and cultural milieu dedicated to the systematic 
study of mythology and later functioned as the matrix for the rise of fas-
cism in modern Europe. 

 Wagner and Nietzsche are notable examples of infl uential fi gures 
entranced by the endearing nature of myth studies. 12  Nietzsche’s 
training in classical philology exposed him to the Aryan myth as 
explored by Indo-European comparative mythology scholar Adalbert 
Kuhn, whose work pronounced the importance of Prometheus 
in Aryan mythology. 13  Enamored with readings of myth by Kuhn, 
Welker, Wagner, and Goethe, Nietzsche distinguished the theft-of-
fi re theme from the Biblical account of the Fall in  Birth of Tragedy . 14  
Lincoln evaluates Nietzsche’s dichotomy: ‘Nietzsche used mythic 
narratives not just to stereotype peoples but also to erect a discrimi-
natory structure of interlocking binary oppositions that confl ated cat-
egories of race, gender, religion and morality’. 15  Lincoln outlines the 
sets and contrasting themes and categories suggested by Nietzsche: 
Prometheus/Eve; Greece/Israel; Aryan/Semite; male/female; bold sac-
rilege/mendacious deception; fi re (cultural accomplishment)/fruit 
(sexual pleasure); tragedy/melodrama; ethic of evil/ethic of sin; proud 
defi ance/neurotic guilt; suff ering and strength/remorse and weakness. 
Nietzsche was part of a movement, including authoritative fi gures such 
as Herder, Müller, and Tylor, that studied mythology to justify and 
propagate pseudoscientifi c fantasies and specious linguistic, religious, 

11   Lincoln ( 1999 ) p. 54. Also, see Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 267–269. 
12   Lincoln ( 1999 ) pp. 57–62. Also, see Ruehl ( 2003 ). 
13   Lincoln ( 1999 ) pp. 64–66. 
14   For comments on Goethe’s perspective on myth, creativity, and art, see Feldman and Richardson 
( 1972 ) pp. 261–262. 
15   Lincoln ( 1999 ) p. 65. 
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and political theories—often designed to elevate the fabricated Aryan 
racial category over others. 16  

 For over a century, myth scholarship privileged Aryan or Indo- 
European myths and religions. It established a discourse based on the 
construction of hypothetical racial fi ctions—the notion of race-based 
 Volk  which had destructive and tragic social, cultural, and political con-
sequences, especially in the twentieth century. Earlier allegorical readings 
of myth as coded taxonomy had transformed gradually into what Lincoln 
describes as ‘ideology in narrative form’. 17  In the early twentieth century, 
comparative philologist Georges Dumézil emerged as one of the most 
prominent myth studies scholars. Together with a number of other aca-
demics, he was infl uential in improving the discipline in terms of scope, 
method, and depth. He raised new important questions and attracted 
interest in comparative mythology from other disciplines. Dumézil and a 
host of other colleagues were also connected with National Socialism to 
diff erent degrees. Dumézil’s work was particularly invested in advancing 
the ‘Aryan thesis’. After the Second World War, the term ‘Aryan’ fell into 
disrepute but was elided into the more respectable term, Indo-European. 
However, the problematic and ideological notion of a proto-group 
remained, together with associated ideas such as a proto-language and a 
common social structure, religion, and mythology. 

 Th e cultural identity and political vision of communities are grounded 
in origin narratives, and Plato constructs the Atlantis myth to function 
as the founding myth of Athens. However, the narrative represents both 
application and critique of myth; Plato demonstrates the sociocultural 
role of storytelling, and he also manipulates the tale to act as a form of 
self-refl exive exercise. I examine the use of fantasy in the  Timaeus  and 
 Critias  and how Plato creates space in the dialogues to intersect cultural 
identity, history, and aesthetic detail in place of elaborate arguments. 18  

16   Other notable examples of the interdisciplinary nature of pseudoscientifi c movements are 
Galton’s eugenics and Gobineau’s views on race, politics, myth, and religion. For analysis of the 
connections between racism, nationalism, and imperialist expansion, see Weinbaum ( 2004 ). For 
studies critically analyzing connections between European nationalism and scholarship, particu-
larly in modern Germany, see Brennan ( 2014 ); Goldenhard and Ruehl ( 2003 ); Marchand ( 2003 ). 
17   Lincoln ( 1999 ) p. xi. 
18   Consider Brochard’s work on fi ction ( 1974 ). On the literary freedom provided by myth writing 
in Plato, see Frutiger ( 1930 ). 
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Th e Atlantis myth signals social and philosophical theories; the two major 
myths in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  are marked by the infl uence of Plato’s 
epistemology, politics, and metaphysics. 19  Th e arguments occupy a place 
in the text through implication, and the narrative off ers many indica-
tions regarding a relationship with  logoi . Th e  Timaeus  and  Critias  do not 
include dialectic arguments but make reference to ideas; references to the 
ideal state are essential components of the narrative and function inter-
dependently with the myth. 

 My analysis of myth and philosophy addresses the interdependent 
coexistence of  mythos  and  logos  in the same text. Th e two major parts of 
the  Timaeus  and all of the  Critias  are narrative monologues, and exam-
ples of dialectic argument are missing; the history of ancient Athens and 
Atlantis has no didactic or argumentative counterpart. However, the pre-
lude to the Atlantis myth alludes to a previous conversation about the 
ideal city, possibly implying some of the arguments constituting the fi rst 
fi ve books of the  Republic . I investigate how the Atlantis myth functions 
in connection to Plato’s philosophy and critically analyze the relation-
ship by using mutual scaff olding—the logic of interdependence between 
myth and argument in the two dialogues. I also make reference to the 
creation myth only insofar as it supports my structural and stylistic analy-
sis of Critias’s story. Timaeus’s cosmogony/cosmology renders arguments 
for how the universe came to be, analyzes the structure of the universe, 
and describes its properties and purpose. Th e accounts presented in the 
 Timaeus  and  Critias  are both conditioned by beliefs about historical 
events and the basic elements constituting the physical world. 20  

 Th e Atlantis myth is not a moral allegory, an example for educative 
purposes, or a strategy used to arrive at theoretical knowledge. Th e philo-
sophical myth engages with Plato’s previous arguments on two funda-
mental topics: epistemology and politics. However, Plato uses the myth 
as a form of self-refl ection or critique indicating problems associated with 

19   For an interesting study of the Atlantis myth that draws on Benjamin’s understanding of the 
interaction between mind and built environment, see Akkermann (2013). 
20   Timaeus’s cosmology goes against Plato’s advice in the  Phaedo  to reject pre-Socratic attempts to 
explain causation in terms of physical conditions. In the  Timaeus , Plato acknowledges causation as 
signifi cant and indispensable (see Johansen [ 2004 ] pp. 16–21). Also, consider Timaeus’s account in 
relation to the notion of transition in the  Phaedrus —a dialogue that introduces and incorporates a 
new view of the physical world (refer to the previous chapter). 
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constructing narratives that represent cultural identity. Th e myth is a his-
torical account in response to formal and rational principles instrumen-
tal in the theory of recollection and the account of the ideal state. Th e 
Atlantis myth is both  mythos  and  logos : a narrative that takes particular 
arguments as backdrop and presents them in the dialogue setting as his-
tory. Th rough the myth and the details of the setting, Plato creates a 
dramatic framework for questioning epistemology and political theory. 21   

7.2     Theme Introduction, Setting, 
and Narrative Mode 

 Th e dialogue begins with Socrates clarifying the number of companions 
present; friends whom he had been in conversation with the previous day. 
He indicates an individual missing due to illness, but he is left unnamed. 
Th e characters accompanying Socrates in the dialogue are Timaeus, 
Critias, and Hermocrates. All in attendance are described as statesmen 
trained in philosophy. Th ey are not explicitly referred to as ‘philosopher- 
kings’ but there are indications that they resemble ideal guardians and 
Plato chooses these characters for the dialogue to help bring his ideal 
state to life. 22  Th e politicians and philosophers share affi  nities with Plato’s 
views on leadership, are trained in philosophy, and model their activi-
ties on ideal principles and an ideal state. 23  Critias is the narrator of the 
mythic history of Athens and the fact that he is a philosophically trained 
statesman infl uences the status and meaning of the story. 24  Plato chooses 
a politician from the Athenian ruling class to tell the myth; Critias’s 

21   For an earlier study using myth theory to interpret the Atlantis myth, see Fredericks ( 1978 ). For 
a brief account of the diff erent readings of the Atlantis myth with reference to theories from folk-
lore studies, see Forsyth ( 1980 ). 
22   Johansen ( 2004 ) pp. 32–33. For issues pertaining to reception, see Tarrant et al. ( 2011 ). 
23   Gill ( 1977 ) pp. 288–289. Gill recognizes that the philosopher-statesmen diff er from poets in 
their predispositions and therefore can produce a good representation of the ideal state. He extrap-
olates certain comments made from the  Republic  and asserts that the interlocutors in the  Timaeus  
have good knowledge of the real nature of the state and produce a good representation: ‘a represen-
tation which attributes to its subject its proper character and shows that its moral goodness leads to 
its success in the world’. 
24   See Finkelberg ( 1996 ) p. 391. 
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monologue is unquestioned and Critias remains unchallenged through-
out the dialogue. 25  

 Socrates does not participate in most of the two dialogues but his role 
is crucial for understanding the stories, their status, and the characters 
who tell them. Why does Socrates express so much respect toward the 
three politicians? He is younger than all of them, but youth does not 
deter his critical approach to interlocutors in other dialogues. Timaeus, 
Critias, and Hermocrates are philosophers active in politics, and they are 
introduced in magisterial fashion in the opening scene of the  Timaeus . 
Th e sociocultural and political power dynamics are clear, and Socrates is 
represented as respectful and compliant with convention. In the  Timaeus , 
Socrates’s interlocutors step into the dialogue with grand reputations—
with privilege to speak free of scrutiny. Socrates is presented here by Plato 
as an admirer—a believer waiting to be told the truth. He trusts that the 
politicians will give him exactly what he anticipates; Socrates is certain 
that, being statesmen educated in philosophy, they will bring his ideal 
state to life. He does not test his interlocutors or pass judgment; there is 
no indication he could challenge or reject their views. 

 Critias and Timaeus function as narrators at diff erent points but Plato 
is unclear about whether he employs them as reliable philosophers and 
statesmen (reliable narrators). Th e presentations by the ‘philosopher- 
kings’ in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  are accepted by Socrates and not nec-
essarily analyzed by the rest of the group. In terms of their credentials 
and their respect for ideal principles, they live up to expectation; that 
is, they are the philosopher-rulers valorized by Plato in the  Republic . 
However, their expositions refl ect personal interests and affi  liation, and 
Plato designs the dialogues to express critical commentary concerning the 
delicate nature of ideals and their precarious application in intellectual 
and creative accounts. 

 Plato does not elaborate or explain the environment in which the inter-
action between interlocutors takes place; details pertaining to space do not 
concern the  Timaeus  and  Critias . In contrast, the Atlantis myth devotes 
a great deal of attention to describing the typology and society of a lost 
civilization and ancient Athens (the  Timaeus  also describes the genealogy 

25   I examine the character of Critias in more detail in ‘Character selection’. 
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of the story and, after the Atlantis myth, off ers a detailed account of 
the cosmos). Th is stylistic decision directs attention to the imagery and 
vivid events of the Atlantis myth. Early in the dialogue, the interlocutors 
engage in conversation, mentioning topics resembling certain arguments 
from the  Republic . Th e conversation incorporates an intellectual context, 
replacing mise-en-scène, and the myth is a direct response to the conver-
sation. Th e political discussion is a backdrop and an alternative to physi-
cal setting; that is, the intellectual framework setting up the dialogue is 
suffi  cient replacement. Lacking a description of space, the context for the 
conversation and presentation of myth includes a hypothetical constitu-
tion or, more accurately, principles for an ideal state. 

 Reference to the earlier conversation about the ideal state represents 
recollection, and the  Timaeus  and  Critias  explore the complexities of 
memory in preparing and delivering a ‘true’ account. 26  Prior to present-
ing his account, Critias tries to remember the philosophical discussion 
from the previous day about the principles of an ideal state. Th is leads to 
remembering a story told to him during childhood. He elaborates on the 
two experiences from diff erent periods in his life and draws connections 
between them. Timaeus’s account is also a response to Socrates’s descrip-
tion of an ideal state; he too is infl uenced by, and must remember, the 
earlier conversation and responds by beginning his account with some 
basic details concerning the theory of Forms. 27  

 Th e conversation the interlocutors continue in the  Timaeus  analyzes 
an example of an ideal state and the topics recapped by Socrates before 
Critias’s monologue. Th e arguments discussed on the previous day some-
what resemble arguments from the  Republic . Lee clarifi es that the previ-
ous day’s conversation referenced in the  Timaeus  is distinct from analysis 
in the  Republic . 28  Th e dramatic details of each dialogue diff er  signifi cantly, 

26   Burnyeat ( 2005 ) 
27   Timaeus’s case diff ers slightly from Critias’s. Timaeus must also remember a conversation with 
Critias from the day before when they left Socrates and regrouped at Critias’s house. For a list of 
the essential features of the opening passage of Timaeus’s cosmogony/cosmology, see Runia ( 1997 ) 
p. 103. Also, in relation to the link between Timaeus’s myth and the theory of Forms, see Brochard 
( 1974 ). 
28   See Lee’s introduction to Plato ( 1977 ) p. 23. Also, see Clay ( 1997 ) pp. 50–51. For arguments 
supporting the view that the  Timaeus  is a sequel to the  Republic , see Voegelin ( 1947 ) p. 308 and 
Johansen ( 2004 ) p. 7–23. 
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and the recapitulation of topics in the  Timaeus  refer only to issues raised 
in the fi rst fi ve books of the  Republic ; it leaves out some of the most 
important philosophical elements of the earlier dialogue. Understanding 
the  Timaeus  as a sequel to the  Republic  limits interpretative possibilities. 
Th e  Republic  contains signifi cant discursive material specifi c to its context 
and literary structure and has its own myths, themes, and motifs. Plato 
carefully selects topics for the  Timaeus —the same for the  Critias —and 
describes them in the form he does with the Atlantis myth in mind. 

 Socrates invites the myth after expressing his dissatisfaction with the 
state he described previously. He is disappointed that it lacks life and 
resembles pictures or motionless objects rather than a real state. Socrates’s 
description of his earlier account marks it as clearly diff erent from the 
discourse regarding the ideal state from the  Republic.  Th e  Republic  con-
tains vivid metaphors, examples, and its own monumental myth at the 
end. Th e pretext for defi ning the ideal state in the  Republic  is to arrive at 
a convincing account of a just man; Socrates’s method is to describe the 
pattern of a just state in order to describe the model of a just man. In 
the  Timaeus , however, Socrates requests an account that uses the abstract 
model of an ideal state and illustrates it as a functioning society. He hopes 
his comrades describe his perfect society, but not in the act of performing 
what actual societies normally do on a daily basis and not in reference 
to the profundity with which the state would react to serious and com-
plex legal, cultural, or other philosophically pertinent problems. Socrates 
wants to see his state performing, strangely, only two very particular 
functions. In addition Socrates asked his interlocutors to ‘transactions 
with other states’, Socrates asks that his ideal state be described in the 
act of ‘waging war successfully and showing in the process all the quali-
ties one would expect from its system of education and training, both in 
action and negotiation with its rivals’ ( Tim.  19c). 

 Critias proceeds as narrator for the Atlantis tale in the  Timaeus , fol-
lowed by Timaeus for the cosmological account. Socrates excludes him-
self from the dialogue after he acknowledges that he is incapable of 
describing his ideal city in a real situation. He realizes that such a task 
is beyond his experience and best left to the others, who are referred to 
as both philosophers and statesmen. As a result, Critias’s genealogy and 
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presentation of the myth become a monologue. Critias is the one who, in 
response to Socrates’s account of an ideal state, remembers a childhood 
story; he is the only one who has access to the history of ancient Athens 
and, therefore, the only one who can tell the myth. Critias is the only 
Athenian among Socrates’s companions and the only one from a high-
standing family; he was a relative of Plato. He is related to the line of 
transmission both ancestrally and socially; the fi rst Greek to transmit the 
tale is Solon, and Critias is linked to him not just as a fellow citizen but 
also on the level of class and ideology. 29  

 Th e introduction of the  Critias  begins with Timaeus transferring the 
narrator’s role to Critias, who continues the conversation by asking for a 
degree of leniency from his audience and making some interesting com-
ments regarding the mimetic nature of statements. He explains that all 
statements are essentially ‘pictures or images’ and the acceptance or rejec-
tion of a statement is strongly infl uenced by the severity with which we 
judge it ( Crit.  107b). Critias raises this point and asks his interlocutors 
to avoid harsh criticism when evaluating his story. He contrasts the diffi  -
culty of Timaeus’s account with his task, explaining that his is more com-
plex because it attempts to describe human subjects rather than divine 
ones. Critias explains that divine themes are easier to account for because 
we are all ignorant about the gods and, therefore, a likely account is suf-
fi cient. 30  When engaging with human topics, description and analysis 
become subject to strict criticism because of our familiarity with many 
features of the account.

  So in what immediately follows, you should make allowances if my narra-
tive is not always entirely appropriate; for you must understand that it is far 
from easy to give satisfactory accounts of human aff airs ( Crit.  107d–108a). 

 Socrates grants Critias this favor and there are no objections to giving 
Hermocrates the same allowances afterward ( Crit.  108a). Critias’s intro-
ductory comments about the diff erence between rendering an account 

29   I address these factors in further detail when analyzing Critias in the Sect.  7.7 . 
30   See Burnyeat ( 2005 ). 
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of divine topics in contrast to human issues are unsupported, and he 
does not provide a meaningful basis for respecting his request for leni-
ency; the interlocutors agree without questioning. Socrates has faith in 
the philosopher-statesmen.  

7.3     Myth Aanalysis 

 After Socrates fi nishes praising the interlocutors for their philosophical 
and political talents in the  Timaeus , Hermocrates mentions a follow-up 
conversation that took place after the previous day’s discussion ( Tim.  20c–d). 
Th e conversation did not include Socrates and was held at Critias’s 
house, where the others were staying. Th e passage reveals that the dia-
logue took place in Athens and that the story is fi rst recalled and told by a 
reputable Athenian in the surroundings of his own home in Athens. Th e 
place of historically signifi cant Athenian fi gures in the transmission of the 
myth is acknowledged when Critias explains how the myth was passed 
onto his great-grandfather, Dropides, by Solon. Dropides was archon of 
Athens after Solon and, therefore, the fi rst to carry on Solon’s reforms. 
Th e myth was then passed down within the family until it reached the 
Critias featured in the dialogue. Plato infuses the Atlantis myth with a 
strong sense of Athenian identity. Th e genealogy is also part of the myth 
and adds to the philosophical signifi cance and nature of the historical 
account; the characteristics of the transmitters, place of transmission, and 
other relevant details function as literary devices.

  It [the myth] relates many notable achievements of our city long ago, 
which have been lost sight of because of the lapse of time and destruction 
of human life. Of these the greatest is one that we could well recall now to 
repay our debt to you and to off er the Goddess on her festival day a just 
and truthful hymn of praise ( Tim.  20e–21a). 

 Critias remembers attending a festival with his grandfather when he was 
about ten years old; his grandfather was also named Critias and was almost 
ninety at the time. Th e boys who recited poetry at the festival mainly chose 
Solon’s poetry—a popular choice during that era. Critias then narrates how 
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a fellow clansman and his grandfather spoke of Solon’s poetic pre-eminence, 
and during this discussion grandfather Critias mentions the story Solon 
brought back from Egypt. Th e older Critias explains that Solon would 
have surpassed Homer and Hesiod in poetic creations had he not been pre-
occupied with statesmanship. Th e story brought back from Egypt tells of 
the ‘greatest and most noteworthy’ achievement of Athens (i.e., an account 
that fi ts the genre of epic). By detailing the process of transmission, Plato 
has Critias perform an important cultural practice in sociopolitical rheto-
ric. An Athenian political fi gure provides a ‘folktale’ or a patriotic historical 
account defi ning Athenian identity and distinguishing Athens as a distinct 
and privileged culture due to its noble origins and innate potential. 31  

 Another crucial aspect of the genealogy is the symbolic and cultural 
place of Egypt in ancient Greek culture.

  ‘Tell us from the beginning,’ came the reply; ‘how and from whom did 
Solon hear the tale which he told you as true?’ ( Tim.  21d). 

 According to Critias’s genealogy, an Egyptian priest from the city of Sais 
in the district of Saitic told Solon the story while he was visiting Egypt. 
Th e Egyptian king Amasis hails from this city, where the patron god 
is Neith, the equivalent to Athena. Critias informs us that the Saisians 
were very friendly to Athenians because they believed the two people 
were related. Th roughout the narrative, Critias portrays Athenians with 
respect and praise, particularly when describing Egyptian perceptions, 
in general, and Solon, in particular. Plato’s details in these passages are 
signifi cant for a number of reasons. First, King Amasis II, or Ahmose 
II, established close ties with the Greeks in many respects; the most sig-
nifi cant were his contribution to rebuilding the temple of Delphi and 
his marriage to a Greek princess. Herodotus writes about this particular 
king at length and praises his achievements, thereby increasing his popu-
larity—and possibly the popularity of the Egyptians in general—within 
Greek society and culture. 32  Second, the city Sais is the Egyptian sister 
city of Athens and Critias acknowledges its protection by the goddess 

31   Th eir potential is described as resulting from geographical and social factors. 
32   See Johansen ( 2004 ) p. 39 for contrasts between Herodotus’s comments about the Egyptians and 
Critias’s account. 
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Athena. And third, Solon hears about the existence of ancient Athens 
for the fi rst time by a local priest in the Egyptian city; the priest is the 
equivalent to a priestess of Athena. Plato incorporates a sense of cultural 
and historical legitimacy to the myth by connecting the genealogy of 
transmission to Athenian glory and pride. Th e priest tells Solon that he 
has historical records to prove his narrative and says he will show Solon 
in due time. Th e genealogy contributes to interpreting the tale and adds 
a number of important dimensions to the myth. 33  

 Th e priest tells Solon that pre-deluge Athens was exceptional in many 
respects, particularly in governance and war. Th ere is a parallel, the priest 
notes, between the laws of Egypt at that time and ancient Athenian insti-
tutions and he begins to list some of the features of Socrates’s ideal state 
mentioned at the beginning of the dialogue. In addition to these laws, one 
of the advantages of ancient Athens was its geographical location, which 
their Goddess originally chose for them and which infl uenced their char-
acteristics. From among their many successful activities and exploits, one 
stood out as exceptional: their victory in defeating a belligerent Atlantis. 

 At the time of the battle between the two Greek powers, Atlantis, 
under the rule of a king, controlled not only the island of Atlantis but 
‘many other islands as well and parts of the continent; in addition, it con-
trolled, within the strait, Libya up to the borders of Egypt and Europe as 
far as Tyrrhenia’ ( Tim.  25a–b). Th e priest claims they planned to conquer 
most of the known world, including Egypt and Athens, until the army of 
Athens, in the face of formidable odds, defeated them and quelled their 
imperialist aims. After briefl y describing the battle, Critias fi nishes the 
story with an account of the deluge that submerged the island of Atlantis 
and killed the majority of Athenians. 

 According to Critias, the society and its inhabitants described 
by Socrates on the previous day bore an uncanny resemblance to the 
details concerning ancient Athens. Th e  Critias  describes how the gods 
divided up the earth and then allocated the rule of each region to a par-
ticular god according to intelligent agreement and justice. Th ey ruled 
over their terrain using these same virtues, which they passed on to the 

33   Th ere is no historical accuracy in relation to the contents of the myth, or for its transmission, ‘it 
is introduced exclusively for the purpose of conveying the meaning which it has within the fabric 
of the  Timaeus ’ (Voegelin [ 1947 ] p. 316). 
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native inhabitants. Athens was ruled by Hephaestos and Athena, who 
together had a reputation for their love of knowledge and skill, which 
they passed on to the Athenian people. After the deluge, the advanced 
members of the community perished, leaving only unlettered mountain 
dwellers. Th erefore, pre-fl ood Athenian history was lost and owing to 
a primary concern for survival no eff ort was made to recover it. War is 
a central theme in Critias’s narrative and he mentions Solon’s account 
of the war that includes women partaking in military activity—a role 
natural to both genders. Critias indicates that the myth he heard resem-
bles Socrates’s ideal city in terms of its most important aspects—particu-
larly issues concerning military power ( Crit.  110e–111a). After briefl y 
explaining the forgotten origin of some Greek names and the benefi ts of 
the original natural environment, Critias provides some of the dimen-
sions of the Acropolis as it existed then and some basic demographic 
information concerning the diff erent classes of people. Critias mentions 
how the Egyptians translated the Greek names in the story, which Solon 
then translated back into Greek after researching the meanings, and that 
Poseidon ruled Atlantis, which was occupied by an earth-born popula-
tion. Poseidon’s own off spring, which he begot with one of the mortals 
born of the soil, became the dynasty of kings who ruled the diff erent 
regions of the island. Critias’s narrative continues to describe features of 
the island’s typology, the guardians of each region, its natural resources, 
architecture, military service, governance, the court of law, and political 
ceremony. Th e dialogue cuts off  when Critias begins to tell of Atlantis’s 
regression from a well-functioning state of citizens, akin to the gods, to a 
power-mongering empire made up of people who are more mortal than 
divine and who are punished and disciplined by Zeus. 34   

7.4     The Philosophical Arguments 

 Th e  Timaeus  lists the topics from the previous day’s discussion on poli-
tics and society—subjects explored in other dialogues, particularly the 
 Republic  ( Tim.  17b–19c). Th e  Timaeus  and  Critias  are conditioned by 

34   For an interpretation of the abrupt ending that considers the possibility that Plato intentionally 
ended it the way he did for specifi c literary and philosophical reasons, see Clay ( 1997 ) pp. 51–52. 
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narrative plot and individual themes and motifs particular to each text, in 
addition to core sociopolitical, epistemological, and metaphysical ideas. 
When Critias remembers a childhood story, he enacts  anamnesis ; by con-
necting his memory of listening to his grandfather’s tale with Socrates’s 
discussion of an ideal state, Critias recollects the Forms necessary for 
constructing the perfect society. Th e act of remembering his past experi-
ences is not a mundane non-philosophical type of remembering but a 
more sophisticated, intellectual kind of memory function. Th e theory of 
recollection has a constitutive role in Critias’s account of Atlantis and its 
genealogy. 

 Socrates stipulates the principles of the ideal city after Timaeus asks 
to be reminded ( Tim.  17b). First, society is to be divided into classes 
each with its appropriate training and vocation. Th e segregation is justi-
fi ed by the impact it has on the development of guardians, particularly 
in relation to their performance in war. 35  As part of their training, they 
develop character in terms of both spirit (fortitude and determination) 
and philosophical thinking and this means that physical conditioning 
must accompany philosophical education. Also, guardians must live a 
modest and humble life and avoid distraction from responsibility to the 
state. In addition, women need to receive training similar to that of men 
and share the same occupations. Children should be the responsibility of 
the whole community; raising children is not solely the role of parents. 
Finally, marriages are to be arranged, clandestinely, by the state with the 
view of coupling the citizens who best match each other in terms of their 
excellence ( Tim.  18c–19a).  

7.5     Mutual Scaffolding 

 Th e  Timaeus  and  Critias  use fantasy tropes, including apocalypse, a device 
often used in narrative constructions about lost civilizations or to describe 
phases in the history of a civilization separated by catastrophic events. 
Th e narratives (Atlantis and cosmogony/cosmology) infl uence argu-
ments by enacting them in a narrative scenario and indicating potential 

35   It is unclear whether the type of guardians referred to are the military as a whole or only the mili-
tary leaders. 
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criticism. Th rough myths, Critias and Timaeus frame principles pertain-
ing to the state and metaphysics; they portray individual or personal ways 
of using philosophical theories. In the process of justifying arguments, 
the Atlantis myth also exposes the kinds of mistakes fallible humans 
make when interpreting an ‘ideal’. 36  Th e two dialogues demonstrate the 
problems with using theory in diff erent situations and the complexity 
associated with narrative depictions of lived experience; I address these 
issues with a focus on epistemology (the theory of recollection), politics 
(the ideal state), and metaphysics (theory of Forms) consecutively. To 
address metaphysics, I move from the Atlantis myth to Timaeus’s cos-
mogony/cosmology. Examining Timaeus’s myth supports my analysis of 
Critias’s narrative by demonstrating the consistency of plot structure and 
 mythos / logos  interdependence.

  What really happens is that the story-maker proves a successful “sub- 
creator.” He makes a Secondary World which your mind can enter. Inside 
it, what he relates is “true:” it accords with the laws of that world. You 
therefore believe it, while you are, as it were, inside. 37  

 Th e structural characteristics of the plot in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  are 
regulating factors in the Atlantis myth and signal arguments. In Greek 
mythology, the term ‘golden age’ is used to describe an original pure ideal 
period or utopia. Th is fi ctional historical era is represented in the litera-
ture and oral stories of many cultures. Th e diff erent accounts depicting 
a culture’s original perfect stage share a similar narrative framework and 
literary themes with Critias’s myth, especially since many golden age tales 
often end with some form of catastrophe. Th is plot structure is used to tell 
the Atlantis myth. Th e  Timaeus  begins with a politician and philosopher 
considering ideal principles and subsequently applying them to illustrate 
a functioning society. Th e following cosmogonic/cosmological account 
also begins with an ideal—the theory of Forms—and aims toward a 
perfect creation. 38  However, the situation in both myths regresses; the 

36   Gill ( 1977 ) p. 289. 
37   Tolkien ( 1966 ) p. 37. 
38   Runia ([ 1997 ] pp. 105–107). Also, see Johansen ( 2004 ) pp. 21–22 for structural comparisons 
between the Atlantis myth and the cosmology. 
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Atlantis myth ends with the fl ood, and the cosmology describes certain 
corruptions such as disease and the emergence of immoral creatures, 
which are the outcome of previous unethical lives. 

7.5.1     Rethinking Recollection 

 Critias’s recollection in the  Timaeus  expresses a refi ned critical stance on 
 anamnesis  and represents an epistemological dimension to the dialogue. 
Critias remembers a childhood story perfectly but is unsure of the earlier 
philosophical conversation. 39  In response to Hermocrates, Critias men-
tions the goddess Memory, mother of the muses: ‘Meanwhile I must 
follow your encouraging advice and call on the gods, adding the god-
dess Memory in particular to those you have mentioned. For almost all 
the most important parts of my speech depend upon this goddess’ ( Crit.  
108d). Reference to the goddess Mnemosyne is also made in the myth of 
Er from the  Republic  and holds an important place in Orphic traditions. 
In the  Timaeus , Critias remembers and seriously considers Socrates’s 
description of an ideal state—one based on the Form of justice—and 
uses his memory to bring the blueprint to life. 40  He is a statesman and 
a philosopher and, therefore, Socrates and the others express complete 
faith and grant him liberty to demonstrate how the perfect society oper-
ates. Socrates’s request is not philosophical but an invitation for Critias 
to tell a nationalist folktale; Critias responds with the Atlantis myth, 
which is extreme on many levels. Critias’s story is more a glorifi cation 
of Athens—or, more accurately, the aristocratic class of Athens—than 
a narrative focused on the idea of Justice. And he selects the narrative 
framework of a fallen utopia—the ‘Paradise Lost’ paradigm arranges his 
ideas, information, themes, and motifs—to achieve the same patriotic 
purpose. Th e plot is characterized by imagined cultural, social, and politi-
cal oppositions designed to enforce a particular Athenian identity; the 
myth characterizes a form of moral and cultural superiority. Th e apoca-
lyptic ending avoids blaming Athenians for regressing into the period 

39   Voegelin ( 1947 ) pp. 313–314. 
40   Osborne contrasts Critias’s unoriginal, handed-down, story to Timaeus’s novel, inaugural, 
account (Osborne [ 1996 ] pp. 185–186). 
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contemporary with Plato. And the catastrophe confi rms the purity of the 
Athenians by depicting them as victims of unfortunate and unpredict-
able natural circumstances. Th e outcome of applying ideals or Forms by 
Critias is open to criticism; simply looking to the Forms or recollecting 
the Forms is insuffi  cient when infl uences and prejudices weigh heavily on 
individual interpretations. 

 Plato’s philosopher-kings recollect the Forms but interpret them 
according to their social and cultural standpoints. Socrates is represented 
as being in awe of his interlocutors, in contrast to Socrates the dialecti-
cian, and accepts their accounts without scrutiny.

  Th at was why I was so quick to agree to your conditions yesterday, thinking 
that I was pretty well placed to deal with what is always the most serious 
diffi  culty in such matters, how to fi nd a suitable story on which to base 
what one wants to say ( Tim.  26a). 

 Critias’s statement regarding the best way to provide a narrative basis 
for one’s thoughts indicates the interpretative work involved in applying 
principles of justice in one’s current social situation. Plato draws atten-
tion to the place of a literary plot in theoretical deliberation; Critias’s 
comments on the narrative he presents to the group at  Timaeus  26a–e. 
Critias expresses amazement at how childhood stories remain in our 
memories in contrast to Socrates’s account from the previous day which 
he remembers only in part. He describes his intention of connecting the 
structure of an ideal city with a story:

  We will now transfer the imaginary citizens and city which you described 
yesterday to the real world, and say that your city is the city of my story and 
your citizens those historical ancestors of ours whom the priest described 
( Tim.  26c–d). 

 Critias’s attempt to transfer the imaginary state into a real state is an 
exercise in  anamnesis ; however, there are no competing theories and no 
hostile or doubting interlocutors and the conversation and relationship 
between interlocutors is amicable. Critias’s account is based on his mem-
ory of the previous day, which in turn sparked memory of a childhood 
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story. Th e scene is an example of recollection taking placed in lived expe-
rience; philosophical theory is animated by personal factors and the cul-
tural and political context. Th e situation is a realistic act of storytelling 
conditioned by Critias’s social conditions and aesthetic and philosophi-
cal infl uences. Th e storyteller, Critias, arranges recollected elements and 
events for impact and appeal. Plato depicts him remembering an ideal 
and combining it with an intimate memory or a chronicle of events. 
Critias fi nds the most appropriate narrative plot to structure it and pres-
ent as the ‘most likely’ of accounts. 41   

7.5.2     Revisiting the Ideal State 

 After Critias’s monologue in the  Timaeus , Socrates commends him for 
telling a ‘true history’ and one that is suited for the day on which the 
dialogue takes place—the day marking the festival of Athena. Th e day on 
which the dialogue takes place is signifi cant and informs certain details 
of the story. Critias is the storyteller and represents the Athenian ruling 
aristocracy. Consistent with his character as a proud and active citizen, he 
renders a historical account glamorizing the profound and unique nature 
of Athenian society and government. Th e myth describes the most virtu-
ous time in Athenian history; and the great period of Athenian  history 
contrasts with the problem-ridden era of Plato’s Athens in its most impor-
tant aspects. 42  

 Critias avoids Athenian responsibility in regress and demise and inserts 
the event of a natural catastrophe to separate the golden age from the less-
than-ideal situation of fi fth- and fourth-century Athens. Th e representa-
tion of ancient Athens is a romantic and grandiose depiction with patriotic 
sentiments. It is an idealistic fantasy in many aspects, including the values 
of the state, the principles of society, its innocence, and the epic nature of 
its tragic end. For the Athenian patriot and politician, the Atlantis myth is 

41   Johansen ( 2004 ) p. 24, fn. 2. 
42   Morgan interprets the truth status of the account, following Rowe, as ironic (Morgan [ 1998 ] 
pp. 102–103). She states that the use of the myth as irony and the emphatic way it is presented 
instruct the reader to distinguish between the dramatic construction and appeal of the text and 
whatever the author’s intended message may have been. Morgan bases her interpretation on criti-
cism of myth in the  Republic  and the use of the ‘Noble Lie’ (pp. 102–104). 
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self-affi  rming, and acknowledging it as true and ideal history has impor-
tant consequences for imagined identity. Socrates’s ideal city and the myth 
are arranged, interwoven, and presented as true by an aristocratic Athenian 
statesman; Plato demonstrates the construction of history and how verac-
ity is contingent on those who tell it and those who believe it.

  But what should be the status of the evoked idea if it failed to be embodied 
in a historically real order? What is the meaning of the well ordered polis 
when its evocation is not the fi rst step to its embodiment in reality? Is it, 
after all, an irrelevant velleity, the impractical program of a philosopher 
dabbling in politics? And, quite generally, what is an idea which neither 
remains set up in heaven, nor becomes the form, the “measure” of some 
piece of reality in the cosmos? Is it an ideal at all; or perhaps no more than 
a speculative opinion? 43  

 Th e Atlantis myth revitalizes an old theory; Plato redefi nes the ideal state 
by framing it within a new plot. He places the structure of the best city 
in the hands of an Athenian politician and the result is the tale of ancient 
Athens. Th e myth is acknowledged and unquestioned by Socrates and 
his group of friends; the narrative is a series of true events, consisting of 
appropriate characters, places, actions, and reactions and imbued with 
the ideal principles of the best city. 44 

  Th e power of national myths on the popular mind dramatizes the need for 
philosophical control, and the Atlantis myth is an example of such manip-
ulation, as the genres of philosophy, history, and oratory intersect. Both the 
myth and the cosmology are constructed to make a point about the way 
the world should be, the principles upon which we should construct it, and 
the means by which such models are rendered believable. 45  

 Th e structure of the ideal state is comparable to the framework on which 
the Spartan state functioned. Drawing inspiration from the legacy of his 

43   Voegelin ( 1947 ) p. 311. 
44   Some scholars suggest that the myth refl ects contrasts between Athens and imperial Persia 
(Johansen  2004 , p. 11). In addition, the tale may function simultaneously as a critique of Athens’s 
maritime imperialist exploits. 
45   Morgan ( 1998 ) p. 118. 
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ancestors and Solon, Critias advises and promotes a particular style of 
governance for his home state. Critias has this responsibility in the dia-
logue because of his status as a high-ranking political fi gure, and Socrates 
vehemently agrees and supports him. Th e content and delivery of the 
Atlantis myth are akin to those of the historical narratives created and 
exploited by romantic nationalists. Th e context and response to Critias’s 
account represent extremely favorable or ideal circumstances for the pre-
sentation of a political speech. 46  Plato illustrates how a special kind of 
 mythos  is linked to abstract laws. And the Atlantis myth refl ects Critias’s 
interpretation of the laws and the infl uence of his level of knowledge, 
social standing, personal experiences, and idiosyncrasies.  

7.5.3     Metaphysics 

   …the solution has to be found within the myth of nature and its cosmic 
rhythms. Th e idea of the well ordered polis is not embodied at present in a 
historical society; if we ascribe to it, nevertheless, objective status as a “mea-
sure” in reality, the ascription of objectivity must be based on an earlier or 
later embodiment of the idea; moreover, we need a theory which explains 
the temporary disembodiment. Into the creation of this myth of the polis, 
as the “measure” of society which in its crystallization and decay follows the 
cosmic rhythm of order and disorder, has gone the ripe art of Plato the 
poet. 47  

 Th e second narrative in the  Timaeus , the cosmogony/cosmology, shares 
structural and thematic similarities with the Atlantis myth and proves 
the consistency of Plato’s method. 48  Th e introduction of Timaeus’s 
monologue summarizes the theory of Forms followed by a discussion 
of the diff erences between the cosmos and its eternal model. 49  Th e early 

46   Johansen ( 2004 ) p. 38. 
47   Voegelin ( 1947 ) p. 312. 
48   However, Finkelberg describes the  Timaeus  as a cosmogonic account that does not necessarily 
refl ect Plato’s position on creation or generation (Finkelberg [ 1996 ] p. 393). 
49   For a detailed account and analysis of Timaeus’s preamble, see Runia ( 1997 ) pp. 101–118. Also, 
see Burnyeat ( 2005 ) pp. 150–153 for comments on the distinction between Timaeus’s account and 
the  Republic. 
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section contrasts being and becoming and introduces a perfect para-
digm into the text. 50  Timaeus’s cosmogonical/cosmological account fol-
lows or builds on the paradigm. 51  Timaeus’s story of the origins and 
nature of the cosmos is also infl uenced by the conversation from the 
previous day, but rather than produce a political treatise he presents 
a cosmogony/cosmology. His religious and philosophical sensibilities 
infl uence his interpretation and appropriation of the ideal principles; 
Timaeus’s Pythagorean affi  liation and training under Philolaus char-
acterize his rendition in the same way Critias’s sociopolitical standing 
infl uences his monologue. Th e narratives share the same plot structure 
but in Timaeus’s account the apocalyptic end is replaced by a form 
of cosmic corruption.Timaeus employs the Demiurge in his myth to 
explain the creation of the cosmos—the most authentic and original act 
of creation imaginable. 52  Th e Demiurge is devoid of physical, histori-
cal, and sociocultural characteristics; it is transparent, like the recep-
tacle, and exhibits no characteristics particular to humans. Timaeus is 
a philosopher-king and presents an account of the cosmos committed 
to conveying the theory of Forms. Both Critias and Timaeus attempt 
to replicate the Demiurge’s activity—they look at the previous day’s 
argument and attempt to create accordingly—and receive emphatic 
approval from Socrates.   

7.6     Plot Structure 

 Th e cosmology refl ects the story line from the Atlantis myth; both begin 
with a golden age or pure origins and deteriorate. Athens and Atlantis 
originally functioned perfectly by implementing the rules of an ideal 
state. Athens’s success in the war with Atlantis was primarily due to its 
continuous commitment to justice.

50   Runia ( 1997 ) pp. 112–113. 
51   Osbourne ( 1996 ) pp. 191–193. 
52   Cornford describes the Demiurge as being driven by unrestricted purpose (commentary in Plato 
[ 1997 ] p. 165). Analysis of the demiurge that addresses a diverse range of interpretations is found 
in Benitez ( 1995 ). I interpret the role of the demiurge in relation to a view of aesthetics that diverts 
from earlier dialogues at Tofi ghian ( 2009 ). 
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  Th e Forms serve as paradigms both for the physical world created by the 
demiurge, and for the world in discourse created by Timaeus: his discourse 
gains its validity not from faithfulness to the way things appear, or the way 
particular things ‘actually happened’, but in virtue of its attempt to express 
in words a likeness of the perfect and eternal reality. 53  

 Th e plot used to structure, characterize, and direct the diff erent elements 
in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  belongs to a network of golden age or utopian 
myths. 54  Th e Atlantis myth shares the literary and cultural model exem-
plifi ed in Hesiod’s  Works and Days :

  If you see fi t, I will tell you another story right to the end, well and skill-
fully. Toss it about in your chest, how gods and mortal people are sprung 
from the same source. 55  

 At the very fi rst the deathless ones who have Olympian homes made a 
golden race of mortal people, 56  who existed at the time of Cronus, when 
he was  basileus  in heaven. Th ey lived like gods with woe-free spirit, apart 
from and without toils and grief; wretched old age did not hang over them, 
but unchanged in feet and hands, they delighted in festivities beyond all 
evils. Th ey died as if overcome by sleep. Th ey had all good things. Th e 
grain- giving plowland of her own will bore her produce, much of it, and 
without grudging. And they enjoyed the fruits of their works in ease and 
peace with many good things, [rich in sheep, dear to the blessed gods]. But 
ever since the earth covered over this race, they are divinities in accordance 
with the plans of great Zeus, and good ones on the ground, guardians of 
mortal people [—they watch over  dikai  and cruel works, wrapped in mist, 

53   Osborne ( 1996 ) p. 179. 
54   Other Greek myths that represent this plot structure include Orphic myths and the poetry of 
Empedocles. For examples from other cultures and eras, see Virgil’s  Th e Georgics , Ovid’s 
 Metamorphoses , Plutarch, the Hindu epic Mahabharata, Christian millennialism, the book of 
Isaiah, the Book of Enoch, and early modern and positivist notions about the historical and cul-
tural role of the European Enlightenment. Also, see comments by Murray ( 2011 ) pp. 180–81 
about other literary infl uences on Plato’s myth. She refers to similarities with Hesiod on p. 183. For 
studies on the relationship between Plato and Hesiod, see Boys-Stones and Haubold ( 2009 ). 
55   106–109 (Hesiod [1996]). See comments on p. 66, note 39: ‘ sprung from the same source.  
Ordinarily this should refer to people and gods being descended from the same blood source. But 
here it must refer to the Golden Race, who “lived like gods” (112)’. 
56   See p. 66, note 40 for the infl uence of the Near East on Hesiod’s tale of the degenerative races of 
heroes (Hesiod [1996]). 
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wandering everywhere over the earth], givers of wealth: and this is the 
excellent prize that they got. 57  

 Later those who have Olympian homes in turn made a second race, 
much worse, from silver, resembling the golden one in neither physique 
nor thought. By contrast a child was nurtured playing at his devoted moth-
er’s side for a hundred years in his  oikos , an utter fool. But precisely when 
[each] reached puberty and reached the peak of his youth, they lived for a 
very short time, having pains on account of their follies: for they were not 
able to hold back outrageous violence 58  from each other, and they did not 
see fi t to serve the deathless ones, not even to do actions at the holy alters 
of the blessed ones, which is proper behavior for people according to their 
customs. Th ese then Zeus, the son of Cronus, hid away in his anger, 
because they did not give honors to the blessed gods who hold Olympus. 
But ever since the earth covered over this race, these are called blessed mor-
tals under the ground; they belong to the second rank, but honor attends 
upon them all the same. 59  

 Th e sequence of these passages represents the golden age plot structure 
and emphasizes a fall from glory. At 108, Hesiod establishes the homoge-
neous origins of gods and humans. 60  Th e original humans create a golden 
race of people during the time of Cronus and enjoy a utopian existence. 
Th ey are guardians over mortals and successful in cultivating the land. At 
127, a second, inferior race emerges and becomes part of society. Th is ‘sil-
ver’ race is proud, abusive, and impious and elicits punishment from Zeus. 
Th e Atlantis myth acknowledges and praises the golden era of Athens 
and Atlantis. 61  Inhabitants of Athens and Atlantis were originally akin 
to the gods and both civilizations enjoyed a utopian culture. Th e people 
of Atlantis degenerate because of their greater and more rapid degree of 
mixture with ‘people of the soil’. Described as a second inferior race, they 
strayed from their commitment to the principles and cohesion indicative 

57   109–127 (Hesiod [1996]). 
58   By violence the translators mean  hubris  as the antithesis of  dike . 
59   127–143 (Hesiod [1996]). 
60   See Burnyeat ( 2005 ) p. 145. 
61   Th e genealogical account, the narrative about the transmission from the Egyptian priest down to 
Critias, also refl ects the regression theme constitutive of Hesiod’s plot—an old wise civilization 
handing the tale down to children with no historical memory (Voegelin [ 1947 ] p. 312). 
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of their original state and began an imperialist mission. Critias’s myth is 
modeled on the same paradigm as that of Hesiod’s account. Regardless of 
the diff erences distinguishing Hesiod and Plato as thinkers and writers, 
the narrative paradigm infl uences both authors by determining the selec-
tion and arrangement of information, the movement and signifi cance of 
the scenes, and the interaction of the elements within the story.  

7.7      Character Selection 

7.7.1     Socrates 

 Socrates’s position and attitude in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  are unique in 
contrast to his role in other dialogues. Dialectical exchange in a philo-
sophical sense is missing, and the younger Socrates represents a facilitator 
and fan of the speakers and their independent speeches. He does not 
respond to the narratives with questions but instead uncritically accepts 
and praises the stories without suffi  cient justifi cation. Socrates steps back, 
observes, and refuses to play a prominent role or contribute in a sig-
nifi cant way; there is no need for intervention by Socratic dialectic when 
more capable thinkers are in control. Plato’s ideals are left in the hands of 
politicians and philosophers described as fully qualifi ed for the task and 
encouraged by the young Socrates.  

7.7.2     Critias 

 Th ere is much debate regarding the identity of Critias in the two dia-
logues. Most agree he was an aristocratic Athenian, a statesman and a 
philosopher, and member of the family whose lineage connects him to 
Dropides and Critias, his grandfather. If the character is Critias from 
the Th irty Tyrants, Plato’s choice enforces the patriotic and aristocratic 
sentiment and political pride expressed in the nature and delivery of the 
myth. However, Critias was a well-known name in Plato’s aristocratic 
family and he may be just an invented character. 62  Critias demonstrates 

62   Voegelin ( 1947 ) p. 316. 
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how an ideal constitution is validated through historical writing, and the 
combination of charter and myth is used to justify a particular political 
vision and agenda.  

7.7.3     Timaeus 

 Th e character of Timaeus is either completely fi ctional or possibly mod-
eled on a fi gure such as Archytas of Tarentum. 63  Many scholars agree that 
he is a fi ctional Pythagorean philosopher known as Timaeus of Locri. 
In Plato’s dialogue, he is a philosopher and politician who expresses 
Pythagorean views. Cicero refers to Timaeus of Locri as a Pythagorean 
philosopher and close acquaintance of Plato. 64  Also, Proclus, in his com-
mentary on the  Timaeus , refers to Timaeus as a Pythagorean. 65  Examples 
of Timaeus’s Pythagorean background are detailed by Huff man in 
 Philolaus of Croton , in which he draws similarities between Philolaus’s 
theory of attunement and Timaeus’s account in the  Timaeus . 66   

7.7.4     Hermocrates 

   Hermocrates, according to Proclus (on 20A) and modern scholars, is the 
Syracusan who defeated the Athenian expedition to Sicily in Plato’s child-
hood (415-413 B.C.). Th ucydides (vi, 72) describes him as a man of out-
standing intelligence, conspicuous bravery, and great military experience. 67  

 Socrates informs the group at the beginning of the  Critias  that 
Hermocrates will present his own account after Critias completes the 
Atlantis myth. Th e  Critias  ends before the narrator fi nishes his story and 
there is no third dialogue presenting Hermocrates’s narrative. Cornford 
is correct in stating that based on the evidence from the two dialogues 
we can only speculate regarding his character and what he may have 

63   Lee’s introduction to Plato ( 1977 ) p. 29. 
64   Cicero ( 1999 ) I.X. 
65   Proclus ( 1820 ) pp. 187 and 199. 
66   Huff man ( 1993 ). 
67   Cornford commentary in Plato ( 1997 ) p. 2. 
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discussed in his speech. In the dialogue, Hermocrates panders to Critias, 
advising him to evoke Pan and the Muses to assist in glorifying ancient 
Athens; Pan assisted the Athenians at Marathon and this possibly initi-
ated worship of the god in Athens for the fi rst time. 68  Hermocrates was a 
Syracusan general and his activities, particularly military operations, are 
documented by Th ucydides, Xenophon, Plutarch, and Polyaenus. And 
he was instrumental both in battle and as advisor in opposing Athenian 
imperialist ambitions. During the Peloponnesian War, he occupied the 
role of general against the Sicilian Expedition launched by the Athenians. 

 In the dialogues, there is little evidence to help decipher the balance 
between Hermocrates and Critias—individuals from warring states. 
Hermocrates is obliged to listen to a patriotic folktale that admonishes 
Atlantis as a belligerent and ruthless imperialist force, while Athens was 
engaged in a similar enterprise. However, the group seems to agree in 
relation to philosophical and political issues—or at least they are consid-
erate of each other’s positions and willing to cooperate—and from the 
amicable and intellectually nature of the meeting it seems Plato incorpo-
rates the character Hermocrates purely as a symbol of statesmanship—a 
symbol representing a city connected to Plato’s own political activities.

  In the present gathering of philosophers and statesmen he is pre-eminently 
the man of action… He had also attempted to reform from within his 
native city, Syracuse, the scene of Plato’s own abortive essays towards the 
reconstruction of existing society. 69  

7.7.5        Egypt and the Egyptian Priest 

   Solon has been given a charter myth for Athens from the Egyptians, con-
veniently fetishized as preservers of accuracy about the past. 70  

 Egypt occupies an important place in the ancient Greek imaginary 
and is supported by many examples of ancient literature. Egyptians are 

68   Fink ( 2014 ) p. 139. 
69   Cornford commentary in Plato ( 1997 ) p. 2. 
70   Morgan ( 1998 ) p. 104. Also, see fn. 11. 
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associated with perennial wisdom and the origin of knowledge 71 —par-
ticularly, mystical knowledge. Th e Atlantis story is preserved in Egypt by 
an Egyptian priest and transmitted back to the Greeks. Th e genealogy 
of the transmission refl ects a recurring pattern of regress: the tale begins 
with the Egyptians as keepers of wisdom who preserve history and is 
transferred down to Critias as a child, but he forgets the story until the 
period described in the dialogue.  

7.7.6     Solon 

 Solon is the fi rst Greek fi gure in the transmission of the myth and repre-
sents the philosopher-statesman outlined and praised in the  Republic . 72  
Many of his qualities are exemplifi ed in the three philosopher-politicians 
in the dialogue. Th e narrators of the myths are trusted and respected 
on the grounds that in character and action they resemble Solon—the 
Athenian statesman who returns to Greece with the historical account of 
ancient Athens and Atlantis. Solon’s character is the archetype that con-
textualizes the other three characters; that is, Solon is the quintessential 
outstanding Greek guardian, an exceptional and complete statesman, and 
model of excellence. 73   

7.7.7     Atlantis 

 Th e confl ict between the two civilizations, Athens and Atlantis, is a stan-
dard binary of good versus evil. Th e concept of an archenemy or ‘Other’ 
used for the depiction of Atlantis—the quintessential enemy—func-
tions as a literary trope and characterizes Critias’s glorifi cation of Athens. 
Th e political and cultural dichotomy also supports the essentialism in 

71   Johansen ( 2004 ) pp. 39–40; p. 36. 
72   Compare with Morgan ( 1998 ) pp. 108–109. On page 112, Morgan expresses a diff erent view by 
arguing that the role of Solon ‘is closer to a parody of contemporary practice than an appropriation 
of it … Whereas the interlocutors must accept the noble lie at face value, we must not do so, but 
must recognize that Atlantis is a speculative exercise in political rhetoric, albeit philosophically 
based. Our focus must be on the construction’. 
73   Voegelin argues that Solon represents the author, Plato, and the passages explaining Solon’s poetic 
skills are autobiographical (Voegelin [ 1947 ] pp. 318–319). 
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describing the golden age period of ancient Athens in contrast to the 
decline and threat of Atlantis. 74    

7.8     Conclusion 

 Th e Atlantis myth described in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  is infused with 
a sense of Athenian cultural identity and functions as history, art, and 
a form of self- refl ection. Th e tale signals Plato’s theories and adds new 
dimensions to epistemology, politics, and metaphysics. Th e  Timaeus  and 
 Critias  describe an operating model of the ideal state, and the convergence 
of myth and philosophy in the historical tale demonstrates new possibili-
ties for Plato’s methods. By evoking an earlier conversation, arguments 
pertaining to principles of justice enter the discussion—stipulations sug-
gestive of those pronounced in the fi rst fi ve books of the  Republic . Th e 
Atlantis myth is informed by Plato’s philosophical views and provides 
critical distance by illustrating how philosopher- statesmen remember 
and interpret ideas and arguments and attempt to apply them in diff er-
ent contexts. Th e creation myth also represents this self-refl exive strategy, 
is structured similarly, and shares stylistic features with Critias’s story. Th e 
two myths presented in the  Timaeus  and  Critias  situate history and the 
origins and structure of the universe within a narrative framework that 
resonates with a particular sense of cultural identity familiar to the inter-
locutors and Plato’s audience. 

 Rather than reading the Atlantis myth as allegory, I suggest interpret-
ing the story as an example of philosophical rhetoric that communi-
cates knowledge but also refl ects biases associated with the narrator. A 
commentary on epistemology and politics, the myth demonstrates the 
complexities associated with applying theory, problems pertaining to 
partiality, and the infl uence of culture and social status; the monologues 
indicate how philosophers are also impacted by various forms of affi  lia-
tion and community commitment. Lincoln’s critique of mythology and 
myth theories raises awareness of the intersections between mythology, 
privilege, and politics. Th e rise of European fascism reminds scholars that 

74   See Morgan ( 1998 ) pp. 114 and 117 for a comparison between Atlantis and the Persian Empire. 
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erudite and critically aware intellectuals are also susceptible to the temp-
tations of myth; sacred narrative has the potential to unite and galvanize, 
in addition to its insidious ability to divide and oppress. In the  Timaeus  
and  Critias , Plato introduces a historical basis for Athenian identity and 
presents sociocultural characteristics as ideal universal models. Th e dra-
matic context of the account indicates critical ways of reading Critias’s 
story in order to expose elements of nationalism and the social and politi-
cal privilege associated with the narrator. 

 Lincoln interprets myth as a narrative that codes and reinforces ideol-
ogy. He examines mythology in relation to the discourse of diff erence 
ingrained in narrative structures and mythic paradigms. Division, exclu-
sion, and stigmatization can be either subtle or explicit but often are 
elided by the poetic beauty of myth and its power to speak to and bolster 
cultural identity. Lincoln’s perspective exposes how scholars become part 
of the legacy of myths when disclosing their philosophical and aesthetic 
signifi cance. Th eorists also enhance and perpetuate patterns in myth that 
strategically construct and marginalize the Other. Th e Atlantis myth and 
the genealogy of the tale idealize ancestors, Athenian statesmen, Athenian 
homeland, Athenian patron gods, and the notion of innate Athenian 
capabilities and talents. Critias’s cultural imagination drives his selection 
and appropriation of elements of history and infl uences how he frames 
them within his epic narrative; Plato creates a dialogue that raises ques-
tions about the role of cultural standpoint in practicing philosophy and 
how lived experience impacts philosophers.        
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    8   
 Where Does Myth Belong?                     

          Th eories of myth and myth studies scholarship provide new method-
ological tools and conceptual frameworks for interpreting the relation-
ship between myth and philosophy. Recognition of the development of 
modern theories and movements assists in describing, analyzing, and 
appreciating the signifi cance and nuances of Plato’s myths. A vibrant and 
sophisticated interdisciplinary tradition of myth research exists, and since 
the late eighteenth century, philosophers have been an integral part of 
it. Schilbrack and others criticize the disconnect between contemporary 
philosophers and the mythography tradition which encompasses a body 
of growing research on myth and ritual. 1  Until at least the end of the nine-
teenth century, prominent Western philosophers—and poets and writers 
contemporary with them—such as Schleiermacher, Humboldt, Schelling, 
Marx, Feuerbach, Nietzsche, and scholars from the Cambridge Ritualist 
school, exhibited profound interest in mythology and interacted with aca-
demic discourse on the topic to various degrees. 2  After a decrease in enthu-
siasm and productivity in the academic study of mythology following the 

1   Schilbrack (2002a, 2004a). 
2   Feldman and Richardson ( 1972 ) pp. 297–527. 



Second World War and after recovering from the stigma attached to it due 
to associations with European fascism, the last few decades have experi-
enced a revival in myth studies. Scholars specializing in a range of diff er-
ent fi elds have begun directing their attention toward myth or expanding 
and reinforcing their work in the area. 3  Historical, philological, and eth-
nographic work on mythology has been consistent over the last century; 
however, signifi cant philosophical contributions to theorizing myth and 
philosophical studies of mythology have had limited output. 

 Many modern scholars use the term ‘myth’ for categorizing a divergent 
range of tales, whereas others acknowledge that fundamental problems 
persist with using general defi nitions for myth. Monomythic defi nitions 
detract from eff orts to distinguish myths with philosophical import and 
obstruct investigation of the relationship between the myth and philos-
ophy throughout the history of philosophy. After around three centu-
ries of myth studies as an established discipline, philosophers are well 
placed to identify the subtle ways that myth and philosophy communi-
cate. Th e potential for collaborative studies is immense and must include 
both cross-cultural and interdisciplinary projects. In particular, serious 
engagement with Indigenous research, Indigenous research protocols, 
and Indigenous methodologies is indispensable for the progress and 
signifi cance of myth scholarship. 4  Indigenous voices can also inform 
philosophical investigations of myth and raise critical questions in phi-
losophy about epistemic injustice and the existence of exclusory practices 
and methods. 5  Philosophical approaches to myth studies contribute to 
expanding knowledge in the fi eld, and more research and institutional 
commitment are required to broaden the conceptual and methodological 
resources necessary for a genuinely inclusive understanding of mythology. 6  
Th e damaging cultural, political, and intellectual infl uence of many 

3   Particularly contributions by Doty ( 1986 ); Segal ( 1999 ,  2004 ); Hawes ( 2014 ); Csapo ( 2005 ); 
Dundes ( 1984 ); Lincoln ( 1999 ); Bremmer ( 2010 ,  2011 ). 
4   Smith (1999) p. 4. Denzin et al. ( 2008 ) Chap. 1. Cruikshank ( 1998 ). Jackson ( 2012 ). Also, 
related work in Arctic studies is published by the journal series  Contributions to Circumpolar 
Anthropology. 
5   Fricker (2009); Rigney ( 2006 ); Anderson ( 2014 ); Anderson ( 2002 ); Smith (1999); Park ( 2013 ); 
Buck-Morrs (Summer  2000 ); Jean-Marie ( 2013 ). 
6   Henrdy and Fitznor ( 2012 ); Grounds et al. ( 2003 ); Emeagwali and Sefa Dei ( 2014 ); Maaka and 
Andersen ( 2006 ); Semali and Kincheloe ( 1999 ) p. 15; Denzin et al. ( 2008 ) Chap. 1; Jackson ( 2012 ). 
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past Western thinkers and schools of thought manifest in contemporary 
mythography, and dedication to producing collaborative scholarship on 
myth that prioritizes the perspectives of researchers from marginalized 
knowledge systems is urgent. 7  An approach to studying myth dedicated 
to cognitive justice restores dignity and integrity to groups of people 
whose unique understanding of myth characterizes connections with 
identity, country, ritual, and lived experience. 8  A decolonial approach to 
transforming the way knowledge is produced benefi ts the development 
of myth studies; more importantly, it dismantles the asymmetrical way 
research is conducted concerning peoples whose links with sacred narra-
tives have been disrupted and severed as a result of colonialism and its 
associated modes of scholarly endeavor. 9  

 Philosophers are reluctant to invest in contemporary myth studies and 
have been slower than scholars from other disciplines to forge ties with 
religious studies, comparative mythology, myth theory, and the many 
approaches constituting these fi elds. Th e diffi  culties with using many 
modern theories of myth in a philosophical context result partly from the 
ambiguous, confl icting, and fl uctuating evaluations of myth in the his-
tory of Western philosophy. Th e narrative constructed to defi ne the place 
of myth in the Western philosophical tradition assigns a special place to 
Plato. 10  In particular, his scathing attack on poetry in the  Republic  is regu-
larly referred to as the cornerstone of his views on myth and functions as 
the ‘point of origin’ in Western philosophy’s foundation narrative; a par-
ticular interpretation of Plato becomes the myth that establishes the sta-
tus of myth in post-Enlightenment thought. In this story, Plato is often 
valorized in heroic terms as the pioneer who broke with poetry, and this 
view is reinforced by associating him with people who emerged much 
later to challenge religious authority. 

7   Denzin et al. ( 2008 ) Chap. 1; Nakata ( 1998 ,  2004 ,  2007 ); Martin ( 2003 ); Rigney ( 2006 ); 
Coleman et al. (March  2012 ). 
8   De Sousa Santos ( 2007 ). Also, see Nakata ( 1998 ). 
9   Nakata et al. ( 1998 , 2012); Bishop ( 2005 ) pp. 110–112; Smith ( 1999 ); Arashiro and Barahona 
( 2015 ); Connell ( 2007 ); Yancy ( 2008 ); Alcoff  and Caputo ( 2011 ); Alcoff  and Mendieta ( 2000 ); 
Weinbaum ( 2004 ). Consider the early views of myth in the context of colonialism by Banier 
(Feldman and Richardson [ 1972 ] pp. 86–87). 
10   Detiene ( 1986 ,  2009 ); Snell ( 1953 ); Vernant (1962b,  1974 ); Buxton ( 1999 ). 
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 Plato wrote philosophical myths that belong in a category distinct 
from myths employed without interdependent relationships with argu-
ments. Th e philosophical myths I analyze and other relevant examples 
require a heterogeneous theory of myth or require that certain theories 
be appropriated in order to understand the dialectical theatre directed 
in Plato’s dialogues. I emphasize the need to engage with the myth stud-
ies tradition and contemporary theorization of myth for contextualizing 
approaches and developments in Plato studies. However, including dis-
ciplinary critiques, ideas, and methods is only an initial step; application 
is another matter. Th eories of myth have been designed and applied by 
theorists for other research projects, and in most cases the communica-
tion between myth theories and philosophy has been indirect or minor. 
In order for a theory, or a combination of theories, to benefi t scholarly 
approaches to Plato, a well-defi ned systematic strategy is necessary—a 
strategy that links methodologies pertaining to myth with scholarship 
devoted to the dialogues. By examining specifi c elements and mythemes 
integral to selected dialogues and combining them by using my mutual 
scaff olding approach, I have demonstrated a procedure that acknowl-
edges the advances in myth studies and is simultaneously sensitive to 
Plato scholarship. Mutual scaff olding also promotes an intimate reading 
of the text that pays special attention to understudied or marginal fea-
tures and symbols, partnering them with the major philosophical posi-
tions and dominant mythic components. 

 A systematic project distinguishing between the various kinds of myth 
in the dialogues has not been undertaken and deserves attention by classi-
cists and philosophers working on Plato. To diff erentiate between myths 
used in the dialogues, new comparative methods and transdisciplinary 
work are required to reposition Plato as philosopher/religious exegete/
myth-maker/cultural innovator rather than solely a Greek philosopher. 
Integration of the important work from myth scholars adds signifi cant 
tools, insights, and perspective; collaboration and interdisciplinary vision 
are necessary and need to be combined with a critical awareness of the 
cultural and political history of modern myth scholarship. As a result 
of important research from scholars such as Morgan, Brisson, Tarrant, 
Benitez, Partenie, Collobert et al., and Werner, we have some under-
standing of Plato’s special kind of philosophical myth. Outside of a Plato 
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studies context, philosophical myths have received little attention and 
few have entered debates or responded to philosophical questions posed 
by theorists from diff erent disciplines. Identifying philosophical myths 
and highlighting their distinguishing features and functions demand an 
interdisciplinary strategy involving both philosophers and myth theo-
rists. Illuminating the nuances of philosophical myths and constructing 
principles and categories for their study are critical tasks. But potential 
for misinterpretation is increased when one incorporates approaches 
originally developed for other purposes and examples. Infl uenced by 
Doty’s approach to myth, I suggest a polymythic hermeneutics for read-
ing myths rather than an approach based on all-encompassing defi nitions 
or prescription of clearly defi ned pathways. Focusing on the function 
of myth to decipher its meaning and role is an important fi rst step. 
Beginning with the unique function and status of each individual myth 
enables researchers to fi nd, advance, or construct theories and methods 
best suited for analysis. 

 Traditional and conventional interpretations of the relationship 
between myth and philosophy feature in modern studies of Plato’s myths, 
but few inquiries indicate connections with the recent history and devel-
opments of myth scholarship. Plato studies has been aff ected by similar 
sociocultural and intellectual infl uences as myth studies, and overlapping 
patterns and shifts are obvious to Plato scholars who are familiar with 
theories of myth. Research in both fi elds is characterized and limited by 
many of the same theoretical and methodological problems and obsta-
cles: interpreting and integrating analysis of language into cultural and 
philosophical investigation; balancing particular literary content with 
structural concerns; considering historical factors and recognizing social 
and political context; and theorizing the relationship between myth 
and argument. Addressing the disconnect between myth studies and 
Plato scholarship in practical terms is another concern. Moving beyond 
acknowledgment of the mutual infl uences and interests between areas of 
study, the formation of a transdisciplinary fi eld that integrates various 
techniques, methods, and research topics enhances philosophical appre-
ciation of myth, in general, and Plato’s myths, in particular. 

 My own approach in this area of study draws on disciplines such as 
religious studies, myth studies, philosophy, cultural studies, symbolic 
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anthropology, and literary criticism. I have examined Plato’s dialogues, 
characterized by interdependence and diversity, with tailored approaches 
sensitive to the nuances of individual myths and the narrative dimensions 
of each dialogue. I used mutual scaff olding as a methodological device 
to foreground interdependence between elements in Plato’s philosophy. 
Th e method reveals how Plato’s vision both resists rigid binaries and uses 
narrative to represent the fl uidity and uncertainty associated with using 
argument in complex and diverse situations. Plato’s dialogues are trans-
gressive in nature and his critique of political, religious, and intellectual 
matters is a combination of philosophical commitment and sociocultural 
experiment; his dialectical unity involves myth and philosophy represents 
hermeneutical spaces for introducing and testing knowledge and expos-
ing opinions. Plato’s literary techniques are a challenge to authority and 
refl ect a savvy and audacious attitude to philosophical practice. 

 Plato’s metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical concerns are inter-
twined with his construction and application of myth. Complex philo-
sophical theory and critique are framed in narratives introducing legend, 
epic, homily, and devotion. Th e dialogue format incorporates competing 
discourses and situates them such that they become cross-genre accounts 
and invite interdisciplinary approaches in order to unpack it. An appro-
priate method for understanding Plato’s dialogues requires decentering 
rational inquiry and examining his experimentation with hybrid forms 
of explanation and analysis; myth and philosophy are combined, but 
the collaboration is not uniform across dialogues. Plato’s myths chal-
lenge conceptions of genre, both modern and ancient. Character, mythic 
themes, narrative plots, mise-en-scène, and literary tropes take center 
stage and dictate the direction, purpose, and terms of the discursive parts 
of the text. An inversion takes place in the dialogues: rather than the-
ory determining narrative, the literary frameworks manage philosophy. 
However, Plato does not prioritize one over the other or construct stan-
dard hierarchies that span his oeuvre; he negotiates the terms and condi-
tions depending on the questions, situation, intellectual aims, and the 
way myth and philosophy are introduced in a text. 

 Study of the function of Plato’s myths within each dialogue clarifi es 
their relationship with structural and thematic elements and projects an 
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interpretative frame for analyzing the polymythic quality of his  narratives. 
Th e modern tradition of myth studies has overemphasized defi nition. An 
approach based on function reveals deeper meanings and is not limited by 
the constraint of inquiries led by defi nitions—particularly, monomythic 
defi nitions. Using function as a starting point does not suggest a method 
restricted to the version espoused by functionalists such as Malinowski. 11  
Investigating Plato’s myths by determining the active role they play in 
the dialogues, one can develop an interpretation based on the individ-
ual operations of the philosophical myths. In particular dialogues, Plato 
expresses a perspective on narrative through his application of myth and 
confi rms its potential to introduce philosophical features that facilitate 
debate and support argument. 

 Th e narrative features of Plato’s myths and their interaction with phil-
osophical arguments unfold in various ways as his dialogues develop, and 
the form and content of the myths activate structural principles in the 
texts. In each chapter, I explained the philosophical potential of literary 
features and how they illuminate the structural, contextual, and symbolic 
aspects of narrative. I gave special attention to plot structure, literary 
themes and tropes, construction of characters, narrative voice, mythic 
symbols, and religious factors such as liminality and ritual. My investiga-
tion demonstrates the value of interdisciplinary research and uncovers the 
cross-genre approach Plato uses to construct the dialogues. Th e design 
of the myth/argument relationship cannot be unpacked within the con-
straints of disciplinary boundaries, and I have used a method inspired 
by recent interdisciplinary scholarship of myth. Philosophical rigor is 
pivotal, but elements and insights from other fi elds help address assump-
tions and contextualize concepts, categories, and techniques. 

 Th e formation of myth studies and the directions it has taken since 
its inception are important for addressing Plato’s dialogues. My aim has 
been to establish a framework and conceptual strategy for understand-
ing philosophical myth and disclosing how Plato constructed and imple-
mented sacred narrative. Modern discourse pertaining to myth presents a 
range of central questions and a number of core theories and evaluations 

11   For sociofunctionalist views of myth, see Doty ( 1986 ) pp. 44–45. 
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pertaining to the status and function of mythology. I considered these in 
my discussion of Plato:

    1.    I distinguished between myth and philosophy on the basis of how 
they manifest in discourse, themes, symbols, and structures.   

   2.    I distinguished between the diff erent kinds of Platonic myths and 
identifi ed philosophical myths.   

   3.    I discussed the interdependent relationship between philosophical 
myths and the arguments in the dialogues by analyzing diff erent ele-
ments and reintegrating them through mutual scaff olding.    

At the beginning of my study, I considered a series of pivotal questions 
as a guiding framework for interpreting myth. Th ese questions assist in 
critically readdressing some fundamental theoretical presuppositions, 
methods, and trends characteristic of myth studies—presuppositions, 
methods, and trends that also surface in many examples of Plato studies. 
In the opening chapter, I argued that an interdependent approach com-
bining  mythos  and  logos  and engaging with the literary and conceptual 
nuances of Plato’s style of writing must acknowledge a set of signifi cant 
factors and answer related questions. My study acknowledges the follow-
ing issues as fundamental: (1) the literary and performative aspects, (2) 
structural authority, and (3) hermeneutical matters. 

 Exploring the complexities of these issues, I attempted to include 
interpretative themes and techniques from myth studies and Plato schol-
arship. I drew on theories and previous studies without reducing individ-
ual myths to a particular defi nition or interpretation originally employed 
for other myths. Instead, I prioritize the unique context and function 
of Plato’s myths in order to investigate their multidimensional refer-
ents and the multilayered messages they suggest. Commitment to one 
category or genre misleads interdisciplinary inquiries, and single-genre 
or monomythic accounts do not refl ect Plato’s mythic project; instead, 
they emphasize logical order over imaginative curiosity when analyzing 
his systematic approach. Reducing the rational and the emotional to a 
dichotomy and abstracting philosophy from social, religious, and per-
sonal considerations marginalizes Plato’s careful literary design and dis-
connects philosophy from a total human experience; Plato communicates 
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a complete refl ection of intellectual inquiry to elicit complex and multi-
dimensional reception. 

 My interpretation of each of the six dialogues was ordered to illustrate 
the importance of dramatic scenes and literary elements, discursive argu-
ments, and the social and religious factors that impact the text. 

 Th eme introduction, setting, and narrative: I examined the opening 
scenes and the signifi cance of narrative voice. Th e setting introduces the 
theme of the dialogue—the introduction of the philosophical question 
and how particular problems arise, the character who raises them, and 
the contexts that create the dilemmas. Narrative mode identifi es explicit 
or implicit narrator(s) and narratee(s) and the messages behind Plato’s 
choice of narrator(s) and narratee(s). 

 Myth analysis: I illustrated the details of the dialogue’s myth and its 
interaction with the philosophical sections. I also addressed specialized 
literary techniques used to construct the myth, such as liminality or 
deliverance. 

 Th e philosophical arguments: I outlined the steps involved in Plato’s 
discursive arguments, indicating the features that link them to the myth. 

 Mutual scaff olding: My method detailed the interdependent con-
nection between myth and philosophy, interpreting the relationship 
as a dialectical unity in which the two discourses are represented as 
complementary. 

 Plot structure: Th e structural importance of the plot highlights the 
logical sequence of literary and philosophical sections. 

 Character selection: I described details of Plato’s characters and how 
their personalities inform important aspects of the philosophical dramas. 

 Plato creates possibilities for interpreting myth in relation to argu-
ment. Many of the prominent features I identifi ed and used to analyze 
the myth/philosophy dynamic apply to both discourses and must be 
dealt with in order to illuminate the aesthetic and philosophical theatre 
orchestrated in the dialogues. I explain these features as:

    1.    plot structure   
   2.    character selection (determined by the plot)   
   3.    the use of literary tropes to both combine and separate elements   
   4.    the meaningful selection and use of mythic themes and motifs.    
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In my analysis of the six dialogues, I explored the myth/philosophy 
interdependence by using an interdisciplinary method guided by the sets 
of concerns stipulated above—the literary and performative features, 
structural factors, and hermeneutical issues. 

 Chapter   3    :  Myth   and Instruction . In the  Meno , myth instructs one on 
how to practice philosophy correctly. Socrates guides the inquirer by 
introducing a form of instruction manual that refers to myth and religious 
traditions in order to challenge Meno’s paradox and indicate the personal 
and cultural infl uences operating in our cognitive processes. Socrates and 
the slave represent the use of the mythical trickster device: a character 
who introduces liminality, transformation, and renewal—aspects that are 
part of the theme and structure of the dialogue. 

 Chapter   4    :  Myth and Partnership . My study of the  Protagoras  reveals how 
a sophist combines myth with arguments in order to critique Socrates’s 
views on virtue and whether it can be taught. Partnership is central to the 
myth, the arguments, and the dramatic setting, and the theme contextu-
alizes the discussion on political skill and virtue. I consider how Laurence 
Coupe’s discussion of radical typology elucidates the ability for myth to 
create conditions for interpretation and perpetuate meaning. 

 Chapter   5    :  Myth and Regulation . Myth in the  Phaedo  regulates the 
arguments and counter-arguments and administers three prominent 
themes: deliverance, dualism, and a Pythagorean/Platonic dynamic. 
Myth as an organizing principle positions and connects the arguments 
in the text with particular literary and religious features. My interpreta-
tion of dramatic and philosophical aspects in the dialogue is infl uenced 
by Lévi-Strauss’s theory of myth involving binary opposition. Th e myth 
of the soul’s journey is interpreted as a meaning-generating narrative that 
mediates a particular binary system, impacting the philosophical argu-
ments and literary construction. 

 Chapter   6    :  Myth and Transition . Transition is a central theme in the 
 Phaedrus  and Plato designs the myth to evoke a sense of physical per-
formance through ritual transformation. Th e phases within a rite-of- 
passage ritual correspond with the phases of Plato’s arguments and the 
developmental message of the text—a message that signifi es a move from 
one philosophical vision to a more advanced approach. William Doty 
introduces a complex and exhaustive working defi nition of myth which 
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I employ to illuminate the relationship between cultural standpoint and 
the presentation of epistemological and metaphysical nuances—details 
that explore the signifi cance of love and the body for Plato’s philosophy. 

 Chapter   7    :  Myth and Cultural Identity . For the Atlantis myth presented 
in the  Timaeus  and  Critias , I focus on how myth operates as a mode of 
self-refl ection and criticism. By examining Critias’s account, I demon-
strate how cultural and political affi  liation and infl uence determine inter-
pretation of philosophical principles. Bruce Lincoln’s interpretation of 
myth as ideology in narrative form assists in understanding the exclusion 
and marginalization ingrained in mythic accounts and how sacred nar-
ratives like the Atlantis myth are susceptible to nationalism; the story is 
depicted as an expression of Athenian cultural identity that refl ects hierar-
chy, power, and political ambition.My approach to Plato’s myths argued 
that the dichotomy paradigm must be criticized and rethought. Whether 
explicit or implicit, dichotomous paradigms have dominated many of the 
theories and schools of thought in the myth studies tradition, and one of 
my aims has been to challenge this tendency. Serious consideration of the 
intellectual history of fi elds such as religious studies, anthropology, and 
folkloristics is fundamental. Th eir eff ects on the study of myth are impor-
tant for moving toward a polymythic hermeneutics—a perspective that 
I argue leads to an appreciation of the philosophical potency of Plato’s 
mythic project. My multidisciplinary outlook integrates contemporary 
methods and devices used to study myth and questions methodological 
restrictions placed on analyses of myth in the dialogues. Consequently, 
this study has created a horizon for a more dynamic and interdependent 
understanding of the  mythos / logos  relationship. 

 I also challenged the demand for verifi ability in the study of myth—
the view that myth is non-falsifi able and non-argumentative and, there-
fore, not subject to the scrutiny applied to logical discourse. My analysis 
involved criticism of perspectives that contrast the narrative discourse 
of myth, the referents of which are not accessible to sense or intellect, 
with the dialectical reasoning of Plato’s philosophy. Plato criticizes myth, 
but would he critique his own philosophical myths as having the same 
referents and the same relation to logic as the myths contained in epics 
and tragedies? Do his philosophical myths occupy an inferior status? Are 
philosophical myths useful only in the realm of ethics and politics as an 
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instrument of persuasion? Th e view that myth is unfalsifi able and there-
fore only a likely account is committed to the dichotomy paradigm and 
does not accommodate Plato’s diverse, fl uid, and vivid modes of philo-
sophical expression. 

 Brisson explains how the Atlantis myth diff ers from other histori-
cal accounts based on actual historical events such as the Median and 
Peloponnesian wars. He distinguishes between historical accounts and 
Plato’s tale about the war between Atlantis and ancient Athens in terms 
of accuracy and precision in dating the events. Brisson states: ‘Myth is 
distinguished from true discourse about the past by its inability to pre-
cisely state when the events which it mentions took place’. 12  According to 
Brisson, the Atlantis myth, with its own contentious dating and unverifi -
able source, is akin to a story such as the  Odyssey  in that it is completely 
independent of anything but the reality which it creates for itself. He 
states that the discipline of history, which objectifi es events, renders myth 
void because it documents an occurrence, subjecting it to validation—
something that myth is unable to do. 

 However, my approach to Plato’s myths investigates the structural and 
regulatory reasons behind inserting myth into the dialogues rather than 
attempting to verify the content. In most cases, Plato does not attempt to 
doubt or prove conclusively the existence of gods, daimons, heroes, the 
activities of the immortal soul, and the past exploits of gods and humans, 
because their verifi ability is not central to the issues under investigation in 
the dialogues. 13  Instead, the working relationship of these elements in the 
framework of a plot, and their unique collaboration with elements in his 
arguments, justify their implementation in the text. Philosophical discus-
sion invites the use of various forms of discourse and rhetorical expression 
but also requires an understanding of the appropriate context in which 
to make use of them. Th erefore, if diff erent discourses and expressions 
are indispensable parts of a unity—interdependently connected—then 
the target of criticism must be the coherence of the whole rather than 
the validity of the parts. Particularly in later dialogues, Plato’s characters 

12   Brisson ( 1998 ) p. 22. 
13   See Veyne ( 1988 ) regarding the ambiguous distinctions between belief and disbelief in myth and 
legend in ancient Greece. 
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focus on the scope of paradigms, to what extent one should explicate 
them, and the proper form of discourse one should use. 14  Recognition 
of the mutual cooperation between Plato’s two most dominant forms of 
explanation—both carefully crafted and thoughtfully arranged—reveals 
the counterproductive nature of comparing and contrasting  mythos  and 
 logos  and encourages one to move toward more meta-questions: the 
appropriate length of exposition, paradigm application, the limits of the 
question-and-answer form of dialectic, and the place of fi gurative lan-
guage in philosophical discussion. 15  Questions targeting the truth status 
of myth are relevant but it is more important to transcend this form of 
analysis and concentrate on a critique of method. 

 Plato’s philosophical myths belong to a completely diff erent genre to 
other myths. Th e idiosyncrasies of this form of myth pertain to Plato’s 
style and are relevant to his philosophical mission. His own myths are 
not subject to the same criticism targeted at other myths, even though 
they share content. Plato’s myths constitute a distinct form of sacred 
narrative, unprecedented in his time. His mythic accounts share com-
mon features and patterns exhibited by the structure of the dialogues 
and the philosophical sections. Th e selected works I have addressed indi-
cate a particular attitude toward the use of literary devices in philosophy. 
‘Philosophical tales are often newly invented because they have a point to 
make that does not fi t into previous narrative formats, but most impor-
tantly because they must demonstrate how to employ myth correctly’. 16  
A hermeneutics appropriate for Plato’s use of myth accepts diff erent 
stories, encourages multiple forms of interpretation, and allows various 
defi nitions to modify, change, merge, and transform. Myth is irreduc-
ible to a single theory; sacred narratives continuously reform and reposi-
tion as interpreters and myth-makers engage with them. Th e theoretical, 
methodological, and sociocultural limits conditioning interpretations of 
mythology indicate the potential for misguided readings and the inaccu-
rate presuppositions associated with defi nitions and universal accounts. 
Analysis of Plato’s myths must be interpreted as part of the same tradition; 

14   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 157. 
15   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 157. 
16   Morgan ( 2000 ) p. 16. 
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modern myth studies and recent Plato studies have run parallel and share 
theoretical, methodological, and sociocultural infl uences. Regardless of 
the subject matter or the identity of the myth-maker, one must exercise 
caution when studying myth and avoid demythologizing for the purposes 
of replacing sacred narratives with something more convenient. Myth has 
always resisted being reduced to scientifi c explanation, a translation of an 
ideal account of reality, a refl ection of ritual, a psychological state, values 
from an original phase of history, or a sociopolitical charter. Where does 
myth belong? It belongs within an inclusive horizon that accommodates 
unconstrained narratives voicing many diff erent things.       
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